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1

Introduction

“This is my state,” yelled José Murat (1998–2004), the Oaxacan governor 
from the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) to one of the federal offi-
cials held hostage in “his” state, “and I decide who meets with whom, 
and whether or not you hold meetings in Oaxaca” (interview Lepine, see 
also Periódico Reforma, August 23, 2002). In August 2002, two years after 
Mexico’s national democratization took place, a group of federal officials 
from the Ministry of Social Development (Sedesol) were kidnapped in 
the Oaxacan city of Mitla. The federal officials had traveled south from 
Mexico City to answer the claims advanced by the handful of National 
Action Party (PAN) mayors ruling in Oaxaca, who argued that the PRI 
state government was not distributing Sedesol programs according to eli-
gibility criteria. Instead, the mayors claimed that the PRI was allocating 
program funds to political and partisan allies, and consequently funds 
were not reaching PAN-ruled mayoralities. The kidnapping occurred when 
the group of PAN Sedesol officials and PAN mayors were holding a meeting 
to discuss strategies to ameliorate the discretional distribution of social 
programs in Oaxaca. “All of a sudden,” as one of the kidnappees reported, 
“the doors of the meeting room were opened and Ulises Ruiz [then, federal 
senator of Oaxaca, and subsequently governor of the state (2004–10)], lead-
ing a crowd of 100 PRI mayors, burst into the room, violently apprehended 
us, and took us away in a pickup truck. The kidnappers held us hostages for 
one day” (interview Lepine; see also Periódico Reforma, August 23, 2002). 
The governor’s aim, as the interviewee reported, “was to demonstrate [to] 
my boss [Josefina Vázquez Mota, Secretary of Sedesol, 2000–6], that PAN 
federal officials could not meddle in Oaxacan politics, much less dictate 
to the governor how federal social programs should be distributed” (inter-
view Lepine). Indirectly, Murat also wanted to send a clear message: PAN 
President Vicente Fox (2000–6) was not to encroach upon the governor 
or the state of Oaxaca. Shortly after this episode, the federal government 
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refused to sign subsequent Convenios de Desarrollo Social (treaties of social 
development)1 and took other actions to oppose and weaken the regime. 
Despite efforts from the federal government at undermining Oaxaca’s sub-
national undemocratic regime (SUR), Murat, and his successor Ulises Ruiz, 
managed to keep the regime alive by relying on a sturdy local coalition of 
support, which rested primarily on the backing of local party elites.

This episode, which vividly illustrates the persistence of subnational 
incumbents’ undemocratic practices after Mexico’s national democratiza-
tion in 2000, also reveals important aspects of the relationship between 
democratic presidents and some subnational autocrats. For one, it shows 
the president’s incapacity to wield power over one of Mexico’s most recal-
citrant undemocratic rulers as well as the president’s inability to discipline 
and obtain the governor’s cooperation. From another perspective, the epi-
sode highlights the governor’s disposition and capacity to challenge the 
authority of a democratically elected president as well as his capacity to 
sustain an undemocratic regime despite federal attempts to undermine its 
foundations.

A different pattern of intergovernmental relations between a democratic 
president and a subnational autocrat was observed during Fox’s presidency 
in Oaxaca’s neighboring state, Puebla, which is also one of the least demo-
cratic states of Mexico (see Chapter 3). Unlike Oaxaca, the political presence 
of the PAN in this traditionally PRI-ruled state has always been significant. 
Whereas in Oaxaca an average of 9.64 percent of the municipalities between 
1998 and 2007 were ruled by the PAN, in Puebla an average of 19.47 per-
cent of municipalities were ruled by the PAN during the same time period.2 
The greater number of PAN-ruled municipalities, which, as discussed in 
Chapter 7, resulted from a less patrimonial exercise of state power, posed a 
challenge to the capacity of PRI poblano governors to, in Edward Gibson’s 
(2005, 2013) terms, carry out strategies of boundary control. In the era of PAN 
presidencies (2000–12), the larger presence of the PAN in Puebla’s munici-
palities became critical to facilitate PAN presidents’ capacity to wield power 
and control—via their local party organization—over the state and its subna-
tional autocrat. Greater control over poblano governors, in turn, was decisive 

1 Every year each Mexican state signs these treaties with the federal government in which 
both parties stipulate which social programs will be co-financed by the state and the federal 
government.

2 Oaxaca’s percentage is calculated on the basis of the 152 municipalities where polit-
ical parties compete in local races. The remaining 418 Oaxacan municipalities have, since 
the 1990s, adopted a system of indigenous customs (known in Spanish as usos y costumbres 
or UC). Customary law-observing communities use a mix of Western and traditional electoral 
means: citizens elect federal and state authorities according to standard liberal electoral pro-
cesses of secret ballot and universal suffrage, and they elect municipal authorities via indigenous 
customs (see Eisenstadt and Yelle 2012).
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for inducing and ultimately obtaining political cooperation from Puebla’s 
autocrats. As a result of the presidential leverage that resulted in cooperative 
poblano governors, autocrats in Puebla, unlike their Oaxacan counterparts, 
were regarded as key political allies of PAN presidents. Furthermore, in con-
trast to Oaxaca’s SUR, Puebla’s SUR was rarely seen as threatening. On the 
contrary, PAN presidents saw fit to sustain and reproduce the Puebla political 
regime despite its undemocratic characteristics.

A New Perspective on the Study of SURs  
within Democratic Countries

These two examples reveal important aspects of the relations between 
(national) democrats and (subnational) autocrats and shed light on the causes 
of SUR continuity within nationally democratic countries. First, contrary to 
conventional wisdom, SURs within democratic countries maintain differ-
ent—and at times opposed—relations with the federal government. Whereas 
some of them can be subjugated to the will of democratically elected presi-
dents, others can become powerful opponents of national incumbents, so 
much so that they can prevent federal officials from implementing federal 
policies in their territories. Second, the case of Puebla shows that, despite 
the fact that democratic presidents breach state-level borders and pene-
trate undemocratic enclaves by striking alliances with local oppositions, 
SURs continue to exist. In other words, contrary to conventional wisdom, 
the existence of “boundary opening” strategies does not necessarily trigger 
SUR change. Third, the cases reveal that the prospects of wielding effect-
ive presidential power over subnational autocrats figures prominently in 
national democrats’ calculations regarding their actions to oppose or sustain 
SURs. Where presidential power is effective to obtain the acquiescence and 
cooperation of subnational autocrats, (national) democrats help the latter to 
strengthen their SURs. Where this presidential power is not effective, presi-
dents favor SUR weakening by, for instance, denying social programs. Yet, 
despite regime-destabilizing attempts, some SURs continue to stay in power.

The Mexican examples pose important and puzzling research questions for 
the study of SUR continuity within nationally democratic countries. What 
explains different pathways of SUR continuity within nationally democratic 
countries? Why is the pattern of center–SUR relations different within coun-
tries? Why do some autocrats and SURs prevail despite presidents’ strategies 
to weaken SURs? Why do democratic presidents support some autocrats and 
SURs, even when they are from the opposition? Why do presidents support 
undemocratic regimes even when subnational autocrats cannot carry out 
strategies of boundary control? Under what conditions do democratically 
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elected presidents endorse or combat (opposition and/or copartisan) auto-
crats and SURs?

These are the central research questions addressed in this study. In brief, 
the book argues that there are two alternative within-country pathways to 
SUR continuity. What sets SURs onto distinct pathways of reproduction 
is the capacity (or lack thereof) of national incumbents to wield effective 
power over (opposition and/or copartisan) autocrats and their regimes, 
which in turn is critical to facilitate (or discourage) the cooperation of sub-
national undemocratic rulers with the president’s agenda. Where national 
incumbents can wield effective power over and obtain the acquiescence 
and political cooperation of (opposition and/or copartisan) subnational 
autocrats, the former have incentives to strengthen and sustain subnational 
undemocratic regimes from above. When this occurs, SUR reproduction from 
above ensues. Conversely, where presidents fail to exert power over (opposi-
tion and/or copartisan) autocrats, and are in turn incapable of obtaining 
the latter’s cooperation, the former have incentives to carry out actions to 
weaken SURs. Nonetheless, the capacity of subnational autocrats to main-
tain party elite unity and to elicit the support of the local masses allows 
autocrats to maintain the status quo and keep their regimes alive. When 
this occurs, SUR self-reproduction ensues. Figure 1.1 graphically summarizes 
the book’s argument.

These two diverging pathways of SUR continuity within countries are the 
subject of this book’s investigation. Specifically, the study seeks to unravel 
different causal conditions and combinations of variables leading to a similar 
regime outcome, i.e. SUR continuity, within countries.
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Figure 1.1. Argument of the book
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Contributions to the Study of SURs in Democratic Countries

The argument advanced in this book fundamentally challenges the assump-
tion that there is one single pathway to SUR continuity within countries. It 
shows instead the existence of multiple (within-country) paths to the same 
political outcome (i.e. regime continuity).3 The study is premised on the 
notion that SURs within countries not only differ among themselves but 
that they maintain different relations with the federal government, which is 
why they are reproduced differently.4 The book thus revives a promising line 
of research, initiated by Richard Snyder (1999, 2001a) more than a decade 
ago, whose focus on within-country regime differences as well as their varied 
interactions with the federal government contributed to a better understand-
ing of subnational political processes.

The acknowledgment that there are regime differences—which propel a 
variety of SUR–center interactions, and, in turn, trigger alternative path-
ways of SUR continuity within countries—helps advance the study of SURs 
in national countries in several ways. First, recent scholarship on SUR con-
tinuity has found that the factors that perpetuate these regimes in power 
may be quite different across countries (Gibson 2013). In his path-breaking 
book, Gibson (2013) argues that, given that the factors that reproduce SURs 
are intrinsic to a given configuration of national variables, we should see 
that different combinations of national variables trigger varying patterns of 
SUR continuity across countries. As a result, SUR reproduction in country x 
should differ from the type of reproduction observed in country y, which in 
turn should contrast with the pattern of SUR continuity seen in country z. 
This view, while acknowledging the likelihood of alternative types of regime 
reproduction, overlooks the possibility that SURs within a single country may 
be sustained by a combination of different causal factors. This book comple-
ments existing works that focus on different cross-national trajectories of 
SUR reproduction by showing that these trajectories can also be dissimilar 
within countries.

Second, the book’s acknowledgment of SUR differences and varying types 
of SUR–federal government interactions within countries invariably shifts 
the focus of SUR study from single subnational case studies to within-country 
subnational comparisons. This shift from subnational case study analysis 

3 In other words, it reveals the existence of equifinality (George and Bennett 2005). The 
phenomenon of equifinality is also referred to as “multiple causality” or “multiple conjunc-
tural causation” in Charles Ragin’s books, The Comparative Method (1987) and Fuzzy-Set Social 
Science (2000).

4 While there are works that underscore the existence of within-country SUR variation (see, 
for instance, Gervasoni 2011; Saikkonen 2011), none of them has argued that these differences 
play a key role in regime continuity.
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(which has been the norm so far5) to within-country comparative subna-
tional analysis (which is at the core of this book) breaks new ground in the 
study of SURs in new democracies, and consequently offers a new perspec-
tive to assess the continuity of these subnational regimes.

Third, the book departs from existing works on SUR continuity by shifting 
the focus of attention to presidents rather than governors. Most of the more 
influential theories on SUR continuity focus on the capacity of subnational 
autocrats to control borders, but they seldom analyze the sources that allow 
democratic presidents to wield effective power over SURs and their rulers. 
This book not only examines the conditions under which this presidential 
power is possible and effective, but argues that its presence, rather than the 
power and control exerted by SUR incumbents over the areas they rule, is 
the key causal mechanism through which democratic presidents engage in 
strategies of SUR reproduction from above.

The focus on presidential power also importantly fills an important ana-
lytical void of existing scholarship on SUR reproduction. Most of the stud-
ies on SURs that adopt an intergovernmental approach (see Chapter 2) have 
argued that democratic presidents tolerate SURs because the latter can pro-
vide key political benefits to the former. This quid pro quo is usually seen as 
mechanical and it is assumed to apply to the universe of SURs within a given 
country. This book shows, instead, that democratic national incumbents tol-
erate, and ultimately help to reproduce, only the SURs upon which they can 
wield effective (fiscal or partisan) power. Likewise, the book shows that sub-
national autocrats’ political cooperation, their acquiescence, as well as their 
subordination to national democrats take place only to the extent to which 
presidents wield effective (political and/or fiscal) power over subnational 
autocrats. In the absence of this presidential power and control, subnational 
autocrats have few incentives to deliver political benefits that could favor 
national incumbents. In sum, this study contributes to the literature on SUR 
reproduction by fleshing out the mechanisms that account for presidents’ 
ability and incentives to further sustain undemocratic regimes in the periph-
ery. This study elucidates as well the factors that propel (copartisan or opposi-
tion) subnational autocrats to deliver political goods to national democrats.

Fourth, the study moves past existing assumptions that presidents only 
help reproduce SURs that are ruled by copartisans. This book, for example, 
does not take for granted that presidents’ capacity to obtain the coop-
eration of subnational autocrats is higher or more likely when national 
incumbents and autocrats belong to the president’s political party or share 
the same political ideology. Rather, it assumes that both opposition and 

5 For a notable exception, see McMann (2006).
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copartisan autocrats can deliver important political benefits to the presi-
dential cause, and, in turn, be sustained from above, when disciplined by 
the watchful eye of democratic presidents. By challenging the relevance 
of national–subnational copartisanship, the book helps open up new 
research frontiers in the study of SUR reproduction in nationally demo-
cratic countries.

Finally, while the book builds on existing works by stressing the impor-
tance of variables at both the national and subnational levels of government, 
it argues that new variables need to be taken into account in order to address 
SUR continuity in democratic countries. The book shows that the territorial 
extension of national political parties, the nature of state structures prevail-
ing in each SURs, as well as the capacity of SUR incumbents to maintain local 
party elite unity and to elicit mass support, are key factors for the sustain-
ability of SURs. The focus on national and subnational variables that have 
so far been overlooked contributes to complementing existing works on SUR 
continuity within democratic countries.

Definitions and Argument’s Scope Conditions

What is a SUR?

The SURs analyzed and referred to in this book are not municipal, local 
regimes; instead, they are provincial or state-level, second-tier political 
regimes. Following McMann (2006) and Gervasoni (2010a, 2010b), this study 
defines provincial/state-level SURs as civilian electoral regimes that are nei-
ther fully authoritarian nor fully democratic.6 As discussed in greater detail 
in Chapter 3, SURs can be clearly distinguished from subnational authori-
tarian regimes because they hold regular, multiparty elections, and, unlike 
authoritarian regimes, opposition groups and parties are not legally barred 
from competing in subnational elections. What distinguishes SURs from 
subnational democracies is the fact that the actual opposition’s capacity 
to defeat subnational autocrats (and/or their parties) in elections is signifi-
cantly handicapped. Through a variety of undemocratic, illegal, and infor-
mal actions, such as electoral fraud, restriction of political and civic rights 
and liberties, electoral violence, and/or periodic changes in electoral rules 
and political institutions, incumbents systematically prevent the opposition 
from gaining access to state positions—hence SURs cannot be regarded as 
democratic.

6 For a discussion and justification of why these regimes are not referred to as hybrid or any 
other subtype of hybrid regimes, such as competitive authoritarian regimes (Levitsky and Way 
2010), see Chapter 3.
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SUR Continuity and SUR Change

The focus of inquiry of this book is SUR continuity, rather than SUR origins 
or SUR change. Accordingly, the study centers both on the provinces/states 
that continue to be or became undemocratic and remained so in the period 
under study (i.e. 1983–2009 in Argentina, and 1997–2009 in Mexico), and 
the factors that helped perpetuate these regimes in power. The primary rea-
son for focusing on regime continuity rather than regime origins and change 
is that, as shown in Chapter 3, SURs are stable. The evidence presented in this 
book indicates that, once in place, the vast majority of SURs remain for long 
periods of time, with only few of them making strides towards subnational 
democracy. For this reason, the task of this book is to understand the specific 
mechanisms that enabled SURs and their autocrats to cling to power for so 
many years, thus turning these regimes (and their rulers) into durable and 
“sticky” undemocratic polities (autocrats). Accordingly, the subnational cases 
selected for in-depth analysis will be cases where undemocratic regimes were 
in power for decades.

In the concluding chapter, however, positive cases, i.e. subnational regimes 
that remained undemocratic, are contrasted with cases of SUR change, i.e. 
negative cases. This contrast is meant to show that the conditions hypoth-
esized to be crucial for producing SUR continuity in the positive cases were 
absent, or not all present, in the negative cases that experienced SUR break-
down. The analysis presented in Chapter 8 reveals that the two hypothesized 
conditions, ineffective presidential (fiscal or partisan) power in the first place, 
and the incapacity of autocrats to rely on a sturdy local coalition of support 
(i.e. inability to build party elite unity and obtain mass support), in the sec-
ond place, were present in Oaxaca and Puebla after 2009. The absence of 
these two conditions explains why these two SURs experienced party alter-
nation in 2010, ten years after Mexico’s national transition to democracy. In 
sum, this analysis reveals that the theoretical model presented in this book 
offers the possibility of predicting SUR breakdown.

Federal and Unitary Countries

Unlike previous works on subnational undemocratic regimes, this book 
develops an explanation of SUR continuity that can travel beyond federal 
democratic countries. In general, works on this topic have produced theories 
whose core premises are only to be found in federations or highly decentral-
ized democratic countries (Gibson 2005, 2013; Gervasoni 2010a, 2010b, 2011; 
Mickey 2013). As a result, these theories can only explain SUR continuity in 
these settings. The core building blocks of this book’s argument, in contrast, 
can be found in both unitary and federal democratic countries. According to 
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the argument presented here, presidents’ capacity (or lack thereof) to wield 
effective (fiscal or partisan) power, their ability to obtain the cooperation of 
subnational autocrats, and undemocratic rulers’ ability to neutralize presi-
dential power are the three key factors that account for various trajectories 
of SUR continuity within democratic countries, and they are not exclusive to 
federal polities.7 The implications of this book’s explanation should apply in 
all countries where a democratic national government coexists alongside an 
undemocratic subnational government.

Research Design, Case Selection, and  
Organization of the Book

The explanation of SUR continuity advanced in this book is tested in con-
temporary Argentina and Mexico, two of the largest Latin American coun-
tries. Three aspects make Argentina and Mexico particularly suitable for this 
study. First, as shown in Chapter 3, Argentina and Mexico have a consider-
ably large number of SURs. Second, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, Argentine 
and Mexican SURs vary widely regarding the institutional and fiscal factors 
that shape presidential power over SURs, and in turn, in the factors that 
determine alternative pathways of SUR continuity within each country. 
This variation is needed to test the validity of the book’s argument. Third, as 
shown in Chapter 5, Argentina and Mexico differ in terms of the instruments 
presidents have used to wield power over, and obtain the cooperation of, 
subnational autocrats and their regimes. Whereas Argentine presidents have 
generally exercised power through fiscal means, their Mexican counterparts 
have resorted to partisan instruments to win over undemocratic governors. 
Despite differences in the way in which presidential power has been exerted 
in each country, the trajectories of SUR continuity within countries have 
been similar. That is, where national incumbents have been able to wield 
effective power over autocrats, SUR reproduction from above has resulted in 
both countries. Where, by contrast, national incumbents have been incap-
able of exercising authority over recalcitrant undemocratic governors, presi-
dents have undertaken actions of SUR weakening. The study of Argentina 
and Mexico thus reveals that, in spite of dissimilar strategies of presidential 
encroachment upon autocrats, the logic of the argument holds across coun-
tries, thus validating the generalization of the explanation.

In terms of the methodology, the book employs a multi-method approach that 
includes both quantitative and qualitative methods, as well as cross-national 

7 That two federal countries are selected as the primary cases of study in this book does not 
invalidate this claim.
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and within-country comparisons of two SURs in each country (La Rioja and 
San Luis in Argentina; Oaxaca and Puebla in Mexico). The qualitative analyses 
examine the 2003–9 period in Argentina and the 2000–9 period in Mexico, 
spanning four presidencies in two countries. In Argentina, the presidency of 
Néstor Kirchner (2003–9) and the first half of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner’s 
administration are analyzed. The Mexican presidency of Vicente Fox (2000–6) 
and the first half of Felipe Calderón’s administration are examined in Mexico. 
The quantitative analyses, in turn, cover the mid-1990s–2009 period in 
Argentina and the 2000–9 period in Mexico.

The book is divided into one theoretical and six empirical chapters. 
Chapter 2 outlines the theory of within-country pathways of SUR reproduc-
tion. The first part of the theoretical chapter discusses existing approaches 
to the study of SUR continuity. Against that framework, the second section 
of the chapter presents this book’s argument and lays out its core building 
blocks. As noted, one of the major contentions of the book is that effective 
presidential power over subnational autocrats determines within-country 
pathways of SUR continuity. Accordingly, Chapter  2 theorizes about the 
conditions under which this presidential power is likely. Building on the 
idea that presidents’ power over autocrats is not absolute but distributive, 
the chapter explores the institutional and economic resources available 
to presidents in order to coopt and to obtain the acquiescence of subna-
tional autocrats. Likewise, the chapter analyzes the institutional and eco-
nomic resources that subnational autocrats have to resist presidential power. 
Drawing on the insights provided by the literature on political parties’ ter-
ritorial structures and fiscal federalism, the chapter argues that presidents 
usually employ two major resources to control autocrats: their party organi-
zations and/or federal funds that are allocated to subnational jurisdictions. 
Subnational autocrats, for their part, make use of two different resources 
to prevent encroachments of national incumbents:  their fiscal autonomy 
vis-à-vis the central government, and the nature of local state structures 
that facilitate the concentration of authority in the hands of the ruler. Given 
that these resources vary across SURs in a given country, some autocrats are 
in a position to neutralize presidential power, whereas others easily suc-
cumb to it. This variation in the capacity of subnational autocrats to resist 
encroachments from the central government accounts for the different 
within-country pathways of SUR continuity within democratic nations.

Chapter 3 advances a careful characterization and operationalization of 
subnational political regimes, and measures the level of democracy in all 
Argentine and Mexican provinces over time. In doing so, the chapter “maps 
the terrain” of SURs, spells out more clearly what these regimes are all about, 
and provides a systematic assessment of subnational political regimes across 
time and space in two of Latin America’s biggest countries. The conceptual 
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and operational definitions of SURs, as well as their measurement and 
results, are presented in the first part of this chapter. The second part is 
devoted to uncovering and systematizing SUR variation. The chapter dis-
tinguishes between regimes that have or lack patrimonial state structures, 
and those that have or lack fiscal autonomy from the national government. 
In so doing, the chapter provides a systematic empirical analysis of SUR 
variation in all Argentine provinces and Mexican states over time. The data 
presented and analyzed in Chapter  3 also help to eliminate/weaken the 
explanatory power of alternative theories of SUR continuity. Specifically, 
the data challenge the validity of theories that argue that SUR continuity is 
determined by geographic location, cultural heritage, and levels of socioeco-
nomic development.

Testing the explanation advanced in this book requires a two-stage strat-
egy. The first stage occurs at the country level, and is focused on identifying 
the instruments available to presidents to exert effective presidential power 
over SURs and their autocrats. The second stage explores within-country 
comparisons and aims to show that pathways of SUR continuity within coun-
tries are primarily determined by the capacity (or lack thereof) of national 
incumbents to wield effective power over autocrats and their regimes, which 
in turn is critical to facilitate (or prevent) the cooperation of subnational 
undemocratic rulers with the achievement of the president’s cause.

Chapter  4 measures and compares fiscal and partisan instruments of 
presidential power in Argentina and Mexico. An examination of each of 
the post-19898 presidencies in Argentina reveals that presidents used mul-
tiple instruments to exercise power over subnational rulers. While Peronist 
President Menem employed fiscal and partisan resources to discipline SURs 
and their autocrats, Peronist Presidents Duhalde, Kirchner, and Fernández 
de Kirchner wielded power over subnational autocrats using mostly fiscal 
instruments. By contrast, Presidents Fox and Calderón in Mexico resorted to 
partisan instruments to exert authority over and obtain the cooperation of 
SURs and their autocrats.

After establishing the specific instruments of presidential power, the book 
carries out within-country comparisons to explore whether different trajec-
tories of SUR continuity were contingent upon subnational undemocratic 
rulers’ capacity to resist (or succumb to) presidential power. Chapter 5 tests 
the more general claim of the book’s argument, namely, that effective presi-
dential power over autocrats leads to SUR reproduction from above. To do so, 
different cross-sectional time-series analyses of all Argentine and Mexican 
SURs are performed. The chapter analyzes the politics of SUR reproduction 

8 Fiscal data for Alfonsín are missing, which is why the assessment of his capacity to wield 
power over provincial-level authorities is incomplete.
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during the administrations of Menem (1989–99), De la Rúa (1999–2001), 
Duhalde (2002–3), and the Kirchners (2003–9) in Argentina, and the presi-
dencies of Fox (2000–6) and Calderón (2006–9) in Mexico. The quantitative 
analyses conducted in Chapter 5, which encompass the universe of SURs in 
the post-transitional period in Argentina and Mexico, help gain inferential 
leverage and maximize the generalizability of the theoretical claims raised 
in Chapter 2.

Because quantitative analyses do not permit the testing and substantiation 
of the specific mechanisms through which the effective exercise of presiden-
tial power leads to alternative pathways of SUR reproduction within coun-
tries, a qualitative analysis is needed to reconstruct the causal chain that 
links the cause (presidential power or lack thereof) with the effect (the path-
way of SUR continuity that ensues). To meet this goal, causal process obser-
vation is conducted to identify the pieces of data that provide information 
about the context, processes, and mechanisms through which the initial case 
conditions are translated into case outcomes.

Using evidence gathered from over 150 original, in-depth interviews with 
Argentine and Mexican national and subnational top-ranked officials, jour-
nalists, and former politicians, as well as information from archival docu-
ments, Chapters 6 and 7 carry out four in-depth, subnational case studies 
to explore whether the capacity of national incumbents to wield power over 
autocrats and to obtain their cooperation determines within-country path-
ways of SUR continuity. Given that SUR pathways are primarily determined 
by presidents’ capacity (or lack thereof) to wield power over SURs, SURs in 
each country were selected so as to maximize variance along the subnational 
independent variable (i.e. fiscal autonomy and/or type of state-structure) 
facilitating or hindering presidential power. Thus, under the presidencies of 
Kirchner (2003–7), and the first half of the Fernández de Kirchner admin-
istration (2007–9) in Argentina, when the main resource of presidential 
power was fiscal, subnational case selection in this country was determined 
by SURs’ level of fiscal autonomy, as different values on this (subnational) 
variable are key for either hindering or allowing presidential power and 
autocrats’ cooperation with the national government. The case of La Rioja, 
an undemocratic fiscally dependent province, and the case of San Luis, an 
undemocratic, fiscally autonomous province, provide the desired variation. 
The focus of Chapter 6 is on the administrations of Peronist Governors Ángel 
Maza (1995–2007) and Luis Beder Herrera (2007–present) in La Rioja, and 
Peronist Governor Alberto Rodríguez Saá (2003–11) in San Luis.

By contrast, under the presidency of Fox (2000–6), and the first half of 
the Calderón administration (2006–9), when presidential power was exerted 
mainly through partisan instruments, subnational cases in Mexico were 
selected based on their type of subnational state structure—as patrimonial 
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structures can help neutralize partisan power, while non-patrimonial state 
structures facilitate it. The case of Oaxaca, where a patrimonial state struc-
ture was in place, and the case of Puebla, where a non-patrimonial state 
structure existed, offer the desired variation. The focus of Chapter 7 is on the 
administrations of the Party of the Institutional Revolution (PRI) Governors 
Melquíades Morales (1998–2004) and Mario Marín (2005–2010) in Puebla, 
and PRI Governors José Murat (1998–2004) and Ulises Ruiz (2004–2010) 
in Oaxaca. Table 1.1 provides a visual summary of the criteria employed to 
select national and subnational cases.

The final chapter of the book is divided into three parts. The first part pre-
sents a summary of the book’s findings and primary contributions. In order 
to help validate the main claims of this book’s argument, the second section 
of Chapter 8 shows that the conditions hypothesized to be crucial for SUR 
continuity were not present in Puebla and Oaxaca after the 2010 elections, 
when SUR breakdown occurred. The chapter concludes with a discussion of 
the lessons learned from the analyses of Argentina and Mexico, emphasizing 
the contributions of the book to the literature on subnational undemocratic 
regimes and intergovernmental relations in multi-level polities.

Table 1.1. Summary of subnational case selection

Predominant
instrument of 
presidential power

Country Relevant SUR
attribute to neutralize 
presidential power

Within-country type of SUR  
Pathway

SUR
reproduction
from above

SUR self-
reproduction

Fiscal Argentina
(2003–9)

Fiscal autonomy La Rioja San Luis

Partisan Mexico
(2000–9)

Patrimonial state
structure

Puebla Oaxaca
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Explaining Within-Country Pathways  
of Subnational Undemocratic  
Regime Continuity

As Robert Dahl and Guillermo O’Donnell observed quite some time ago, 
the unfolding of democracy in different regions of the world and over time 
has been territorially uneven across levels of government and subnational 
units (Dahl 1971; O’Donnell 1999). New democracies have not escaped 
this trend; quite the contrary, one persistent aspect of these new national 
regimes is the existence of what Edward Gibson (2005, 2013) has referred to 
as “regime juxtaposition”—that is, the prevalence of subnational undemo-
cratic regimes (SURs) alongside a democratic national government.

Over recent years a wealth of insightful and novel academic works, ranging 
from in-depth, qualitative single case-studies to medium-N, within-country 
studies, have provided a detailed documentation of SURs in countries as 
diverse as India, Russia, Kyrgyzstan, the United States, Argentina, Brazil, 
Colombia, and Mexico.1 These works provide empirical confirmation that 
democratic advancement has been territorially uneven across both lev-
els of government and subnational units. Such works have also provided 
in-depth descriptions of how these regimes function, as well as of the tactics 
employed by subnational autocrats to consolidate the regimes that sustain 
them in power.

As a result of these investigations, we know, for instance, that undem-
ocratic rulers engage in strategies of institutional engineering that limit 
the number of entrants into the electoral arena and reduce intraparty 

1 Fox 1994; Hagopian 1996; O’Donnell 1999; Cornelius 1999; Snyder 1999; Eisenstadt 1999; 
Heller 2000; Solt 2003; Gibson 2005, 2013; Petrov 2005; Lankina and Getachew 2006, 2011; 
McMann 2006; Borges 2007; Montero 2007, 2010a; Remington 2009, 2010a, 2010b; Reisinger 
and Moraski 2010; Giraudy 2010, 2013; Gervasoni 2010a, 2010b, 2011; Durazo-Hermann 2010; 
Behrend 2011; Saikkonen 2011; Rebolledo 2011; Benton 2012; Mickey 2013; Lankina 2012; 
Gerring et al. 2013; among others.
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factionalism (Calvo and Micozzi 2005; Gibson 2013). Gerrymandering to 
over-represent rural districts against the more competitive capital districts, 
on one hand, and changes in electoral rules that alter district magnitudes, 
on the other, are only some examples of the institutional reforms carried out 
by incumbents to consolidate their ruling positions. Subnational autocrats 
also consolidate their power by exerting monopoly power over electoral 
commissions, most of which are packed with loyalists who act subserviently 
and help SUR incumbents secure electoral victories by settling electoral and 
post-electoral conflicts favorably (Ley 2009; Rebolledo 2011). Consolidation 
of undemocratic regimes is also possible due to the suppression of checks 
and balances, which generally occurs through the frequent and arbitrary 
reshuffling of provincial/state-level supreme and lower courts (Leiras et al. 
2012; Gervasoni 2011; Castagnola 2012). Suppression of various civil rights, 
such as freedom of expression and organization (McMann 2006; Gervasoni 
2010a, 2010b), as well as the recurrent violation of political rights, such as 
the incarceration of political opponents (Gibson 2005; Martínez Vásquez 
2007), also helps subnational autocrats to entrench themselves and their 
regimes in power.

Approaches to the Study of SUR Continuity

Another important contribution of this literature has been the identifica-
tion of the causes of the continuity of subnational undemocratic regimes. 
Existing works on the causes of SUR continuity have generally emphasized 
either subnational factors or national–subnational interactions as the main 
determinants of subnational undemocratic regime durability. Scholars 
within the “subnational factors” camp argue that variables specific to each 
subnational unit—such as the economic autonomy of inhabitants, the spa-
tial location of clientelistic machines within SURs, geographic location, citi-
zens’ human capital, or the size of electoral districts—are the main predictors 
of SUR continuity.

For instance, in her analysis of subnational democracy in Russia and 
Kyrgyzstan, McMann (2006) finds that capitalism, which enhances eco-
nomic autonomy, enables citizens to engage in politics and to challenge 
authorities, thus creating conditions favorable to subnational democratiza-
tion. Similarly, Montero (2011) finds that where small populations, high 
levels of poverty, and poor communication with more developed urban 
centers exist, as occurs in Brazil’s Northeastern undemocratic states, local 
bosses and conservative party leaders of SURs have greater leeway to iso-
late clients (voters), tie them into enforceable vote-buying contracts, and 
in turn sustain undemocratic regimes. In their analysis of the Indian 
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states, Lankina and Getachew (2012) find that the presence of colonial-era 
Christian missionary activity, which played a key role in promoting edu-
cation and, in turn, in augmenting human capital, spurred social inclu-
sivity and propelled social reform movements leading to the toppling of 
SURs in the post-colonial era. Gerring et al. (2013) further argue that the 
size of an electorate has a positive impact on levels of subnational democ-
racy. Specifically, they show that smaller districts are less competitive (i.e. 
more undemocratic). The reasons for this, they contend, hinge on three 
factors:  lower diversity of preferences, lower organizational density, and 
a smaller pool of potential challengers. Analyzing the Russian regions, 
Lankina and Getachew (2006) show that the geographic location of subna-
tional districts shapes the prospects for SUR continuity. They demonstrate 
that geographic proximity to the West encouraged neighboring Western 
actors to pursue targeted subnational democratization efforts through 
European Union (EU) direct financial aid. Finally, Lankina (2012) contends 
that pre-communist human capital affects variations in current human 
capital and democracy in Russia’s regions. She finds that pre-communist 
education is a predictor of post-communist modernization, which, in stud-
ies of Russian regions, is linked to regional democratic variation (Lankina 
and Getachew 2006; Petrov 2005; Remington 2009, 2010a, 2010b; Moraski 
and Reisinger 2003). Pre-communist education may also positively and sig-
nificantly affect post-communist democracy. In sum, according to this first 
approach, a variety of subnational factors specific to each subnational unit 
accounts for the persistence of SURs.

Explanations within this analytical camp, while greatly improving our 
knowledge of the causes of SUR durability, are problematic for the follow-
ing reasons. First, the wide variety of factors that account for SUR continu-
ity have expanded the scope of theoretical disagreement to such an extent 
that it has become difficult to adjudicate empirically among competing 
claims, preventing, in turn, the accumulation of knowledge about the sub-
national causes that sustain SURs in power. Second, explanations within this 
approach implicitly assume that subnational units are autonomous jurisdic-
tions independent from the politics that unfold at the national level of gov-
ernment. As a result, they rule out the possibility that SUR durability might 
be shaped by national factors. This is particularly problematic in cases where 
SURs, such as the ones analyzed in this study, are embedded in countries 
that are democratic at the national level. As discussed in detail in Chapter 3, 
the wide acceptance of democratic rules at the national level of government 
strongly shapes subnational actors’ actions, incentives, and options towards 
SUR continuity (Gervasoni 2010b). For these reasons, the “subnational fac-
tors” approach is inappropriate for the study of SUR reproduction within 
national democracies.
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The idea that subnational undemocratic units are not isolated from 
national democratic politics resonates with a well-established tradition 
within sociology and political science that views subnational political out-
comes as a byproduct of the political dynamics that play out at the inter-
section of national and subnational-level arenas. Works within this second 
approach, hereafter the “national–subnational interaction” approach, either 
intuitively or self-consciously build on the premise that, in large-scale sys-
tems of territorial governance, political institutions are entangled across 
space—and precisely for that reason, political action and political outcomes, 
such as the continued maintenance of SURs, are not limited to a single arena 
(Rokkan 1970; Tarrow 1978; Rokkan and Urwin 1982, 1983). On the con-
trary, as Gibson (2005, 2013) underscores, subnational political outcomes are 
routinely shaped by the regular interventions of national governments and 
national institutions, such as political parties, territorial regimes, or fiscal 
arrangements. Hence, a much more appropriate study of SUR continuity in 
national democracies must be rooted in theories of territorial politics.2

Proponents of explanations that focus on national–subnational interac-
tions as the main causal factor of SUR continuity claim that factors such as 
presidents’ strategic behavior towards SURs, national policies, or national 
institutions shape the prospects for SUR continuity. For instance, in his 
analysis of Mexico, Snyder (1999, 2001a) shows that policies carried out 
at the national level, such as the implementation of neoliberal (market) 
reforms, can contribute to the maintenance and strengthening of SURs. 
These reforms trigger reregulation projects in the states through which 
undemocratic incumbents generate rents and resources to consolidate their 
ruling positions, which is exactly what occurred in Mexico. Similarly, both 
Cornelius (1999) and Montero and Samuels (2004) argue that policies of 
decentralization, which swept across Latin America during the late 1980s 
and 1990s, and which shifted political, fiscal, and administrative power away 
from the national government toward subnational units, gave undemocratic 
state-level rulers greater autonomy, resources, and leverage to maintain SURs 
in power. In a similar vein, Gibson (2005, 2013) claims that national institu-
tions, such as the territorial regime (or type of federal system), shape the stra-
tegic options available to subnational autocrats, and in turn their capacity 
to employ strategies of boundary control. Boundary closers, i.e. subnational 
autocrats who maximize influence over local politics and deprive provin-
cial oppositions of access to national allies and resources, can maintain 
their regimes in power effectively. Other national institutions, such as the 
revenue-sharing systems of federal countries, also shape the prospects of SUR 

2 According to Edward Gibson, territorial politics is not about the territory but about how pol-
itics is organized and fought out across territory (Gibson 2013: 15).
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continuity. As Gervasoni’s (2010b) analysis of Argentina shows, provinces 
that receive disproportionately large central government transfers provide 
undemocratic incumbents with generous fiscal federalism rents that allow 
them to restrict democratic contestation, weaken checks and balances, and 
overall reproduce SURs in power. Finally, as Tudor and Ziegfeld (forthcom-
ing) show, central government intervention, coupled with pre-independence 
patterns of subnational political competition and caste structures in each 
state, have a decisive effect on delaying the onset of subnational democrati-
zation in the Indian states.

Theoretical disagreement regarding the factors that account for SUR 
reproduction also affects this second approach. While this prevents adju-
dication between competing explanations, and thus challenges knowledge 
accumulation, perhaps a more fundamental shortcoming of this approach is 
the assumption that SURs are a more or less homogeneous mass of political 
regimes exhibiting identical interactions with the federal government. This 
approach therefore assumes that national institutions and national policies 
will shape undemocratic regime continuity in all SURs in the exact same way. 
This assumption is problematic for at least two reasons. First, it overlooks the 
possibility that SURs within a single democratic country may be reproduced 
differently precisely because they interact with national actors, national 
institutions, and national policies in a different way. Second, because of this 
omission, existing theories overgeneralize their scope by assuming that the 
causes that account for SUR continuity in a given SUR in country x are gen-
eralizable to the universe of SURs within that same country.

This book seeks to expand knowledge of SUR continuity within demo-
cratic countries by challenging the assumption that national institutions, 
national actors, and national policies similarly impact different SURs within 
a given country. The book instead argues that a democratic president main-
tains different types of relations with SURs (and their autocrats), and that 
these varied interactions are decisive for triggering multiple routes of SUR 
durability within a given country. The remainder of this chapter is devoted 
to developing the building blocks of this new explanation.

The Argument

As I have noted, the general argument of this book is that the capacity (or 
lack thereof) of presidents to exert control over subnational autocrats triggers 
different pathways of SUR continuity. This section discusses in more detail 
(a) the factors that make presidential power important for determining SUR 
continuity, (b)  the instruments to which presidents can resort in order to 
exert power over subnational autocrats and their SURs, (c) the instruments 
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3 Subservient legislatures usually pack monitoring institutions with those loyal to the incum-
bents, thus hampering their function of adequately checking subnational autocrats (Melo et al. 
2009; Pardinas 2005; Rebolledo 2011; Ley 2009; Leiras et al. 2012; Castagnola 2012). As a result, 
SUR incumbents can, without fear of being sanctioned by oversight agencies, have absolute 
control over provincial-level politics and actors.

which autocrats can employ in order to neutralize this power and to ulti-
mately render it ineffective, (d)  the conditions under which two different 
types of presidential power, i.e. fiscal or partisan, can ensue, and (e) the dif-
ferent pathways of SUR reproduction that result from the capacity (or lack 
thereof) of presidents to wield power over autocrats and SURs. Figure 2.1 
provides a visual summary of this book’s argument and its building blocks.

(a) The Importance of Presidential Power for Shaping SUR Continuity

Several studies show that undemocratic governors can be key partners for 
political coalition-making (Hagopian 1996; Snyder 1999; Gibson 2005; 
Hunter and Power 2007; Moraski and Reisinger 2003; Reisinger and Moraski 
2010; Tudor and Ziegfeld forthcoming). Their political power stems from 
their privileged position to control local party branches and local party 
machines, national legislators, voters, and provincial legislatures—and, indi-
rectly, other provincial agencies such as provincial comptrollers, heads and 
members of provincial electoral commissions, and provincial Supreme Court 
justices.3 Monopoly over party elites and party cadres, voters, national and 
provincial legislators, and provincial state agencies turns subnational auto-
crats into influential political actors, as they have the means necessary to 
deny electoral support, refrain from providing national legislative backing 
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that may be decisive for passing the president’s agenda, discredit presidential 
policies and presidential initiatives, or even challenge presidents’ political 
ambitions. Subnational autocrats who are difficult to discipline can, in sum, 
become significant stumbling blocks to presidents’ political ambitions and 
agendas.

Yet effective presidential power over SUR incumbents can turn challengers 
(from either the president’s party or the opposition) into allies. Subnational 
autocrats who are in a vulnerable position vis-à-vis the central government 
can in fact be very beneficial for a president in need of political support.

For instance, with their tight control over local party machines, as well 
as their capacity to prevent opposition forces from winning over voters, 
autocrats from SURs can help deliver votes that have a decisive impact on 
general and mid-term national elections (Snyder 1999; Gibson 2005; Tudor 
and Ziegfeld forthcoming). Subnational autocrats can also become attrac-
tive coalitional partners due to their capacity to deliver electoral support 
by engaging in “turnout buying” (Nichter 2008). Their command of the 
party machine confers on autocrats a powerful instrument to discourage 
voters’ presence at the polls, thus helping national incumbents’ parties (if 
different from the autocrat’s party) to win non-provincial electoral races. 
Furthermore, autocrats’ capacity to control local and federal legislators’ polit-
ical careers turns them into valuable coalitional partners, as they have con-
siderable leeway to influence and discipline legislators’ voting behavior, and 
thus secure congressional support for the passage of bills that are central to 
national incumbents’ political projects (De Luca et al. 2002; Gordin 2004; 
Jones and Hwang 2005; Samuels 2003; Díaz-Cayeros 2006; Langston 2004, 
2005; Langston and Aparicio 2008; Rebolledo 2011). Finally, SUR incum-
bents can become key partners for national governing coalitions given their 
capacity, for instance, to maintain political stability and manage security 
threats in areas that are strategic to national security and governability. For 
instance, recalcitrant autocratic governors, who usually control paramilitary 
forces, can be charged with the presidential “mission” of managing security 
threats in key geographic areas (Snyder 1999).4

The possibility of exerting effective presidential power over subnational 
autocrats is not only important to turning challengers into allies, but is also 
critical to increasing the president’s capacity to extract real and credible 

4 Not all subnational autocrats, however, can deliver political benefits to presidents (see 
Giraudy 2010). For instance, not all of them have the capacity to ensure the provision of national 
legislative support. Because autocrats’ capacity to deliver legislative votes depends on their abil-
ity to control legislators’ political careers, autocrats can only exert leverage over deputies and 
senators who belong to their own political parties. They cannot, by contrast, influence the vot-
ing behavior of opposition legislators. Only autocrats who control a sizeable share of deputies 
and senators can ensure the delivery of legislative support.
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inter-temporal political concessions and support from subnational autocrats. 
In the absence of effective presidential power, it is possible for some sub-
national undemocratic incumbents to renege on their promises to provide 
political support.

The capacity to wield effective presidential power over SURs and their auto-
crats—or otherwise stated, SUR/autocrats’ vulnerability vis-à-vis national 
incumbents—figures prominently in presidents’ calculations regarding the 
reproduction of SURs. Presidents who can exercise effective power over (copar-
tisan or opposition) autocrats have high incentives to contribute to the repro-
duction of the regimes that sustain them in power. By contrast, presidents 
who are prevented from wielding effective power over subnational autocrats 
should opt to oppose rather than support SURs in power, even when these 
regimes are ruled by copartisans. In sum, copartisan/opposition vulnerable 
subnational autocrats who have real power to deliver secure political returns 
should receive the support of democratic presidents. Conversely, invulner-
able copartisan/opposition subnational autocrats, who have the actual power 
to challenge presidential authority, are expected to suffer political retaliation 
from presidents who are likely to seek to undermine the foundations of the 
subnational regimes.5

Before specifing the conditions that render presidents powerful vis-à-vis 
SURs, some clarifications about presidential power are in order. Presidential 
power over subnational autocrats and subnational regimes can be exercised 
directly or indirectly. Direct leverage over (opposition or copartisan) undem-
ocratic governors materializes when presidents can induce subnational 
incumbents to concede political spaces that they would otherwise not con-
cede, such as: pressuring national politicians to endorse candidates whom 
the former would otherwise not endorse (this includes mobilizing voters to 
vote for the president’s endorsed candidate), legislative support for bills that 
run counter to the governor’s/province’s/partisan interests, and general sup-
port (manifesting as assistance for public rallies and public declarations) for 
policies enacted by the national government that are not in accord with a 
governor’s agenda and/or ideological stand.

Indirect presidential power over (some aspects of) subnational politics/are-
nas materializes when democratic presidents trespass provincial borders and 
broadcast their authority and power (through their own provincial party 

5 The contention that presidents opt to back vulnerable autocrats as well as their regimes does 
not rule out the possibility that federal incumbents might choose to support copartisan/opposi-
tion subnational democratic rulers who can also deliver political support. This possibility is not 
explored in this book given that the focus of inquiry is the continuity of SURs rather than the 
reproduction of subnational democratic regimes. It is possible that, all things equal, faced with 
the trade-off of supporting SURs over subnational democratic regimes, presidents should choose 
to reproduce the former over the latter. This is because subnational autocrats, who have absolute 
control of provincial politics, are in a better position to deliver political support.
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branches), in order to strike alliances with municipal leaders or local oppo-
sition groups (Gibson 2005, 2013; Dickovick 2007; Fenwick 2010)  and to 
circumvent or undermine undemocratic autocrats’ territorial and electoral 
power. Hereafter, this type of presidential power is referred to as “presidential 
power from within” because it is exerted through municipal politicians or 
local opposition groups loyal to the president.6

Finally, two additional issues must be considered in order to specify the 
conditions under which national incumbents exercise power over SURs. 
First, presidents are endowed with different resources (fiscal, military/police, 
institutional, symbolic, etc.) for controlling the territory they govern, and 
it is the availability of these resources that determines the actual capacity 
of presidents to exert power over territory and society. Second, presidential 
power is not absolute but relative (Mann 1986). Therefore, in order to wield 
power over subnational undemocratic arenas/autocrats, subnational rulers’ 
capacity to resist this pressure needs to be low relative to the power of demo-
cratic presidents.

Given these considerations about the relative strength of presidents to exert 
power over SURs, the first step in analyzing different pathways of SUR con-
tinuity is to evaluate both the resources that are at the disposal of national 
incumbents to wield authority over subnational autocrats, and those that are 
available to subnational undemocratic incumbents to neutralize presiden-
tial power. Building on different bodies of literature, it is possible to iden-
tify two particularly important resources available to presidents—fiscal and 
partisan—and two resources available to subnational autocrats—fiscal and 
institutional.

(b) Instruments of Presidential Power

FISCAL INSTRUMENTS
Numerous works show that fiscal resources enable presidents to exert power 
over subnational autocrats (Eaton 2004; Wibbels 2005; Díaz-Cayeros 2006; 
Falleti 2010; Bonvecchi and Lodola 2011). Presidential fiscal power over sub-
national rulers is likely to be higher in countries where intergovernmental 
transfers are not channeled using automatic and formula-based criteria, but 
rather occur on a discretional basis (Bonvecchi and Lodola 2011). Presidential 
fiscal power should also be greater where the rules that regulate the distri-
bution of intergovernmental transfers, as well as the amount of intergov-
ernmental transfers, are easily changeable. Flexible fiscal arrangements 
that enable presidents to increase the share of resources that remains at the 

6 In Gibson’s (2005) terms, this type of presidential control would be possible where SUR 
incumbents are prevented from carrying out strategies of boundary control.
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federal level of government, thus decreasing the proportion of funds that is 
sent to subnational levels of government, increase presidential leverage over 
subnational autocrats.

Likewise, presidential fiscal power over subnational autocrats may be 
higher depending on the availability and percentage of taxes that are not 
subject to being shared with subnational governments. In almost all federal 
countries, there are taxes, such as import/export duties or oil revenues, that 
are collected by the federal government and not distributed to the provinces. 
These taxes, which in some countries comprise a large bulk of a country’s 
total revenue, are generally administered at the discretion of the federal gov-
ernment. Consequently, the taxes offer national incumbents an additional 
tool with which to increase their fiscal discretion, power, and control over 
subnational governments.

PARTISAN INSTRUMENTS
National political parties and, more specifically, political parties’ organiza-
tional structures, constitute powerful means through which national-level 
politicians can discipline subnational rulers. Different strands of literature 
within political science have long recognized the crucial role played by 
national political parties in domesticating and controlling local potentates 
and subnational politicians. The literature on state building and party system 
formation, for example, has viewed political parties as instruments crucial to 
exercising political influence over the peripheries, as well as to undermin-
ing local potentates’ authority (Caramani 2004; Rokkan 1970; Tilly 1990; 
Keating 1998). Similarly, the literature on federalism has highlighted the 
importance of political parties and partisan structures as means of obtaining 
the cooperation of subnational incumbents (Mainwaring 1999; Jones et al. 
2000; Stepan 2000; Willis et al. 1999; Samuels 2003; Wibbels 2005; Levitsky 
2003; Leiras 2006). Strong, cohesive, institutionalized, and disciplined par-
ties are viewed as facilitators of the central government’s ability to discipline 
and obtain the cooperation of subnational copartisans.7

Presidential parties that are territorially extended and electorally viable 
in subnational districts also help increase presidential leverage over oppo-
sition subnational incumbents. Despite the fact that presidents lack (inter-
nal) partisan mechanisms to discipline opposition rulers at the subnational 
level—simply because these incumbents do not belong to their parties—the 
organizational presence of presidents’ parties in any given subnational unit 

7 The mechanisms through which parties control subnational copartisans are manifold and 
depend on their internal organizational structures. The literature, however, has identified two 
main mechanisms of control over subnational copartisans: via coat-tails effects (Wibbels 2005; 
Rodden 2003), and via the selection, nomination, and appointment of candidates (Samuels 
2000; Wibbels 2005; Willis et al. 1999).
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increases electoral performance (Van Dyck 2013), thus allowing them to 
put pressure on subnational incumbents and eventually obtain their coop-
eration. For instance, national incumbents can take advantage of their local 
networks of offices, activists, and members to strengthen on-the-ground elec-
toral mobilization in order to co-opt subnational regime supporters, win over 
municipal governments, and/or forge opposition coalitions with disgruntled 
local elite members, local dissatisfied journalists, other local opposition activ-
ists (Gibson 2005, 2013), or mayors (Dickovick 2007; Fenwick 2010). If presi-
dential parties can effectively challenge subnational incumbents’ electoral 
power within districts and in turn threaten their territorial control, they can 
be used as a tool to exert presidential power from within. For instance, presi-
dents can obtain the cooperation of subnational rulers by lessening electoral 
pressure in exchange for political cooperation. Conversely, when presidents 
lack partisan organizations, and thus have a shortage of networks of brokers, 
activists, and community organizers, it is more difficult for them to forge 
national-local coalitions to undermine provincial subnational incumbents’ 
power, and in turn, to obtain the incumbents’ cooperation.

In sum, presidential partisan power, i.e. the capacity to obtain copartisan 
and/or opposition subnational incumbents’ compliance through party lev-
erage, should be greater where (a) presidential party organizations, and the 
rules and procedures that regulate relations between the party leadership 
and lower-level branches are highly routinized,8 and (b) the president’s party 
has an electoral foothold in all of subnational units. By contrast, it should 
be lower where (a) the presidential party’s organization is weakly routinized, 
and (b) it is electorally viable in only one district.

(c) Subnational Autocrats’ Instruments of Autonomy

FISCAL INSTRUMENTS
Financial autonomy of subnational rulers from the central state is one major 
resource through which lower-tier incumbents can neutralize presidential 
power and, in turn, encroachments from the center (Boone 2003; Wibbels 
2005). The greater subnational incumbents’ reliance on local taxes (that 
are not part of revenue-sharing systems), the lower their fiscal deficits, and 
the lower their levels of indebtedness, the greater their potential for coun-
terbalancing presidential power and gaining more autonomy. By contrast, 
greater financial dependence upon the central government creates structural 

8 According to Levitsky (2003) internal (formal or informal) routinization is one dimension of 
party institutionalization. It can be defined as “a state in which the rules and procedures within 
an organization are widely known, accepted, and complied with” (2003: 18). Nonroutinization, 
by contrast, is a state in which (formal or informal) rules and procedures are fluid, contested, and 
routinely circumvented or ignored.
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conditions conducive to the subjugation of subnational ruling elites vis-à-vis 
the center (Wibbels 2005; Díaz-Cayeros 2006).

It is worth emphasizing that in federal countries where revenue-sharing sys-
tems exist, all subnational governments are, formally speaking, dependent on 
the national government, given that the main (domestic) taxes are collected by 
the federal government and then channeled to subnational levels of govern-
ments.9 In this book, financial autonomy is conceived of as being a byproduct 
of subnational governments’ fiscal deficits, levels of indebtedness, and capac-
ity to raise subnational taxes. The ability of subnational governments to avoid 
financial mismanagement is of particular importance for increasing financial 
autonomy vis-à-vis the central government, and thus increases the chances of 
neutralizing presidential control. As various works show, financially reckless 
governors who run fiscal deficits and are highly indebted often turn to the cen-
tral government for financial aid and bailouts (see Sanguinetti 1999; Hernández 
Trillo et al. 2002; Wibbels 2005; Rodden 2006). Given the discretion with which 
presidents decide whom to bail out, profligate governors can easily become polit-
ical hostages of central incumbents and vulnerable to presidential control.

INSTITUTIONAL INSTRUMENTS
Provincial institutions, and more specifically the provincial state struc-
ture, constitute the second resource available to subnational undemocratic 
incumbents to neutralize presidential power. As Evans (1994) and Ertman 
(1997) note, state structures establish the rules and procedures through 
which incumbents exercise power, thus creating different capacities for 
rulers’ action vis-à-vis presidents and local actors. A  well-established tra-
dition within political science has distinguished between state structures 
that (a) centralize power in the hands of the ruler, blur public and private 
interests and purposes within the state administration, reduce the autonomy 
of followers by generating ties of loyalty and dependence, and appropriate 
state resources for private economic or political gain, versus state structures 
that (b) limit incumbents’ power, establish and allow for a clear distinction 
between the private and public domains, confer autonomy to societal groups, 
and minimize rulers’ appropriation of state resources (Evans 1994; Migdal 
1992, 1994; Bates 1981, 2008; Ertman 1997; Hartlyn 1998; Mazzuca 2007, 
2010). Whilst receiving different conceptual labels, these state structures can 
be subsumed into two generic terms: patrimonial versus non-patrimonial.10

9 Revenues are distributed in two rounds. In the first round, taxes are split into two (not nec-
essarily equal) parts between the federal government and the subnational. In the second round, 
the subnational share is distributed among all provinces/states according to country-specific 
formulas.

10 As Max Weber (1976 [1925]) noted, patrimonial state structures are ideal types, and as such 
can rarely be found in practice.
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Patrimonial state structures can play a decisive role in shaping the capacity 
of subnational autocrats to resist co-optation from the central government. 
In subnational jurisdictions where patrimonial state structures prevail, auto-
crats stand in a strong position to centralize authority in order to maximize 
political control over their domains. Consequently, they are better positioned 
to close subnational territorial borders and prevent presidential control from 
within. Where these state structures exist, as Gibson (2005, 2013) describes, 
subnational autocrats can easily carry out strategies of boundary control, 
whereby they seek to maximize national influence over local politics and 
deprive provincial oppositions of access to national allies and resources.

The opposite holds true where non-patrimonial state structures exist. In 
such institutional settings, state structures prevent subnational autocrats from 
centralizing authority, and from exercising tight control over state resources, 
territory, and opposition parties/groups. As a result, autocrats are virtually 
powerless to circumvent local-national pro-democratic coalition-making, or 
in Gibson’s (2013) words, to thwart boundary control situations. Accordingly, 
presidents in non-patrimonial SURs have greater ability to infiltrate these 
regimes. It is through coalition-building with local groups and subnational 
opposition leaders that presidents can penetrate SURs and, in turn, challenge 
and co-opt subnational autocrats from within. Hence, presidential power 
(from within) should be enhanced where non-patrimonial state structures 
prevail.

(d) Prospects for Fiscal and Partisan Presidential Power

Since presidential power is distributive, presidents can only obtain the acqui-
escence of autocrats if subnational incumbents are unable to neutralize 
presidential power. Accordingly, a combination of national and subnational 
variables needs to be present in order for presidents to wield effective power 
over SURs/autocrats. The clusters of variables located in the left-hand column 
of Figure 2.2 indicate two possible and particularly common combinations 
of variables that are, in theory, conducive to the maximization of effec-
tive presidential power. The clusters are made up of the already-mentioned 
instruments of power available to presidents and subnational autocrats’ 
instruments of autonomy. Clusters of variables result in two different types 
of presidential power: fiscal and partisan.11

Effective fiscal presidential power materializes when the main instrument 
available to presidents is fiscal, i.e. when they enjoy high levels of fiscal dis-
cretion and when partisan power is low, i.e. where (a) the presidential party’s 

11 A third type of presidential power, fiscal-partisan, is also possible. It occurs when the fiscal 
and partisan types are combined.
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organization is weakly routinized, and (b) it is electorally viable in only one 
district. In this scenario, effectively inducing the cooperation of subnational 
autocrats is only possible when subnational rulers are fiscally dependent on 
the central government. If such dependence does not exist, fiscally responsible 
and economically sound subnational incumbents are in a position to neutral-
ize presidential power, no matter how much fiscal discretion presidents have.12

Conversely, effective partisan presidential power materializes when pres-
idents have low levels of fiscal discretion and, at the same time, (a) their 
party organizations, as well as the rules and procedures that regulate rela-
tions between the party leadership and lower-level branches, are highly rou-
tinized, and (b) their party has an electoral foothold in all subnational units. 
For this to happen, one of the following two subnational variables must be 

12 Presidential fiscal power can also become effective if subnational units have a non-  
patri monial state structure. Despite the fact that this variable is not necessary for this type of 
presidential power (thus the sign “+”), such a state structure allows fiscally powerful national 
incumbents to funnel funds to local oppositions, thus increasing the possibilities of building 
national–local alliances through which they may wield power over autocrats from within.
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present: (a) undemocratic incumbents’ membership in the presidents’ party, 
which enables presidents to exert direct partisan control from above, or (b) 
subnational autocrats’ membership in an opposition party, whereby a non-
patrimonial state structure must be in place—as this type of institution facil-
itates the subsistence of local opposition forces and subnational opposition 
groups, with whom the center can ally in order to pressure and challenge 
subnational autocrats’ authority from within.

(e) Within-Country Pathways of SUR Reproduction

A FIRST PATHWAY OF SUR CONTINUITY: SUR REPRODUCTION 
FROM ABOVE
Regardless of the type of presidential power employed to discipline subna-
tional undemocratic arenas/rulers, presidents who can wield effective power 
over subnational autocrats, and who can in turn induce their routine political 
cooperation, stand to gain much from the perpetuation of SURs in power. As 
a result, nationally democratic incumbents have strong incentives to invest 
in the continuity and stability of regimes that are likely to deliver regular 
political support. When this occurs, a first pathway of SUR continuity, i.e. 
SUR reproduction from above, ensues.

How can democratically elected national incumbents contribute to repro-
ducing SURs from above? Presidents resort to a variety of formal and informal 
mechanisms in order to help these SURs stay in power. They can veto leg-
islation seeking to dismiss undemocratic incumbents from office. They can 
also strengthen SURs by exerting pressure over members of federal agencies 
of control, such as Supreme Court justices or federal comptrollers, in order to 
deter them from sanctioning subnational autocrats for their abuses of power 
and financial misdoings. Another form of support from the central govern-
ment occurs when presidents help subnational autocrats secure the economic 
resources they need to consolidate their regimes. These resources may stem 
from special subsidies, such as tax-incentives programs, as well as from bail-
outs or central bank rediscounts (see Bonvecchi and Lodola 2011). They can 
also come in the form of earmarked funds for housing programs, public works, 
conditional cash transfers, or federal government authorization for a wide 
range of initiatives. 13 Earmarked funds for housing and public works, as well 
as special permits to implement various programs, may contribute to improv-
ing public service delivery, and, in turn, may be used by subnational autocrats 
as an instrument to boost their popularity among the local population. Access 
to conditional cash transfers may also help increase SUR incumbents’ capacity 

13 These permits could include, among others, authorization to open radio stations, build 
airports, or produce medicines in SUR laboratories.
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to reward loyalists with handouts, and to in turn obtain the support of some 
voters. Presidents can also contribute to SUR reproduction by consciously 
choosing not to endorse opposition candidates (including candidates from 
the president’s own party) who may eventually challenge SUR incumbents 
in provincial-level electoral races. Finally, autocrats and their regimes can be 
maintained simply due to national executive inaction and inattentiveness.

A SECOND PATHWAY TO SUR CONTINUITY:  
SUR SELF-REPRODUCTION
Yet, as noted earlier, not all subnational autocrats cooperate with presidents. 
Unlike incumbents from SURs who are disciplined by presidential power, 
undemocratic rulers from unruly subnational regimes may become strong 
challengers to presidents’ authority and key opponents of presidential politi-
cal decisions. The incapacity of presidents to discipline entrenched and 
recalcitrant subnational incumbents, and the consequent failure to obtain 
routine political support (or gain it at a very high premium), raises the costs 
for national incumbents of supporting SURs, and their rulers, in power. The 
lower political returns yielded by uncontrollable SURs, coupled with subna-
tional incumbents’ capacity to threaten presidential authority, gives presi-
dents incentives to oppose these regimes.

Presidents can resort to a variety of tactics to destabilize regimes and auto-
crats. For instance, presidents can commission federal audits to investigate 
SUR incumbents’ misdoings or file claims against incumbents with federal 
Supreme Courts. Alternatively, they can delay or suspend agreements to 
promote specific federal programs in a given SUR. Other presidential ini-
tiatives to challenge SURs include the transfer of funds that grant subna-
tional incumbents little discretion to manage public money in attempts to 
entrench themselves in power or to buy off challengers to the regime; as well 
as flooding SURs with resources during electoral campaigns and elections, to 
threaten incumbents’ prospects of winning elections.

These initiatives, while useful to discrediting subnational undemocratic 
incumbents and undermining the foundations of their regimes, may be 
necessary but not sufficient to destabilize SURs and their autocrats’ power. 
Indeed, presidential strategies to oppose SURs can be neutralized if subna-
tional autocrats rely on a sturdy coalition of support. In particular two var-
iables endogenous to SURs, i.e. party elite cohesion and mass support, are 
critical to maintaining a sturdy and durable ruling coalition, and thus central 
to ensuring the regime’s long-term survival.14

14 The next paragraphs draw heavily on the literature on varieties of national-level non-  
democratic regimes. Illustrative works of this line of research include among others, Way 2005; 
Lazarev 2005; Magaloni 2006; Levitsky and Way 2010; Brownlee 2007; Magaloni and Kricheli 
2010; Slater 2010; and Falleti 2011.
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Autocrats, as Brownlee (2007) observes, do not rule completely alone—
they depend on coalitions of party elites for their stability. Ambitious and 
disgruntled party elites who no longer see the benefits of siding with the 
regime, and who, as a result, defect from the ruling party, can become one 
of the main sources of regime breakdown, especially if they are driven into 
the opposition’s ranks. Maintaining the unity of party elites is thus critical 
to keeping SURs in power, even more so when subnational incumbents are 
embattled with presidential policies aimed at undermining their power.

The possibility for party elite defection is especially high in SURs because 
these regimes exist within a context of national democratic politics. The exist-
ence of a national democratic political system with alternative and viable 
national political parties increases the chances of subnational party elite 
desertion, as party detractors can build and advance their political careers 
at the national level (Benton 2011). Moreover, by joining national parties, 
potential party elite defectors may be able to side with national advocates of 
subnational democratization, or obtain access to national political and eco-
nomic resources in the country’s capital through which they can maneuver 
to topple SURs from above (Gibson 2005, 2013).

How can party elites remain loyal to subnational autocrats? How can party 
elite defection be prevented? Cohesive political parties, as noted by the lit-
erature on national-level autocracy and competitive authoritarianism, con-
stitute one of the main institutions through which party elite unity can be 
maintained (Levitsky and Way 2010). Cohesive political parties regulate elite 
conflict by generating collective benefits for the coalition’s members and 
by reducing individual insecurity and assuaging fears of prolonged disad-
vantage (Brownlee 2007). Formal and informal rules of appointments and 
promotions within (provincial) ruling parties, for instance, allow incum-
bents to make credible intertemporal power-sharing deals with potential 
elite detractors (Magaloni 2006; Magaloni and Kricheli 2010). As Magaloni 
and Kricheli (2010: 127) put it, party elites “will support the regime rather 
than seek to conspire against it only if, in exchange, they can expect to be 
promoted into rent-paying” or ruling positions. When they do not expect 
such credible power sharing, party elites split and instability becomes more 
likely (Magaloni 2006). Where, by contrast, ruling parties are not cohesive, 
party elites see fewer guaranteed opportunities for political advancement 
from within and are thus more likely to seek power from outside the regime 
(Levitsky and Way 2010). “Such party elite defection,” Levitsky and Way 
(2010: 62) note, “is often a major cause for regime breakdown.”

Likewise, to stay in power, subnational autocrats, like their national coun-
terparts, need to win elections as well as avoid instability and social unrest 
between electoral races (Magaloni 2006). They therefore need to build 
mass support to obtain the acquiescence of the electorate both during and 
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between elections (Magaloni 2006; Magaloni and Kricheli 2010; Levitsky 
and Way 2010). To elicit political support from the masses, subnational auto-
crats must implement policies and programs that are popular among voters. 
Unlike undemocratic presidents who usually entice the electorate’s support 
by implementing economic programs that are popular with the masses 
(Magaloni 2006), SUR incumbents, who have virtually no control over mac-
roeconomic policy (Wibbels 2005; Falleti 2010), appeal to voters by deliver-
ing provincial public goods—such as public works, social programs, housing 
subsidies, scholarships, tax deductions, and other similar goods. It does not 
matter whether SUR incumbents distribute public goods programmatically 
among the local population or whether they dispense clientelistic handouts. 
What is relevant is that incumbents in SURs are forced to deliver goods so as 
to give citizens a vested interest in the perpetuation of the regime (Magaloni 
2006; Geddes 2006, 2008).

Where subnational incumbents are able to either ensure party elite unity 
(which results from maintaining party cohesion) or deliver (programmati-
cally or clientelistically) public goods to obtain mass political support—or to 
do both—SUR self-reproduction should take place. Given that this regime tra-
jectory occurs in the presence of presidential strategies to oppose and weaken 
SURs, maintenance of party elite unity and mass support is essential to coun-
terbalance potential exogenous (national) destabilizing forces.

Synthesis of the Argument

The core premise of this study is that the capacity (or lack thereof) of national 
incumbents to wield (fiscal/partisan) power over SURs and autocrats in order 
to obtain their political cooperation explains alternative trajectories of SUR 
continuity within nationally democratic countries. The book puts forward 
a two-step argument. The first step centers on the capacity of presidents 
to exert power over autocrats and to induce their acquiescence. Effective 
presidential power is likely where province-specific variables are present. If 
presidents are fiscally strong, they can wield effective authority over SURs/
autocrats whose economies are highly dependent on the national govern-
ment. Likewise, if national incumbents maintain territorially extended 
and highly institutionalized partisan structures, they can infiltrate SURs 
and wield power over autocrats either directly from above or from within 
to obtain their political cooperation. For this type of presidential power to 
be possible, one of the following two variables must be present: subnational 
autocrats must belong to the president’s party, and thus be subject to direct 
presidential partisan control from above; or, if autocrats belong to an oppo-
sition party, a non-patrimonial state structure must be in place—as these 
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institutions facilitate the subsistence of local opposition forces and subna-
tional opposition groups, with whom the center can ally in order to infiltrate 
SURs to challenge and control subnational autocrats from within.

The second step of the argument focuses on the consequences for regime 
continuity that derive from the capacity (or lack thereof) of presidents to 
exert power over SURs and autocrats. When presidents have the resources to 
induce cooperation from subnational autocrats and thus secure credible and 
routine political support, the former have strong incentives to invest in the 
continuity and stability of undemocratic provincial regimes and autocrats. 
Under these circumstances, SUR reproduction from above, the first pathway 
of SUR continuity, takes place. Conversely, where democratic presidents fail 
to exert effective power and are prevented from disciplining subnational 
undemocratic rulers via fiscal or partisan means, they will implement poli-
cies to oppose and weaken SURs and their rulers. Presidential opposition 
to SURs and autocrats, which in part takes place as a result of presidents’ 
aversion to supporting autocrats who could eventually pose a serious chal-
lenge to a president’s political, legislative, and economic ambitions, does not 
necessarily lead to SUR breakdown. Endogenous variables, such as subna-
tional autocrats’ capacity to ensure party elite unity and mass political sup-
port, not only determine autocrats’ ability to counterbalance presidential 
attempts at destabilizing SURs, but also the resources at their disposal to 
maintain the status quo and keep their regimes alive. Where this occurs, SUR 
self-reproduction, a second pathway of SUR continuity, should take place.

The remainder of this book is devoted to testing the argument advanced 
in this chapter. Before evaluating its validity, the universe of SURs to which 
the explanation will be applied needs to be defined. To this end, the next 
chapter conceptualizes, operationalizes, and measures SURs in contempor-
ary Argentina and Mexico.
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Conceptualizing, Measuring, and Mapping 
Subnational Undemocratic Regimes

As noted in Chapter  2, there is a considerably large body of literature 
devoted to the study and analysis of subnational undemocratic regimes 
(SURs) in democratic countries.1 The proliferation of works on SURs, how-
ever, contrasts sharply with the scarce attention devoted to issues of con-
ceptualization, operationalization, and measurement of SURs.2 Most works 
on subnational undemocratic regimes do not offer, for example, clear con-
ceptual definitions of these regimes’ dimensions, subdimensions, indica-
tors, and their aggregation. Moreover, these works rarely provide rules for 
coding democratic versus undemocratic subnational units, and only some 
of them measure the degree of democracy across all subnational units over 
time in a given country. Complicating things further, analysts of SURs use 
a variety of conceptual forms, such as hybrid, authoritarian, neopatrimo-
nial, or “closed-game” to refer to subnational political regimes that are not 
democratic. Each of these labels, in turn, is generally employed to denote a 
different set of empirical cases, thus adding to conceptual confusion.

A second problem of existing works on SURs is that they assume unit homo-
geneity across the subnational regimes that do not qualify as democratic. As 
noted in the preceding chapters, much writing on SURs has treated these 
polities as identical, especially with regard to the interactions and relations 
they maintain with national rulers or national institutions. However, while 
sharing important political characteristics, such as low levels of democracy, 
these subnational regimes vary considerably from one another. For instance, 

1 See Fox 1994; O’Donnell 1999; Cornelius 1999; Snyder 1999; Eisenstadt 1999; Solt 2003; 
Gibson 2005, 2013; Petrov 2005; Lankina and Getachew 2006; McMann 2006; Montero 2007, 
2010a; Giraudy 2010, 2013; Gervasoni 2010a, 2010b, 2011; Durazo-Herrmann 2010; Behrend 
2011; Rebolledo 2011; Benton 2012; Mickey 2013; among others.

2 Exceptions are Solt 2003; McMann 2006; Gervasoni 2010b, 2010a; Saikkonen 2011; 
Rebolledo 2011.
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subnational regimes can be differentiated by the power bases of incumbents 
within states as well as rulers’ distinct styles of leadership (Snyder 1999), and, 
as this chapter shows, they can also be distinguished by their state structure 
and level of fiscal autonomy vis-à-vis the central government.

The goal of this chapter is to address these two deficits in studies of regime 
juxtaposition. To do so, the chapter advances a characterization and opera-
tionalization of subnational political regimes, and measures the level of dem-
ocracy in Argentine and Mexican provinces across time and space in all of 
the countries’ subnational units. In doing so, the chapter “maps the terrain” 
of SURs, conceptualizes these regimes more clearly, and provides a systematic 
measurement and quantitative assessment of subnational political regimes 
in two of Latin America’s biggest countries. The conceptual and operational 
definitions of SURs, as well as their measurement and results, are presented 
in the first part of this chapter. The data reported and analyzed in this sec-
tion also help to rule out the explanatory power of alternative theories of SUR 
continuity. Specifically, the data challenge the validity of theories that argue 
that SUR continuity is determined by geographic location, cultural heritage, 
and levels of socioeconomic development. The second part of this chapter is 
devoted to uncovering and systematizing SUR variation. The chapter distin-
guishes between regimes that have or lack patrimonial state structures, and 
those that have or lack a fiscally autonomous relationship with the national 
government. In so doing, the chapter provides a systematic empirical ana-
lysis of SUR variation in all Argentine provinces and Mexican states, making 
a substantial empirical contribution through the generation of new longi-
tudinal, cross-provincial data on varieties of subnational political regimes.

SUR Conceptualization and Measurement

What are Subnational Undemocratic Regimes?

SURs are civilian electoral regimes that are neither fully authoritarian nor 
fully democratic. The subnational regimes analyzed in this book coex-
ist alongside a national democratic regime. Because they are embedded in 
a national democracy, they are not, and neither can they become, blatant 
subnational authoritarian regimes. The following aspects of the national 
democratic regime prevent subnational incumbents from ruling in a fully 
authoritarian manner. SURs in democratic countries hold regular, multiparty 
elections, and, unlike subnational authoritarian regimes, opposition groups 
and parties are not legally barred from contesting elections. Parties exist and 
are often affiliated with or constitute the provincial branches of national par-
ties that are competitive at the national level. The existence of constitutional 
federal penalties for violations of provincial democratic procedures—such 
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as the prerogative of federal intervention that can result in incumbents’ dis-
missal, as well as the wide acceptance of democratic rules at the national level 
of government—operate as powerful deterrents for provincial incumbents’ 
open violations of democratic procedures (Gervasoni 2010a; Gibson 2013). 
In addition, long-established democratic practices at the national level, such 
as the existence of a free national media, can discourage subnational auto-
crats from ruling in a fully authoritarian manner. For instance, as Gervasoni 
(2010a) asserts, the possibility that the national free media could expose non-
democratic governors and threaten their prospects for advancing careers in 
national politics, discourages subnational undemocratic rulers from violat-
ing basic political and civic rights of opponents, from unconstitutionally 
closing provincial legislatures, or from suspending or banning provincial (or 
municipal) elections.

Unlike subnational electoral authoritarian regimes, where electoral results 
are certain, elections in SURs can be, at times, uncertain. The links that sub-
national opposition parties maintain with their respective national party 
inevitably increases the uncertainty of subnational elections. Local opposi-
tions often resort to the national party branch in order to boost their elect-
oral clout. It is, for instance, the access to material resources or to the national 
media that allows subnational opposition parties to increase their chances 
of winning office. Hence, unlike fully subnational authoritarian regimes, in 
SURs incumbents’ fear of electoral defeat can be real and justified. In sum, 
SURs differ from fully subnational authoritarian regimes because in the 
former elections are regular, sometimes competitive, and uncertain; regime 
adversaries’ political and civic rights are minimally protected; and parties are 
allowed to compete seriously in free multiparty elections.

What distinguishes SURs from subnational democracies is the fact that 
the actual opposition’s capacity to defeat incumbents (and/or their par-
ties) in elections is significantly handicapped. In SURs, regime challengers 
effectively compete in elections but incumbents win by employing a variety 
of undemocratic and illegal tactics. In many SURs, rulers lose the vote but 
resort to fraudulent tactics to win the counting procedure, thus preventing 
the opposition from assuming office. Likewise, control over various electoral 
commissions, most of which are packed with loyalists who act subserviently, 
helps SUR incumbents secure electoral victories by settling electoral and 
post-electoral conflicts in ways that favor incumbents (Ley 2009; Rebolledo 
2011). Similarly, in most SURs, the mass media are not free. By contrast, they 
are linked to the governing party, either because incumbents own newspa-
pers, radio, and/or TV stations, or because the media are bought off through 
generous advertising contracts signed with incumbents to bias coverage in 
favor of the ruling party (McMann 2006; Giraudy 2009; Gervasoni 2011; 
Behrend 2011). Periodic electoral and institutional engineering, which may 
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include alteration of electoral rules, gerrymandering, and reforms to the 
provincial constitutions, enables SUR incumbents to restrict the entrance 
of competitors into the electoral race or underrepresent them in legislative 
bodies (Calvo and Micozzi 2005; Gibson 2005, 2013). Co-optation via eco-
nomic means and intimidation are also common tactics used by SUR incum-
bents to limit and control the electoral participation of opposition parties 
and dissidents. In sum, it is through the use of these tactics that subnational 
autocrats manage to turn opponents into weak competitors, and by so doing 
prevent them from defeating incumbents and, consequently, from accessing 
governing positions and/or controlling majorities in legislative bodies. This 
distinctive feature of SURs places them at the polar opposite end of subna-
tional democracies, which paraphrasing Przeworski (1991: 10) are “system[s]  
in which parties lose in multiparty elections.”

To recapitulate, the regimes analyzed in this book are neither authoritar-
ian nor democratic. SURs are civilian, electoral regimes that protect basic 
political and civic rights—which is why they are not encompassed by the 
concept “authoritarianism.” However, through a variety of undemocratic, 
illegal, and informal actions, incumbents systematically prevent the opposi-
tion from gaining access to state positions—hence they cannot be regarded 
as democratic.

Subnational Undemocratic Regimes vs. Subnational Hybrid Regimes

Several authors of subnational regimes have employed the concept of “hybrid 
regimes” to denote subnational political regimes that are neither democratic 
nor fully authoritarian (McMann 2006; Gervasoni 2010b; Behrend 2011). 
As noted elsewhere (Giraudy 2013), the concept of a hybrid regime implic-
itly rests on an expanded definition of democracy, which combines attrib-
utes that denote both the access to public office and the exercise of political 
power (Mazzuca 2010).3 Subnational regimes that fail to meet one, many, or 
all attributes comprised by either the access and/or exercise dimensions are 
regarded as hybrid. As a result, the term “hybrid” has been used to denote 
cases in which individuals lack freedom to form and join organizations (as 
McMann (2006) finds in Russia and Kyrgyzstan), in which local incumbents 
control business opportunities, the local judiciary, and clientelistic networks 

3 According to Mazzuca (2007, 2010), access to political power involves the efforts of groups in 
society to gain control over state positions. In a democracy, actors access power through clean, 
fully contested, and regular elections. Exercise of state power, by contrast, refers to the patterns 
followed by rulers in the management of the resources under their control (Mazzuca 2007). State 
power can be exercised with or without adherence to the rule of law and established procedures, 
with or without universalistic criteria, with or without corruption, with or without abusing 
political authority.
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(as Behrend (2011) finds in Argentina and Durazo-Herrmann (2010) finds 
in Mexico), or in which incumbents control national legislators, labor 
unions, business organizations, and NGOs (as noted by Gervasoni (2010a) 
in Argentina).

One of the main problems with the concept of hybrid regimes is that, even 
though this term reveals that regimes are not authoritarian, it cannot tell us 
what specific aspect of the access or the exercise dimensions they are missing. 
In other words, it is hard to say if the subnational regime is hybrid because 
it prevents individuals from forming and joining organizations or because 
its rulers control the local judiciary and distribute clientelistic handouts. As 
a result of this conceptual stretching, scholars have difficulty agreeing on 
the specific domain of empirical cases that are encompassed by this term. A 
hybrid regime, as described by Sartori (1970), becomes applicable to a variety 
of very different empirical cases, and is stretched beyond recognition.

The term subnational undemocratic regimes employed in this book, 
instead, delimits (and denotes) cases that only fare poorly on the access to 
office dimension. Specifically, these are cases where actors cannot access 
office because elections are not free, competitive, or clean. The term SUR, 
which focuses on elections exclusively, denotes that the underlying notion 
of democracy employed in this book is the electoral (procedural, minimal, or 
Schumpeterian) (Collier and Levitsky 1997; Diamond et al. 1999; Mainwaring 
et al. 2007; Munck 2004, 2009; Munck and Verkuilen 2002).

To sum up, the cases in this book referred to as SURs are neither democratic 
nor authoritarian, and they are considered as undemocratic for their deficit 
with regard to the access/electoral dimension. Unlike hybrid regimes, how-
ever, which denote cases that fail to meet a wide variety of access and exercise 
attributes, SURs only fail to meet one or more of the attributes of electoral 
democracy, including regular, free, competitive, and clean elections.

Measurement and Operationalization  
of Subnational (Electoral) Democracy

Before operationalizing subnational democracy, a word is in order about the 
approach adopted to measuring democracy in this book. Scholars who study 
and measure political regimes can be divided in two camps: those who take a 
dichotomous view of regimes versus those who view political regimes in terms 
of gradations (see Collier and Adcock 1999). The first camp treats regimes as 
democracies or non-democracies (Sartori 1987; Linz 1975; Huntington 1991; 
Przeworski et al. 1996; Geddes 1999); the second group, by contrast, views 
regimes in terms of levels or degrees of democracy (Dahl 1971; Bollen and 
Lennox 1991; Coppedge and Reinicke 1991; Vanhanen 2000; Gervasoni 
2010b). Given that the findings of research are influenced by the conception 
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of political regimes as dichotomous or in terms of gradations, it is important 
to explicitly note which approach is taken to measuring political regimes.

This book follows Giovanni Sartori’s recommended two-step procedure to 
measure electoral democracy. As Collier and Adcock write:

Sartori argues that regimes must first be classified as democracies or nondemo-
cracies. Then, only as a second step, a further set of criteria can be applied to 
those regimes deemed democratic by the initial dichotomy. Only with regard to 
these cases should scholars inquire as to how democratic they are (1987: 182–83). 
Sartori asserts that “unless the two problems are treated in this order, the oxen 
may well wreck the cart rather than pull it (1987: 156).” (1999: 548)

As already noted, subnational political regimes that are embedded in 
a national democratic system cannot be regarded as authoritarian (or 
non-democracies), as they meet most of the minimal criteria of democratic 
regimes, such as regular, competitive, and multiparty elections, basic pro-
tection of civic rights, and universal suffrage. Consequently, the cases that 
this book seeks to study have, by definition, passed the first rule of Sartori’s 
two-step procedure. By treating democracy as a continuous variable—that 
is, by endorsing Sartori’s second rule—this book follows a well-established 
tradition that advocates for measuring democracy in terms of degrees or 
levels (Dahl 1971; Bollen and Lennox 1991; Coppedge and Reinicke 1991; 
Vanhanen 2000; Gervasoni 2010b). In practical terms, this means that 
subnational jurisdictions that obtain the lowest scores on the subnational 
electoral democracy scale must be regarded as SURs.

In this book, subnational electoral democracy is conceived in the tradition 
of Przeworski et al. (1996). Their definition of democracy requires the selec-
tion of the chief executive and the legislature through contested elections, 
the presence of more than one political party, and the actual rotation of the 
incumbents out of office after a reasonable interval.4 This definition of elec-
toral democracy, however, is silent with respect to the quality of the electoral 
process. Consequently, Przeworski et al.’s definition is specified in the follow-
ing terms: “democracy is a political regime in which those who govern are 
selected through contested and clean elections exclusively, and lose office.” In 
sum, as outlined in Figure 3.1, subnational electoral democracy is conceived 
of as having three essential and constitutive dimensions: (a) fully contested 
elections (for both legislative and executive posts), (b) clean elections, and 
(c) alternation (turnover) in office.5

4 It should be stressed that Przeworski et al. (1996) endorse a dichotomous approach to meas-
uring electoral democracy. Again, because this book focuses on subnational electoral democracy 
in nationally democratic systems, there are good reasons to measure subnational democracy in 
terms of levels.

5 The Appendix provides a discussion and justification of the turnover dimension as a defin-
ing trait of democracy. It also describes the individual indicators used to measure each of 
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Results and Discussion

The dataset used to measure subnational democracy encompasses 24 prov-
inces in Argentina and 32 states in Mexico. Databases span the 1983–2009 
period in Argentina and the 1997–2009 period in Mexico. Time intervals 
in each country start with the most recent transition to democracy at the 
national level, as these transitions paved the way for “regime juxtaposi-
tion” (Gibson 2005). The onset of democratization in Argentina is set in 
1983, when military rule was replaced by a democratically elected civil-
ian government. In Mexico, it is set in 1997 since, according to prom-
inent Mexican scholars, this year marked the onset of democratization 
in the country at the federal level (see e.g. Magaloni 2005). In 1997, the 
Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) lost its majority in the lower cham-
ber of Congress, and consequently its hegemony in the legislative arena. 
Time intervals in each country end in 2009, when mid-term national elec-
tions were held.

As noted, one of the goals of this chapter is to map the terrain of SURs 
in order to make a systematic assessment of where these regimes exist and 
for how long. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 reveal the wide variance in the levels of 
subnational democracy in Argentina and Mexico, and more importantly 
show that, consistent with findings obtained in previous small-N case 
studies, many provinces in Argentina and a high number of states in 
Mexico show a sustained democratic deficit, even after national democ-
ratization. SURs exist in provinces and states that obtained scores close 
to zero for more than 12 consecutive years or three consecutive terms. As 
will be discussed in detail, many of those cases remained undemocratic 
until 2009.

Contestation (Exec) Contestation (Leg) Clean Elections 

Democracy
Basic level 

Secondary 
level  Turnover 

Legend:
 ontological 

conjunction of noncausal nec. conditions

Figure 3.1. Dimensions of subnational democracy

dimension of subnational democracy, their aggregation procedure, and provides detailed infor-
mation about the sources for each individual indicator.
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In both Figures 3.2 and 3.3 higher values indicate higher levels of subna-
tional democracy. Zero and near-zero scores denote subnational undemo-
cratic regimes (SURs).

As Figure 3.2 shows, at least five out of 24 provinces (20.83 percent)—i.e. 
La Rioja, San Luis, Santa Cruz, Formosa, and La Pampa—can be considered 
as SURs.6 Autocrats in these provinces have resorted to a variety of tactics, 
ranging from redistricting to constitutional reform, reengineering electoral 
institutions, and exerting systematic control over legislative bodies, in efforts 
to win elections by large margins of victory. In all these provinces, incum-
bents managed to curtail opposition parties’ access to office.

A similar pattern of subnational democratic deficit can be observed in 
Mexico, where at least 15 out of 32 states (46.87 percent) remained undemocratic 
after national democratization. In the states of Baja California, Campeche, 
Coahuila, Colima, Durango, Guanajuato, Jalisco,7 Hidalgo, Oaxaca, Puebla, 
Sinaloa, Tabasco, Tamaulipas, Veracruz, and Yucatán, levels of democracy have 
been very low for more than two uninterrupted terms (see Figure 3.3). In each 
of these states, while alternation of incumbents has been possible, due to a 
no-reelection clause, incumbent parties have stayed in power for more than 
two consecutive terms—always exerting tight control over legislative bodies, 
systematically winning elections by large margins of victory, and/or by resort-
ing to post-election fraud to prevent opponents from taking office.

The evidence presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 reveals interesting within- 
and cross-country differences. First, whereas in Argentina there seems to be 
a discernible relationship between SURs and partisanship, this association 
disappears in Mexico. Argentine SURs in La Rioja, San Luis, Formosa, Santa 
Cruz, and La Pampa have been ruled by the Peronist party (or PJ) since 1983.8 
The partisan pattern observed in the Mexican SURs, however, is different, 
as SURs have been governed by the PRI and the PAN. Specifically, PRI-ruled 

6 Santiago del Estero, the stronghold of Peronist caudillo Carlos Juárez, has been usually 
regarded as a SUR. It is not enumerated in this list because, in 2004, there was an intervention 
there by President Néstor Kirchner. Elections were held in 2005, and since then the province 
has been governed by the Radical Party (UCR). It is still too soon to assess whether Santiago del 
Estero will become undemocratic again. The reason why Salta and Córdoba are not regarded as 
SURs despite obtaining scores that are close to zero is because their governors did not stay in 
power for more than 12 consecutive years or three consecutive terms.

7 Regime coding for this study starts in 1997, when Mexico experienced the first signs of 
transition to democracy. Hence, cases such as Guanajuato and Jalisco, where the PRI was ousted 
from office before 1997, but which has remained ruled by the same party since 1997, have, tech-
nically speaking, not experienced alternation. Apart from technicalities, the National Action 
Party (PAN), the newly incumbent party has governed with a hegemonic-like style, and has 
resorted to informal practices to undermine the power of opposition parties.

8 Highly democratic provinces, such as Entre Ríos, Mendoza, Chubut, have also been ruled by 
the PJ for many consecutive years. Similarly, provinces that score low on the democratic scale, 
i.e. in-between SURs and highly democratic provinces, such as Río Negro or Neuquén, have 
been ruled by non-PJ parties, such as the UCR and the Popular Movement of Neuquén (or MPN), 
respectively. These data indicate that, excluding SURs, there is not a clear correlation between 
levels of subnational democracy and partisanship.
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SURs such as Oaxaca, Veracruz, Puebla, and Tabasco have coexisted with 
PAN-ruled SURs in Jalisco and Guanajuato. It should be stressed, however, 
that in PRI-ruled states, the incumbent party has been in office for more 
than 80 years, whereas in PAN-governed states, the incumbent party has 
controlled the governorship and the legislature for no more than 16 consecu-
tive years.9 Despite these differences, the findings of this chapter reveal an 
interesting regime pattern of subnational politics in Mexico: the dominance 
of hegemonic party rule. The hegemony held by the PRI in all Mexican states 
until 1989 has given way to the dominance of the PAN. Still, despite the exist-
ence of PAN undemocratic states, the PRI has the largest number of SURs.

Second, the results indicate that SURs can be found in diverse geographic 
areas, thus casting doubt on extant assertions about the relationship between 
SURs and geographic location. Previous scholarship has found a positive corre-
lation between low levels of democracy and provinces located in north-central 
Argentina (Sawers 1996), and states in the southern regions of Mexico (Cornelius 
1999; Ward and Rodríguez 1995). The results presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 indi-
cate that these correlations are unwarranted and misleading, as SURs abound in 
different locations of Argentina and Mexico. Argentine SURs exist in the north-
eastern part of the country (La Rioja), in the southern Patagonian region (La 
Pampa and Santa Cruz), in the northwest (Formosa), and in the central part of 
the country (San Luis). Likewise, Mexican SURs are found in the center-western 
part of Mexico (Jalisco), in the southern states (Oaxaca and Puebla), on the US–
Mexican border (Baja California), and on the Gulf coast (Veracruz).

The fact that SURs in both countries are located in multiple geographic 
locations—which differ in terms of their culture, religion, colonial herit-
age, local traditions, ethnicity, and thus with regard to mass attitudes and 
values—reveals that (local) cultural, religious, anthropological, and ethno-
graphic explanations factors are not decisive determinants of subnational 
democracy. This finding is especially relevant in light of recent works analyz-
ing subnational democracy in India that found a statistically significant effect 
of geographically different colonial legacies—religious influences, specifi-
cally—on levels of democracy (Lankina and Getachew 2012). The results of 
this chapter are also significant because they contrast sharply with the trend 
observed in other regions of the world, such as Russia, where geographic loca-
tion acts as a decisive determinant for subnational democracy (Lankina and 
Getachew 2006). Specifically, proximity to Europe facilitates the diffusion of 
Western influences in Russia’s localities and increases their political open-
ness. In addition, these findings are important because they contradict the 
results of national-level theories of democracy that have associated national 
democracy with a specific set of values (i.e. self-expression values) (Inglehart 

9 Coding of post-electoral conflicts conducted for this study also reveals that elections have 
not been clean in Jalisco.
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and Welzel 2005) or mass attitudes (Diamond et  al. 1999)  that are deter-
mined by cultural, traditional, religious, and ethnic factors.

Third, the existence of SURs in Argentina and Mexico is not necessarily 
related to levels of economic development. Provinces with medium-high 
levels of economic development, such as Santa Cruz and San Luis in 
Argentina, and Jalisco and Guanajuato in Mexico, are as undemocratic 
as the least economically developed Argentine provinces of La Rioja and 
Formosa, and the Mexican states of Oaxaca and Puebla. This finding, which 
is consistent with results advanced in other studies of subnational democ-
racy (Gervasoni 2010b; McMann 2006), indicates that the association 
between democracy and economic development is not linear, thus under-
mining the explanatory power of a widely accepted theory of national 
democracy (such as modernization theory) to account for SUR continuity. 
This finding further buttresses Gibson’s contention that “the study of sub-
national democratization should not be seen as a theoretical derivative of 
national democratization, wherein the main challenge lies in identifying 
which theories developed for the study of countries can be transferred to 
the study of provinces” (2013: 9).

One undisputable conclusion that can be drawn from the results presented 
in this chapter is that SURs in Argentina and Mexico differ considerably from 
one another, especially regarding their geographic location, levels of socioec-
onomic development, and party ideology. These results strongly suggest that 
these regimes should not be seen as a set of homogeneous political regimes. 
Treating them as homogeneous units could potentially lead to invalid theo-
retical assumptions about how these regimes originate, how they operate, 
and how they manage to endure and change. Specifically, the assumption of 
SUR homogeneity increases the risk of obscuring the existence of different 
causal mechanisms that may account for SUR origins, functioning, continu-
ity, and even change. In contrast, by acknowledging regime variation, schol-
ars can gain more analytic leverage on the causal mechanisms that explain 
regime origins, continuity, and change within and across SUR types. The 
next section explores regime variation along two specific variables, i.e. SURs’ 
fiscal autonomy vis-à-vis the central government and SURs’ state structures, 
as they have the potential to shed important light on the functioning and 
continuity of these subnational regimes.

Varieties of Subnational Undemocratic Regimes

The discussion advanced so far reveals that, despite the existence of SUR 
differences, partisan, economic, geographic, cultural, and ethnic dissimilari-
ties cannot account for the continued existence of undemocratic subnational 
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regimes in Argentina and Mexico. Indeed, as the evidence presented in  
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 indicates, both democratic and undemocratic regimes 
are spread throughout various regions of Argentina and Mexico, where eco-
nomic, partisan, cultural, and ethnic differences exist. As noted in Chapter 2, 
however, other cross-SUR differences, such as the type of provincial state 
structure or levels of fiscal autonomy from the federal government, shape 
the opportunities presidents have to co-opt and subjugate subnational auto-
crats, and in turn uncover the existence of different causal mechanisms that 
account for various trajectories of SUR continuity within democratic coun-
tries. The remainder of this chapter seeks to empirically demonstrate these 
differences across SURs in Argentina and Mexico.

SURs’ Institutional Variation: Patrimonial vs. Non-Patrimonial SURs

Provincial states vary dramatically in their internal organization and relations 
to society. Different kinds of state structures establish the rules and proce-
dures through which incumbents exercise power (Evans 1994; Ertman 1997; 
Hartlyn 1998; Mazzuca 2007, 2010), thus creating different capacities for rul-
ers’ action. These differences, in turn, have been decisive in shaping a wide 
variety of outcomes, ranging from policy-making implementation (Snyder 
2001a; Falleti 2011), to promotion of economic and industrial growth (Evans 
1994), and even to the sustainability of political regimes (Hartlyn 1998).

A well-established tradition within political science has distinguished 
between state structures that (a) centralize power in the hands of the ruler, 
blur public and private interests and purposes within the state administra-
tion, reduce the autonomy of followers by generating ties of loyalty and 
dependence, and appropriate state resources for private economic or political 
gain, on one hand, and state structures that (b)  limit incumbents’ power, 
establish and allow for a clear distinction between the private and public 
domains, confer autonomy on societal groups, and minimize rulers’ appro-
priation of state resources, on the other (Ertman 1997; Hartlyn 1998; Evans 
1994; Migdal 1992, 1994; Bates 1981, 2008; Mazzuca 2007, 2010). Whilst 
receiving different conceptual labels, these state structures can be subsumed 
into two generic terms, patrimonial vs. non-patrimonial.10

As noted in the previous chapter, patrimonial state structures can play a deci-
sive role in shaping the capacity of subnational autocrats to resist co-optation 
from the central government.11 In subnational jurisdictions where patrimo-
nial state structures prevail, autocrats stand in a strong position to centralize 

10 As Max Weber (1976 [1925]) noted, patrimonial state structures are ideal types, and as such 
can rarely be found in practice, and thus may not apply in all particular cases.

11 They also play a central role in policy-making design and implementation (Snyder 2001a; 
Niedzwiecki 2012).
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authority and thus maximize political control over their domains. For instance, 
by easily appropriating state resources and distributing them according to par-
ticularistic criteria, they can reduce the autonomy of followers and prevent the 
emergence of powerful opposition forces, which might eventually challenge 
autocrats’ power. Consequently, subnational rulers acting within these institu-
tional settings are better positioned to close subnational territorial borders both 
for the purpose of hindering local actors from striking alliances with national 
incumbents, as well as for preventing national elites from trespassing provin-
cial/state-level borders in attempts to control local populations. Where these 
state structures exist, as Gibson (2005, 2013) states, subnational undemocratic 
incumbents can easily carry out strategies of boundary control, whereby they 
seek to maximize influence over local politics and deprive provincial opposi-
tions of access to national allies and resources, both of which are theorized as 
triggers of subnational democratization (Gibson 2005, 2013).

The opposite holds true where non-patrimonial state structures exist. In 
such institutional settings, subnational autocrats are prevented from cen-
tralizing authority, and from exercising tight control over state resources, 
territory, and opposition parties/groups, thus becoming virtually power-
less to avoid local–national pro-democratic coalition-making. Accordingly, 
presidents in non-patrimonial SURs have greater capacity to infiltrate these 
regimes. It is through coalition-building with local groups and subnational 
opposition leaders that presidents can penetrate SURs and, in turn, challenge 
and co-opt subnational autocrats from within.

As already noted, patrimonial state structures tap into three dimen-
sions: (a) centralization of power in the hands of the ruler, (b) reduction of 
followers’ autonomy through the generation of ties of loyalty and depend-
ence, and (c) appropriation of state resources for private economic or polit-
ical gain (Ertman 1997; Hartlyn 1998; Evans 1994; Migdal 1992, 1994; Bates 
1981; 2008; Mazzuca 2007, 2010). Figure 3.4 systematizes these dimensions.12 
Data used to measure patrimonial state structures cover 21 provinces in 
Argentina and 31 states in Mexico.13 Databases span the periods 1983–2009 
in Argentina, and 1997–2009 in Mexico.

As Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show, there is considerable variation in terms of state 
structures across Argentine and Mexican SURs. The state structures found in 
the Argentine undemocratic provinces of La Rioja and Formosa can be clearly 
distinguished from the ones existing in the undemocratic districts of Santa 

12 Appendix (section II) discusses indicators of patrimonialism and aggregation procedures.
13 City of Buenos Aires and Mexico City are excluded because, unlike the other provinces/

states, they do not possess lower levels of government (aka municipalities). Due to the absence of 
this second-tier level of government, the secondary-level dimension, “(subnational) rulers’ fiscal 
discretion,” is not computed, thus preventing comparability with other districts.
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Cruz, San Luis, and La Pampa. In the former provinces, the concentration 
of authority in the hands of autocrats, the reduction of followers’ autonomy 
through the generation of ties of loyalty and dependence, and the appropria-
tion of state resources for private economic or political gain are much more 
pronounced than in the latter districts.

A similar pattern of SUR variation can be observed in Mexico where the state 
structures found in the undemocratic states of Oaxaca, Hidalgo, Tamaulipas, 
Sinaloa, and Coahuila contrast sharply with the ones present in the undemo-
cratic states of Puebla and Tabasco. In Mexico as well as in Argentina, the 
rules and procedures through which subnational autocrats exercise power 
differ considerably, thus creating different capacities for action by rulers.

In addition to showing institutional variation across SURs, the evidence 
presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 reveals at least two important insights in 
tackling the study of SURs in democratic countries. First, contrary to con-
ventional wisdom, a significant number of these regimes exercise state power 
along fairly non-patrimonial lines, and without necessarily abusing it. This 
finding supports the idea that SURs can be thought as of pertaining to two 
general types, patrimonial and non-patrimonial. Acknowledgment of SUR 
types is not only essential to gaining a more thorough understanding of the 
specific causal mechanisms that underpin regime continuity within each 
SUR type, but is also critical to singling out well-defined and independent 
domains of cases within which analysts can identify causal (unit) homogene-
ity to thus refine our understanding of these regimes.

Second, the evidence presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 shows that levels of 
economic development and geographic location are good predictors of pat-
rimonial state structures. Non-patrimonial state structures are more likely to 
be found in Argentine SURs where higher levels of economic development 
exist. The same pattern can be observed in Mexico, where SURs with higher 
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Figure 3.4. Dimensions of patrimonial state structures
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levels of socioeconomic development, such as Tabasco, are characterized by 
state structures that are less patrimonial. In contrast, the provinces and states 
where patrimonial state structures are more common are located in the least 
economically developed and poorest SURs of Argentina and Mexico, such 
as in La Rioja and Formosa in Argentina or Oaxaca and Hidalgo in Mexico. 
These findings suggest that Max Weber’s classic assertion about the “elective 
affinity” between capitalist development and non-patrimonial administra-
tions applies to subnational levels of government.14

SURs’ Fiscal Variation: Fiscally Autonomous vs. Fiscally Dependent SURs

Fiscal autonomy of subnational rulers from the central state is one major 
resource through which lower-tier incumbents can neutralize encroach-
ments and co-optation from the center (Boone 2003; Wibbels 2005).  
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Figure 3.5. SUR state structures in Argentina (1983–2009)
Notes: Values are averaged values for the 1983–2009 period. Y-axis: Higher values indicate higher 
levels of subnational democracy. Zero and near-zero scores denote undemocratic regimes. 
X-axis: Lower values denote patrimonial state structures. BA (Buenos Aires), Cha (Chaco), Chu 
(Chubut), Co (Corrientes), Cba (Córdoba), ER (Entre Ríos), F (Formosa), J (Jujuy), LP (La Pampa), LR 
(La Rioja), Mza (Mendoza), Mi (Misiones), N (Neuquén), RN (Río Negro), S (Salta), SJ (San Juan), SL 
(San Luis), SC (Santa Cruz), SF (Santa Fe), SE (Santiago del Estero), TF (Tierra del Fuego), T (Tucumán).

14 The same pattern is observed when non-SURs are taken into account. Less economically 
developed (democratic) provinces and states are more likely to have patrimonial state structures.
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The greater subnational incumbents’ reliance on local taxes, the lower their 
fiscal deficits, and the lower their levels of indebtedness, the greater their 
potential for rewiring territorial borders and neutralizing political intrusion 
from the center. By contrast, greater fiscal dependence upon the central gov-
ernment creates structural conditions conducive to the subjugation of sub-
national incumbents vis-à-vis the center (Wibbels 2005; Díaz-Cayeros 2006).

It is worth emphasizing that in federal countries where revenue-sharing 
systems exist, all subnational governments are, strictly speaking, dependent 
on the national government, given that the main (domestic) taxes are col-
lected by the federal government and then channeled to subnational levels 
of governments.15 In this study, and contrary to what other important works 
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Figure 3.6. SUR state structures in Mexico (1997–2009)
Notes:  Values are averaged values for the 1997–2009 period. Y-axis:  Higher values indicate 
higher levels of subnational democracy. Zero and near-zero scores denote undemocratic 
regimes. X-axis:  Lower values denote patrimonial state structures. Ags (Aguascalientes), BC 
(Baja California), BCS (Baja California Sur), Cam (Campeche), Ch (Chiapas), Chih (Chihuahua), 
Coa (Coahuila), Col (Colima), Dur (Durango), Edomex (Estado de México), Gua (Guanajuato), 
Gue (Guerrero), Hid (Hidalgo), Jal (Jalisco), Mich (Michoacán), Mor (Morelia), Nay (Nayarit), 
NL (Nuevo León), Oax (Oaxaca), P (Puebla), Qro (Querétaro), QR (Quintana Roo), SLP (San Luis 
Potosí), Sin (Sinaloa), Son (Sonora), Tab (Tabasco), Tam (Tamaulipas), Tx (Tlaxcala), V (Veracruz), 
Y (Yucatán), Z (Zacatecas).

15 Revenues are generally distributed in two rounds. In the first round, taxes are split into 
two (not necessarily equal) parts between the federal government and the subnational. In the 
second round, the subnational share is distributed among all provinces/states according to 
country-specific formulas.
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on SURs do (Gervasoni 2010b; Gibson 2013), fiscal autonomy/dependency is 
not assessed in terms of the subnational autocrats’ reliance on this type of 
funds and transfers but rather as a byproduct of subnational governments’ 
fiscal solvency, which is usually determined by fiscal deficits, levels of indebt-
edness, and capacity to raise subnational taxes. The decision to assess fiscal 
autonomy in terms of solvency is justified by Bonvecchi and Lodola’s (2011) 
demonstration that not all intergovernmental transfers expand the capacity 
of presidents to marshal support from subnational rulers. Transfers such as 
those stemming from revenue-sharing systems, which flow to subnational 
jurisdictions automatically and on a pre-established formula, do not confer 
on presidents a greater capacity to elicit subnational rulers’ support—nor do 
they affect the dependency of subnational incumbents on the national gov-
ernment—because they flow to subnational jurisdictions on a regular and 
automatic basis.

By contrast, other fiscal variables, such as provincial indebtedness and pro-
vincial fiscal deficits, are more accurate determinants of presidents’ capac-
ity to elicit subnational rulers’ support and cooperation. As various works 
show, economically reckless governors who run fiscal deficits and are highly 
indebted often turn to the central government for financial aid and bailouts 
(see Sanguinetti 1999; Hernández Trillo et al. 2002; Wibbels 2005; Rodden 
2006). Given the discretion with which presidents decide whom to bail out, 
profligate subnational rulers can easily become political hostages of cen-
tral incumbents and vulnerable to presidential co-optation. Moreover, the 
prospects of subjugation increase in countries such as Argentina, where not 
all subnational jurisdictions have the legal and fiscal capacity to buy debt 
beyond the central government, and thus have to resort to presidential bail-
outs to maintain solvency.

Fiscal autonomy is measured as the average of the yearly debt and defi-
cit of any given provincial government.16 Data span the periods 1996–
200917 in Argentina, and 1997–2009 in Mexico. Debt and deficit data 
for Argentina were calculated with data obtained from Base de Datos 
Provinciales del Centro de Investigaciones en Administración Pública 
(Facultad de Ciencias Económicas, Universidad de Buenos Aires). Debt 
data for Mexico come from the Unidad de Coordinación con las Entidades 
Federativas (Secretaria de Hacienda y Crédito Público, or SHCP). Deficit 
data were calculated with figures of the Sistema Estatal y Municipal de 
Base de Datos (SIMBAD), INEGI.

As Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show, levels of fiscal autonomy vary consider-
ably across Argentine and Mexican SURs. With their higher levels of fiscal 

16 Debt and deficit are expressed as shares of each province’s total revenues.
17 Data on debt for the period 1983–96 were not available.
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dependency on the federal government, the provinces of Formosa and La 
Rioja in Argentina are more prone to be vulnerable to fiscal manipulation 
by national officials. A similar prediction can be made for some Mexican 
SURs, such as Sinaloa, Coahuila, and Hidalgo, among others. Conversely, 
greater fiscal autonomy from the federal government, as experienced in 
the Argentine SURs of Santa Cruz, La Pampa, or San Luis, or in Oaxaca and 
Tabasco in Mexico, should act as a shield vis-à-vis fiscal co-optation, and in 
turn, offer greater possibilities for neutralizing presidential control.

The information presented in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 sheds important light on 
one central aspect of SURs and their rulers: subnational undemocratic rule 
and fiscal profligacy do not necessarily go hand in hand. It could be argued 
that the potentially high costs of creating dependency on the central govern-
ment through fiscal mismanagement may act as an important deterrent for 
subnational autocrats to engage in fiscal profligacy and as a strong incentive 
to keep SUR economies in check. A fiscally and financially sound provincial 
economy may not only be effective in preventing presidential co-optation, it 
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Figure 3.7. SUR fiscal autonomy in Argentina (1996–2009)
Notes: Fiscal autonomy values are averaged values for the 1996–2009 period. Y-axis: Higher val-
ues indicate higher levels of subnational democracy. Zero and near-zero scores denote undemo-
cratic regimes. X-axis: Higher values denote higher fiscal autonomy. BA (Buenos Aires), Cha 
(Chaco), Chu (Chubut), Co (Corrientes), Cba (Córdoba), ER (Entre Ríos), F (Formosa), J (Jujuy), LP 
(La Pampa), LR (La Rioja), Mza (Mendoza), Mi (Misiones), N (Neuquén), RN (Río Negro), S (Salta), 
SJ (San Juan), SL (San Luis), SC (Santa Cruz), SF (Santa Fe), SE (Santiago del Estero), TF (Tierra del 
Fuego), T (Tucumán).
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may also be crucial for sustaining SURs. Fiscal autonomy can be an important 
tool for subnational autocrats to neutralize potential economic sanctions of 
pro-democratizing presidents but it can also help subnational autocrats to 
deliver goods and benefits that can eventually help to attract local popular 
support for SURs.

Conclusion

This chapter has argued that SURs are civilian, electoral regimes that are 
neither authoritarian nor fully democratic. They can be clearly distinguished 
from subnational authoritarian regimes because they hold regular, multiparty 
elections, and, unlike authoritarian regimes, opposition groups and parties 
are not legally barred from contesting elections. These regimes, however, are 
not democratic. What distinguishes SURs from subnational democracies is 
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Figure 3.8. SUR fiscal autonomy in Mexico (1997–2009)
Notes:  Values are averaged values for the 1997–2009 period. Y-axis:  Higher values indicate 
higher levels of subnational democracy. Zero and near-zero scores denote undemocratic 
regimes. X-axis: Higher values denote higher fiscal autonomy. Ags (Aguascalientes), BC (Baja 
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Potosí), Sin (Sinaloa), Son (Sonora), Tab (Tabasco), Tam (Tamaulipas), Tx (Tlaxcala), V (Veracruz), 
Y (Yucatán), Z (Zacatecas).
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the fact that the actual opposition’s capacity to defeat incumbents (and/or 
their parties) in elections is seriously handicapped. In SURs, regime challeng-
ers effectively compete in elections but incumbents win systematically by 
employing a variety of undemocratic tactics.

Drawing on this definition, the chapter provided an operationalization of 
subnational democracy and a detailed discussion of its dimensions, subdimen-
sions, indicators, and their aggregation. Additionally, unlike previous studies18 
that for the most part do not measure levels of subnational democracy across 
all subnational jurisdictions, the chapter not only identified the universe of 
SURs, but also specified the jurisdiction for which theories of regime continu-
ity should not be applied. Finally, the chapter showed that SURs should not be 
seen as a set of homogeneous political regimes. As the evidence obtained in 
Argentina and Mexico reveals, these regimes not only differ considerably from 
one another in terms of their geographic location, levels of socioeconomic 
development, and party ideology, but also regarding their state structures and 
levels of fiscal autonomy. The findings thus suggest that the assumption of 
unit homogeneity, which has dominated studies of SURs, needs to be revisited.

The identification of the universe of SURs, as well as the identification of 
regime differences analyzed in this chapter, provides the first two elements 
needed to test the theory advanced in Chapter 2. The next chapter builds on 
this identification by analyzing and measuring the national variables, i.e. the 
instruments of presidents’ power that are required to complete the process of 
theory testing.

18 Exceptions are Solt 2003; McMann 2006; Gervasoni 2010b, 2010a; Giraudy 2010, 2013; 
Saikkonen 2011.
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4

Presidential Power in Argentina and 
Mexico: Fiscal and Partisan Instruments  
of Cooptation

One of the major contentions of this book is that the possibility of exert-
ing presidential power over subnational autocrats strongly conditions the 
pathway of subnational undemocratic regime (SUR) continuity. This chap-
ter explores the instruments available to presidents to induce the coopera-
tion and obtain the acquiescence of subnational autocrats. Drawing on the 
insights provided by scholarship on fiscal federalism and political parties, 
the chapter argues that presidents usually employ two major resources to 
subjugate autocrats: their party organizations and/or federal funds that are 
allocated to subnational jurisdictions. In emphasizing the availability of 
institutional and economic resources to induce cooperation, the chapter 
moves beyond much of the recent literature’s exclusive focus on presiden-
tial use of either fiscal or partisan tools as a means to obtain subjugation.1

This chapter also emphasizes the changing nature of presidential power, 
measured in terms of national incumbents’ access to fiscal and partisan 
resources. The analysis conducted here indicates that the instruments of 
presidential power used to obtain the cooperation of subnational rulers vary 
considerably not only across countries, but also within countries and presi-
dential administrations. Whereas some presidents have access to a combina-
tion of resources to exert leverage over subnational rulers, others lack access 
to any of them. In effect, the examination of each of the post-1983 presiden-
cies in Argentina reveals that Peronist Party (or PJ) President Carlos Menem 
(1989–1999) had access to and employed fiscal and partisan resources to 

1 For works focusing exclusively on fiscal resources, see e.g. Solnick 1995; Gibson and Calvo 
2001; Bonvecchi and Lodola 2011; Willis et al. 1999. For works analyzing partisan resources, 
see Ordeshook 1996; Mainwaring 1999; Samuels 2000; Rodden 2003; among others. For works 
analyzing both resources see Wibbels 2005.
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discipline SURs and their autocrats, while PJ Presidents Duhalde, Kirchner, 
and Fernández de Kirchner leveraged subnational autocrats using only fiscal 
instruments. By contrast, Alianzist president De la Rúa had limited access 
to both types of resources. National Action Party (PAN) Presidents Fox and 
Calderón in Mexico, in turn, resorted to partisan instruments to obtain the 
acquiescence of subnational autocrats.

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first examines the fiscal 
instruments of presidential power prevailing in Argentina and Mexico, dur-
ing 1989–20092 and 2000–2009, respectively. After an individual assess-
ment of each country, the section presents a cross-country comparison 
in order to assess the relative fiscal power of Argentine vis-à-vis Mexican 
presidents. The second part then analyzes and compares the instruments of 
partisan power available to Argentine and Mexican national incumbents. 
Building on the findings of the first two parts, the third part compares and 
contrasts presidential access to the two instruments in order to assess the 
primary resource or combination of resources employed by each president 
in each country.

Before turning to this analysis, a note about the analytical approach 
adopted in this chapter is in order. Chapter 2 noted that subnational auto-
crats vary considerably regarding their capacity to neutralize presidential 
power. In this chapter, however, subnational autocrats and subnational 
jurisdictions are treated as if they were a homogeneous bloc. The chapter 
temporarily overlooks subnational differences because its aim is to deter-
mine the type of presidential power prevalent under each presidency, and 
in particular under the administrations of Néstor Kirchner and Cristina 
Fernández de Kirchner in Argentina, and Vicente Fox and Felipe Calderón 
in Mexico. Hence, the chapter measures the absolute power that presidents 
have vis-à-vis subnational rulers, regardless of whether this power is neutral-
ized by specific characteristics of subnational units and subnational incum-
bents. This means that the indicators selected to assess whether presidents 
have (or lack) access to either type of resources necessarily have to overlook 
provincial differences.

Fiscal Instruments of Presidential Power

As argued in Chapter 2, numerous works show that fiscal resources increase 
presidential fiscal power vis-à-vis subnational rulers and, in turn, increase 
the potential for obtaining their acquiescence (Eaton 2004; Wibbels 2005; 
Díaz-Cayeros 2006; Bonvecchi and Lodola 2011; Falleti 2011). Presidential 

2 Fiscal data for the Alfonsín (1983–9) administration are missing.
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fiscal power is shaped not so much by access to fiscal resources, but mainly by 
national incumbents’ ability to manipulate the distribution of intergovern-
mental funds. Even in years of economic downturn or international crises, 
when access to fiscal resources may be scarce, presidential fiscal power may 
nonetheless increase if transfers sent to subnational jurisdictions are not chan-
neled using automatic and formula-based criteria, but rather on a discretional 
basis. To the extent that presidents can discretionally determine the timing, 
amount, and the targeting of a given transfer, they should be in a strong posi-
tion to easily control and thus induce lower-tier incumbents to give their politi-
cal support (Bonvecchi and Lodola 2011). Presidential fiscal power should also 
be greater where the rules that regulate the distribution of intergovernmen-
tal transfers, as well as the amount of intergovernmental transfers, are easily 
changeable. Unstable fiscal arrangements that enable presidents to increase the 
share of resources that remains at the federal level of government, thus decreas-
ing the proportion of funds that is sent to subnational levels of government, 
necessarily increase presidential leverage over subnational autocrats. Likewise, 
presidential fiscal power should be greater where a high percentage of a coun-
try’s total revenues is not subject to sharing with subnational governments.

In light of these considerations, in what follows presidential fiscal power 
is gauged along three dimensions: (a) the existence of a revenue-sharing sys-
tem3 that allocates transfers across levels of government along automatic 
(rather than discretional) criteria, (b) the stability of the revenue-sharing sys-
tem’s rules that determine the amount and distribution of transfers that are 
sent to subnational jurisdictions, and (c) the percentage and distributional 
criteria of tax revenues that are not transferred to the provinces and which 
are exclusively administered by the federal level of government.4

Argentina

I. EXISTENCE OF REVENUE-SHARING SYSTEM AND STABILITY  
OF TRANSFERS’ DISTRIBUTIONAL RULES/AMOUNTS5

Argentina’s first-ever automatic revenue-sharing system dates back to 1934, 
when the first Coparticipation Law (henceforth CL or coparticipation) was 
passed. The CL represented an agreement between the provinces and the 

3 In a revenue-sharing system a country’s main taxes are collected by the federal government 
and distributed automatically in two rounds. In the first round, tax revenues are automatically 
split in two (not necessarily equal) parts between the federal government and the subnational 
units. In the second round, the subnational share is automatically distributed among the subna-
tional jurisdictions following strict distributional criteria and formulas.

4 Dimensions (a) and (b) are analyzed in the same subsection.
5 The focus of this subsection is on the changes that were introduced to each country’s 

revenue-sharing system. Consequently, the analysis enumerates and describes these changes 
but does not assess the factors that triggered them.
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federal government according to which the provinces would delegate to the 
national Congress exclusive rights over certain taxes (i.e. sales, excise, and 
income taxes) in exchange for an automatic share in the revenues collected 
(Eaton 2004: 68–9). At a time of deep economic crisis, the governors saw 
great value in shifting the significant administrative and political costs of 
collecting taxes onto the federal government, despite the fact that the latter 
appropriated the lion’s share, i.e. 82.5 percent of the revenues subject to shar-
ing compared to the 17.5 percent that were sent to the provinces.

The automatic revenue-sharing agreement instituted in 1934 suffered 
several modifications thereafter regarding the specific taxes that would be 
subject to sharing. The three most significant changes preceding the lat-
est transition to democracy in 1983 occurred in 1973 with the passage of a 
new CL. This law not only stipulated that the totality (rather than some) of 
taxes levied by the federal government, with the exception of import and 
export duties, should be subject to sharing, but also introduced strict formu-
las (based on population and regional economic development) to allocate 
resources across subnational jurisdictions (CECE 1995; Porto 2003). In addi-
tion, the new law established that taxes collected by the federal government 
would be distributed in equal parts (48.5 percent) between the federal gov-
ernment and the provinces.

As Table 4.1 reports, almost every single democratic Argentine president sub-
sequently modified the rules regulating the 1973 revenue-sharing agreement, 
and altered the share of the revenues that would be sent to the provinces. Overall, 
these changes progressively sliced off the share of revenues that remained at the 
national government, and thus curtailed presidential fiscal power.

The equally shared portion of revenues between levels of government, how-
ever, was altered during the democratic administration of President Alfonsín 
(1983–9). Before exiting power in 1983, the military regime of Reynaldo 
Bignone (1982–3) issued a decree declaring the expiration of the 1973 CL, 
due at the end of 1983. The incoming democratic government, however, was 
fragmented along partisan lines and lacked the number of national legisla-
tors needed to pass a new CL. During the deadlocked negotiations over a new 
revenue-sharing law, which lasted three consecutive years—1985, 1986, and 
1987—the intergovernmental distribution of tax proceeds subject to shar-
ing did not follow pre-established patterns. As Eaton notes, during those 
years “the federal government distributed tax revenues to the provinces not 
according to automatic procedures or transparent criteria but according to 
ad hoc negotiations in which political factors predominated. . . . According 
to the dynamic of these years, Alfonsín and his Economy Ministers negoti-
ated the size and timing of revenue transfers directly with the governors” 
(2004: 146). In so doing, Alfonsín significantly increased presidential fiscal 
power vis-à-vis the provinces (CECE 1995).
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The 1987 legislative landslide victory of the Peronist party served as a cata-
lyst to pass a new CL. Control over both congressional chambers and of a 
majority of the country’s governorships enabled the Peronist party to pass a 
new coparticipation system that favored the provinces over the federal gov-
ernment. The newly instituted CL, which considerably curtailed presidential 
fiscal power, established the federal government’s portion of revenues sub-
ject to sharing as 42.34 percent, with the provinces receiving the remaining 
54.66 percent.6

Counterintuitively, these distributional percentages, which greatly ben-
efitted Peronist governors, were changed in a direction favorable to the cen-
tral government under the Peronist presidency of Carlos Menem (1989–99). 
Without revoking the 1988 coparticipation law, in 1992, Menem and the 
governors signed the so-called Primer Pacto Fiscal (Fiscal Pact I), which ena-
bled the president to retain 15 percent of the taxable revenues plus a monthly 
fixed sum of AR$45,800,000 of the revenues previously subject to sharing 

Table 4.1. Legally prescribed revenue shares for the federal government  
and the provinces

Law # Year of CL's reform Federal government Provinces

12143 and 12147 1934–1946 82.50% 17.50%
12956 1947–1958 79% 21%
14788 1959 66% 34%

1960 64% 36%
1961 62% 38%
1962 60% 40%
1963 58% 42%
1964–1966 54% 46%
1967 59.20% 40.80%
1968–1972 61.90% 38.10%

20221 1973–1980 48.50% 48.50% (a)
1981–1984 48.50% 51.50% (b)
1985–1988 no coparticipation law

23548 1988–1991 42.34% 57.66% (c)
24130 and 24699 1992–1993* minimum floor

fixed sum25235 1999–2001
25570 2002 41.24%** 58.76%

(a) Does not include 1.8% destined to City of Buenos Aires and Fund for Regional Development 
(FDR); (b) includes FDR; (c) includes National Treasury Funds (ATN).

* Porto and Sanguinetti (1993) estimate that 54.07% remained at the federal level of 
government and 45.3% were transferred to the provinces.

** Does not include the 15% deduction withheld by the federal government.

Sources: CECE #9 (1995, 1997), and Laws 24130, 25535, 25400, 25570.

6 The remaining 3% is made up of ATN and special funds for specific provinces.
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with the provinces.7 As importantly, the Fiscal Pact I introduced the first-ever 
change to the criterion in which the provincial share of the coparticipa-
tion pie was calculated. Despite changes in the magnitude of the share that 
remained at the federal level of government and the portion that was sent to 
the provinces, during the 1930-91 period, the amount of the revenues flow-
ing to the provinces and remaining at the federal level were determined by 
the ebb and flow of federal tax receipts (Eaton 2004). Starting in 1992, this 
practice was abandoned and was replaced by a minimum revenue guarantee, 
the so-called piso mínimo (minimum amount), of US$725 million per month 
for the provinces. This minimum amount was increased to US$740 million 
in 1993 with the signing of a new fiscal pact, the so-called Fiscal Pact II. 
Despite this increase, which modestly benefitted the provinces, the adoption 
of the minimum revenue guarantee expanded presidential fiscal power. As 
Eaton (2004) notes, although the 1988 coparticipation law had reduced the 
federal government’s share of revenues to 42.34 percent, the fiscal pacts of 
1992 and 1993 effectively increased its share to 50.07 percent.

Menem’s two innovations to the revenue-sharing system, namely, the 
withholding of specific percentages of previously shareable tax revenues 
and the introduction of the minimum floor, were maintained in place by 
Alianzist President Fernando De la Rúa (1999–2001). During his admin-
istration, fractions of specific taxes included in the revenue-sharing sys-
tem and subject to sharing were deducted from the coparticipation pie 
and earmarked to finance specific federal and provincial projects, includ-
ing education programs, health provision, public works, and housing.8 
Likewise, in 1999, De la Rúa and the governors signed the Compromiso 
Federal (Federal Compromise), an agreement that set a fixed (instead of a 
minimum) sum of coparticipation transfers to the provinces. The original 
amount was set at US$1.35 billion, and it was subsequently increased to 
US$1.36 billion in 2001. Despite the greater fixed amount of coparticipa-
tion funds sent to the provinces, the share of revenues that was allocated 
to subnational jurisdictions never reached the 54.66 percent established in 
the 1988 coparticipation law.

Under the presidency of Peronist Eduardo Duhalde (2002–3), the fixed 
amount and minimum floors were abandoned. After 2002, the share of tax 
revenues that was sent to the provinces was calculated on the basis of the 

7 The deducted revenues were used to finance the national pension system, which at the time 
was in dire straits.

8 It is important to note that the introduction of earmarked transfers curtailed the governors’ 
capacity to discretionally employ federal transfers. Unlike the coparticipation funds, which can 
be allocated as each governor pleases, earmarked transfers have to be destined to finance specific 
programs and projects. The federal government is responsible for determining the programs and 
projects that will be financed with earmarked funds.
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ebb and flow of federal tax receipts, thus resuming the pre-1992 pattern of 
computation. Still, unlike the 1988–92 period, the federal government con-
tinued to slice off a substantial amount of the coparticipation resources, as 
the 15 percent deduction, the monthly fixed sum of AR$45,800,000, and all 
other deductions from specific domestic taxes stood in place. While this lat-
ter factor was unbeneficial to the provinces—in that it prevented them from 
obtaining a larger slice of the coparticipation pie—the overall increase of 
tax receipts, due in large part to the expansion and stability of the country’s 
economy, as well as the creation in 2009 of the Fondo Nacional Solidario 
(National Solidarity Fund),9 resulted in greater absolute amounts of copartici-
pation for the provinces.

Figure 4.1 demonstrates these trends with statistics. The figure shows that, 
between 1994 and 2007, the share of taxable revenues sent to the provinces 
remained well below the 54.66 percent established in the 1988 copartici-
pation law. In contrast, the share of coparticipation corresponding to the 
national level of government has remained well above the 42.34  percent 
established in the CL. Only in 2007 and 2008 did actual coparticipation 
shares emulate the ones set by the CL. Apart from the non-compliance with 
the CL guidelines, the statistics presented in Figure 4.1 reveal two interest-
ing patterns about the allocation of automatic transfers in Argentina, and 

9 The National Solidarity Fund, instituted during the Fernández de Kirchner administration, 
established that 30% of the soy duties were to be automatically allocated to the provinces.
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about presidential fiscal power in particular. First, they indicate that, with 
the exception of the 1997–2000 period, shares across levels of government 
changed over time—denoting that the institutions of fiscal federalism in 
Argentina have been systematically altered, generally to favor presidents 
over governors. Second, they reveal that presidents were able to retain the 
bulk of proceeds of the revenue-sharing system and thus limit the amount of 
money that governors can use with discretion. All in all, these trends under-
score that presidents in Argentina enjoyed considerable fiscal power vis-à-vis 
governors.

II. TAX REVENUES NOT SUBJECT TO SHARING
As noted before, not all taxes and revenues are subject to sharing with subna-
tional jurisdictions. In Argentina, the bulk of these tax proceeds is made up 
of export/import duties, which according to the constitution are not subject 
to sharing with the provinces. One of the main characteristics of these tax 
receipts is that they are administered and allocated as the national govern-
ment sees fit. Therefore, if these revenues are abundant or make up a large 
share of a country’s total revenues, presidents stand in a strong position to 
expand their fiscal power vis-à-vis subnational rulers.

As Figure 4.2 shows, in the early and mid-1990s, export/import duties 
accounted for an average of 6 percent of the taxes collected by the national 
government. These returns plummeted in the late 1990s as a result of a dete-
rioration of commodity prices. Indeed, between 1999 and 2001, export/
import duties reached their lowest point since 1991, i.e. 4 percent. In the 
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2000s, by contrast, commodity prices increased to unprecedented levels, 
allowing Presidents Duhalde, Kirchner, and Fernández de Kirchner to retain 
an average of 14 percent of the country’s tax income.

The data presented in Figure 4.2 show that presidential fiscal power, as 
determined by the proportion of total revenues that are not shared with 
the provinces, underwent a considerable expansion under the most recent 
Peronist administrations, reaching unprecedented levels in 2002 and 2008, 
when export/import proceeds accounted for 15.4 and 16.6 percent of total 
revenue, respectively. Conversely, presidential fiscal power suffered a consid-
erable cutback under the Alianzist administration of President Fernando De 
la Rúa. Likewise, a mild decrease in presidential fiscal power was observed 
in 2009, less due to decreasing export/import tax proceeds than to the crea-
tion of the National Solidarity Fund, which stipulated that 30 percent of the 
proceeds of soy exports, i.e. 2.31 percent of the tax revenues, be allocated to 
the provinces.

Mexico

I. EXISTENCE OF REVENUE-SHARING SYSTEM AND STABILITY OF 
TRANSFERS’ DISTRIBUTIONAL RULES/AMOUNTS
The Mexican revenue-sharing system was instituted in 1980, with the 
passage of the Law of Fiscal Coordination (or LCF). The new law was a 
watershed in the history of Mexico’s fiscal federalism. For the first time, 
states agreed to give up their authority over taxation in return for uncondi-
tional revenue-sharing transfers, the so-called participaciones (Díaz-Cayeros 
2006). With the intention of diminishing presidential discretion and 
ensuring a steady flow of funds to the states, the new fiscal arrangement 
tied participaciones to explicit formulas that took into consideration popula-
tion, revenue collected in the past, and indicators of state performance in 
tax collection (Courchene and Díaz-Cayeros 2000; Díaz-Cayeros 2006). In 
addition, the LCF stipulated very strict provisions regarding the automatic-
ity of the participaciones’ allocation, and prescribed strict sanctions to be 
applied whenever the federal government failed to comply with the criteria 
set for distribution.

The 1980 LCF stipulated that 17.6 percent of the taxes subject to sharing 
be assigned to the General Fund of Participations (or FGP), the main sub-
fund making up the participaciones fund.10 In other words, since 1980, 17.6 
percent of the taxes subject to sharing flowed automatically to the states and 
were calculated based on a fixed formula. This percentage was subsequently 

10 The other subfunds include: Fund for Municipal Promotion (or FFM), and the Fund for 
Compensations (or FC).
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increased to 18.26 percent in 1989, 18.51 percent in the early 1990s, and 20 
percent in 1997 (SHCP 2007).11

In contrast to the pattern observed in Argentina, the amount of partici-
paciones in Mexico (including all subfunds and special taxes) has remained 
considerably stable over time, accounting for an average of 25 percent of the 
total shareable revenue between 1998 and 2009 (Secretaría de Hacienda y 
Crédito Público: Unidad de Coordinación con Entidades Federativas, <http://
www.shcp.gob.mx/Estados/Participaciones/Paginas/Presentacion.aspx>). 
Additionally, unlike the Argentine tradition, increases in the FGP and in the 
other participaciones subfunds moved in the same direction; namely, they 
helped to curtail presidential fiscal power, as the federal government was 
forced to automatically transfer a greater proportion of tax revenues to the 
states.

In 1997, within the broader context of public services’ decentralization and 
the implementation of the so-called Nuevo Federalismo (New Federalism 
program), President Zedillo (1994–2000) introduced another major change 
in the Mexican revenue-sharing system. Most of the funds/programs that 
were distributed by the federal government through a myriad of federal 
agencies before 1997—and that were earmarked for specific purposes at both 
the state and municipal level, such as the conditional cash transfer pro-
gram known as the National Solidarity Program (or PRONASOL), the fund 
for Federal Infrastructural Development (or IPF), and funds destined to the 
payroll of teachers and the provision of health care—were incorporated into 
the LCF.

The PAN administrations of Vicente Fox (2000–6) and Felipe Calderón 
(2006–12) incorporated additional funds into the aportaciones subfund. In 
2003, for instance, the federal government began to automatically distrib-
ute on a fixed formula the so-called Trusteeship for States’ Infrastructure (or 
FIES), which transfers revenues from oil surpluses to the states. Likewise, in 
2007, the Calderón administration altered the distribution criteria of the 
so-called Program for the Enhancement of the Federal States (or PAFEF). The 
program, which had been subject to discretional allocation since its incep-
tion in 2000, was incorporated into the aportaciones subfund, thus becoming 
an automatic transfer sent directly to the states.

The creation of the aportaciones subfund, as well as its expansion, meant 
that the allocation of transfers destined to assist with social, welfare, and 

11 If to that one adds the remaining participaciones subfunds, roughly 23% of Mexico’s total 
shareable revenues have been automatically channeled to the states. In addition to these sub-
funds, several specific taxes and economic incentives are also subsumed under participaciones, 
such as the property tax on automobiles (tenencia) and tax on new cars (ISAN). Like all the 
participaciones subfunds, these additional taxes are calculated on arithmetic formulas and trans-
ferred automatically to the states.

http://www.shcp.gob.mx/Estados/Participaciones/Paginas/Presentacion.aspx
http://www.shcp.gob.mx/Estados/Participaciones/Paginas/Presentacion.aspx
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infrastructure development—which between 1998 and 2009 accounted for 
an average of 28 percent of the revenues subject to sharing12—became auto-
matic and subject to distributional fixed formulas rather than to the discre-
tion of each federal agency and president. As a result, since 1997, presidents 
in Mexico have experienced a steady and sustained reduction in presidential 
fiscal power.

Figure 4.3 reports the percentages of the distribution of Mexico’s shareable 
revenues across levels of government. As can be observed, the share of reve-
nues that has remained at the federal level of government has decreased dra-
matically (almost 12 percentage points) since the transition to democracy in 
2000. This evidence clearly reveals that presidential fiscal power, as defined 
by revenue shares, has suffered considerable setbacks in the last decade.

II. TAX REVENUES NOT SUBJECT TO SHARING
As already discussed, not all tax revenues are subject to sharing with subna-
tional jurisdictions. If these proceeds are abundant or make up a large share 
of a country’s total revenues, presidents stand in a strong position to expand 
their fiscal power vis-à-vis subnational rulers. Therefore, to fully estimate 
the extent of presidential fiscal power, this subsection assesses the post-2000 
evolution of the tax receipts left out of the LCF.

12 Data to calculate this percentagee were obtained from the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito 
Público: Unidad de Coordinación con Entidades Federativas <http://www.shcp.gob.mx/Estados/
Participaciones/Paginas/Presentacion.aspx>.
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In Mexico, around a third of the country’s total revenue is obtained from 
oil exports. The Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público13 reports that, 
between 2000 and 2003, oil returns accounted for 31.5 percent of the coun-
try’s revenues, and for 36.7 percent between 2004 and 2007. Even though a 
portion of these revenues is transferred to the states in the form of partici-
paciones and aportaciones, another part—the extraordinary revenues from 
oil—is not shared with subnational jurisdictions. These proceeds, which 
are equivalent to Argentina’s export/import duties, in that they remain at 
the federal level of government and can be used by the president with abso-
lute discretion, are decisive in increasing or decreasing presidential fiscal 
power.

The extraordinary revenues from oil result from unpredicted increases in 
oil prices, and are calculated as the difference between underestimated and 
actual oil prices. Because extraordinary oil revenues are not assigned to any 
budgetary item, and they are easier to manipulate, Mexican presidents have 
adopted the tradition of underestimating oil prices to increase their fiscal 
leeway (FUNDAR 2006; CEFP 2007).14 The extraordinary returns from oil 
account for a considerable share of Mexico’s income. For instance, during the 
administration of Vicente Fox, the unpredicted returns stemming from oil 
exports reached 439,288 million Mexican pesos (i.e. around US$40 billion) 
(FUNDAR 2006).

Reports by FUNDAR show that, between 2003 and 2006, when oil prices 
reached unprecedented levels, and when extraordinary revenues from oil 
peaked, proceeds were used with ample discretion (FUNDAR 2006). In 
2004 and 2005, for instance, President Fox employed returns to finance 
current expenditures, including increases in teachers’ wages, and specific 
public projects in selected states. This discretional use of oil receipts was 
offset in 2006, when the Law of Budgetary and Fiscal Responsibility (hence-
forth LPRH) was passed. The law set clear guidelines for the allocation of 
extraordinary proceeds, and obliged the federal government to distribute 
returns according to the following criteria: 40 percent for the Fund for the 
Stability of Oil Revenues (or FEIP), 25 percent for the Fund for Stabilization 
of the States’ Revenues (or FEIEF), 25 percent for the state-run company 
Petróleos Mexicanos’ (PEMEX) Stabilization Fund for Investment in Public 
Infrastructure, and 10 percent for investments in the states’ public infra-
structure. Between 2006 and 2009, as a result of these new guidelines, 
President Felipe Calderón experienced a considerable decrease in presiden-
tial fiscal power.

13 <http://www.apartados.hacienda.gob.mx/contabilidad/documentos/informe_cuenta>.
14 It should be noted, however, that while presidents may deliberately underestimate oil prices, 

an accurate estimation of oil proceeds is hard to make given the intrinsic volatility of oil prices.
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Presidential Fiscal Power in Comparative Perspective

A comparison between Argentina and Mexico along the three dimensions 
analyzed in the previous sections15 reveals that, up to 2009, presidents in 
Argentina enjoyed greater fiscal power than their Mexican counterparts. This 
holds true despite the fact that the bulk of intergovernmental fiscal transfers 
in both countries is regulated by a well-established revenue-sharing system 
that operated along the principle of automaticity.

Up to 2009, presidential fiscal power was greater in Argentina than in 
Mexico because the Argentine revenue-sharing system’s rules were unsta-
ble and frequently altered to benefit presidents over governors. Indeed, 
with the exception of Alfonsín between 1988 and 1989, every Argentine 
president changed the rules regulating the revenue-sharing system. The 
suspension and modification of the Argentine revenue-sharing system, 
as well as its detrimental effects on provincial fiscal autonomy, contrast 
sharply with the pattern observed in Mexico. Since the transition to 
democracy, and up to 2009, Presidents Fox and Calderón did engage in 
major legal alterations of the revenue-sharing system’s rules, and when 
these alterations occurred they curtailed, rather than expanded, presi-
dential fiscal power. Table 4.2 summarizes the major changes to the rules 
of the revenue-sharing system as well as the effect of presidential fiscal 
power.

The greater share of transfers that were retained by Argentine presidents 
than their Mexican counterparts is a second major cause of the greater fiscal 
power observed in Argentina. A comparison of Figures 4.1 and 4.3 shows that 
Argentine presidents retained, on average, 48 percent of the total amount 
of shareable revenues, whereas Mexican national rulers held an average of 
39.3 percent.

Presidential fiscal power in Argentina was also greater than that in Mexico 
due to the fact that over time, these resources continued to be allocated in 
a discretional manner. With the exception of the National Solidarity Fund 
instituted in 2009, which set clear criteria to distribute 30 percent of the 
proceeds of soy exports, there were no attempts to earmark revenues from 
export/import taxes. By contrast, Mexican presidents saw a significant cur-
tailment of presidential fiscal power from 2003 (and up to 2009), when 
extraordinary revenues from oil began to be earmarked.

15 Dimensions include:  (a)  the existence of a revenue-sharing system that establishes 
the automatic allocation of transfers across levels of government, (b)  the stability of the 
revenue-sharing system’s rules that determine the amount of and distribution of transfers 
that are sent to subnational jurisdictions, and (c) the percentage and distributional criteria 
of revenues that are not transferred to the provinces and which are administered by the 
federal level of government.
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On the whole, the country comparisons indicate that, between the latest tran-
sition to (national) democracy and 2009, greater stability in the rules egulating 
revenue sharing and the shares accruing to subnational levels of government, 
coupled with lower availability of revenues subject to sharing, offered Mexican 
presidents less fiscal discretion/power than their Argentine counterparts.

Partisan Instruments of Presidential Power

As noted in Chapter 2, different strands of literature within political science 
have long recognized the crucial role played by political parties to induce 
the cooperation and obtain the acquiescence of subnational copartisans 
(Mainwaring 1999; Levitsky 2003; Jones et al. 2000; Garman et al. 2001). 
Using a variety of internal party procedures, including the selection, nomina-
tion, and appointment of subnational candidates, presidents can effectively 

Table 4.2. Major changes in the rules that regulate revenue-sharing systems in 
Argentina and Mexico

Country Year when 
rule was 
changed

Description of change Effect of change 
on presidential 
fiscal power

ARGENTINA 1983 Suspension of CL expansion
1988 New CL is passed retrenchment
1992 Fiscal Pact I sets a minimum floor to be sent 

to the provinces
15% and US$45,800,000 are deducted 
from the provincial coparticipation pie

expansion

1992 Fiscal Pact II increases the minimum floor no effect*
1999 Compromiso Fiscal sets a fixed sum to be 

sent to the provinces
expansion

2001 Compromiso Federal por el Crecimiento y la 
Disciplina Fiscal increases fixed sum

no effect*

2002 Coparticipation percentages are put back 
in place
(but 15% and $45,800,000 are deducted 
from the provincial coparticipation pie)

no effect**

MEXICO 1980 Participaciones fund is created retrenchment
1997 Aportaciones fund is created retrenchment
1999 Additional sub-funds are included in the 

aportaciones fund
retrenchment

2003 FIES fund is created retrenchment
2007 PAFEF is transformed into an aportaciones 

sub-fund
retrenchment

* No effect despite increase because transfers are still made automatically, thus maintaining presidential fiscal 
power stable

** No effect despite introduction of coparticipation percentages because coparticipation continues to be sliced off
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discipline and obtain the cooperation of subnational incumbent copartisans 
(Willis et al. 1999; Samuels 2000; Wibbels 2005).16

Presidential parties that are electorally viable in subnational districts 
also help increase presidential leverage over opposition subnational incum-
bents. Despite the fact that presidents lack (internal) partisan mechanisms 
to discipline opposition rulers at the subnational level—simply because these 
incumbents do not belong to their party—the organizational presence of the 
presidents’ party in any given subnational unit increases electoral performance 
(Van Dyck 2013), thus allowing them to inflict pressure on subnational rulers 
and to eventually obtain their cooperation. For instance, national incumbents 
can take advantage of their local networks of offices, activists, and members to 
strengthen on-the-ground electoral mobilization,17 co-opt subnational regime 
supporters, win over municipal governments, and/or forge opposition coali-
tions with disgruntled local party elites, local dissatisfied journalists, or other 
local opposition activists. If presidential parties are able to challenge subna-
tional incumbents’ electoral power within districts and hence threaten their 
territorial control, they can be used as powerful tools to obtain the cooperation 
of subnational rulers, as presidents can choose to lessen electoral pressure in 
exchange for political cooperation. Conversely, when presidents lack partisan 
organizations, and thus have a shortage of networks of brokers, activists, and 
community organizers, it is more difficult for them to forge the national–local 
coalitions needed to undermine provincial incumbents’ power, and in turn, 
to obtain the acquiescence of subnational rulers.

Presidential partisan power, or the capacity to obtain copartisan and/or 
opposition subnational incumbents’ compliance through party leverage, 
should be greater where (a) presidential party organizations and the rules 
and procedures that regulate relations between the party leadership and 
lower-level branches are highly routinized,18 and (b) the president’s party has 
an electoral foothold in all subnational units. Conversely, it should be lower 

16 Coattails effects can also result in greater cooperation of subnational copartisans (Wibbels 
2005; Rodden 2003). As Rodden (2003) notes, “copartisanship can encourage ‘electoral exter-
nalities,’ whereby subnational politicians aligned with the central government forego particu-
laristic benefits in favor of policies [reforms] that benefit their party as a whole.” If subnational 
officials fail to contribute to these policies, the argument goes, non-compliance may weaken the 
national party, thus reducing provincial incumbents’ own chances of reelection. In this case, 
provincial rulers will give up their autonomy and follow the president’s agenda/will out of con-
cerns for what may happen in future elections if they do not (see Wibbels 2005).

17 As Van Dyck (2013) notes, party activists can do campaign work, organize rallies, go “door 
to door,” transport individuals to polling booths, while local party offices can provide financial, 
material, and logistical support for these campaign activities.

18 According to Levitsky (2003) internal (formal or informal) routinization is one dimen-
sion of party’s institutionalization. It can be defined as “a state in which the rules and pro-
cedures within an organization are widely known, accepted, and complied with” (2003: 18). 
Nonroutinization, by contrast, is a state in which (formal or informal) rules and procedures are 
fluid, contested, and routinely circumvented or ignored.
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where (a) the presidential party’s organization is weakly routinized and (b) it 
is electorally viable in just one district.

Routinization of Presidential Party’s Rules and Procedures

To determine the level of presidential parties’ routinization of rules and pro-
cedures, this subsection draws on secondary literature that has carried out 
in-depth studies on parties’ internal structures. Specifically, it focuses on the 
centralized nature of the party bureaucracy, as this aspect critically shapes 
national party leaders’ capacity to discipline subnational copartisans.

Building on the comprehensive work by Levitsky (2003) on the Argentine 
Peronist party (or PJ), the Peronist party of Néstor Kirchner and Cristina 
Fernández de Kirchner is classified here as a weakly routinized party. 
According to Levitsky (2003), the party’s formal bodies of authority are weak 
and largely inoperative. The formal party structure is ignored, and power, 
resources, information, and even political careers pass through informal, 
self-organized subunits with only weak and intermittent links both to each 
other and to the party bureaucracy. The party, in Levitsky’s (2003) account, 
can best be characterized as a decentralized and delinked organization, 
whereby subunits are not connected vertically into a central bureaucracy, 
simply because the latter is virtually nonexistent. As a result of this loosely 
vertical integration, national party leaders (Levitsky 2003)  lack effective 
mechanisms with which to impose discipline on party subunits and their 
governors (Jones and Hwang 2005). In sum, Peronist subnational incum-
bents enjoy substantial autonomy form the party hierarchy.

In contrast, the Mexican PAN of Vicente Fox and Felipe Calderón is a highly 
bureaucratized party (Mizrahi 2003; Shirk 2000, 2005; Greene 2007; Wuhs 
2008). Unlike the Peronist party, the PAN’s formal bodies of authority—
the National Assembly, the National Council, and the National Executive 
Committee—are operative and deeply involved in the party’s functioning. 
The party is also highly centralized. The party’s vertical integration, as well 
as its existing mechanisms to elicit cooperation from subnational PAN lead-
ers, is also superior to that observed in the Argentine PJ. State-level party 
branches are well-connected to the national party’s bureaucracy, and they 
participate actively in National Assembly decisions. Even though they are 
allowed to draft complementary state-level norms following the general 
party principles, state party organizations may not contravene decisions 
taken by the national bodies of the party (Mizrahi 2003: 52–3). This cen-
tralized and highly bureaucratized party structure exerts considerable lever-
age on PAN governors and PAN subnational leaders, preventing them from 
acting independently of the party hierarchy. Control over subnational PAN 
incumbents, which became stronger due in part to the National Executive 
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Committee’s increasing intromission in the process of gubernatorial candi-
date selection (Wuhs 2006), resulted in even fewer possibilities for autonomy 
from the central party bodies.

In sum, a comparison of the internal functioning of the PJ in Argentina 
and the PAN in Mexico indicates that, up to 2009, Mexican PAN presidents 
enjoy greater presidential partisan power over copartisan governors than do 
their Argentine Peronist counterparts. As a result the former stood in a better 
position to discipline subnational copartisans and, in turn, to obtain their 
political cooperation and acquiescence.

Electoral Territorial Extension of Presidential Parties

To gauge the electoral territorial extension of presidential parties, this chap-
ter uses the inverted Gini coefficient of the Party Nationalization Score (PNS) 
(Jones and Mainwaring 2003). A Gini coefficient of 1 means that the presi-
dent’s party received 100 percent of its vote in one subnational unit and 
0 percent in all the rest. A Gini coefficient of 0 signifies that the president’s 
party received the same share of the vote in every subnational unit. Jones and 
Mainwaring calculate the inverted Gini coefficient of the PNS by subtract-
ing the Gini coefficient from 1 such that a high score indicates a territorially 
extended presidential party.19

Figure 4.4 plots Gini coefficients of presidential PNS for Argentina and 
Mexico. As demonstrated, until the mid-1990s, Argentine presidential parties 
obtained fairly homogeneous electoral support across all electoral districts, 
indicating that parties managed to have an effective electoral presence in all 
provinces. Indeed, the existence of party organizations across subnational 
districts was critical to the electoral presence of the Radical Party (UCR) dur-
ing the 1980s and the PJ during the early 1990s across provinces. This trend, 
however, began to change during Menem’s second administration (1995–9), 
as the PJ started to lose ground in some provincial districts. These losses 
became more pronounced in the late 1990s and early-mid 2000s, when 
presidential parties could only win elections in selected provinces (Calvo 
and Escolar 2005; Leiras 2006, 2007; Gibson and Suarez-Cao 2010). The late 
2000s, however, saw a progressive expansion of the president’s party, as the 
Front of Victory (or FpV) of Cristina Fernández Kirchner obtained a greater 
electoral presence in provinces that had previously been controlled by the 
opposition. This expansion, which peaked in 2007, began to recede in the 
subsequent years.

19 Measured in this way, the PNS has two main advantages: it allows changes in a party’s level 
of territorial extension to be traced over time, and it allows parties’ level of nationalization 
across countries to be compared.
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The existence of provincial parties in some Argentine provinces, which over 
time became more hegemonic and hence increasingly successful at winning 
provincial elections (Gibson and Suarez-Cao 2010; Gibson 2013), accounts 
in part for the increasing levels of party deterritorialization. Party splits in 
Argentina’s main political parties also explain why presidential parties in 
Argentina became deterritorialized. Party splits, such as the one observed 
in the PJ since 2003, imply that presidents no longer wielded effective power 
and electoral control through their party organizations and networks of 
activists in every area of the country.20 In fact, leaders of each of these newly 
created parties dominated and controlled different parts of the territory. In 
2003, for instance, President Néstor Kirchner’s party organization, the FpV, 
was strong and thus electorally powerful only in some Patagonian provinces 
and the province of Buenos Aires (Calvo and Escolar 2005). Beyond these dis-
tricts, its party organization was limited and its electoral performance poor.

In Mexico, by contrast, presidential parties have generally been territo-
rially extended. This was not surprising in the pre-2000  years, given the 
Institutional Revolutionary Party’s (PRI’s) hegemony and its concomitant 
ubiquitous territorial presence through a myriad of party-related organiza-
tions in every electoral district of the country. This presence was also not 
surprising during the administrations of Presidents Fox and Calderón. 
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Figure 4.4. Gini coefficients of presidential PNS in Argentina and Mexico
Source: Argentina: 1994–2001: Jones and Mainwaring 2003; 2003–5: Leiras 2006; 2007: 
author’s calculations; Mexico: 1994–2000: Jones and Mainwaring 2003; 2003–6: Olmeda and 
Suárez-Cao, n.d.

20 The 2003 split divided the PJ into three different parties: the Frente por la Lealtad (Front 
for Loyalty), led by former President Menem; the Frente Movimiento Popular—Unión y Libertad 
(Popular Movement—Unity and Liberty), headed by San Luis’s former governor, Adolfo 
Rodríguez-Saá; and the Alianza FpV, led by Kirchner and his immediate predecessor, Eduardo 
Duhalde. In 2007 and 2011 the PJ continued to be divided into different parties. Two Peronist 
parties in 2007 competed for the presidency, i.e. the Alianza FpV, led by Cristina Fernández de 
Kirchner, and the Alianza Frente Justicia, Unión y Libertad (Front Justice, Union, and Liberty 
Front), led by Alberto Rodríguez-Saá. These two PJ parties competed against each other once in 
again in 2011.
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Despite the fact that, until the 1980s, the PAN could not be considered as 
a nationally extended party, given that its core supporters and the party’s 
branches were mostly located in the northern and central districts of Mexico 
(Mizrahi 2003), the post-1990 strategy of crafting alliances with non-PRI 
opposition parties, as well as the focus on winning control of local and state 
governments, propelled the party to strengthen its party organization and 
state-level branches in most Mexican districts (Shirk 2000). As a result of this 
progressive expansion, the party even managed to make political and elec-
toral inroads in southern states (Shirk 2000, 2005; and the cluster of articles 
in the January 2007 issue of Political Science and Politics).

The fact that regional and state-level parties were not allowed to compete 
in national elections partly explains the existence of territorially expanded 
presidential parties in Mexico. Up to 2009, Mexican electoral rules require 
parties to become national political organizations and centralize their 
decision-making bodies before competing in national races (Loaeza 2003; 
Mizrahi 2003; Olmeda and Suárez-Cao n.d.). Additionally, in spite of inter-
nal partisan rifts, presidential parties in Mexico succeeded in avoiding party 
splits.21

A comparison between presidential PNS in Argentina and Mexico reveals 
that, up to 2009, presidential partisan power was consistently stronger in 
Mexico. Unlike their Argentine counterparts, Mexican presidents man-
aged to extend their party organizations throughout the territory and, by 
so doing, obtained greater sway over both copartisan and opposition sub-
national incumbents. By contrast, Argentine presidents, who at the turn of 
the latest democratization period succeeded in exerting partisan power over 
most provinces, progressively lost the capacity to attract cooperation via par-
tisan resources.

Assessing Sources of Presidential Power—Fiscal vs.  
Partisan Resources

In order to determine the primary resources or combination of resources 
available to each Argentine and Mexican president, this section compares 
and contrasts presidential access to the two instruments analyzed in the 
preceding sections. If fiscal powers are low, and party territorialization as 
well as the centralized nature of the party bureaucracy is high, a given 
president is classified as having partisan power. Conversely, a president 
is categorized as having fiscal power if (s)he has a low capacity to extend 

21 This is somehow different at the subnational level of government, where party elite defec-
tion, or transfuguismo as it is called in Mexico, is common.
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her party throughout the territory, low capacity to discipline subnational 
copartisans, and good access to fiscal resources. It should be clear from the 
outset that this classification is not meant to indicate that presidents who 
are catalogued as having fiscal power lack partisan power (or vice versa). 
Rather, it is meant to denote that fiscal resources are considerably more 
accessible (and probably more effective) to induce the cooperation of sub-
national incumbents.

Table 4.3 displays information about the combination of fiscal and parti-
san resources at the disposal of both Argentine and Mexican presidents and 
provides information about the type of presidential fiscal and partisan power 
prevalent under different administrations. An assessment of the different 
resources available to presidents reveals that the type of resources availa-
ble to the Argentine Presidents Néstor Kirchner and Cristina Fernández de 
Kirchner, and the Mexican Presidents Vicente Fox and Felipe Calderón, have 
been partisan and fiscal, respectively.

Table 4.3. Presidential power: fiscal and partisan instruments of cooptation

Argentina Mexico

Kirchner 
(2003–2007)

Fernandez 
de Kirchner 
(2008–2009)

Fox 
(2000–2006)

Calderón 
(2007–2009)

Fiscal 
resources

i.  Stability of the 
revenue-sharing 
system's rules that 
determine the 
amount of and 
distribution of 
transfers that are 
sent to subnational 
units

moderate* moderate* high high

Partisan 
resources

ii.  Tax revenues not 
subject to sharing

very high very high moderate/
low**

moderate/
low**

i.  Routinization 
of presidential 
party's rules and 
procedures

low low high High

Electoral  
territorial  
extension of 
presidential  
party

Low moderate high High

Predominant resource available to 
induce cooperation***

FISCAL FISCAL PARTISAN PARTISAN

* Coparticipation percentages are reinstated but deductions of the provincial coparticipation remain in place

** Due to post-2003 introduction ofprovisions to earmark extraordinary revenues from oil

*** Based on resources most available to presidents
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During the early and mid-2000s, when the level of presidential party nation-
alization in Argentina decreased, the country was ruled by a weakly routinized 
party (the PJ), and presidential fiscal power was nonetheless high—due in large 
part to the windfall gains of export/import duties—the Kirchners resorted 
to fiscal resources to discipline governors (see also Bonvecchi and Giraudy 
2008). In Mexico, by contrast, the greater stability of the rules structuring the 
revenue-sharing arrangement, the lower availability of revenues not subject to 
sharing, and the provisions introduced to curtail the discretional allocation 
of these resources seriously limited Presidents Fox’s and Calderón’s capacity to 
discipline governors via fiscal instruments. However, the higher levels of presi-
dential party territorialization, as well as the more bureaucratized nature of the 
PAN’s internal organization, gave both presidents considerable partisan leeway 
to obtain the acquiescence of both copartisan and opposition governors.

Conclusion

This chapter has explored the instruments available to presidents to induce 
the cooperation and obtain the acquiescence of governors, and of subnational 
autocrats in particular. Drawing on the insights provided by the literature 
on fiscal federalism and political parties, the chapter showed that Argentine 
and Mexican presidents employed two major resources to subjugate auto-
crats: their party organizations and/or the federal funds that they could send 
to subnational jurisdictions. In emphasizing the availability of institutional 
and economic resources to induce cooperation of subnational incumbents, 
the chapter underscored the importance of assessing both resources in evalu-
ating the actual power of presidents vis-à-vis subnational rulers. The focus 
on two, rather than one, types of instruments relevant to presidential power 
is advantageous, not only because it enables a more comprehensive assess-
ment of intergovernmental interactions, but also because it demonstrates 
that power relations in multi-level polities are structured differently, and are 
highly contingent on the access of presidents to varied types of resources.

The chapter also revealed, but did not analyze in depth, the fact that presi-
dential power can be exerted in ways that vary over time not only across but 
also within countries. The case of Argentina vividly illustrates this point, as 
not all resources were equally available and attainable to democratic presi-
dents. While Peronist President Menem managed to resort to both partisan 
and fiscal instruments to obtain the acquiescence of governors, Peronist 
Presidents Duhalde and the Kirchners disciplined subnational rulers by 
employing fiscal resources. By acknowledging these differences, the chapter 
also demonstrated that power relations within multi-level polities and across 
presidential administrations (of the same party) are structured differently.
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Finally, as noted earlier, this chapter measured and analyzed the absolute 
power that presidents have vis-à-vis subnational rulers, regardless of whether 
this power is neutralized by specific characteristics of subnational units and 
subnational incumbents. However, one of the central claims of this book 
is that there is significant variation between governors (and subnational 
units), and that this variation is key to preventing or neutralizing presiden-
tial encroachments over SURs, regardless of how much absolute fiscal and 
partisan power presidents actually possess. As noted in Chapter 2, the ability 
of presidents to obtain the acquiescence of subnational autocrats is shaped 
by a combination of national and subnational factors. To be able to exert 
leverage over subnational incumbents two conditions are necessary: (a) the 
president needs to have the means necessary to subjugate an undemocratic 
governor, and (b)  the undemocratic governor’s capacity to resist penetra-
tion from above must be minimal. Neither of these two conditions alone is 
sufficient for a president to gain leverage over provincial politics; rather the 
combination is necessary. With these insights in mind, the next chapters 
focus on cross-subnational differences and look at how these interact with 
presidential resources of territorial and political control, in turn determining 
trajectories of SUR continuity.
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SUR Reproduction from Above  
in Argentina and Mexico:  
Quantitative Evidence

This chapter turns back to cross-subnational differences and explores how 
these affect the prospects of subnational undemocratic regime (SUR) con-
tinuity. In particular, it analyzes how variations in SUR’s fiscal autonomy 
of the federal government and SUR’s state structures neutralize or enhance 
the capacity of presidents to wield power over subnational undemocratic 
rulers/areas, and in turn, influence the possibilities for SUR reproduction 
from above. Analyzing the prospects of effective presidential power over 
SURs is crucial because, as argued in Chapter 2, presidents who can hold 
nondemocratic governors hostage stand in an excellent position to manip-
ulate and make undemocratic incumbents meet their strategic needs. As a 
result, they are expected to contribute to SUR reproduction (from above) 
rather than to SUR weakening.

The chapter has three major goals. First, using quantitative techniques, 
it seeks to test the more general claims of the book, namely, that the power 
exercised by presidents over subnational autocrats (i.e. the independent vari-
able) leads to SUR reproduction from above (i.e. the dependent variable), and 
that a lack of effective presidential power results in no reproduction from 
above at all. Second, the chapter aims to specify the scope conditions under 
which subnational autocratic support can be maximized. Finally, it seeks to 
test whether these theoretical claims have enough inferential leverage and 
are generalizable across the universe of SURs in contemporary Argentina and 
Mexico. To meet these goals, different cross-sectional time-series analyses 
are employed.

The first part of the chapter outlines the hypotheses and the conditions 
of subnational autocratic political support that will be quantitatively tested. 
The second section explores the actual forms through which presidents can 
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promote the continuity of SURs, and provides a justification of the mecha-
nisms of regime reproduction. The subsequent sections discuss the measures 
of the dependent and independent variables, as well as the analytic tech-
nique used to test the hypotheses. Statistical results and their discussion 
follow this section. The last section closes with some reflections about the 
generalizability of the findings.

SUR Reproduction from Above: Hypotheses and Conditions 
of Presidential Control

Conditions under which Presidents Maximize Power over  
SURs/Autocrats

As argued in Chapter 2, effective presidential power over subnational auto-
crats and SURs is more likely under two circumstances: (a) where SURs’ fiscal 
autonomy from the central government is low, and (b) where non-patrimonial 
state structures prevail. SUR fiscal dependency on the central government 
enables presidents to wield effective fiscal power and, in turn, facilitates pres-
idents’ capacity to induce the cooperation of subnational undemocratic rul-
ers. Indeed, as the literature on fiscal federalism highlights, highly indebted 
or financially profligate governors, who depend on the central government 
for their subsistence, can be expected to comply with the central govern-
ment’s political demands for fear of being deprived of funds (Wibbels 2005; 
Falleti 2005). By contrast, subnational rulers from fiscally responsible and 
low-indebted jurisdictions or those who rule provinces which amass abun-
dant revenues, due, for instance, to efficient tax collection or to the existence 
of profitable natural resources, enjoy greater fiscal autonomy from the federal 
government, and thus more independence vis-à-vis national incumbents 
(Wibbels 2005). On these grounds, it can be hypothesized that presidents 
will help reproduce SURs that are in fiscal and financial dire straits, rather 
than SURs that are fiscally and financially sound, as the latter are more likely 
to refuse cooperation with the federal government than to meet presidents’ 
strategic political needs.

Chapter 2 claimed that democratically elected presidents can maximize 
presidential partisan power where non-patrimonial state structures exist. 
In such institutional settings, state structures prevent subnational autocrats 
from (i)  centralizing authority, and (ii) exercising tight control over state 
resources, territory, and opposition parties/groups. As a result, subnational 
autocrats are virtually powerless to circumvent local–national pro-democratic 
coalition-making, or in Gibson’s (2013) words, to thwart boundary control 
situations. Accordingly, presidents in non-patrimonial SURs have greater 
ability to infiltrate these regimes. It is through coalition-building with local 
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groups and subnational opposition leaders that presidents can penetrate 
SURs and, in turn, challenge and co-opt subnational autocrats from within. 
Hence, it is expected that presidents will help reproduce SURs in power where 
non-patrimonial state structures prevail.

Where these state structures exist, presidents’ calculations regarding SUR 
reproduction should also be shaped by municipal factors. The existence of 
municipalities ruled by the party of the president, for instance, should play a 
decisive role in presidents’ capacity to boost presidential partisan power over 
autocrats, as national–local alliances with copartisans may prove critical to 
put pressure on undemocratic governors to meet presidential political needs. 
On these grounds, it is expected that national democratic executives will 
have incentives to reproduce the SURs in which the share of municipalities 
that belongs to the president’s party is higher, as the possibility of crafting 
local–national alliances to constrict autocrats from within is greater, as are 
the opportunities to increase president’s likelihood of obtaining autocrats’ 
political cooperation.

Conditions that Maximize Subnational Autocratic Political Support

As noted in Chapter  2, subnational undemocratic incumbents who can 
be disciplined from above can become key partners for coalition-making 
(Hagopian 1996; Snyder 1999; Gibson 1997, 2005; Hunter and Power 2007). 
With their tight control over local party machines, autocrats from SURs can 
help deliver votes that have decisive impact on general and mid-term national 
elections (Snyder 1999; Gibson 2005). Furthermore, subnational undemo-
cratic rulers may provide invaluable legislative support for the passage of 
bills that are central to national incumbents’ political projects.1 Likewise, as 
argued in Chapter 2, these rulers can help maintain political stability and 
manage security threats, thus assisting presidents in areas that are strategic 
to national security and governability. For instance, recalcitrant autocrats, 
who usually control paramilitary forces, can be charged, as Snyder (1999) 
points out, with the presidential “mission” of managing security threats in 
key geographic areas.

From the literature on federalism and legislative politics we know that 
governors’ ability to deliver legislative support stems from their capacity 
to discipline legislators’ voting behavior. Several studies show that provin-
cial/state-level executives in Argentina and Mexico can influence legislative 

1 Autocrats from SURs become attractive partners for legislative coalition-making because 
they usually rule small and underpopulated provinces/states, which are overrepresented in the 
national Congress, and whose legislative votes weigh far more heavily than those of larger and 
more democratic districts (Samuels and Snyder 2001; Gibson and Calvo 2001; Gibson 2004; 
Jones and Hwang 2005).
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behavior simply because they control legislators’ political careers (De Luca 
et al. 2002; Gordin 2004; Jones and Hwang 2005; Samuels 2003; Díaz-Cayeros 
2006; Langston 2004, 2005; Langston and Aparicio 2008). This capacity to 
influence legislators’ votes converts governors into legislative brokers and key 
partners for legislative coalition-making, as they can ensure the delivery of 
congressional support for presidents.

Yet autocrats differ considerably in their ability to deliver legislative votes. 
Because their capacity to ensure votes depends on their ability to control 
legislators’ political careers, undemocratic governors can only exert leverage 
over deputies and senators who belong to their own political parties. They 
cannot, by contrast, influence the voting behavior of opposition legislators, 
simply because governors do not control their political careers. It thus fol-
lows that provincial executives’ capacity to ensure and deliver legislative sup-
port is determined by the share of legislators that belong to his or her party. 
Autocrats who control the bulk of the legislative delegation (i.e. the largest 
share of copartisans), and who in turn can secure national incumbents more 
legislative votes, should be substantially more attractive to presidents than 
provincial autocrats who control small shares of legislators. For instance, 
Oaxaca’s Governor Ulises Ruiz from the Institutional Revolutionary Party 
(PRI), who between 2006 and 2009 only controlled 21 percent of Oaxaca’s 
PRI national deputies (i.e. four out of 19 deputies), and 33 percent of the sena-
tors (one PRI senator out of three), was less attractive than, for instance, PRI 
Governor Manuel Ángel Núñez from the state of Hidalgo, who controlled, 
and thus could secure the votes of five PRI deputies, that is, 50 percent of 
the state’s legislative delegation.2 On these grounds, it can be hypothesized 
that presidents will reproduce SURs where autocrats control a larger share of 
copartisan federal legislators, as these rulers are in a better position to ensure 
the delivery of legislative votes.

The disciplining capacity of autocrats over legislators is also mediated by 
electoral institutions and campaign financing rules that are specific to each 
country, which is why undemocratic rulers from some, but not all, countries 
can ensure the delivery of legislative support. The case of Mexico nicely illus-
trates how electoral rules can limit subnational autocrats’ capacity to ensure 
legislative support. Mexico has a mixed electoral system, with 300 of the 
500-member Chamber of Deputies filled through plurality races in single-
member districts (SMDs) and 200 through closed proportional representa-
tion (PR) lists. Voters in Mexico cast only one ballot to choose SMD deputies 
and do not participate directly in selecting PR deputies. In this context, as 
noted by Langston and Aparicio, “PR deputy candidates do not run electoral 

2 Strictly speaking, Ulises Ruiz had control over three PRI federal legislators. The fourth dep-
uty was his predecessor, José Murat, over whom Ruiz could not exert any leverage.
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campaigns; if they are placed high enough on the closed list, they will enter 
the Chamber” (2008: 9). SMD legislators, by contrast, must win plurality 
races, and thus are interested in running successful campaigns. Given that 
successful campaigns entail access to resources, SMD candidates are depend-
ent on the national party headquarters and, above all, on governors for a 
good deal of their campaign funds (Langston 2005). Subnational incum-
bents, then, become candidates’ lenders of last resort, and consequently 
stand in a position to make SMD deputies far more beholden than PR depu-
ties. These electoral and campaign rules considerably limit the capacity of 
Mexican subnational autocrats to guarantee the votes of both SMD and PR 
deputies. Hence, it is expected that presidents in Mexico will only contribute 
to the reproduction of those SURs where autocrats control the largest share of 
copartisan SMD deputies. Before exploring the validity of these hypotheses, 
a caveat about presidential strategies and the mechanisms they employ to 
promote SUR reproduction is in order.

Mechanisms of SUR Reproduction from Above

Democratically elected presidents can contribute to SUR reproduction in at 
least two different ways. First, they can stay neutral regarding SUR existence, 
in that they can maintain the status quo just by allowing SURs to survive. For 
instance, presidents who avoid sanctioning or weakening subnational auto-
crats and who, for instance, consent to subnational undemocratic incum-
bents staying in power until the next electoral cycle takes place, contribute to 
SUR reproduction. This type of reproduction can be referred to as “reproduc-
tion from above by omission.” Alternatively, presidents can engage in what 
can be denoted as “passive reproduction from above” by deliberately engag-
ing in activities to promote and reproduce SURs. For instance, they may veto 
legislation, such as a declaration of federal intervention seeking to overturn 
undemocratic regimes in specific subnational units. They can also discour-
age bills or veto laws intended to enhance subnational democratization in a 
given SUR, or prevent independent agencies of control such as the Supreme 
Court, the Constitutional Tribunals, or federal auditing agencies from sanc-
tioning subnational autocrats. Finally, presidents can also actively sustain 
SURs in power by benefitting them economically. They can, for instance, 
reward SURs with additional subsidies or with special federal transfers and 
programs through which they help consolidate and maintain these regimes 
in power. This type of SUR reproduction, which entails active presidential 
involvement, can be referred to as “deliberate reproduction from above.”

This book (and chapter) focuses on the latter type of presidential strategy 
of SUR reproduction. Instances of “reproduction by omission” are difficult 
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to measure because they constitute non-events. Even though instances of 
“passive reproduction from above” are much easier to grasp, and their meas-
urement is less controversial—events (such as vetoes) either happened or 
not—they can still be difficult to measure given that it is hard to find out 
the back room negotiations that, for instance, may have led presidents to dis-
courage bills intended to hinder subnational democratization. For all these 
reasons, it seems more reasonable to focus on the type of reproduction that 
occurs via the transfer of federal funds, as this form is the easiest to assess 
(provided data is available).

Previous works have found that national politicians in both Argentina 
and Mexico do not distribute earmarked public money/programs follow-
ing formal criteria, but rather on the basis of partisan and political criteria 
(Porto and Sanguinetti 2001; Gibson and Calvo 2000; Gibson et al. 2004; 
Díaz-Cayeros 2004b, 2006; Giraudy 2007; Magaloni 2006). This biased dis-
tribution suggests that federal incumbents may also use these programs and 
funds to reproduce SURs from above. Drawing on this evidence, the next 
section explores whether the allocation of two specific federal transfers—(1) 
funds for public works and (2) financial subsidies (PAFEF in Mexico and ATN 
in Argentina)—has also been used to sustain SURs that were easier to disci-
pline and thus more likely to meet presidents’ strategic political needs.

Measures of the Dependent and Independent Variables

The Aportaciones Program for the Enhancement of the Federal States 
(PAFEF), the National Treasury Funds (ATN), and funds for public works (i.e. 
the dependent variables) were selected because of their propensity to be dis-
tributed in a discretionary manner. Previous works show that each of these 
funds has been allocated on the basis of political rather than universal cri-
teria (see Díaz-Cayeros 2006; Giraudy 2006; Cetrángolo and Jiménez 1997; 
Gibson and Calvo 2000; Bonvecchi and Lodola 2011). There are thus good 
reasons to suspect that these programs might have been used by presidents to 
reproduce SURs from above. All federal transfers are measured as a percent-
age of provincial/state-level total income (see Table 5.1 for a detailed descrip-
tion of each variable and its source).

Two indicators, debt and surplus, are used to identify a SUR’s fiscal autonomy 
from the federal government. Both predictors were calculated as the yearly 
percentage of state/province’s total revenues. High scores of debt indicate 
higher levels of indebtedness (i.e. SUR’s lower fiscal autonomy from the federal 
government), whereas higher scores of surplus reveal greater fiscal autonomy. 
The second variable of theoretical relevance, non-patrimonial state struc-
ture, is measured using the index of patrimonialism described in Chapter 3  
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Table 5.1. Variable description and data sources

Variables Description Source

Argentina Mexico

Dependent variables
Public works Includes all funds for 

infrastructure projects
Cuenta Inversión 
(various yrs), Giraudy 
(2006)

Subdirección de 
Economía be

PAFEF Subsidies destined for 
financial imbalance 
and infrastructural 
needs

Servicos de 
Inverstigactión y Analis
(camara de Diptados)

ATN Subsidies destined 
for emergencies and 
financial imbalances

CECE (1997), 
Ministerio de 
Economía

Informde gobierno 
2007, based on SCHP 
data

Independent variables

Main variables
Governor’s legislative 
support

% of deputies of 
governor’s party†

Giraudy and Lodola 
(2008)

Cámara de Diputados

Non-patrimonial state 
structure

Patrimonial Index, 
Chapter 3

Book's Appendix Appendix

Governor-president 
copartisanship

Dummy variable Based on Andy Tow Based on IFE

Fiscal autonomy (debt) Debt as % of total 
revenues

Mecon-DNCFP SHCP-UCEF

Fiscal autonomy 
(surplus)

Surplus as % of total 
revenues

Mecon-DNCFP SHCP-UCEF

Municipalites 
belonging to 
presidential party

% of muncipalities 
belonging to 
presidential party

Micozzi (2009) Based on CIDAC

Control variables
Presidential election Dummy variable Ministerio del Interior IFE
Gubernatorial election Dummy variable Ministerio del Interior IFE
Legislative election Dummy variable Ministerio del Interior IFE
Province of president Dummy variable
Population Logged population INDEC CONAPO*
Poverty Unsatisfied Basic 

Needs (INDEC)
Index of infrastructure A.regional**

* Projected, ** This index rank-orders states on the basis of their infrastructural coverage of: education, health, 
communications, and transport. The index is calculated every year.
†SMD deputies in the case of Mexico.

(see Appendix for a detailed explanation of how this index was built). High 
scores of this index denote a non-patrimonial state structure, whereas low 
scores indicate higher levels of patrimonialism. The third variable, munici-
palities belonging to presidential party, captures the president’s electoral partisan 
presence at the local, municipal level. It is coded as the percentage of munici-
palities controlled by the president’s party in any given year.
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To measure the conditions under which autocratic support can be max-
imized, a fourth variable, governor’s legislative support, was included in the 
regressions. The predictor is calculated as the yearly percentage of copartisan 
federal deputies who belong to subnational autocrats’ congressional delega-
tions.3 For the reasons already outlined, this measure only includes federal 
SMD deputies in Mexico.

When appropriate, the models were run with additional control vari-
ables. The distribution of funds for public works should, in principle, be 
determined by infrastructural needs. Other things being equal, one would 
expect that undemocratic states and provinces which lag behind in terms 
of infrastructural development should receive a greater proportion of funds 
for public works than undemocratic subnational units whose infrastructure 
is more developed. Similarly, highly populated districts, where the demand 
for infrastructure (sewerage, housing, and paved roads) is higher, should also 
receive more funds for public works. To control for these effects, an index of 
infrastructure was employed in the Mexican models, and necesidades básicas 
insatisfechas (unsatisfied basic needs)—a proxy for poverty—was used in the 
Argentine regressions.

The argument about presidents’ capacity to exert effective power over 
SURs/autocrats, which is hypothesized as a condition for SURs reproduction 
from above, should hold regardless of president–autocrat copartisanship and 
electoral cycles. In other words, autocrats belonging to any political party, 
provided they are subject to effective presidential power, should be strength-
ened from above. Likewise, SURs should be reproduced not only during elec-
toral years, but on a constant basis (i.e. every year). Thus, either no effect or 
a negative effect of copartisanship and electoral processes is expected on 
presidents’ decision to sustain SURs.

Several variables were included to control for the effects of copartisan-
ship and electoral cycles. Copartisanship between presidents and subnational 
undemocratic rulers in Argentina is measured using a dummy variable that 
scores 1 when the presidential party equals a governor’s party, and 0 other-
wise. For the case of Mexico, where some governors of the National Action 
Party (PAN) have come to power through electoral coalitions with other 
national parties, two dummy variables were created. The first variable cap-
tures Panista autocrats who governed without a coalition (i.e. governor–presi-
dent copartisanship [non-coalition]) and the other gauges Panista subnational 
undemocratic rulers who won elections, and thus governed in coalition  

3 The focus is on deputies, rather than senators, because senators are usually prominent 
political figures, who are less susceptible to following governors’ orders. Senator Carlos Menem 
(ex-president), Senator Francisco Labastida (PRI 2006 presidential candidate and ex-governor of 
Sinaloa), and Manlio Fabio Beltrones (ex-governor of the state of Sonora) are examples of sena-
tors whose voting behavior was not influenced by the governors of the districts they represented.
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(i.e. governor-president copartisanship [coalition]). Each of the dummies scores 1 
for the years in which each of these two types of PAN autocrats ruled a given 
state, and 0 otherwise.

Three dummy variables—gubernatorial, presidential, and legislative elec-
tion—were included in the models. Each variable was coded as 1 in the year 
in which presidential, legislative, or gubernatorial elections were held, and 
0 otherwise. Given that electoral calendars across levels of government dif-
fer in each country (i.e. staggered versus concurrent electoral calendars in 
Mexico and Argentina, respectively), different combinations of these three 
electoral variables were included in each country model.4

Presidents who are native to SURs, such as Carlos Menem from La Rioja 
or Néstor Kirchner from Santa Cruz, may have a strong inclination to 
channel funds to their strongholds not only to sustain SURs but also for 
personal reasons. For instance, as former President Menem noted, “an out-
standingly large amount of money was sent to La Rioja [one of Argentina’s 
SURs] not so much to keep the regime alive but also to reward the loyalty 
of former staffers and to improve the wellbeing of my Riojanos” (inter-
view by author, La Rioja, May 9, 2008). To control for these effects, a 
dummy variable, province of President, was included. Finally, the time span 
analyzed covers different presidencies. Dummy variables were included to 
control for political and partisan effects occurring during these various 
presidencies. Lastly, the variable population was included as an additional 
control.

Data and Analytic Technique

The balanced panel dataset used for the statistical analyses comprises all 
Argentine and Mexican SURs—i.e. the provinces and states that score 
between 0 and 0.5 in Argentina, and between 0.5 and 1 in Mexico (see 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3, Chapter 3).5 This means that all Argentine provinces 
and Mexican states scoring below 0.5 and 1, respectively, are included 
in the dataset. Data span the period 1990–2006 (Model 1), 1996–2007  
(Model 2), and 2000–8 (Models 3 and 4).6

4 The existence of concurrent national and subnational elections in Argentina yields high 
correlations across the three electoral variables. Thus, one or two (at best) dummy variables 
were included in the models. By contrast, the staggered nature of electoral calendars in Mexico 
permits the inclusion of the three electoral variables.

5 Data in each country are analyzed separately, not pooled. Cluster analyses were employed to 
set the cut-off points between states and provinces that rank zero or near zero from those rank-
ing higher on the democracy scale.

6 Time periods for Argentina (Models 1 and 2) differ because data for the dependent variable 
were available for varying time points.
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When data are pooled across time and units, several of the ordinary least 
squares (OLS) standard assumptions are violated, and consequently the usual 
procedures for hypothesis testing are no longer appropriate (Long and Ervin 
2000). Authors have provided alternative solutions to deal with these vio-
lations, including fixed-effects and random-effects models (FEM and REM, 
respectively), panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE), lagged dependent 
variable (LDV) models, and autoregressive (AR) models with corrections for 
first-order autoregression (AR1) (see Beck and Katz 1995; Achen 2000; Huber 
and Stephens 2001; Plümper et al. 2005; among others).

Some of these analytic techniques, such as PCSE and AR models, are inap-
propriate, because the data used in this study are not temporally dominated 
(i.e., t > N), but rather cross-sectionally dominated (i.e., N > t). Other tech-
niques, such as FEMs or LDV models, are also inadequate given that several 
key independent variables have level effects and are relatively time invariant 
(i.e., they only change at a slow pace). In the presence of such variables, a 
FEM will improperly absorb the significance of these predictors (Plümper et 
al. 2005; Achen 2000).

For all these reasons, the problem of correlated errors in panel data is 
addressed using a combination of OLS estimation of the regression coeffi-
cients with a robust-cluster estimator of the standard errors. The robust-cluster 
variance estimator, as noted by Huber et al., “provides correct coverage in the 
presence of any pattern of correlations among errors within units, including 
serial correlation and correlation attributable to unit-specific components” 
(2006: 957).

Results and Discussion

The results of the quantitative analyses conducted in this chapter reveal that 
when the universe of Argentine and Mexican SURs is taken into considera-
tion, presidents contribute to the reproduction of the regimes/autocrats that 
are susceptible to be disciplined from above, and that serve presidents politi-
cally well. Confirming the theoretical expectations advanced in Chapter 2, 
Table 5.2 shows that democratic presidents in Argentina and Mexico help 
sustain SURs where (a) autocrats are fiscally dependent on the national gov-
ernment, (b) non-patrimonial state structures exist, and (c) where copartisan 
mayors abound.

One of the most consistent findings of this chapter is that, ceteris paribus, 
presidents reward SURs that are in fiscal dire straits. In effect, increasing 
provincial surplus in Argentina by 1 percent leads to a decrease in ATN 
spending of 0.07 percent of the SURs’ income (Model 1), and to a decrease in 
public works spending of 0.05 percent of the SURs’ total revenues (Model 2).  
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Likewise, a 1 percent increase in the state-level surplus in Mexico results 
in a decrease in public works spending of 0.02 percent of the SURs’ income 
(Model 4). The presidential decision to allocate more funds to SURs that 
have larger deficits and which are ruled by profligate subnational autocrats 
substantiates the theoretical claim that presidents opt to reward provincial 
undemocratic rulers who are more susceptible to being controlled, and thus 
more likely to be induced to meet presidents’ strategic political needs. As 
noted earlier, financial dependency on the federal government not only 
seriously limits undemocratic governors’ capacity to challenge and oppose 
the presidential agenda, but, more importantly, it places strong constraints 
on provincial incumbents to follow presidential orders.7 This finding is con-
sistent with qualitative and quantitative evidence of undemocratic profli-
gate Argentine provinces (presented by Wibbels (2005), and in Chapter 6) 
that reveals that governors from these districts are forced to support most 
presidential initiatives for fear of being deprived of financial resources. The 
results presented in Table 5.2 reveal that this claim also holds true when a 
larger set of SURs is taken into consideration.

The inclination of Argentine and Mexican presidents to reproduce SURs 
where non-patrimonial state structures prevail is evidenced by both the posi-
tive sign and statistical significance of the non-patrimonial state structure vari-
able in Models 2 and 3, and its statistical insignificance in Models 1 and 4.8 
Models 2 and 3 show that undemocratic regimes where autocrats (a) central-
ize power in their hands, (b) reduce followers’ autonomy through the genera-
tional ties of loyalty and dependence, and (c) appropriate state resources for 
private economic or political gain, are rewarded with more federal transfers 
than regimes where autocrats exert power in a patrimonial way. This finding 
substantiates the argument that presidents’ strategic calculations about SUR 
reproduction is conditioned upon the former’s capacity to wield effective 
power over SURs and autocrats. Given that effective partisan presidential 
power is harder to attain where patrimonial state structures prevail, presi-
dents opt to punish patrimonial SURs by not channeling federal funds and 
programs to these regimes.

Another possible interpretation of presidents’ aversion to SURs/autocrats may 
have to do with the fact that national incumbents are reluctant to enhancing 
the position of already territorially and politically powerful bosses who could 
eventually challenge presidential authority. Actively sustaining clientelis-
tic, illiberal, and patrimonial governors who plainly violate democratic and 

7 Another possible interpretation of the greater share of ATNs flowing to profligate SURs is the 
president’s determination to ensure national macroeconomic stability.

8 Non-patrimonial state structure in Model 3 has a strikingly powerful effect on the dependent 
variable: a unit increase in this independent variable results in an increase in PAFEF spending of 
10.22% of the SUR’s total income.



Table 5.2. Determinants of ATN, PAFEF, and funds for public works with robust cluster 
standard errors

Argentina Mexico

ATN Funds for public 
works

PAFEF Funds for public 
works

Independent 
variables

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Governor’s 
legislative  
support

0.049*
(0.032)

–0.006
(0.015)

0.005
(0.006)

0.001
(0.009)

Non-partrimonial 
state structure

–4.02
(4.187)

3.579**
(1.999)

10.22***
(1.189)

0.859
(1.626)

Governor–pres. 
copartisanship 
(coalition)

0.237
(0.334)

0.936**
(0.455)

Governor–pres. 
copartisanship 
(non-coalition)

0.095
(0.708)

–0.192
(0.482)

–0.285
(1.191)

–1.299**
(0.657)

Fiscal autonomy 
(surplus)

–0.071*
(0.05)

0.056**
(0.021)

–0003*
(0.268)

0.024**
(0.012)

Fiscal autonomy 
(debt)†

–0.024
(0.092)

–0.125
(0.078)

Municipalities 
belonging to 
presidential party

–0.007
(0.009)

0.022**
(0.009)

2.422*
(1.556)

1.781*
(1.232)

Province of 
president

14.141***
(4.542)

3.701*
(2.312)

Presidential 
election†

–1.954***
(0.297)

0.602
(0.709)

Legislative election† 3.322**
(1.3936)

–2.229**
(0.833)

0.818**
(0.292)

–0.121
(0.213)

Gubernatorial 
election†

–3.698*
(1.763)

0.636
(0.521)

0.659*
(0.383)

–0.490
(0.433)

Poverty† –0.026
(0.028)

Infrastructure 
index†

0.041
(0.034)

Popualation size 
(log)†

–0.391**
(0.191)

–1.149***
(0.334)

De la Rúa –2.765** 
(0.967)

–0.5 
(0.836)

Duhalde 0.109 
(0.636)

–0.035 
(0.469)

Kirchner –4.699** 
(2.119)

3.577** 
(1.363)

Constant 0.299
(2.606)

4.993*
(2.827)

–1.602
(0.871)

19.228***
(4.610)

R2 0.37 0.20 0.54 0.34
N 193 118 119 106

* p ≤ .1, ** p ≤ .05,*** p ≤ .001.
† two-tailed test, otherwise one-tailed test. Standard errors in parentheses.
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human rights standards, such as Governor Carlos A. Juárez in Santiago del 
Estero or Governor José Murat in Oaxaca (Gibson 2005), may also impose 
high political and reputational costs on presidents, as these governors are 
usually regarded as unpopular political actors. By contrast, while supporting 
undemocratic governors who exercise power in a comparatively less patri-
monial manner may bring about fewer electoral benefits, it may also be less 
costly in terms of the reputational and political price that presidents are will-
ing to pay.

In addition, the fact that non-patrimonial SURs get a lower share of trans-
fers may also be explained by ideological factors. From studies conducted 
in Mexico we know that presidents who advanced technocratic and neolib-
eral agendas, such as Presidents Salinas (1988–94) and Zedillo (1994–2000), 
refrained from empowering and siding with entrenched, traditional, and 
anti-neoliberal governors, the so-called dinosaurios (dinosaurs), as they sys-
tematically opposed presidential initiatives and federal-led projects (Centeno 
1994; Eisenstadt 2004; Hernández Rodríguez 2008).

The results presented in Model 3 indicate that similar ideological factors 
may have shaped presidential behavior vis-à-vis SURs during the years of 
the first Panista administration. Several studies show that Fox’s political 
weakness, which largely stemmed from the fact that 21 (out of 32) gover-
nors belonged to the PRI, and from the lack of majorities in both cham-
bers of Congress, led him to build legislative and electoral alliances with PRI 
undemocratic governors (Hernández Rodríguez 2008; Madrazo 2007). These 
alliances, however, were selective in that they were struck with PRI undemo-
cratic governors who shared and upheld the PAN’s business-oriented, neolib-
eral, and technocratic worldview, that is, governors who ruled states where 
political authority was exercised in a less patrimonial manner. In fact, as 
shown by Gibson (2005) and Durazo Herrmann (2010), and as confirmed 
in Chapter 7, Fox refrained from siding with traditional, patrimonial, and 
highly clientelistic undemocratic governors, such as the Governor of Oaxaca, 
as their behavior was largely incompatible with the PAN’s ideological stance.

Models 2, 3, and 4 show that presidents channeled more funds to SURs 
where the share of municipalities belonging to the presidential party was 
larger. As displayed in Table 5.2, a 1 percent increase in the share of munici-
palities belonging to the president’s party is associated with an increase in 
public works spending of 0.02 percent of the SURs’ total income in Argentina 
(Model 2), and of 2.44 percent and 1.77 percent of the SURs’ total revenues 
in Mexico (Model 3 and 4). The greater share of federal transfers flowing 
to SURs where the percentage of municipalities belonging to the presiden-
tial party is higher demonstrates presidents’ inclinations to strengthen local 
copartisan bases of support. As noted in Chapter 2, local copartisan struc-
tures are “springboards” that enhance presidential power in subnational 
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undemocratic districts, and thus serve as key vehicles to obtain the acquies-
cence and cooperation of subnational autocrats. As argued in Chapter 2, it 
is by applying pressure from within that presidents can induce provincial/
state-level incumbents to deliver strategic political support to advance the 
presidential agenda. Evidence from Mexico presented in Chapter 7 indicates 
that President Fox rewarded SURs where the share of PAN-ruled munici-
palities was high because by strengthening and expanding the PAN local 
presence he could challenge opposition governors’ territorial power and, 
eventually, constrain undemocratic governors’ authority from within.

The statistical results reveal that democratically elected presidents have an 
ambiguous stance regarding the reproduction of SURs whose autocrats control a 
larger size of legislators. This is confirmed by the fact that the governor’s legislative 
support variable only comes out positively signed and statistically significant in 
Model 1, where an increase of 1 percent in governor’s legislative support, which 
equals a one point increase in the share of deputies belonging to the governor’s 
partisan congressional delegation, is associated with an increase in ATN alloca-
tion of 0.04 percent of undemocratic provinces’ total revenues. By contrast, both 
Mexican regressions, and Argentine Model 2 show that undemocratic governors 
who control the bulk of their legislative delegation, and who in turn stand in a 
better position to secure more legislative votes, are no more attractive to presi-
dents than governors who control small shares of loyal deputies.

The fact that both Mexican models do not lend support to the importance 
of legislative assistance, and that Argentine Model 1 substantiates it, points to 
important cross-country differences regarding the capacity of Argentine and 
Mexican governors to discipline legislators. In Argentina, as numerous stud-
ies show, provincial executives are the main principals exerting influence 
over deputies (Jones and Hwang 2005; Gordin 2004). In Mexico, by contrast, 
a multiplicity of principals, including party leaders in Congress, the national 
party leadership, and governors, have control over deputies’ behavior (Casar 
1999; Langston 2005; Langston and Aparicio 2008). These cross-country dif-
ferences may explain why presidents in Argentina (i.e. Model 1) favor SURs 
on the basis of the potential legislative support that may accrue from these 
districts and why Mexican presidents abstain from benefitting SURs on the 
basis of the potential legislative support which undemocratic governors can 
secure.

Casting doubt on previous theoretical expectations, and confirming this 
chapter’s hypothesis as well as the argument advanced in Chapter 2, the 
negative sign and statistical insignificance of the governor–president coparti-
sanship variable in both Argentine regressions (Models 1 and 2), and Model 3  
in Mexico, shows that governor–president copartisanship does not neces-
sarily determine presidents’ strategies regarding cross-SUR federal funds 
allocation. Even though no conclusive (statistical) assertion about the role 
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played by copartisanship on SUR reproduction can be made, qualitative evi-
dence indicates that both Argentine and Mexican presidents have helped 
sustain, and thus reproduce, SURs from the opposition. Several works and 
reports conducted in Argentina show that presidents were eager to strike 
coalitions with opposition undemocratic governors who were controllable 
from above and thus willing to meet presidential strategic needs. President 
Menem’s strategy of delivering selective benefits to SURs of the opposition 
in exchange of support to pass key pieces of legislation to implement his 
neoliberal agenda (Botto 1998; Gibson and Calvo 2001), as well as President 
Néstor Kirchner’s multiparty coalition—the so-called Concertación Plural 
(Plural Agreement), which entailed alliances with opposition undemocratic 
governors in exchange for legislative and electoral support9—are some cases 
in point. A similar relationship between opposition undemocratic governors 
and presidents was observed in Mexico during the presidency of Vicente Fox, 
when the federal government rewarded undemocratic PRI governors, such 
as the rulers of Puebla, Veracruz, Hidalgo, Sinaloa, and Sonora, with subsi-
dies and special transfers in exchange for electoral and legislative support 
(Madrazo 2007). In consonance with these findings, the statistical results 
presented in Model 4 show that SURs ruled by PAN governors who came 
to power in an electoral coalition are associated with an increase in public 
works transfers of 0.93 percent of state’s revenues. By contrast, in SURs gov-
erned by non-coalitional PAN governors a decrease in public works funds of 
1.29 percent of state total income was recorded.

Finally, the results presented in Table 5.2 show that presidents in both 
countries do not necessarily reward SURs during elections. This is confirmed 
by the statistically significant variables of Models 1, 2, and 3 that appear with 
different signs. Whereas some national incumbents seem to allocate more 
funds to SURs during elections, some others opt to send fewer resources to 
states and provinces ruled by autocrats during electoral races. These mixed 
results appear to indicate that no conclusive statement about presidents’ 
inclinations to reward SURs beyond election day can be made.

Conclusion

This chapter has tested the more general claim of the book’s argument, 
namely, that effective presidential power over autocrats leads to SUR repro-
duction from above. The cross-sectional, time series analyses performed 
revealed that neither Mexican nor Argentine presidents rewarded all SURs 
during their respective administrations. Instead, they selectively benefitted 

9 Diario Río Negro (Feb. 23, 24, 26, and Mar. 10, 2006).
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those regimes and autocrats over whom they could wield effective power. Put 
differently, none of these presidents contributed to expanding the power of 
SURs upon which they could not exercise partisan or fiscal leverage.

The results of the quantitative analyses presented in this chapter, which 
are applicable to the universe of SURs in the post-transitional period in 
Argentina and Mexico, reveal that the theoretical claims raised in Chapter 2 
can be generalized to all Argentine and Mexican SURs. In other words, the 
hypothesized causal relationship between the independent variable (effec-
tive presidential power over SURs) and one of the dependent variables (SUR 
reproduction from above) was demonstrated to hold true for all contempo-
rary SURs in Argentina and Mexico. The findings of this chapter then con-
tribute to increasing the inferential leverage of this book’s argument.

The results of this chapter also reveal other important aspects of SUR 
continuity in the nationally democratic countries examined in this book 
(see Chapter 2). They show that, under certain circumstances, presidents 
are active promoters of SUR continuity. The fact that national actors shape 
the prospects of SUR sustainability underscores, on the one hand, like most 
works that assess SUR continuity from a center–periphery perspective (see 
Chapter 3), that subnational political processes are not impervious to the 
political dynamics that take place at the national level of government; quite 
to the contrary, they are greatly shaped by events occurring at higher lev-
els of government (Snyder 2001a; Gibson 2005, 2013). On the other hand, 
the results reveal the potentially problematic role that central governments 
and the national democratic regime can play in the process of subnational 
democratization. As argued in Chapter 2, and as subsequent chapters will 
demonstrate, national incumbents’ aspirations to build winning electoral 
and legislative coalitions at the national level, which are intrinsic to the game 
of democratic coalition-building, contribute to the obstruction of democrati-
zation at the subnational level.

Finally, confirming one of the central claims of this book, the statisti-
cal results presented in this chapter show that within-country interac-
tions between presidents and subnational autocrats vary from SUR to SUR. 
Differences across these subnational regimes, as argued before, have impor-
tant consequences for presidents’ strategic calculations regarding regime 
reproduction. As noted in previous chapters, extant explanations about SUR 
continuity, tend to overlook these subnational differences, taking for granted 
that SURs within countries are homogeneous or uniform entities, to be ana-
lyzed and treated as equivalents—especially with regard to the relation they 
maintain with national rulers or national institutions. The results of this 
chapter highlight the importance of taking SUR differences seriously, as they 
critically shape intergovernmental relations and, in turn, presidents’ calcula-
tions regarding SUR continuity.
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Subnational Undemocratic Regime 
Continuity in Argentina: La Rioja and  
San Luis

The goal of this chapter is to present qualitative and comparative evidence 
to demonstrate that the potential to exert presidential power over subna-
tional autocrats, as well as the prospects for obtaining their cooperation, 
strongly conditions pathways of subnational undemocratic regime (SUR) 
continuity. This chapter thus explores how presidential power during the 
years of the first two Kirchner administrations shaped pathways of SUR 
continuity in Argentina. As noted in Chapter 4, between 2003 and 2007, 
President Néstor Kirchner could neither count on a highly routinized party 
organization to exert sway over subnational autocrats, nor achieve an elec-
toral foothold in all subnational units. This limited presidential partisan 
power contrasted sharply with the president’s capacity to exert financial 
power and consequently discipline subnational autocrats. As discussed in 
Chapter 4, President Kirchner, and then his wife, Cristina Fernández de 
Kirchner (2008–present), not only benefitted from the greater fiscal dis-
cretion and power conferred by Argentina’s fiscal federalism, but was also 
able to take advantage of a considerable amount of revenues not subject 
to sharing, most of which accrued from export duties. The access to abun-
dant resources allowed the Kirchners to exercise the power of the purse 
over some provinces, and gave both of them the opportunity to obtain the 
acquiescence of some (non-democratic) provincial rulers who were in dire 
financial need.1 On these occasions, both presidents opted to reproduce 

1 It should be noted that presidential partisan power increased after 2006, when the Front of 
Victory (FpV) managed to gain a significant electoral presence in most provinces. Still, due to the 
party’s weak routinization, which yielded great strategic autonomy to lower-level subunits (see 
Levitsky 2003), the Kirchners were somehow prevented from disciplining subnational coparti-
sans via their party organization.
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SURs from above. In contrast, when presidential fiscal power was lacking, 
the Kirchners chose to oppose rather than support SURs in power. Despite 
strategies of SUR weakening, some autocrats reproduced their regimes by 
relying on sturdy coalitions of support.

This chapter conducts a paired subnational comparison of two SURs 
in Argentina to test the validity of the hypothesized causal chains lead-
ing to SUR reproduction from above and to SUR self-reproduction. These 
causal chains are examined following Van Evera’s (1997) recommended 
method of breaking them down into their component parts. Accordingly, 
the chapter pays close attention to (a) the type and way in which presiden-
tial power was exercised, (b) how it helped or prevented presidents from 
obtaining the acquiescence and obedience of subnational autocrats, and 
(c) how it facilitated SUR presidential support and thus triggered a pathway 
of SUR reproduction from above. The chapter also examines the links of 
the alternative causal chain, in which the incapacity of presidents to exert 
power over subnational autocrats prevents the attainment of subnational 
undemocratic rulers’ cooperation, and leads presidents to oppose, rather 
than support, SURs. Yet, in this chain SUR continuity still occurs through 
self-reproduction, given autocrats’ capacity to ensure party cohesion and 
mass support.

To determine how the component parts of each causal chain affect the 
hypothesized outcome, this chapter relies on evidence collected from 
archival documents, newspaper articles, and official documents, as well as 
information gathered in 70 in-depth interviews with Argentine national 
and subnational top-ranking officials, journalists, and former politicians.2

The chapter is organized as follows. First there is a justification of the sub-
national cases selected to illustrate Argentine SURs’ trajectories of continuity. 
Drawing on two case studies, La Rioja and San Luis, the following section 
illustrates with original evidence the two alternative pathways of SUR dura-
bility. The narrative and analysis of each case study proceeds as follows. First, 
a detailed description of the political regime and the state structure is pro-
vided. Second, the capacity of presidents to wield power over SURs is dis-
cussed. Special attention is devoted to the instruments of presidential power 
available to Presidents Néstor Kirchner and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, 
as well as to autocrats’ instruments of autonomy. Third, the prospects of 
obtaining autocrats’ political cooperation are analyzed. Finally, the actions 
taken by presidents towards SURs and their reproduction are examined. The 
analysis of the case studies ends with an exploration of the type of SUR repro-
duction followed in each case.

2 See the separate List of Interviews.
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Subnational Case Selection

Following Gerring (2007), two “diverse cases” (e.g. La Rioja and San Luis) 
serve the purpose of testing the central hypotheses of the book.3 Given that 
this chapter seeks to demonstrate that different SUR trajectories are triggered 
by the capacity (or lack thereof) of federal incumbents to exert effective power 
over subnational autocrats and their regimes, two cases that score very dif-
ferently on the main variable facilitating or inhibiting effective presidential 
power are selected.

Chapter 4 showed that fiscal control was the main instrument of presi-
dential control available to both President Kirchner (2003–7) and President 
Cristina Fernández de Kirchner during her first two years (2008–9).4 Thus, in 
order to assess whether presidential fiscal power was conducive to obtaining 
the acquiescence of subnational autocrats and in turn triggering SUR repro-
duction from above, a case is needed where presidential fiscal control was 
exerted. By contrast, in order to assess whether a lack of presidential fiscal 
power led to the unwillingness of subnational undemocratic rulers to coop-
erate with the center, and, in turn, propelled opposition to SURs, a case is 
needed where presidential fiscal power did not exist or was neutralized. As 
explained in Chapter 2, one factor facilitating subnational rulers’ capacity to 
neutralize presidential fiscal power is their fiscal autonomy vis-à-vis the cen-
tral government. Profligate governors who engage in overspending and have 
high levels of indebtedness can easily become hostages of the federal gov-
ernment, and hence be forced to provide political support to federal incum-
bents. On the other hand, governors who are financially and economically 
responsible, and who, as a result, do not need to resort to the national gov-
ernment for financial aid, stand in a stronger position not only to preserve 
their autonomy and independence from federal politicians, but also to deny 
political support.

In light of these considerations, the key criterion for case selection was 
determined by the province’s fiscal autonomy and not by the nature of 
the state structure, as occurs in the Mexican case.5 Hence, one undemo-
cratic fiscally dependent province (La Rioja), and one undemocratic fis-
cally autonomous province (San Luis) are selected (see Figure 6.1). The first 

3 According to Gerring (2007), this type of case study, “requires the selection of a set of cases 
that are intended to represent the full range of values characterizing independent variable of 
theoretical interest” (Gerring 2007: 98).

4 As noted in Chapter 1, the focus of this book’s analysis is up to 2009.
5 In Mexico, because the main instrument of presidential power is partisan, the key criterion in 

selecting cases is the type of state structure present in each state, as patrimonial state structures, 
which prevent partisan power becoming effective, reduce the possibilities of autocrats’ coopera-
tion with the central government, and non-patrimonial state structures facilitate it.
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case, La Rioja, is used to prove that, in the presence of effective presiden-
tial power, autocrats’ cooperation is likely, and this cooperation results 
in SUR reproduction from above. By contrast, the second case is used to 
test whether the absence of effective presidential power, which deters 
autocrats’ from cooperating with the federal government, leads to opposi-
tion to SURs. The case of San Luis also illustrates that, in the presence of 
mass support, autocrats can counterbalance presidential actions of regime 
weakening, and in turn contribute to the self-reproduction of political 
regimes.

In addition, these two provinces were selected out of the bulk of fiscally 
autonomous and fiscally dependent SURs (i.e. La Pampa, Formosa, Santa 
Cruz, La Rioja, San Luis) because they have several characteristics in com-
mon. Both provinces have been ruled by the Peronist Party (PJ) since 1983, 
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Figure 6.1. Levels of subnational democracy and fiscal autonomy in the Argentine 
provinces (average 2003–9)*

Notes: Fiscal autonomy values are averaged values for the 1996–2009 period. Y-axis: Higher values 
indicate higher levels of subnational democracy. Zero and near zero scores denote undemocratic 
regimes. X-axis: Higher values denote higher fiscal autonomy. BA (Buenos Aires), Cha (Chaco), 
Chu (Chubut), Co (Corrientes), Cba (Córdoba), ER (Entre Ríos), F (Formosa), J (Jujuy), LP (La 
Pampa), LR (La Rioja), Mza (Mendoza), Mi (Misiones), N (Neuquén), RN (Río Negro), S (Salta), SJ 
(San Juan), SL (San Luis), SC (Santa Cruz), SF (Santa Fe), SE (Santiago del Estero), TF (Tierra del 
Fuego), T (Tucumán).

* Financial dependency is measured using and additive index of deficit and debt as a share of 
total income.
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both are located in central-eastern Argentina (see Figure 6.2), which is why 
they share very similar geographical conditions, and even though their 
levels of socioeconomic development now differ substantially, they were 
similar in the early 1980s.6 In addition, both are among the least-populated 
group of Argentine provinces, with a population of 333,642 in La Rioja, and 
432,310 in San Luis (Census Data 2010). Despite these similarities, these two 
provinces differ on the main variable that facilitates or prevents effective 
presidential power, i.e. the level of provincial fiscal autonomy. La Rioja and 
San Luis then not only allow for a most similar case design, but also make 
a controlled comparison possible, facilitating in turn a more fine-tuned 
assessment of the main variable’s effect on the hypothesized outcomes.

La Rioja

San Luis

Figure 6.2. Geographic location of case studies

6 San Luis and La Rioja, as discussed later in this chapter, benefitted equally from the indus-
trial promotion regime (or RPI) instituted by the federal government in the early 1980s. RPI has 
been critical in shaping each province’s economy.
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La Rioja: A Case of SUR Reproduction from Above7

(a) The Political Regime

As detailed in Chapter 3 and in Figure 6.1, the province of La Rioja is (and 
has historically been) one of the least democratic provinces in Argentina. 
The province has been governed by the Peronist party (PJ) since the demo-
cratic transition in 1983, and only four governors, Carlos Menem (1983–918), 
Bernabé Arnaudo (1991–5), Ángel Maza (1995–2007), and Luis Beder Herrera 
(2007–present), have ruled the province since then.

Table 6.1 presents disaggregated evidence showing La Rioja’s low levels 
of democracy. Signs of sustained “undemocraticness” can be observed by 
comparing La Rioja’s mean scores with those of the other provinces. In all 
of the indicators presented in Table 6.1, La Rioja scores well below the mean 
of the other Argentine provinces. A closer look at how each individual indi-
cator has evolved over time reveals that gubernatorial elections in La Rioja 
have become less competitive, especially during the 1990s, as both the effec-
tive number of parties running for gubernatorial elections and the effective 
number of parties obtaining seats in the local legislature remained low. These 
two indicators, coupled with the party turnover indicator, which reports no 
party turnover over the entire period, highlight the sustained low levels of 
competitiveness of La Rioja’s political regime. Additional information con-
firming this trend comes from the large gap observed between the winner 
and runner-up.

Table 6.1 shows that the two most competitive gubernatorial elections 
between 1983 and 2005 took place in 1983 and 2003. In 1983, the PJ won 
by a relatively low margin, obtaining 57.70 percent of the vote, against the 
40.95 percent vote share garnered by the then electorally powerful UCR. 
Twenty years later, in 2003, the Peronist incumbent Ángel “Didí” Maza won 
by a margin of 15.10 points over the Frente con Todos (Front with Everyone), 
a new party formed in 2001 by Jorge Yoma, a splinter of the PJ. In between 
these two elections, electoral competition in La Rioja was very low, as were 
the other indicators of democracy, all of which experienced a pronounced 
decline in the 1990s. Finally, the low turnover of provincial executives, 
which have only rotated three times in the last 25 years, speaks to the PJ’s 
dominance in La Rioja’s political system.

The hegemony of the incumbent Riojano Peronist party, as well as the 
monopoly over the governorship by a few selected political figures in 
La Rioja, was possible due to the systematic and skillful manipulation of 

7 The main focus of this section will be on the administration of Peronist Eduardo Ángel Maza 
(1995–2007), and Luis Beder Herrera (2007–present) whose terms coincided with the presiden-
cies of Néstor Kirchner and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner.

8 In 1989 Menem assumed the presidency and was replaced by his vice-governor, Alberto 
Gregorio Cavero.
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provincial institutions and electoral rules, a pattern seen in other Argentine 
SURs (Calvo and Micozzi 2005; Gibson 2013). Among these manipulations 
were (a) the recurrent amendments to key provisions of the provincial con-
stitution, including the executive’s reelection clause or the size and the com-
position of the Supreme Court, which took place in 1986, 1998, 2002, and 
2008; (b) the introduction of the ley de lemas (double simultaneous cumula-
tive vote)9 in 1991, its elimination in 1992, and its reintroduction in 2001; (b) 
the 1987 introduction of rules to overrepresent the rural districts of the prov-
ince, where the PJ was stronger; and (c) the modification of the legislature’s 
size, which entailed changing the number of seats from 54 in 1986, to 28 in 
1991, then to 30 in 1998, 23 in 2002, and 36 in 2008 (see Leiras 2006, 2007). 

9 The “ley de lemas” allows parties to present different lists of candidates to compete in the 
same race. The vote obtained by each candidate is then added up and assigned in toto to the 
party label.

Table 6.1. La Rioja’s indicators of democracy

Year of election ENP
(governor’s 
race)

Margin of 
victory in  
guber natorial 
races*
(between 
winner and 
runner up)

ENPL
(legislative 
seats)

Strength of  
the opposition 
in the lower 
chamber 
(% of seats 
controlled by  
the opposition)

Turnover 
(party)

Turnover 
(head)

(cumulated)

1983 2.00 16.75 1.36 16.00 0 1
1985 1.18 12.00
1987 2.02 28.22 1.27 10.34 0 1
1989 1.34 6.90

1991 1.52 60.19 1.13 10.00 0 2
1993 1.16 10.00
1995 1.41 66.83 1.26 10.00 0 3
1997 1.35 13.33
1999 1.92 37.63 1.28 16.67 0 3
2001 1.17 10.00
2003 2.13 15.10 1.72 36.67 0 3
2005 1.34 36.67
2007 3.30 14.31 2.61 n.d. 0 4
2009 2.61 n.d.

La Rioja’s mean 2.04 34.15 1.48 15.71 0.00 2.43
Provinces’ mean 2.58 19.69 2.33 44.78 1.62 3.07

Min 1.23 0.29 1.13 6.9 1 1
Max 4.45 84.56 8.91 84.62 4 7

* Higher values indicate lower levels of democracy.

Source: Chapter 3.
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The strategic introduction of these reforms, as Calvo and Micozzi (2005) 
show, was critical for the local opposition’s demise.10 Electoral manipulation 
minimized the risk of electoral defeat, improved incumbents’ control over 
local legislatures, and allowed them to escape the negative consequences of 
more competitive national-level races, thus enhancing the regime’s capacity 
to survive despite national democratization.

In sum, periodic electoral and institutional engineering in La Rioja ena-
bled autocrats to undermine the opposition’s capacity to defeat incumbents. 
The use of the tactics discussed was critical for turning opponents into weak 
competitors, and preventing them from accessing governing positions and/
or controlling majorities in legislative bodies. For many consecutive terms, 
the political regime in La Rioja was not democratic simply because, para-
phrasing Przeworski (1991: 10), it was not a “system[s] in which parties lose 
in multi-party elections.”

(b) The State Structure and Autocrats’ Exercise of Power

Control over territory was further exacerbated by the nature of La Rioja’s 
state structure. As noted in Chapter 3, La Rioja stood (and still stands) among 
the most patrimonial provinces of Argentina. A closer analysis of the three 
dimensions of patrimonialism (i.e. centralization of political authority, the 
appropriation of state resources for economic and political gain, and the 
generation of ties of loyalty and dependence among followers) reveals that 
levels of patrimonialism in La Rioja were notably high. In sum, La Rioja’s 
indicators of patrimonialism not only reveal higher levels of patrimonialism 
than the other provinces, but they are also the highest among Argentine 
provinces. 

The analysis of the stability of provincial Supreme Court justices, i.e. 
the indicator used to capture the extent to which autocrats centralized 
political authority,11 reveals that Riojano justices’ instability was relatively 
low during the early 1980s, increased during the 1990s, and became con-
siderably higher after 2000. Riojano incumbents employed two different 
informal and formal strategies to undermine the watchdog powers of 
the province’s supreme tribunal. First, using a variety of informal tac-
tics, such as threats of impeachment—which not only entail losing one’s 
job but also economic losses, as impeached justices are denied their pen-
sions—and libel suits, governors succeeded in inducing the resignation of 

10 As one anonymous interviewee noted, “these reforms were introduced and rolled back 
depending on the relative power of the opposition forces; when the opposition became stronger, 
rules were modified, otherwise there was no need to alter them” (interview 4).

11 It measures the yearly average tenure of provincial Supreme Court justices divided by the 
number of years of the political regime.
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“autonomous” and disobedient justices (interviews Bruno, Mercado Luna, 
Porrás, Lanzilotto, Juárez, interview 5; see also Castagnola 2010).12 Second, 
governors systematically modified the constitutional provision stipulating 
the size (i.e. number of justices) of the provincial Supreme Court. In 1986, 
Governor Menem, increased the size of the Court from three to five; in 
2002, Maza reduced it from five to three; and Governor Beder Herrera, in 
2008, augmented the size again to five. In every single case, incumbents 
replaced wholesale the sitting Court justices, who—despite the reforms—
should have been kept in their posts.13 In sum, either by changing the size 
of the Supreme Court or by inducing justices to retire, governors in La 
Rioja, most noticeably Governor Maza and Beder Herrera, managed to keep 
a subservient judiciary which, threatened by its own instability, was not 
able to check effectively the governor’s exercise of political power. Quite 
the contrary, it validated (either by action or omission) most of the gover-
nors’ actions (interview 5).

As argued in Chapter 3, one of the main traits of a patrimonial state struc-
ture is that public money and public goods are appropriated and distributed 
with particularistic and discretionary criteria rather than on the basis of uni-
versal standards. The rules regulating the distribution of public funds, then, 
constitute a good proxy for the level of patrimonialism prevalent in any polit-
ical system.14 Where these rules are permissive or where they simply do not 
exist, incumbents can distribute public monies virtually unchecked. La Rioja 
is one of the only three Argentine provinces (the others are San Juan and 
Jujuy), where a system to regulate the distribution of provincial transfers does 
not exist. Riojano autocrats have been (and still are) entirely free to determine 
the amount of money that each municipality receives, the intervals at which 
funds are distributed (i.e. on daily, monthly, quarterly, or yearly basis), and 
whether or not these transfers are channeled automatically. This fiscal discre-
tion, in turn, has given Riojano autocrats a tremendous capacity to control 
and manipulate mayors. Moreover, municipal incumbents in La Rioja had 
virtually no administrative capacity to raise their own taxes (even though 
they legally could), which is why they depended heavily on provincial trans-
fers to run their governments. The incapacity to collect revenues, coupled 

12 This strategy, as many interviewees reported, was even more frequent in provincial lower 
courts, where judges were induced to resign. As one top-rank official of La Rioja’s Supreme Court 
noted, “here in La Rioja, it is easier to remove judges (who, in theory have life tenure) than a 
public employee” (interview 26).

13 For instance, in 2002, when Governor Maza reduced the Court’s size from five to three 
members, he removed all but one justices.

14 The indicator used to measure rulers’ fiscal discretion is the cumulative years of existence of 
a ley de coparticipación municipal (i.e. the law regulating the allocation of fiscal resources between 
the provincial government and the municipalities).
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with the high level of autocrats’ fiscal discretion, has transformed mayors 
into mere delegates of the governors (interviews Porras, Ortiz, Chamía).

Because none of them stood in a solid financial position to oppose the gov-
ernor’s policies, all mayors, with the sole exception of La Rioja City’s mayor, 
abided by Governor Maza’s and Governor Beder Herrera’s decisions, agenda, 
rules, and policies. Mayors were systematically required to do as the gov-
ernors requested, especially during local, provincial, and national political 
races, when autocrats asked them to deliver political support through mobi-
lizing voters and the citizenry (interviews Maza, Ada Maza, Chamía). Refusal 
to do so, as occurred in 2003 when a group of mayors coalesced demand-
ing approval of a municipal coparticipation law to regulate the distribution 
of transfers, stopped the flow of provincial money to the municipal coffers 
(interviews Bruno, Porrás, Chamía).

The lack of a provincial “coparticipation” law curtailed mayors’ autonomy 
in two other important ways. Because mayors could not show they had a 
steady and regular income, they were banned from requesting loans from 
international development agencies and national or international banks. 
As a result, every time Riojano mayors wanted to apply for credit, they first 
needed to negotiate with Maza or Beder Herrera, who in turn would decide 
if the province would act as guarantor. “To get the governors’ consent,” as La 
Rioja City’s mayor noted, “we needed to pledge yet more political allegiance” 
(interview Quintela, see also interviews Ortiz, De Leonardi). Additionally, 
the lack of a provincial coparticipation law further limited Riojano mayors’ 
autonomy by preventing mayors from deciding where and how to spend 
provincial transfers, as it was the provincial government which made these 
decisions. By so doing, Riojano autocrats ensured that transfers would not be 
used to feed party machines that would enhance mayors’ political bases of 
support (interviews Quintela, #4).

The final indicator of patrimonialism, the generation of ties of loyalty 
and dependence through employment patronage (measured as the num-
ber of inhabitants per 1,000 working in the provincial public administra-
tion), underscores that patronage in La Rioja has, on average, been very high 
throughout the period under study. In fact, La Rioja stands among the prov-
inces with the highest rate of public employees per inhabitant, and has the 
city (Chilecito) with the highest rate of public employees per inhabitant of 
the country. Unlike other provinces, where patronage has been high but sta-
ble, the high level of patronage in La Rioja has also grown larger over the 
years. The fact that an average of 85 out of every 1,000 inhabitants work in 
the provincial public administration has conferred provincial autocrats with 
an impressive capacity to ensure the loyalty of a considerable portion of the 
local population, that, for fear of being removed from office, becomes easy to 
discipline and manipulate.
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In addition to controlling agencies of horizontal accountability, distrib-
uting funds in a discretional way, and relying on employment patronage, 
governors in La Rioja turned to other patrimonial practices to further con-
solidate their territorial control over the province. For instance, to prevent 
mayors from becoming more autonomous, in 1998 Governor Maza passed 
a law that temporarily suspended the municipalities’ constitutions (Cartas 
Orgánicas). This suspension, which later on became permanent, prevented 
mayors from managing their electoral calendars, and allowed Maza to: (a) take 
advantage of coattail effects, (b) prevent (intra-party) opposition forces from 
strengthening, (c) determine the election and appointment of candidates, 
and (d) control the electoral processes. Likewise, during his first administra-
tion (1995–8), Governor Maza centralized the municipal payroll with the 
goal of reducing mayors’ capacity to exert control over public employees.  
As one top-ranked official of La Rioja’s municipality put it, “public employees 
became aware that their patron, the one who paid their salaries, was the gov-
ernor (and not the mayor), and that’s why they became loyal to the governor 
and not the mayor” (interview Ortiz). According to different municipal lead-
ers, this payroll centralization prevented mayors from building their own 
“troop of loyalists” to counterbalance the governors’ power (interviews Ortiz, 
Quintela, Chamía, De Leonardi).

La Rioja’s patrimonial state structure, which was central to facilitating 
Riojano autocrats’ control over state bureaucracies, state resources, and lower 
(municipal) levels of government and territory, enhanced the capacity of 
provincial incumbents to control borders. Following Gibson (2005, 2013), 
Riojano autocrats should had been in a strong position to offset presidential 
power had it been exercised through national–local partisan-based alliances. 
Yet, given that presidential power during the years of the Kirchner admin-
istrations was mostly wielded through fiscal instruments, the existence of a 
patrimonial state structure was itself inadequate to neutralize the power of 
the national executive over Riojano autocrats.

Capacity of Presidents to Wield Power over  
Autocrats and La Rioja’s SUR

As noted in Chapter 2, the ability of presidents to wield effective power over 
subnational autocrats is shaped by a combination of national and subna-
tional variables. In order to exercise real and effective power over subna-
tional undemocratic arenas/autocrats, subnational rulers’ capacity to resist 
manipulation needs to be low relative to national incumbents’ power of con-
trol. These two conditions are both necessary for a president to gain leverage 
over SURs and autocrats. This section explores how national and provincial 
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variables combined to shape the capacity of presidents to exercise effective 
power over La Rioja’s incumbents. It further examines how this capacity in 
turn affected the possibility of cooperation across levels of government and, 
eventually, the prospects of SUR reproduction.

(a) Instruments of Presidential Power

Chapter 4 shows that, since the late 1990s, and especially after 2003, political 
parties in Argentina have experienced a process of denationalization (Calvo 
and Escolar 2005; Leiras 2006, 2007; Gibson and Suarez-Cao 2010). This pro-
cess resulted in, among other things, parties’ inability to discipline (either 
from above or from within) subnational autocrats via partisan resources. 
Kirchner’s party, the Front of Victory (FpV), a splinter of the Peronist party 
beginning in 2003, was not an exception. As discussed earlier, in the early 
years of his administration, the territorial reach of the Kirchners’ party (FpV) 
was limited to the Patagonian provinces and to the province of Buenos Aires, 
where they indirectly exerted influence thanks to their alliance with the long-
standing boss of Argentina’s largest province, Eduardo Duhalde (Calvo and 
Escolar 2005).15 Beyond these districts, the FpV lacked territorially extensive 
networks of offices, brokers, and members. Lack of party infrastructure in most 
of Argentine’s SURs (and provinces) prevented Néstor Kirchner from crafting 
stable coalitions with provincial bosses, and in turn inhibited him from disci-
plining and controlling autocrats from within or above. Chapter 4 reports that 
while party denationalization was somehow offset during the first two years 
of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner’s administration, the territorialization of 
political parties in Argentina, especially the Peronist party, remained high. In 
addition, the FpV’s loosely vertical integration did not provide presidents with 
effective mechanisms with which to impose discipline on party subunits and 
their leaders (Levitsky 2003; Jones and Hwang 2005). As a result, autocrats in 
La Rioja were able to enjoy substantial autonomy from the party hierarchy.

The Kirchners’ weakly routinized and territorially fragile party organiza-
tion, which prevented both presidents from disciplining provincial autocrats 
via the party organization, contrasted sharply with their strong capacity to 
manipulate and influence governors with fiscal instruments. As detailed in 
Chapter 4, both President Kirchner and Fernández de Kirchner benefitted 

15 Recall that in 2003 the Peronists split into three different factions: the Frente por la Lealtad 
(Front for Loyalty), led by former President Menem; the Frente Movimiento Popular—Unión y 
Libertad (Popular Movement—Unity and Liberty), headed by San Luis’s former governor, Adolfo 
Rodríguez-Saá; and the Alianza Frente para la Victoria (Front for Victory), led by Kirchner and 
his immediate predecessor, Eduardo Duhalde. Relying on their respective party (faction) organi-
zations, each of these Peronist leaders controlled and wielded power over different parts of the 
country (Calvo and Escolar 2005).
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from the windfall gains of an economy that grew at an 8.83 percent average 
rate between 2003 and 2007, and 7.61 percent for the 2008–9 period (CEPAL, 
various years). This sustained growth, which increased the government’s rev-
enues to unprecedented levels, was accompanied by an extraordinary increase 
in export and import duties. Unlike any other president since the 1983 transi-
tion to democracy, the Kirchners were able to take advantage of a considerable 
amount of revenue, most of which stemmed from export/import duties that 
were not subject to sharing with the provinces (see Figure 6.3). The Kirchners 
were thus able to liberally exercise the power of the purse to induce the coop-
eration of several provincial autocrats and governors regardless of their party 
affiliation and/or ideology (see Bonvecchi and Giraudy 2008).

(b) Riojano Autocrats’ Instruments of Autonomy

As Figures 6.1 and 6.6 illustrate, La Rioja is one of the most profligate provinces 
in Argentina. As a result, its rulers can easily be turned into vulnerable actors 
vis-à-vis national incumbents and, consequently, be induced to provide stra-
tegic benefits to presidents who stand in a strong position to discipline them 
via fiscal resources. The weakness of Riojano governors vis-à-vis national rul-
ers stems from the fact that 90 percent of the province’s total revenues comes 
from the federal government (MECON various years). As Figure 6.4 indicates, 
La Rioja’s autonomous revenues (depicted by the solid white and solid grey 
rectangles) constituted only a negligible share of the province’s total income. 
Reports from the federal Ministry of Economy indicate that an average of 
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ment’s revenues
Source: Cuenta de Inversión, Mecon (1991–2009).
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Figure 6.4. La Rioja: income sources (2002–9)
Source: Dirección Nacional de Coordinación Fiscal con las Provincias [Mecon—DNCFP].

60 percent of these transfers flowed automatically to the province, whereas 
the remaining 40 percent were comprised of funds that are contingent upon 
bargains between the national and provincial governments (see Figure 6.5).

Two additional factors prevented the province from becoming financially 
autonomous from the central government. First, the province’s own revenues 
comprised an average of only 5.50 percent of its total income (Figure 6.4),  
showing that La Rioja had virtually no administrative capacity to raise its 
own taxes, and thus few alternative sources of financing. Second, La Rioja 
was one of the most indebted provinces in the country, with levels of indebt-
edness at an average of 77.83 percent of its GDP during the 2002–9 period 
(see Figure 6.7). Additionally, due to the province’s low levels of economic 
development, Riojano rulers had limited capacity to issue debt or purchase 
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debt services beyond the federal government, making the national govern-
ment the province’s lender of last resort.

This financial dependence on the national government was one of the major 
factors allowing presidents to control provincial incumbents in La Rioja, and 
by extension, the area, resources, and persons that the provincial incumbents 
dominate. As two close advisors to Governor Maza put it, governors in La 
Rioja do not rule for their people, they rule for the president. They spend most 
of their time in Buenos Aires lobbying for money, subsidies, and programs 
(interviews Maza, #2). This financial dependence—which became more acute 
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Figure 6.7. La Rioja: debt as percentage of provincial GDP (2001–9)
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after the 2001–2 economic crisis when the province’s debt skyrocketed to 
unprecedented levels and when the federal government “nationalized” the 
provincial debt—increased the power of an already fiscally powerful presi-
dent, as was the case with Néstor Kirchner.

Prospects for Obtaining Cooperation of La Rioja’s Autocrats

La Rioja’s lack of financial autonomy from the federal government was criti-
cal in shaping Governor Maza’s positioning vis-à-vis President Kirchner. Soon 
after Kirchner took office in 2003, Governor Maza quickly closed ranks with 
the newly elected president. This move was highly symbolic for a governor 
who was a close ally of Carlos Menem, one of Kirchner’s main political con-
tenders. 16 Governor Maza, Menem’s longest serving disciple, had been one of 
the main architects and operators of Carlos Menem’s 2003 presidential cam-
paign. His relationship with former President Menem, as well as his involve-
ment in the 2003 election, put Maza in a very weak political position vis-à-vis 
Kirchner, since the newly elected president still viewed Governor Maza and 
Menem as political opponents. In Maza’s words, “Kirchner was completely 
mad at me. Part of his anger came from the fact that I was Menem’s ally, 
but also because I had encouraged Menem to step down from the runoff.17 
Kirchner seriously wanted a landslide over Menem, but once Menem stepped 
down, Kirchner had to assume the presidency as a weak president, with only 
20 percent of the popular vote, and that is why he wanted me to pay dearly 
for my audacity” (interview Maza).18

According to many interviewees, that was precisely what Maza did after 
2003. During the first year and a half of the Kirchner administration, the 
president and his federal ministers forced Maza and his provincial secretar-
ies to show deference and respect. Between 2003 and 2005, as Maza himself 
and several of his closest advisors noted, the governor spent most of his time 
in Buenos Aires, holding weekly meetings with Kirchner and his ministers, 
and making both symbolic and substantial gestures of subordination, all of 
which were intended to prevent the financial isolation of La Rioja (interviews 
Ada Maza, Bengolea, Chamía, Fernández). “It was only by showing President 

16 Recall that in the 2003 presidential election Carlos Menem ran against the then victorious 
Néstor Kirchner.

17 Maza reported that he convinced Menem to step down because “they [Menem’s campaign 
team] had been informed that the Buenos Aires’ election observers (fiscales de mesa) had surren-
dered to Duhalde [Kirchner’s political mentor], and we no longer had money to buy them back” 
(interview Maza).

18 These facts were further confirmed by Alberto Fernández, Kirchner’s Chief of Cabinet, and 
one of his closest advisors and friends (author’s interview, Buenos Aires, June 27, 2012).
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Kirchner that I [Maza] could be counted on as one of his loyalists, that I could 
ensure that the president would keep on sending funds to the province, 
something that he did not do during his first year in office” (interview Maza).

La Rioja’s chronic and dire dependence on non-automatic federal transfers 
helped to transform Governor Maza into one of Kirchner’s most subservient 
allies, one upon whom the president could count when he needed political 
support. This acquiescence became especially profitable for a politician in a 
position like Néstor Kirchner’s, with abundant economic resources at his dis-
posal. Once it became apparent that La Rioja’s autocrat could be considered 
as a loyalist, President Kirchner took full advantage of the political benefits 
that the governor could deliver. The cooperation and political support of this 
autocrat were desirable given Kirchner’s initial weak political position.

In 2003, Kirchner won the presidency with a mere 22.24 percent of the 
votes, and only with the support of a single faction of the national Peronist 
party, the Alianza Frente para la Victoria (Alliance of the Front for Victory). 
To expand his electoral presence throughout the territory, as well as to 
strengthen his position vis-à-vis other Peronist leaders, Kirchner stood 
to gain much from crafting alliances with autocrats who were in a posi-
tion to control their provincial domains, and who in turn could secure and 
deliver the much needed political support that the president was struggling 
to obtain. In this context, the capacity to wield effective presidential power 
over La Rioja’s autocrat became extremely useful, as it could allow the 
newly elected and politically weak president to expand his base of support.

In addition, winning over La Rioja was symbolically important. The prov-
ince was the home and stronghold of former president Menem, and “exert-
ing power and controlling La Rioja,” as one interviewee put it, “was not only 
valuable because it would allow Kirchner to expand his political influence 
through the FpV and hence consolidate the territorial extension of his party, 
but above all, because it enabled him to show the rest of the PJ that he could 
exert dominion even over Menem’s own stronghold” (anonymous interview 
by author, La Rioja City, May 26, 2008).

Given Maza’s vulnerability vis-à-vis the national government and due 
to Kirchner’s capacity to threaten him effectively, Maza had few options 
for dismantling the president’s political ambitions. In 2005, for instance, 
Governor Maza followed Kirchner’s directives to bring Carlos Menem’s 
political authority in La Rioja to an end. In the federal mid-term elections 
held that year, Maza campaigned for a seat in the national Senate against 
Menem, his own political mentor and close friend, who had decided to 
run. Maza, with his tight control over mayors, public employees, and the 
party machine, was the only candidate who could ensure a victory over the 
longstanding Riojano cacique Carlos Menem. As the governor himself put 
it, “we needed a very strong candidate to defeat Carlos [Menem], and I, as 
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the governor, was the only candidate who could do that” (interview Maza). 
The decision to run against his former mentor was a difficult one but Maza 
knew well that the consequences of not doing so would be devastating. As 
the governor noted, “running against Menem was not an easy decision to 
make. I  talked to Carlos [Menem] and told him that I  could not support 
him, that I had to prioritize the province over his candidacy. By then I was 
reestablishing my relationship with Kirchner, and if I did not follow the 
president’s orders, the province would not receive a single penny from the 
federal government. Carlos Menem understood it and said that I should care 
for the province” (interview Maza).

Governor Maza not only agreed to run against his own political mentor, 
but agreed to go to the polls leading the Kirchnerista FpV ticket instead of 
running as a PJ candidate. Maza’s victory allowed Kirchner’s FpV to get the 
first—and thus two—seats in the Senate, and just as importantly, it enabled 
Kirchner to extend his electoral and political presence in La Rioja and to 
damage Menem’s political reputation in his own stronghold.19 The 2005 
legislative election marked the beginning of the partnership between the 
Kirchners and Riojano autocrats. In every single national and provincial elec-
tion since 2005, La Rioja’s incumbents went to the polls leading the FpV 
ticket, thus becoming key political cadres of the Kirchnerista Peronist faction.

The exercise of effective presidential power over La Rioja’s autocrats was also 
important for securing support in the federal legislature. With his tight con-
trol over the Riojano congressional delegation, Governor Maza and Governor 
Beder Herrera could use “their” legislators in the federal congress to deliver 
legislative votes. Indeed, both governors became key allies for legislative coa-
lition-building by making important contributions to the Kirchnerista cause. 
Unlike other undemocratic Peronist governors, Maza and, later on, Beder 
Herrera, systematically instructed their congressional delegation to back all 
Kirchnerista initiatives, even the most controversial ones—such as the set of 
laws passed in 2006 aimed at expanding presidential power, and the legisla-
tion introduced to nationalize previously privatized companies. Riojano fed-
eral legislators provided unanimous support for bills such as the alteration 
of the Consejo de la Magistratura’s composition (i.e. the agency responsible 
for appointing lower court judges), which allowed Néstor Kirchner to con-
trol the greatest share of counselors. The legislators also voted in favor of 
the law regulating the use of presidential decrees, which further advanced 
presidential legislative authority. Likewise, Riojano legislators backed the ley 
de Administración Financiera (Financial Management Law), which granted the 
Chief of Cabinet, Alberto Fernández, prerogatives to reassign budget items 

19 In that election, the PJ-FpV also won two (out of five Riojano) seats in the House. Carlos 
Menem won the senate seat for the first minority.
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without congressional consent and upheld the extension of the “economic 
emergency law,” that granted extraordinary powers to Néstor Kirchner 
during the second term in office (Bonvecchi and Giraudy 2008). Likewise, 
years later, following Beder Herrera’s orders, La Rioja’s legislators backed the 
nationalization of companies and services, such as Aguas Argentinas, the 
country’s water enterprise, Aerolíneas Argentinas, the country’s flagship air-
line, and the pension system (Micozzi et al. 2009).

Presidential Action vis-à-vis La Rioja’s SUR

In exchange for these political services, both President Kirchner and, later 
on, Fernández de Kirchner not only refrained from opposing and weaken-
ing La Rioja’s SUR, but rewarded the province and its autocrats with non-
automatic funds that were essential to run the provincial economy. As 
Figure 6.5 shows, after Néstor Kirchner took office in 2003, La Rioja saw 
a decrease in the non-automatic transfers sent by the federal government 
(depicted with the dashed and solid white rectangles) from 40 percent of 
the total federal revenues to about 20 percent. In fact, when compared 
to 2002, the amount of current transfers funneled to La Rioja was con-
siderably lower. This trend was reversed in 2005, however, when Néstor 
Kirchner considered Riojano support as critical. As Figure 6.5 indicates, 
federal capital transfers increased in 2005, and continued to do so during 
the years of the Fernández de Kirchner administration, reaching a peak 
in 2009.

In addition, other non-automatic transfers, such as current transfers 
(depicted by the transversally dashed rectangle), also flowed constantly 
and smoothly into Riojano coffers, indicating that during the years of 
the Kirchners’ administrations, presidents never stopped delivering funds 
for infrastructural development (i.e. capital transfers). Finally, and per-
haps more importantly, Maza’s and Beder Herrera’s support was rewarded 
with the signing of ad hoc financial agreements with the federal govern-
ment—the so-called Acuerdos Extra Coparticipables (agreements beyond 
coparticipation)—that were critical to mitigating the chronic provincial 
deficit.20

The case study of La Rioja’s SUR demonstrates that the potential to exert 
effective presidential fiscal power over vulnerable autocrats is critical to alter-
ing national incumbents’ incentives regarding the sustainability of SURs. 

20 These transfers, as many interviewees reported, are as important as the coparticipation 
funds. Without the “fondos extra-coparticipables,” the province simply cannot cover its current 
and capital expenditures (interviews Chamía, Maza, Ada Maza, Mercado Luna, Quintela).
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After realizing that they could wield effective fiscal power to obtain key 
political benefits from La Rioja’s autocrats, the Kirchners invested heavily 
in the continuity and stability of the province’s undemocratic regime. This 
political decision delivered important political gains for the Kirchners, criti-
cal fiscal assistance to La Rioja’s autocrats, and, most importantly, contrib-
uted to reproducing an established SUR in the Argentine periphery.

San Luis: A Case of SUR Self-Reproduction21

(a) The Political Regime

As shown in Chapter 3, San Luis, like La Rioja, ranks among the least demo-
cratic provinces of Argentina. A closer look at the province’s indicators of 
democracy found in Table 6.2 reveals that, with the exceptions of 1983 and 
1999 when the Civic Radical Union (or UCR) obtained a relatively high share 
of the vote, elections in San Luis have become less competitive over the years. 
Notably, the effective number of parties running for gubernatorial elections 
has decreased over time, and the margins of victory have become larger.

As in La Rioja, San Luis has been governed by the Peronist party since 1983. 
Yet unlike its neighboring province, which was ruled by four different PJ 
governors between 1983 and 2009, San Luis has been governed by only two 
governors, Adolfo and Alberto Rodríguez Saá.22 Accordingly, levels of party 
and governor turnover in San Luis have been extremely low; in fact, they 
have been the lowest among Argentine provinces (see Table 6.2).

These indicators contrast somewhat with the legislative indicators. As dis-
played in Table 6.2, the effective number of parties competing for legislative 
seats in the house has fluctuated over time, reaching fairly high levels of com-
petitiveness (for example, in 2003 the effective number of parties in the leg-
islature (ENPL) decreased to 1.68, and in 2009, it grew to 3.06). The strength 
of the opposition in the provincial legislature has experienced radical fluctua-
tions: the meager control of 25.58 percent of the seats by the opposition in 
2003 contrasts sharply with the 55.81 percent control of the seats in 2001.23

21 Even though this section provides a brief characterization of the administrations before 2003, 
the main focus is on the administration of Peronist Eduardo Alberto Rodríguez Saá (2003–11) whose 
terms coincided with the presidencies of Néstor Kirchner and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner.

22 Adolfo Rodríguez governed from 1983 to 2001, when he stepped down to serve as Argentina’s 
president for one week during the 2001–2 crisis. His younger brother, Alberto, assumed the gov-
ernorship in 2003 (see Table 6.2).

23 The legislative indicators displayed in Table 6.2 relate to the lower chamber. Still, because 
San Luis has a bicameral system, the legislative indicators only provide partial information 
about the strength and access of the opposition in the legislature. If one takes into consideration 
the composition of the Senate, the relative strength of the opposition becomes smaller, as the 
provincial Senate has been monopolized by the incumbent party. The only exception was in 
2007, when the opposition managed to win one out of nine seats.
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As in La Rioja and other SURs, autocrats in San Luis consolidated the regime 
by manipulating electoral rules and institutions. The regime’s entrench-
ment was largely possible due to a one-time constitutional reform in 1986 
that sought to undermine the opposition’s (i.e. the UCR’s) electoral power, 
and which many political observers saw as the key pillar upon which the 
Rodríguez Saás built their “dynasty” (interviews Laborda, Samper, Agúndez, 
interviews 6, 8, and 9; see also Samper 1993; Guiñazú 2003). This reform 
introduced indefinite reelection for governors, created a new chamber—the 
Senate (which overrepresented rural areas where the PJ was most powerful)—
and provided the executive with new and expanded decree powers (Suárez-
Cao 2001; Guiñazú 2003: 81–3; Samper 2006). Finally, the powers of the 
lower chamber were decreased and some key functions (the nomination of 
lower judges, the appointment of the General Attorney and the Accountant 
General, as well as the impeachment process) were transferred to the newly 
created Senate (see Guiñazú 2003: 82).

Table 6.2. San Luis indicators of democracy

Year of 
election

ENP
(governor's 
race)

Margin of 
victory in 
gubernatorial 
races* (runner 
up)

ENPL
(legislative 
seats)

Strength 
of the 
opposition 
in the lower 
chamber 
(% of seats 
controlled)
the 
opposition)

Turnover 
(party)

Turnover 
(head)

1983 2.81 3.26 2.07 43.33 0 0
1985 1.92 50.00 0 0
1987 2.58 19.20 1.93 44.19 0 0
1989 2.14 32.56 0 0
1991 2.46 12.32 2.27 48.84 0 0
1993 2.75 48.84 0 0
1995 1.82 55.03 1.97 41.86 0 0
1997 2.60 39.53 0 0
1999 2.00 10.44 n.d. 51.16 0 0
2001 1.72 55.81 0 0
2003 1.23 84.56 1.68 25.58 0 1
2005 2.57 32.56 0 1
2007 1.35 75.39 2.64 41.86 0 1
2009 3.06 46.51 0 1

San Luis’s mean 2.03 37.17 2.26 43.05 0.00 0.17
Provinces’ mean 2.58 19.69 2.33 44.78 0.29 0.84

Min 1.23 0.29 1.13 6.9 0 0
Max 4.45 84.56 8.91 84.62 1 1

Source: Chapter 3.

* Higher values indicate lower levels of democracy.
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In addition to these institutional reforms, the Rodríguez Saás employed 
other tactics to curtail the power of the opposition and restrain the channels 
through which it could have access to ruling positions. Some examples were 
the 2000 law to redistrict the province’s capital into four smaller districts, 
or the creation of new municipalities such as La Punta.24 Nondemocratic 
and semi-illegal maneuvers were also employed to curtail the political 
power of opponents. In 2003, for instance, Alberto Rodríguez Saá, ignor-
ing completely the right of San Luis city’s mayor to call municipal elec-
tions, announced his own electoral calendar. Elections in the capital were 
held twice that year, as both the mayor and the governor followed their 
own calendars, fielded their own candidates, and elected their respective 
mayors. After the two elections were held, San Luis city was ruled by two 
mayors, had two seats of government, and required citizens to pay local 
taxes to two mayoralities and municipal employees to work for two different 
patrons. The conflict over the so-called “dual municipality,” which lasted 
for more than one year, was finally resolved with a federal Supreme Court 
ruling against Alberto Rodríguez Saá that ordered “his” mayor, Angélica 
Torrontegui, to step down.

Finally, control over the mass media was another strategy employed 
by the Rodríguez Saá to undermine the electoral clout of the opposition. 
As Behrend (2007) reports, in 1984, shortly after Adolfo Rodríguez Saá 
became governor, the most popular provincial newspaper, El Diario de 
San Luis (later renamed El Diario de la República), was purchased by a cor-
poration formed by close collaborators with the governor and directed 
by the Rodríguez Saás’ sister, Zulema Rodríguez Saá de Divizia. A few 
years later, collaborators of the Rodríguez Saás purchased the province’s 
second most popular newspaper, La Opinión, which was also managed 
by a family relative. In addition to controlling the major provincial 
newspapers, the Rodríguez Saás have also owned the province’s most 
popular TV stations, Channel 13 and Carolina Cable Color (Behrend 
2007). Monopoly over less popular news outlets has also been possi-
ble through generous advertising contracts signed with the provincial 
government.

In sum, for several consecutive terms, the actual opposition’s capac-
ity to defeat San Luis’s incumbents (and/or their parties) in elections was 

24 La Punta, known in San Luis as “the first municipality of the XXI Century,” was cre-
ated from scratch in 2003, on the outskirts of San Luis city. Hospitals, schools, public hous-
ing, even a university, high tech centers, and soccer fields were built to attract San Luis 
city residents who, as the governor intended, shortly after moved to the newly created city, 
thus helping to lessen the electoral weight of the opposition-ruled capital city (interview 
Agúndez).
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significantly handicapped. Periodic electoral and institutional engineering, 
which included gerrymandering and reforms to the provincial constitutions, 
enabled the Rodríguez Saás to restrict the entrance of competitors into the 
electoral race or simply underrepresent them in legislative bodies. This elec-
toral engineering, coupled with a fierce control over the provincial media, 
allowed autocrats in San Luis to deny the opposition access to governing 
positions in the province, in turn allowing them to transform the regime 
into one of Argentina’s most undemocratic provinces.

(b) The State Structure and Autocrats’ Exercise of Power

Unlike the state structures prevailing in other Argentine SURs, San Luis’s 
state organization can be characterized as fairly (and comparatively) non-  
patrimonial. A closer look at the evolution of the three individual indica-
tors that make up the patrimonial index confirms this observation. Despite 
the fact that centralization of political authority was high—indicating that 
autocrats in San Luis succeeded in curtailing the power of watchdog agen-
cies such as the judiciary—the appropriation of fiscal resources directed to 
municipalities, and the generation of ties of loyalty and dependence through 
employment patronage, were considerably lower than in other Argentine 
provinces. This phenomenon suggests that the Rodríguez Saás, compared to 
other subnational autocrats, exercised power in a less arbitrary manner.

As in La Rioja, the Rodríguez Saá brothers followed a tradition of central-
izing political authority by manipulating the size and composition of the pro-
vincial Supreme Court. Wholesale changes in the size and composition of the 
provincial Supreme Tribunal occurred in 1991, 1994, 1996, and 2005. As in 
La Rioja, autocrats in San Luis resorted to illegal instruments to force the res-
ignation of justices who acted autonomously (interviews Agúndez, Taurant, 
Samper). In 1996, for instance, three allegedly loyal justices who had been 
appointed in 1994, and who had sought to create a more autonomous Supreme 
Court by opposing several of Adolfo’s initiatives, were libeled and accused of 
corrupt practices in the major provincial newspapers and TV stations (inter-
views Samper, Taurant). After months of undergoing these attacks, the three 
justices resigned, allowing the governor to appoint, once again, three new 
and subservient justices. The strategy of replacing justices by inducing their 
resignation, which continued to be implemented during the administration 
of the younger Rodríguez Saá, was used less frequently than in the past. The 
threat of judicial replacement was nonetheless sufficient to keep the judiciary 
subservient: threatened by its own instability, it was prevented from exercis-
ing an effective check on the arbitrary rule of the provincial executive.

The steady manipulation of the province’s highest tribunal contrasted 
sharply with the other indicators of patrimonialism—the appropriation of 
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fiscal funds directed to municipalities and the number of public employees 
working in the provincial state administration—which, as noted earlier, indi-
cate that San Luis has a less patrimonial state structure than other SURs in 
Argentina. San Luis, unlike La Rioja, had a law regulating the distribution of 
provincial transfers among municipalities that was in place since the 1983 
transition to democracy. This law, which in many aspects was similar to the 
federal coparticipation law (see Chapter 4), not only required that provin-
cial funds be distributed on the basis of strict formulas, but also obliged the 
provincial government to allocate transfers to the municipalities on an auto-
matic and daily basis.25 In contrast to La Rioja, where the absence of such a 
law gave autocrats enormous leverage over mayors, the existence of and com-
pliance with this law significantly constrained San Luis incumbents’ fiscal 
discretion and prevented them from blatantly blackmailing mayors through 
manipulating the pace and amount of provincial transfers. As a result, and 
compared to La Rioja, autocrats in San Luis had less capacity to manipu-
late and control mayors, and hence fewer opportunities to exercise political 
power as arbitrarily as other Argentine subnational autocrats.

Despite the fact that the public administration in San Luis was not among 
the smallest in the country, no other province exhibited such stability in the 
size of its payroll (Mecon-DNCFP various years). In 1983, San Luis had 57 
public employees for every 1,000 inhabitants. Ten years later, that number 
had diminished to 55, and it reached its lowest level in 2004, when only 
46 inhabitants out of every 1,000 worked in the provincial administration 
(Mecon-DNCFP various years). The stable and comparatively smaller size of 
the public administration were the product of deliberate policies to opti-
mize state bureaucratic efficiency. In 1987 and 1989, for instance, decrees 
were issued to freeze vacancies and suspend the overtime payment system 
(FUNIF 1999b). Likewise in 1990, in order to further reduce levels of patron-
age, the governor put off special pension regimes, and in 1993, he imple-
mented meritocratic procedures for hiring civil servants (see FUNIF 1999b).26 
Anecdotal evidence also confirms the governors’ determination to keep the 
public administration small. “Adolfo [Rodríguez Saá],” as one of his former 
Ministers of Economy put it, “would build new neighborhoods from scratch, 
with new houses, new schools, new police stations, new public libraries, and 
new hospitals. However, his obsession with keeping the size of the public 

25 Even though funds are channeled via strict formulas and automatically, the law establishes 
that only 8% of the federally coparticipated transfers be transferred to the municipalities. In 
addition, 16% of the property tax and the tax on cars must be channeled to mayors. It should be 
emphasized that these are low percentages when compared to the most developed provinces of 
the country, such as Mendoza and Córdoba.

26 In addition, in 1988, the governor also passed several laws to establish wage caps for public 
employees, and in 1989, he suspended advanced payments for centralized and decentralized 
public personnel.
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administration in check would lead him to the ridiculous point of not want-
ing to hire new public employees to work in the police stations, the schools, 
the libraries, and the hospitals” (interview Marín).

The Rodríguez Saás’ commitment to building an efficient state bureaucracy 
that relied on qualified technocrats further reduced patronage levels. Unlike 
other Argentine subnational autocrats, who bloated provincial state bureau-
cracies with unskilled workers, friends, relatives, and followers, San Luis’s 
autocrats aimed to hire the most qualified professionals (interviews Marín, 
Poggi, Samper, interviews 8 and 9; see also Guiñazú 2003). Highly competi-
tive salaries and generous benefits not only attracted the province’s most 
skilled technocrats, but also exerted a pull on prestigious professionals living 
in neighboring provinces. Altogether, the measures implemented during the 
Rodríguez Saás’ administrations to keep the size of the provincial adminis-
tration in check, as well as the decision to hire skilled technocrats, limited 
autocrats’ capacity to rely on a “captive electorate” of public employees, who, 
fearful of losing their jobs and salaries, would remain loyal to the governor.

Low levels of patronage, coupled with low levels of fiscal discretion, cre-
ated favorable conditions for restraining autocrats’ political and territorial 
control over the province. A comparatively less patrimonial exercise of state 
power, in turn, put the Rodríguez Saás in a more vulnerable position to resist 
presidential encroachments should they have occurred through partisan 
means. However, as already noted, given that President Néstor Kirchner’s 
and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner’s major instrument to wield power over 
governors was fiscal, the existence of a non-patrimonial state structure did 
not necessarily enhance presidential leverage over San Luis’s autocrats.

Capacity of Presidents to Wield Power over  
Autocrats and San Luis’s SUR

As previously noted, the Kirchners were able to reap the benefits of a consid-
erable amount of tax revenues, most of which stemmed from export/import 
duties that were not subject to sharing with the provinces (see Figure 6.7). 
Access to these resources was decisive in increasing both presidents’ fiscal lev-
erage over subnational governments, and in turn critical to obtaining the 
acquiescence of several provincial autocrats and governors regardless of their 
party affiliation and/or ideology (see Bonvecchi and Giraudy 2008).

Despite the Kirchners’ access to vast fiscal resources, the presidents strug-
gled to wield effective presidential fiscal power over San Luis’s autocrats 
and to obtain their collaboration. The Rodríguez-Saás’ austere and respon-
sible fiscal and financial management not only granted autocrats high fis-
cal autonomy from the national government, but most importantly were 
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critical to neutralizing presidents’ capacity to discipline provincial incum-
bents. The fiscal autonomy of San Luis’s autocrats vis-à-vis the federal gov-
ernment stemmed from a series of policies carried out since 1983. Soon 
after swearing in, Adolfo Rodríguez Saá passed resolutions to attack inef-
ficient government spending by penalizing ministers for unproductive and 
wasteful public spending, streamlined costly bureaucratic procedures, and 
implemented policies to improve provincial tax collection. Furthermore, 
during the 20 years of his uninterrupted administration, Adolfo Rodríguez 
Saá promoted and signed several bills that obliged the government to stick 
to a balanced budget that assigned half of its revenues to public infrastruc-
ture and investment. Equally important, the provincial government imple-
mented a very tough policy with regard to public debt and savings, one 
which sought to maintain indebtedness at a minimum and savings at a 
maximum.27

Provincial statistics soon demonstrated the payoffs obtained from these 
measures. As Figure 6.8 shows, the provincial government was able to collect 
a considerable amount of revenue (an average of 20 percent) in the form of 
provincial taxation—a remarkable percentage given the generally low capac-
ity of Argentine provincial governments to tax their populations. The prov-
ince’s fiscal autonomy has also been bolstered by the nature of the federal 

27 Probably the best example illustrating San Luis’s commitment to saving occurred during 
the 2001–2 economic crisis. Due to its saving capacity, San Luis had a considerable amount of 
money in Argentina’s National Bank. With the implementation of the so-called corralito in 2001, 
which froze bank accounts and assets, San Luis saw most of its savings confiscated. Interestingly, 
San Luis was the only province affected by such a measure.
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transfers it receives. Even though San Luis relies on the federal government 
for its subsistence, as Figure 6.8 shows, the funds (i.e. coparticipation trans-
fers) that have made the subsistence possible flow from Buenos Aires to San 
Luis on a formula-based and automatic basis (see Figure 6.9). This means that 
federal transfers, which in this case are not subject to presidential discretion, 
can protect autocrats from presidential encroachment.

San Luis has also had a record of sustained low levels of indebtedness. The 
province was not only able to maintain low levels of indebtedness, even in 
2002 when the worst economic crisis in Argentine history hit the country, 
but above all became one of the Argentine provinces with the lowest lev-
els of indebtedness (Cetrángolo et al. 2002; Cetrángolo and Jiménez 2004; 
MECON various years). As Figure 6.10 reports, throughout the period under 
study, debt made up 14.56 percent of the province’s total revenues.

In addition to the austerity measures implemented throughout the 1980s 
and 1990s, as well as the policies carried out to increase tax revenues and 
the responsible management of the provincial debt, an aggressive and suc-
cessful industrialist economic model further enhanced the province’s fis-
cal autonomy. San Luis was one of four provinces which benefitted from 
one of the country’s tax incentives programs for investment in under-
developed provinces, the so-called Industrial Promotion Regime (RPI).28  
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28 The other three provinces were La Rioja, San Juan, and Catamarca.
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Reforms introduced by the federal government in 1979, 1982, and 1983 del-
egated the authority to grant federal tax breaks from the national govern-
ment to provincial administrations and thereby conferred upon governors 
an enormous capacity for development (Eaton 2001; Guiñazú 2003). “By 
granting federal tax breaks,” Eaton (2001) notes, “they could promote indus-
tries, provide jobs, and broaden locally generated tax revenues at the expense 
of other provinces” (2001: 101).

Unlike other provinces benefitting from the RPI, San Luis made industrial 
development the province’s major economic activity. In 1980, before the RPI 
was implemented, industrial activity only comprised 14.70  percent of the 
provincial GDP; by 1991, it had reached 63.70 percent (DPEyC-San Luis). As a 
result of this rapid industrialization, the economically active population in the 
manufacturing sector grew by 245.50 percent between 1980 and 1991. The per-
centage of households living in poverty decreased from 27.70 percent in 1980 
to 18.60 percent in 1991, and the percentage of households with no water and 
electricity dropped from 34.10 percent and 27.20 percent in 1980, respectively, 
to 19.90 percent and 12.10 percent in 1991 (Guiñazú 2003: 59–64). Additionally, 
Governor Rodríguez Saá worked to ensure that the process of industrialization 
was accompanied by a substantial investment in public works. Roads, high-
ways, sewerage, housing for workers, and other public works were built at an 
impressive rate, enhancing the productivity of the newly installed industries 
and improving the living conditions of the local population (Guiñazú 2003).

In summary, the dynamism brought about by the RPI, which led to spectacu-
lar levels of economic growth, coupled with the Rodríguez Saás’ austerity policies 
and efficient management of the provincial finances, helped to enhance San Luis’ 
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economy, and, in turn, its fiscal autonomy from the federal government. This auton-
omy, as shown next, diminished the effectiveness of presidential fiscal power and 
in turn reduced the prospects for political cooperation with national incumbents.

Prospects for Obtaining Cooperation of San Luis’s Autocrats

High levels of fiscal autonomy gave San Luis’s autocrats sufficient leeway to 
act independently from the center and to neutralize presidential attempts to 
control and penetrate the province. As two of the most prominent Ministers 
of Economy of San Luis explained, “since 1983, all Argentine presidents have 
found it difficult to discipline San Luis’s rulers via fiscal instruments” (inter-
views Marín, Poggi). High levels of fiscal autonomy also bolstered the capac-
ity of autocrats to confront national incumbents.

During the years of the two Kirchner administrations, Rodríguez Saá 
was among the few governors who dared to oppose presidential policies. 
He was, for instance, the only PJ governor who openly confronted one of 
the Kirchners’ linchpin policies, the administration and (unconstitutional) 
appropriation of soy export duties, which diminished the portion of the 
tax proceeds that by law are sent to the provinces.29 Rodríguez Saá not only 
denounced the president in the media for this violation of the law, but also 
filed claims with the federal Supreme Court demanding the complete refund 
of the income tax. Similarly, unlike other PJ (and even opposition) governors, 
Rodríguez-Saá did not hesitate to break ranks with Kirchner by unilaterally 
deserting several intergovernmental fora, such as the Consejo Federal de 
Inversiones (Federal Investment Board) and the Consejo Federal Vial (Federal 
Road Board). Also, on numerous occasions, San Luis’s autocrat denounced the 
two Kirchner administrations for their discriminatory financial treatment, 
eventually filing claims with the federal Supreme Court against the federal 
government for its behavior (Escribanía de Gobierno 2006). Other claims 
were also filed with the federal Supreme Court to denounce the central gov-
ernment’s refusal to allocate funds for federal housing programs (Diario Perfil 
2008). Finally, perhaps the most notable example of Rodríguez-Saá’s con-
frontational stance toward the president occurred in the 2007 presidential 
election, when he ran as the Peronist dissident candidate against Kirchner’s 
wife, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner.

Rodríguez-Saá also confronted the Kirchners in Congress. Contrary to what 
occurred with other subnational autocrats, who instructed their congressional 

29 Rodríguez-Saá alleged that the soy export duties were unconstitutional because they 
reduced the producers’ income, and, in turn, income tax. A reduction in this tax, which accord-
ing to the coparticipation law is subject to provincial sharing, reduced the amount of money 
sent to the provinces (Escribanía de Gobierno 2006).
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delegations to back the Kirchners’ bills, San Luis’s national deputies and sena-
tors—most of whom followed the governor’s orders—opposed nearly all of 
the presidents’ legislative initiatives. This opposition was vividly illustrated 
in 2006, when not a single San Luis deputy voted for Néstor Kirchner’s most 
cherished initiatives, such as the law that enabled Kirchner to alter the com-
position of the Consejo de la Magistratura (the law regulating the use of presi-
dential decrees, which further enlarged presidential legislative authority), or 
the Ley de Administración Financiera, which expanded Kirchner’s budgetary 
powers. Likewise, this opposition was observed during the administration of 
Fernández de Kirchner, when the San Luis delegation in the national congress 
voted against key bills endorsed by the president, including the nationaliza-
tion of the country’s flagship airline Aerolíneas Argentinas, the Broadcasting 
Law, and the Resolución 125, aimed at increasing the amount of export duties 
retained by the federal government (Asociación por los Derechos Civiles. 
Área Poder Legislativo; Micozzi et al. 2009). Finally, Alberto Rodríguez Saá 
was the only governor to refuse to uphold Cristina Fernández de Kirchner’s 
main anti-poverty program, the Asignación Universal por Hijo, alleging that 
it was discriminatory and not as truly universal as the president claimed.30

Similar confrontational behavior was seen during electoral campaigns 
and elections. Unlike what occurred in La Rioja in 2005 and 2007, Rodríguez 
Saá refused to go to the polls in alliance with the Kirchnerista faction, the 
FpV. As a result, in the 2005 mid-term elections, the FpV in San Luis was 
unable to obtain any seats in the lower chamber, and only managed to 
obtain one federal senatorial seat. The electoral gains of the FpV in San Luis 
were even smaller in the 2007 federal mid-term and presidential race, when 
apart from not winning a single seat in the House, the party only received 
8.56 percent of the vote in the presidential race (DINE 2012). As a result of 
this refusal, the FpV in San Luis never attained the levels of penetration 
seen in other Argentine SURs.

Presidential Actions vis-à-vis San Luis’s SUR

The capacity of Alberto Rodríguez-Saá to act as a successful “boundary 
closer” and, in turn, his ability to neutralize both presidential power and the 
Kirchners’ attempts at manipulation, not only deterred Presidents Kirchner 
and Fernández de Kirchner from strengthening San Luis’s SUR, but also led 

30 The governor argued that “the policy is not universal because it does not reach beneficiaries 
who are already getting benefits from other conditional cash transfers” (Diario La Nación, Dec. 
11, 2009). Given that most low-income inhabitants in San Luis were already receiving some type 
of conditional cash transfer, the Asignación Universal por Hijo did not reach this segment of the 
provincial population.
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them to implement strategies designed to weaken and destabilize the pro-
vincial regime. In contrast with their behavior towards other more malle-
able autocrats and SURs, such as Riojano autocrats and La Rioja’s SUR, the 
Kirchners opted to punish Rodríguez Saá by refusing to assign additional 
federal programs and funds for the province. As Figure 6.9 shows, between 
2003 and 2009, all federal funds flowing to San Luis were in the form of 
non-discretionary transfers, i.e. money that by law flows automatically and 
directly to the provinces.

Other measures taken by the Kirchners to weaken San Luis’s SUR included 
the withholding of federal approval for a wide range of programs and policies 
that the governor sought to implement in order to increase his popularity 
and the regime’s legitimacy. By refusing approval, the Kirchners delayed the 
implementation of different programs that were of utmost interest to the 
governor, such as the opening of new provincial radio stations, the build-
ing of new airports, the construction of new stretches of provincial high-
ways, the approval of curricula for the newly created University of La Punta, 
and the authorization to produce new medicines in San Luis’s laboratories, 
among others (Escribanía de Gobierno 2006). During the years of Néstor 
Kirchner’s administration, many important federal programs that operated 
in San Luis, such as the Environmental Plan, various federally funded health 
programs (including the plan to eradicate Chagas disease and the plan to 
modernize several health care centers), federal subsidies for small landown-
ers and small firms, and various federally funded housing programs were 
suspended (Escribanía de Gobierno 2006; Campos 2007).

In addition, and taking advantage of the comparatively non-patrimonial 
state structure of San Luis, in 2005 President Néstor Kirchner began to take 
steps toward penetrating the Rodríguez Saás’ stronghold. To this end, he sided 
with the dissident Peronist mayor of San Luis city, Daniel Pérsico, who was a 
staunch opponent of the governor. During the second half of his administra-
tion, Kirchner directed abundant federal funds to the city, which were used 
to improve municipal infrastructure, launch new social programs, and boost 
expenditures (interviews 16, 17, 18). These resources helped consolidate the 
Kirchner–Pérsico alliance, empowered the opposition, and put increasing 
pressure on Rodríguez Saá’s rule.31

These actions, while useful to discredit Rodríguez Saá, were not sufficient 
to threaten the governor’s power or to destabilize San Luis’s SUR. As noted in 
Chapter 2, a sturdy coalition of support can be a key factor in maintaining 

31 Due to Kirchner’s weak party organization, the president was prevented from crafting stable 
coalitions with local leaders. National–local alliances in San Luis were opportunistic, unstable, 
and mostly based on exchanges of federal funds for political support. Hence, Kirchner’s infiltra-
tion in the province, while momentarily disruptive, was not sufficient to allow the president to 
control the governor from within.
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SUR stability. In particular, party elite unity (which results from party cohe-
sion) and mass support, which creates vested interest in the continuation 
of the regime, help subnational autocrats to ensure the regime’s long-term 
survival despite presidential strategies to weaken them.

Party elite unity was an important factor in establishing and sustaining 
one-party rule in San Luis. Efforts to exert tight control over the provin-
cial Peronist party elite began early in the 1980s. With the twofold goal of 
preventing party elite fragmentation and ensuring party discipline, in 1988 
Adolfo Rodríguez Saá reformed the party’s Carta Orgánica (i.e. the party’s 
charter). Among other changes, as Guiñazú (2003) notes, the new char-
ter made significant changes to the organizational structure of the party’s 
provincial council, the district councils, the PJ provincial Congress, and 
entrusted the governor with the capacity to exercise monopoly over nomina-
tions. Party reorganization facilitated control over the party elite and also 
served as an important tool to discourage internal opposition. The party 
could no longer be used as an arena to contest Rodríguez Saá’s rule. By the 
late 1980s, the local PJ had closed ranks behind the new leader and dissidents 
had no option but to leave the party. As Guiñazú notes, “contending Peronist 
leaders opposed to Rodríguez Saá’s all-powerful rule have since then recur-
rently confronted the ‘Adolfist’ strand ‘from outside’, forming extra-party 
electoral coalitions” (Guiñazú 2003: 95). These coalitions, however, never 
attracted many followers, as evidenced by their electoral performance, which 
has since 1986 never surpassed the 8 percent threshold of the total provincial 
vote (Guiñazú 2003).

The Rodríguez Saás also managed to elicit considerable mass support among 
San Luis’s population. Despite the regime’s undemocratic and hegemonic char-
acter, the Rodríguez Saás have had a longstanding reputation of implementing 
policies that greatly increased the well-being of the local population (Guiñazú 
2003; Behrend 2007). This status, which was an important factor in boosting 
the brothers’ popularity and legitimacy, not only allowed them to win elections 
by large margins, but has also helped to avoid political instability between elec-
toral races. The implementation of two specific policies—the RPI in the 1980s 
and 1990s, and the Social Inclusion Plan (PIS) in the 2000s—was especially 
important to build mass support among San Luis’s inhabitants.

The RPI, which in the 1980s expanded the manufacturing sector consider-
ably, was critical to enlarging the size of the Peronist clientele in urban centers 
(Guiñazú 2003). Similarly, “transformations in the occupational structure of 
the rural departamentos, although quantitatively marginal in absolute terms, 
amplified the party’s captive voting in the least populated and developed 
regions of the province. Raising living and consumption standards plausi-
bly reinforced Peronist support among non-partisan fractions of the mid-
dle classes while state-led industrialization shaped electoral constituencies 
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within the upper strata business-linked sectors as well” (Guiñazú 2003: 108). 
Industrialization and improved living and consumption standards, as Behrend 
(2007) underscores, were also central to sustaining the regime’s legitimacy in 
the 1990s. The rising living standards associated with RPI “generate a feel-
ing of belonging, exceptionalism, and affection, which made them [San Luis 
inhabitants] think, ‘well, they [the provincial government] are serious people, 
they deliver, and we can trust them’” (cited in Behrend 2007: 204).

Like the RPI in the 1980s and 1990s, the Plan de Inclusión Social (Social 
Inclusion Plan (PIS)) in the 2000s helped Governor Alberto Rodríguez Saá 
to elicit mass political support and, in turn, legitimate the regime. The PIS, 
a popular conditional cash transfer program, was implemented in 2004 to 
offset citizens’ discontent with the rising unemployment resulting from 
the increasing deindustrialization and the 2001 Argentine economic cri-
sis.32 The PIS benefitted 31 percent of the province’s economically active 
population, and took up 25 percent of the provincial budget (Behrend 
2007).33 According to INDEC figures, shortly after its implementation, the 
PIS visibly lessened unemployment levels, reducing them to 1.2 percent.  
Due to its capacity to improve the living conditions of many families whose 
members had lost industrial jobs or suffered the effects of the country’s 2001 
economic crisis, the PIS came to be regarded by the beneficiaries as the equiva-
lent of the RPI in the 1980s. The governor, for his part, was lauded for his capac-
ity and effectiveness in responding to the population’s growing unemployment 
and economic demands. The PIS’s vast popular support was confirmed on 
August 22, 2004, in a plebiscite called by the provincial administration in which 
voters were asked about the continuity of the program. Overwhelmingly, the 
electorate voted 89.64 percent in favor of the plan. In sum, the capacity of the 
Rodríguez Saás to deliver effective and concrete benefits to core voters not only 
boosted their popularity among the electorate but also gave San Luis citizens 
a vested interest in the perpetuation of the regime. In spite of their undemo-
cratic, hegemonic, and at times illegal rule, citizens in San Luis endorsed the 
Rodríguez Saás because they were regarded as the only political figures who 
could deliver tangible benefits (Guiñazú 2003; Behrend 2007).

The case of San Luis reveals that a sturdy coalition of support contrib-
uted to SUR durability. Party elite unity, which resulted from the cohesive-
ness of the local PJ, coupled with the mass support that resulted from the 

32 In 2003, the province’s unemployment rate was 15.6%. This percentage was shocking for a 
province that had always been characterized by its low unemployment rates, which on average 
never surpassed 7% (see FUNIF 1999a; Suárez Godoy 2004).

33 Like many other conditional cash transfers, the PIS distributed cash allowances conditional 
upon certain verifiable actions, such as providing communal services, or maintenance work in 
the public administration. Yet, unlike other employment programs implemented in Argentina, 
employees make contributions to the pension system and have healthcare coverage.
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implementation of popular social and economic policies, were central to 
the durability of San Luis’s SUR, even in the presence of presidential strate-
gies to weaken the regime.

Conclusion

The in-depth, qualitative analyses of La Rioja and San Luis offer concrete and 
detailed evidence about SURs’ modus operandi, and highlight that, despite 
important regime similarities, these two regimes differ considerably from 
each other. The comparison shows key differences across SURs—such as their 
fiscal autonomy from the central government—condition the extent to which 
these SURs are vulnerable to presidential power, and in turn the potential for 
presidents to obtain the acquiescence of subnational undemocratic rulers. 
The analyses of La Rioja and San Luis also demonstrate that SUR/autocrats’ 
vulnerability vis-à-vis national incumbents and their cooperation with the 
central government figures prominently in presidents’ calculations regard-
ing the reproduction of SURs. Presidents who can exercise effective power 
over autocrats have strong incentives to contribute to the reproduction of 
the regimes that sustain them in power. By contrast, presidents who are 
prevented from wielding effective power over subnational autocrats oppose 
rather than support SURs in power.

The subnational comparisons confirmed that the hypothesized causal 
mechanisms leading to SUR reproduction from above and SUR self-reproduc-
tion were present in the case of La Rioja and the case of San Luis, respectively. 
In the case of La Rioja, where fiscal presidential power was effective and auto-
crats’ cooptation and inducement were possible, SUR strengthening and SUR 
reproduction from above was also possible. The case of San Luis, which illus-
trates the alternative pathway of SUR continuity, demonstrates that a lack 
of effective presidential power prevented the Kirchners from obtaining the 
cooperation of the San Luis autocrat, and led in turn to SUR weakening. Yet, 
SUR continuity through self-reproduction was possible, given the governor’s 
capacity to rely on a sturdy and durable coalition of support, which included 
the backing of the party elite and the general electorate. This support was 
critical to ensuring the regime’s long-term survival.
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7

Subnational Undemocratic Regime 
Continuity in Mexico: Puebla and Oaxaca

As in Chapter 6, this chapter explores how the possibility of exerting presiden-
tial power over subnational autocrats, as well as the prospects for obtaining 
their cooperation, conditions pathways of subnational undemocratic regime 
(SUR) continuity. Specifically, the chapter explores how presidential partisan 
power during the years of the two National Action Party (PAN) administra-
tions shaped pathways of SUR continuity in Mexico. As shown in Chapter 
4, President Vicente Fox (2000–6) and President Felipe Calderón (2006–12), 
unlike their counterparts in Argentina, were able to count on a territorially 
extended and routinized party organization to leverage power over subna-
tional rulers from within. The existence of loyal and inducible copartisans 
at the local level of government was critical to foster national–local alliances 
that were decisive in challenging and curbing subnational autocrats’ terri-
torial and political power. The power exerted through these alliances was 
an important factor in obtaining autocrats’ cooperation and was, in turn, 
central to encouraging presidents to reproduce SURs from above. Ineffective 
presidential partisan power over other subnational autocrats as well as the 
latter’s lack of cooperation, however, propelled presidents to oppose some 
SURs. These regimes, nonetheless, continued to survive due to autocrats’ 
ability to put together sturdy and durable coalitions of support.

In order to test the book’s central hypothesis—that there are two differ-
ent pathways of SUR continuity, which are triggered by the capacity (or lack 
thereof) of presidents to exert power over autocrats—this chapter performs a 
paired subnational comparison of two SURs in Mexico. Following Van Evera’s 
(1997) recommended method of breaking down the causal chains into their 
component parts, the chapter pays close attention to (a) the type of presidential 
power that existed and the way in which it was exercised, (b) how the power 
helped or prevented presidents from obtaining the acquiescence and obedience 
of subnational autocrats, and (c) how it facilitated SUR presidential support and 
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thus triggered a pathway of SUR reproduction from above. The chapter also 
examines the alternative causal chain, in which democratic presidents oppose 
SURs within which they cannot obtain subnational undemocratic rulers’ coop-
eration and thus cannot exert power over these figures. Yet, in this chain it is 
still possible to observe SUR continuity through self-reproduction when subna-
tional autocrats’ are able to ensure party cohesion and mass support.

Using evidence collected from archival documents, newspaper articles, 
and official documents, as well as information gathered in 90 in-depth inter-
views with Mexican national and subnational top-ranked officials, journal-
ists, and former politicians, the chapter demonstrates how the component 
parts of each causal chain affect the hypothesized outcome.

The chapter first provides a justification of the subnational cases selected to 
illustrate Mexican SURs’ trajectories of continuity. Drawing on two cases, Oaxaca 
and Puebla, the two pathways of SUR durability are illustrated with original evi-
dence. The narrative and analysis of each case study proceeds as follows. First, a 
detailed description of the political regime and the state structure is provided. 
Second, the capacity of presidents to wield power over the SUR is discussed. 
Special attention is devoted to the instruments of presidential power available to 
Presidents Fox (2000–6) and Calderón (2006–9),1 as well as to autocrats’ instru-
ments of autonomy. Third, the prospects of obtaining autocrats’ political coop-
eration are analyzed. Finally, the actions taken by presidents towards SURs and 
their reproduction are examined. The analysis of the case studies ends with an 
exploration of the type of SUR reproduction followed in each case.

Subnational Case Selection

Following Gerring (2007), two “diverse cases” serve the purpose of testing 
the central hypotheses of the book.2 Given that this chapter seeks to dem-
onstrate that different SUR trajectories are triggered by the capacity (or lack 
thereof) of federal incumbents to exert effective power over subnational 
autocrats and their regimes, two cases are selected that score very differently 
on the main variable facilitating or inhibiting effective presidential power. 
Chapter 4 showed that the party structure was the main instrument through 
which President Fox and President Calderón exerted power over subnational 
rulers. Thus, in order to assess whether presidential partisan power was effec-
tive and conducive to obtaining the acquiescence of subnational autocrats, 

1 As noted in Chapter 1, the focus of this book’s analysis is up to 2009.
2 According to Gerring, this type of case study, “requires the selection of a set of cases that are 

intended to represent the full range of values characterizing independent variable of theoretical 
interest” (Gerring 2007: 98).
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and, in turn, to triggering SUR reproduction from above, a case is needed 
where presidential fiscal control was exerted effectively. By contrast, assess-
ing whether the lack of presidential fiscal power led to the unwillingness of 
subnational undemocratic rulers to cooperate with the center, and in turn, 
generated opposition to SURs, a case is needed where presidential fiscal power 
did not exist or was neutralized.

As noted in Chapter 2, one important factor facilitating subnational rulers’ 
capacity to control subnational autocrats via partisan resources is the existence 
of non-patrimonial state structures. Incumbents in these institutional settings 
have less capacity (1) to concentrate political authority, (2) to discipline the local 
population politically and economically, and (3) to control territory and munici-
palities. As a result, they are more susceptible to the infiltration of national-level 
political actors who forge alliances with provincial and local opposition forces. 
This local vulnerability to outside penetration becomes particularly acute when 
national incumbents can rely on territorially extended and highly routinized 
party organizations. Successful infiltration is important to disciplining and 
ultimately to obtaining the cooperation of subnational autocrats. As argued 
throughout this book, prospects for political cooperation are central to encour-
aging presidential approval and support of these rulers and their regimes.

By contrast, autocrats who rule in SURs where patrimonial state structures 
exist stand in a stronger position to neutralize presidential partisan power and to 
deny political cooperation to national incumbents. As already argued, patrimo-
nial state structures play a decisive role in shaping the capacity of subnational 
autocrats to resist co-optation from the central government. In subnational 
jurisdictions where patrimonial state structures prevail, autocrats stand in a 
strong position to centralize authority in order to maximize political control 
over their domains. Consequently, they are better positioned to close subna-
tional territorial borders and prevent presidential control from within. Where 
these state structures exist, to put it in Gibson’s (2005, 2013) words, subnational 
autocrats can easily carry out strategies of boundary control, whereby they seek 
to maximize influence over local politics and deprive provincial oppositions of 
access to national allies and resources. The incapacity of presidents to discipline 
entrenched and recalcitrant subnational incumbents, and their subsequent fail-
ure to obtain routine political support (or gain it at a very high premium) raises 
the costs for national incumbents to support SURs, and their rulers, in power. 
The lower political returns yielded by uncontrollable SURs, coupled with subna-
tional incumbents’ capacity to threaten presidential authority, give presidents 
incentives to oppose these regimes. However, presidential opposition to SURs 
does not necessarily result in regime change. In contrast, it can result in a differ-
ent trajectory of SUR continuity—SUR self-reproduction.

In light of these considerations, the key criterion for case selection was deter-
mined by the type of state structure prevalent in each state, and not by the 
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level of fiscal autonomy from the federal government as in the Argentine case. 
One non-patrimonial SUR (Puebla) and one patrimonial undemocratic state 
(Oaxaca) were selected (see Figure 7.1). This chapter uses the case of Puebla 
to demonstrate that in the presence of partisan presidential control, SUR 
reproduction from above ensues. By contrast, the second case, Oaxaca, tests 
whether the causal relationship between lack of partisan presidential control 
and opposition to SUR holds true. The case of Oaxaca also illustrates that, in 
the presence of party elite unity, autocrats can counterbalance presidential 
actions of regime weakening, and in turn reproduce the political regime.

In addition, these two states were selected out of the bulk of non-patrimonial 
and patrimonial SURs because they have several aspects in common. Both 
provinces have been ruled by the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) 
since the 1930s, both are located in southern Mexico (see Figure 7.2), both 
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have similar levels of socioeconomic development,3 and similar population 
sizes, i.e. 3.5 million in Oaxaca and 5.5 million in Puebla (Consejo Nacional 
de Población 2012). Despite these similarities, these two states differ on the 
main explanatory variable, the type of state structure. Puebla and Oaxaca 
then not only allow for a most similar case design, but also make a controlled 
comparison possible, facilitating in turn a more fine-tuned assessment of the 
main variable’s effect on the hypothesized outcomes.

Puebla: A Case of SUR Reproduction from Above

(a) The Political Regime

As shown in Chapter 3, and as displayed in Table 7.1, the state of 
Puebla, ruled by the PRI, was one of the least democratic states in  
Mexico.4 This was true despite the fact that Puebla’s political regime experi-
enced a precipitous liberalization in 1995 and 1998, when the PRI started to 
lose its grip on power both at the national and subnational levels of govern-
ment (Ward and Rodríguez 1995, 1999; Beer 2003; Eisenstadt 2004, 2006; 
Ochoa-Reza 2004; Magaloni 2006).

Signs of political liberalization were seen at the gubernatorial level, where 
the vote share of the PRI declined from an average of 81 percent in the 1980s 
to 70.39 percent in 1992, 55.52 percent in 1998, and finally to 51.28 percent 
in 2004. As Table 7.1 outlines, this decline in the ruling party’s vote share 
shrank the PRI’s margin of victory while increasing the effective number 
of parties (ENP) competing in gubernatorial races. Whereas in 1980, only 
1.53 parties competed in gubernatorial elections, this number jumped to 
2.45 in 2004. Still, the higher levels of competitiveness were accompanied 
by increasing electoral fraud. As the indicator for clean elections in Table 7.1  
shows, post-electoral conflict in 1998 decreased from 3 (i.e. absence of 
post-electoral conflict) to 1 (i.e. post-electoral conflict lasted between 8 and 
30 days, and/or people were held in custody, and/or there were human/mate-
rial casualties). Despite increasing levels of electoral fraud being ferociously 
claimed by the opposition, the PRI took advantage of the closer relationship 
between the governor’s office and the state electoral commission (CEE) to 
legitimate its victories (Cleary and Stokes 2006).

3 Literacy rates in 2000 were 78.5% in Oaxaca and 85.4% in Puebla; life expectancy at birth 
in 2000 was 72.5 in Oaxaca and 74.1 in Puebla, and per capita GDP in 2000 was US$3,489 in 
Oaxaca, and US$5,976 in Puebla (Consejo Nacional de Población 2012).

4 Even though this section provides a brief description of the administrations that anteceded 
the transition to democracy, the main focus of this section will be on the administration of 
Melquíades Morales (1998–2004) and Mario Marín (2005–10) whose terms coincided with the 
presidencies of Vicente Fox and Felipe Calderón, the first two presidents of Mexico’s democratic 
regime.
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Political liberalization also occurred in the state legislature, although here 
the trend was more erratic and less pronounced. The effective number of par-
ties competing for state-legislative seats rose from 1.67 in 1993 to 2.22 in 1996.  
In the latter election, the opposition also managed to win almost a major-
ity of the seats (43.59 percent). However, the opposition’s initial gains in the 
1990s were soon offset by the progressive legislative recovery of the PRI. The 
opposition only won 33.33 percent of the seats in 1999, 39.02 percent in 
2001, and 36.59 percent in 2004 and 2007, never again attaining the remark-
able results of 1995.

Apart from electoral fraud, SUR incumbents in Puebla resorted to other 
undemocratic practices to prevent dissident voices from gaining power and 
accessing office. For instance, under the administration of Governor Marín, 
severe violations of human, political, and civic rights were committed, espe-
cially in the small towns of the interior, and a fierce battle against local inde-
pendent media and journalists was launched (interviews Mejía, Ehlinger, 
Mantilla, Aguilar, Ibañez, see also Rebolledo 2011). Under his administration, 

Table 7.1. Puebla’s indicators of democracy

Year of 
election

ENP Margin of 
victory in 
gubernatorial 
races

ENPL Strength of  
the opposition 
in the 
legislature

Clean 
elections*

Turnover 
(head)**

Turnover 
(party)**

1984 1.59 s
1986 1.53 69.11 1.59
1987 1.53 69.11 1.67 24.14
1989 1.53 69.11 1.67 24.14
1990 1.53 69.11 1.7 24.14
1992 1.88 53.27 1.7 24.14 3
1993 1.88 53.27 1.67 24.14 3
1995 1.88 53.27 1.67 24.14 3
1996 1.88 53.27 2.22 43.59 3
1998 2.44 25.84 2.22 43.59 1 1 0
1999 2.44 25.84 2.04 33.33 1 1 0
2001 2.44 25.84 2.28 39.02 1 1 0
2004 2.45 14.12 2.14 36.59 1 1 0
2007 2.45 14.12 2.19 36.59 1 1 0

Puebla’s 
mean

1.99 45.79 1.88 31.46 1.66 1.00 0.00

States’ 
mean

2.09 64.92 2.24 40.3 1.94 1.00 0.50

Min 1.08 4.01 1.19 8.7 0 0 0
Max 3.43 99.45 4.49 92.5 3 1 1

* The coding of this variable starts in the 1990s. Lower levels indicate higher levels of fraud.

** 1997 is the baseline, as it is the year that many Mexican scholars regard as the transitional year (see Magaloni 2005).

Source: Author’s calculations (see Appendix).
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Marín bought many newspapers and radio stations—or in some cases he sim-
ply forced them to close down—and incarcerated journalists who were vocal 
about their political opposition to the government (interviews Mejía, Rueda, 
see also Rebolledo 2011).

The most eloquent example of Marín’s violations of civil liberties occurred 
in February 2006, after the breaking of the Lydia Cacho scandal. Cacho was 
an investigative journalist and director of a women’s rights center in Cancún 
(state of Quintana Roo), who uncovered several networks of pedophiles and 
child pornographers operating in Cancún. These networks were headed by 
Poblano businessman Kamel Nacif, a close friend and campaign supporter of 
Governor Marín, and other local businessmen. Cacho was arrested in Cancún 
and transported for incarceration in Puebla in a questionable procedure car-
ried out by Puebla’s police outside their home state. Puebla’s governor was 
implicated in the scandal through a tape of a conversation with business-
man Nacif, in which the two men discussed plans to arrest and prosecute 
Cacho. The scandal, which sparked national outrage, also revealed Mario 
Marín’s shady connections with a reprehensible business, his predisposition 
to participate in human rights violations, and his determination to curtail 
civil liberties.

In sum, despite the fact that opposition parties effectively competed 
in general and legislative elections, the PRI won systematically. It did so 
by employing a variety of undemocratic and illegal tactics, including the 
commission of electoral fraud, the exercise of tight control on electoral 
commissions in order to secure electoral victories by settling electoral 
and post-electoral conflicts in ways that favored incumbents, control over 
media outlets, and violations of civil and human rights. As a result, the 
political regime in Puebla remained undemocratic simply because, para-
phrasing Przeworski (1991, 10), it was not a “system[s] in which parties lose 
in multi-party elections.”

(b) The State Structure and Autocrats’ Exercise of Power

Unlike the state structures prevailing in other Mexican SURs, Puebla’s state 
structure could be characterized as comparatively non-patrimonial. A closer 
look at the evolution of the individual indicators that make up the patrimo-
nial index confirms this observation. Despite the fact that centralization 
of political authority, measured as the per capita annual level of judicial 
spending, was low—indicating that autocrats in Puebla have checked the 
watchdog power of the judiciary—other agencies of control, such as the 
state-level comptroller, did not suffer encroachments from the executive 
power. Similarly, the appropriation of state resources for economic and 
political gain (the second indicator of patrimonialism) and the generation of 
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ties of loyalty and dependence among followers (the third indicator of patri-
monialism) remained low compared to other Mexican states. Altogether, the 
indicators demonstrate that Governors Morales and Marín (albeit the latter 
was clearly more patrimonial than the former), when compared to other 
subnational autocrats, acted and exercised power in a less arbitrary manner.

Depatrimonialization of state power in Puebla began during PRI Governor 
Manuel Bartlett’s administration (1992–8) and was partly a consequence of 
the governor’s resolution to modernize Puebla. Bartlett, as several interview-
ees put it, was determined to show the rest of Mexico what he would have 
done with the country had he become Mexico’s new president (interviews 
Morales, Hernández y Génis, Ehlinger). His project was ambitious: he invested 
heavily in public works, engaged in important projects of urban develop-
ment, and placed a strong emphasis on the construction of technological 
schools and universities. All of this investment contributed to the moderni-
zation of the state’s physical and human infrastructure. Bartlett’s project also 
sought to modernize the local PRI bureaucracy by neutralizing the power 
of the party’s traditional and corporatist sectors, whose entrenched patri-
monial practices gave the party a non-modern appearance to the outside 
world (interviews Hernández y Génis, Alcántara, Velázaquez). To this end, he 
removed many of the more traditional politicians of the local PRI regime and 
replaced them with out-of-state technocratic ministers. More importantly, 
Bartlett openly repudiated electoral coalition-making with the local PRI 
bosses who controlled the state’s hinterlands (interviews Fraile, Hernández y 
Génis, Velázquez, Moreno Valle, Escobedo).

Bartlett’s incipient depatrimonialization had an important unintended 
consequence: it made the PRI local bosses rebel against the governor. One 
of the strategies employed by local bosses to punish Bartlett’s decision was 
to open up their strongholds to opposition parties, such as the PAN. As the 
former president of the PAN in Puebla noted: 

Before the 1990s, I had attempted, with little success, to campaign in the inte-
rior. Every time I visited these parishes and handed out fliers with information 
about the PAN, people would laugh at me and would return the fliers. My party’s 
popularity changed abruptly in the mid-1990s, when the local bosses began to 
be ignored by Bartlett. José Esquitín, a powerful and well-known local boss from 
the Sierra in Puebla, for example, allowed me to colonize the Sierra and to open 
a PAN branch [there]. I began with 200 followers; little by little, and with the 
permission of Esquitín, I managed to entice new followers. (Interview Fraile)

As Table 7.2 shows, this penetration soon translated into PAN electoral 
victories. In the 1995 municipal elections, “the party’s traditional bases, and 
the people in the interior,” as Governor Bartlett himself noted, “repudiated 
us. They all turned to the PAN, which then began to gain considerable force” 
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(interview Bartlett). The PRI’s electoral debacle occurred not only in the inte-
rior but also in urban centers. For the first time since 1930, the party lost con-
trol of the state’s capital, Puebla City, and other urban areas, such as Atlixco, 
to the PAN.

Threatened by the growing number of PAN-ruled municipalities, Bartlett 
resumed the former patrimonial practices and toughened his position toward 
PAN mayors.5 During the last half of his administration (1995–8), Bartlett 
behaved like his counterparts of the patrimonial SURs of Oaxaca, Tabasco, 
and Chiapas. Reportedly, he commissioned thugs to generate conditions of 
ungovernability in PAN-ruled municipalities, thereby causing the political 
instability that would justify the (violent) apprehension of PAN municipal 
officials (interviews Mantilla, Hinojosa, see also Rebolledo 2011). It was in 
this context that the famous “ley Bartlett” (Bartlett law) was put in place. The 
Bartlett law allowed the governor to limit the amount of resources flowing to 
PAN municipalities, thus reducing the PAN mayors’ capacity to deliver goods, 
and in turn their chances of increasing their popularity and political clout. 
In addition, the governor orchestrated state-led fraud in several PAN-ruled 
municipalities, including Huejotzingo, to undermine the electoral power of 
the PAN (Eisenstadt 2004).

The exercise of non-patrimonial state power, however, gradually resumed 
during Melquíades Morales’s PRI administration. Morales reduced levels of 
patronage (or, what is the same, ties of loyalty and dependence) through cuts 
in public-sector employment, which decreased his capacity to rely on the 
allegiance of public employees who, for fear of being removed from office, 

Table 7.2. Percentage of municipalities under  
PAN, PRD, and PRI rule

Year of 
election

PAN PRI PRD PRD Other 
parties

1997 10.14 86.18 3.23 0.46
1998 6.45 84.33 6.45 2.30
2001 21.20 65.44 8.76 4.61
2004 26.73 60.83 7.37 3.69
2007 23.50 67.28 5.53 3.69

Source: Author’s calculations based on C1DAC database.

5 Most scholars would see the patrimonial vs. non-patrimonial nature of state structures as 
a somewhat sticky variable, not subject to very rapid changes over time. The fact that levels 
of patrimonialism change rather quickly in Puebla is explained by the indicators selected to 
tap it. Such indicators capture rulers’ actual actions, and as a result it is possible that they 
change quickly.
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become subservient to incumbents (interviews Velázquez, Hernández y 
Génis, Moreno Valle, Ibáñez, Mantilla).

Morales was also averse to allocating public funds by partisan criteria. As 
noted in Chapter 3, Mexican governors are obliged by law to pass on 20 per-
cent of the transfers they receive from the Law of Fiscal Coordination (LCF) 
to the municipalities. With the exceptions of 2001 and 2003, when only 
12.23 percent and 5.31 percent of the funds, respectively, were sent to local 
governments, Governor Morales sustained a policy of ensuring the smooth 
flow of resources to the municipalities. In fact, he not only distributed the 
percentage required by law but allocated funds in amounts well above the 
20 percent threshold. His commitment to the universalistic distribution of 
state resources went beyond the LCF. As many former opposition mayors 
indicated, the governor rewarded opposition municipalities based on their 
financial performance and their efficiency in the provision of public goods 
through a newly instituted program, the so-called FONCON.6 The criteria by 
which program funds were distributed clearly benefitted PAN-ruled munici-
palities (over PRI and Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) municipali-
ties), which, in general, were ruled by less corrupt, more managerial, and 
more efficient mayors.

Another factor reducing the patrimonial exercise of state power was 
Morales’s commitment to refrain from implementing extreme tactics to 
crush, co-opt, or manipulate local opposition forces and local organized 
groups. As many Poblano opposition leaders noted, unlike what occurred 
during Bartlett’s second half administration and in Mexico’s other patrimo-
nial SURs—such as Oaxaca, where governors blackmailed opposition mayors 
with the commission of state audits to investigate financial misdeeds (real 
or contrived) and with removals from office—opposition mayors in Puebla 
did not, for the most part, suffer these retaliations. “During Morales’s term,” 
as one former PAN mayor reported, “the governor ceased to threaten us, for 
instance, he would not commission state audits to extort us. During the years 
of his administration no single PAN mayor was removed from office” (inter-
view Hinojosa). Quite to the contrary, opposition mayors were treated in a 
collegial manner despite the fact that the governor’s territorial power was 
threatened by the growing electoral clout of the PAN in the state.

Finally, centralization of authority, measured as the independence of 
agencies of fiscal control, was relatively low during the years of the Morales 

6 The allocation of funds was done on the basis of a competitive process through which 
municipalities were assigned funds for public works. Municipalities offered to pay a given 
amount of money, and if that amount surpassed 50% of the total price, they were awarded the 
public work (in general, states in Mexico pay for 50% of public works, while the remaining part 
is paid by the municipality).
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administration.7 Unlike other SURs in Mexico, Morales did not have a policy 
of interfering with the central government’s attempts to audit the manage-
ment and allocation of state funds. Similarly, Morales was a precursor in 
the implementation of a modern law of fiscal administration. In 2000, one 
year before Mexico’s national government passed the Law of Federal Fiscal 
Oversight (LSFF), Governor Morales was able to pass the first norm to mod-
ernize the state’s accounting system, thus establishing the legal basis for the 
exercise of more efficient fiscal control.

The comparatively non-patrimonial exercise of state power could also be 
observed in the state legislature where Morales treated PAN and PRD legisla-
tors in a non-coercive, respectful, and institutionalized manner (interviews 
Velázquez, Mantilla). A similar relationship existed between the governor 
and the delegados federales (federal delegates).8 Despite the fact that most of 
them had been appointed with Morales’s consent and only a few belonged to 
the PAN properly speaking, and unlike other subnational autocrats of neigh-
boring SURs (see discussion on Oaxaca below), Morales did not co-opt and 
coerce federal delegates affiliated with the PAN for the purpose of gaining 
control over federal programs and resources. Instead, he was respectful of 
their autonomy, and this respect enabled PAN delegates to mediate between 
the federal government and the local population (interview Mantilla).

The relatively non-patrimonial exercise of state power, which contributed 
to boosting the autonomy of opposition parties, opposition mayors, federal 
delegates, and the citizenry more broadly, deteriorated when Mario Marín 
assumed the governorship in February 2005. During his first year in office, 
and before the Lydia Cacho scandal broke in February 2006, Marín sought 
to centralize political authority by resuming the practices observed during 
the Bartlett administration. For example, as Rebolledo (2011) reports, he used 
the local Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to audit family members of anyone 
who was being vocal about their political opposition. The attorney general 
was used as a political arm, and both newspaper censorship and individ-
ual censorship were attempted. The governor also maintained patrimonial/
patronizing relationships with PAN federal delegates, especially the Secretary 
of Social Development (Sedesol) delegate, who systematically refused to 
hand over Sedesol programs which the governor sought to use to favor the 

7 As explained in Chapter 3 (Appendix), one of the indicators that measures “centralization 
of authority” is “the independence of agencies of fiscal control,” which is operationalized as fol-
lows. 1997–2003: Agreement between the state government and the Federal Superior Audit (AFS) 
to supervise budgetary items 28 and 33 (Ramos 28 and 33). Coded as 1 during the years in which 
the state led the AFS control the allocation of R 28 and R33, and 0 otherwise; 2004–8: Index of 
comptrollers office’s independence (Figueroa Neri 2009).

8 Most of Mexico’s federal ministries and secretaries have delegaciones federales (federal delega-
tions) in each of the 32 Mexican states. Among other things, the delegates appointed to these 
delegations are responsible for representing the federal government’s interests, and for oversee-
ing the allocation of federal programs specific to each ministry in the states.
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campaign of the 2006 PRI presidential candidate Roberto Madrazo in Puebla 
(interview Mantilla). Similarly, during 2006, Marín made more discretional 
use of the aportaciones, with which he favored PRI mayors at the expense of 
PAN municipalities, and he also kept a closer eye on PAN mayors’ expendi-
tures, periodically threatening them with state audits (interview Contreras 
Coeto). However, this shift to patrimonial practices was only brief, becoming 
less pronounced after the 2006 Lydia Cacho scandal—when the governor, 
with the intention of offsetting his unpopularity, began to act in accordance 
with formal rules, and in a less confrontational, discretionary, and patron-
izing manner.

All in all, the comparatively less patrimonial exercise of state power, which 
was a result of the character of Puebla’s state structure, prevented Governor 
Morales (and to a lesser extent Governor Marín) from exercising tight control 
over the state, its people, organized social groups and movements, and espe-
cially the political opposition. This type of state structure, as well as the less 
patrimonial practices promoted by Governor Morales contributed to dispers-
ing political power, thus reducing governors’ political clout and territorial 
control within Puebla’s borders.

Capacity of Presidents to Wield Power over  
Autocrats and Puebla’s SUR

The context of relatively low patrimonialism under Morales, and later on 
under the first half of Marín’s term in office, which granted more political and 
economic autonomy to local opposition forces and local organized groups, 
helped, up to 2009, to expand the power and number of opposition munici-
pal governments and local opposition groups within the state. In particular, 
and as noted in the preceding section, it was propitious for increasing the 
electoral presence of the PAN, which went from controlling 10.14 percent of 
municipalities in 1995 to 26.73 percent in 2004, including the most impor-
tant and most populated city in the state (Puebla City) in 1998 and 2001. The 
election of new PAN federal deputies and senators in 2000 and 2006 was also 
critical for increasing the PAN’s electoral clout in the state.9

The existence of loyal PAN-ruled municipalities and PAN federal dep-
uties and senators, coupled with a more penetrable state structure, were 
important for increasing Fox’s and Calderón’s capacity to constrain Poblano 
autocrats from within. After PAN’s 2000 presidential victory, PAN federal 

9 The PAN in Puebla went from holding 44.44% of Puebla’s seats in the federal lower house 
in 2000, to 70% in 2006. Likewise, the percentage of PAN federal senators doubled within Fox’s 
sexenio: it went from 33.33% in 2000 to 66.66 in 2006.
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legislators began to have ready access to cash transfers and subsidies to 
expand the party’s electoral clout in Puebla, and to more credibly chal-
lenge the territorial power of Puebla’s autocrats. Local PAN brokers used 
these funds to reward adherents and attract new followers (interviews 
Moreno Valle, Ibáñez). For instance, PAN federal deputies and senators fun-
neled additional federal resources to the local PAN branch, which, unlike 
its Oaxaca counterpart, was not co-opted by the governor. The distribu-
tion of these resources helped Fox sustain the PAN’s base of support, win 
over opposition factions, and maintain a foothold in communities of the  
interior that had previously been under PRI control (interviews Moreno 
Valle, Germán).10

Puebla’s non-patrimonial state structure under Morales also allowed 
President Fox and his party, and later on President Calderón, to penetrate the 
state via federal delegates. As already noted, and unlike other Mexican SURs, 
such as Oaxaca, where state authorities co-opted, threatened, and extorted 
federal delegates, federal delegates in Puebla had ample room for maneu-
ver to act as representatives of the federal government’s interests (interview 
Mantilla). As a result, various PAN federal officials managed to implement 
federal programs and distribute federal goods among the local population 
in ways that were beneficial for expanding the presence of the PAN and the 
federal government in the state.

Finally, and as importantly, the relatively less patrimonial nature of 
Puebla’s state structure also enabled Fox and his successor (and the PAN) to 
side with local grassroots and local organized groups, which, unlike in the 
case of Oaxaca, maintained greater autonomy from the state government. By 
distributing a variety of state resources and handouts, such as bags of cement, 
food, medicines, and corrugated roofing, the PAN managed to attract the 
support of local indigenous organized groups of the interior, which were 
traditionally linked to the PRI corporatist structures (interviews Germán, 
Moreno Valle).

In sum, up to 2009, the electoral expansion of the PAN, as well as PAN 
mayors’ greater financial and territorial autonomy, can partly be attrib-
uted to a less patrimonial exercise of state power. These factors, coupled 
with the PAN’s extended territorial presence in Puebla, were all important 
variables in increasing presidential partisan power over Poblano autocrats,  
and, in turn, key to expanding the potential of obtaining autocrats’ politi-
cal cooperation.

10 During fieldwork in Puebla, the author witnessed this type of exchange in visits to different 
Panista casas de campaña (local PAN offices) that were set up during the campaign for the 2008 
local elections.
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Prospects for Obtaining Cooperation of Puebla’s Autocrats

Morales’s policy of “de-patrimonialization without democratization” explains 
why effective partisan presidential power via electoral control of Puebla’s local 
governments put the governor in a vulnerable, albeit not entirely weak, position 
vis-à-vis President Fox. As an undemocratic governor, Morales, and later on his 
successor, Marín, continued to exert tight control over the local PRI machine 
and the party’s core supporters, as well as the local legislature and the PRI con-
gressional delegation in Mexico City. Once it became apparent that, due to their 
limited territorial power, Puebla’s autocrats could be induced to deliver political 
support, Presidents Fox and Calderón took full advantage of this possibility.

The cooperation and political support of autocrats from Puebla was desirable 
given Fox’s initially weak political stance. When he took office in December 
2000, 21 out of 32 states were ruled by PRI governors, and no single party held 
a majority either in the Chamber of Deputies or in the Senate (Shirk 2000, 
2005; Mizrahi 2003). Under these circumstances, he was forced to strike 
political coalitions with opposition parties, and these coalitions also included 
alliances with subnational undemocratic rulers. The support of subnational 
autocrats, such as Marín, was also critical after 2006 and during the first years 
of the Calderón administration. The allegedly fraudulent 2006 presidential 
elections in which Andrés Manuel López Obrador from the PRD lost by a mere 
0.58 percent of the vote against the PAN candidate, Felipe Calderón, which 
polarized the political elite, also pushed the PAN to entice the political sup-
port of the PRI. The PRI, as many interviewees noted, was the only party that 
could politically validate Calderón’s victory, and provide legislative support 
in a Congress where the PRD could not be counted as an coalitional partner.

In this context, effective presidential partisan power over Puebla’s auto-
crats became extremely useful, as it allowed both presidents to obtain the 
political support they needed to advance their political agendas. In federal 
legislative and presidential elections, for instance, PAN candidates in Puebla 
not only obtained the greatest share of the vote during both the 2000 and 
2006 presidential contests,11 but they also obtained a considerable share of 
federal senators and deputies (see n. 9). These results were quite remarkable in 
a nondemocratic state controlled by the PRI for more than 80 years, particu-
larly because they were achieved under two governors whose control over 
the party machine was considerable, and who had sound expertise in ballot 
stuffing (Rebolledo 2011).12 A major factor that contributed to these Panista 

11 In 2000, Vicente Fox obtained 42.53% of the vote, and Calderón 37.49% in 2006.
12 See interview with one of Morales apprentices, who accounted for Morales expertise in com-

mitting electoral fraud <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clk1NWePEGU>.
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victories, as several interviewees reported, was that PRI autocrats agreed not 
to engage in ballot stuffing and they guaranteed a lower turnout of PRI voters 
(interviews Ehlinger, Ibáñez, Velázquez).

At the legislative level, Morales and Marín also delivered critical support 
for Fox’s and Calderón’s initiatives. Morales, for instance, not only voted for 
Fox’s less ambitious and politically less controversial pieces of legislation, 
such as the law of access to public information and the civil service law, 
but most notably he sided with Fox in those initiatives that were fiercely 
opposed by the national PRI leaders, such as the 2003 fiscal reform (inter-
views Alcántara, Ibáñez, and two anonymous interviews by author; see also 
Castañeda and Aguilar 2007).13 On these occasions, unlike other undemo-
cratic rulers (such as Murat from Oaxaca), Morales did not hesitate to break 
ranks with his party and vote for Fox’s initiatives. 14 Marín exhibited similar 
legislative behavior during his first years in power, when he supported Fox’s 
and Calderón’s legislative initiatives—such as pension reform, the increase of 
the value-added tax to 16 percent, and the energy bill—despite the fact that 
the PRI instructed its legislators to vote against these bills (Castañeda and 
Aguilar 2007; Rebolledo 2011).

Governor Morales also played a key role as Fox’s ally in one of the president’s 
most ambitious projects, the so-called “Plan Puebla-Panamá” (a program of 
economic development and international integration). Morales was very influ-
ential among the governors of the southeast, and his role as a regional leader 
transformed him into the natural interlocutor between these states and the 
federal government. His brokerage was key to gaining the support of the PRI 
governors from the southeast (interview Ibáñez).

In summary, up to 2009 both governors, despite belonging to the party of 
the opposition, delivered important political support to Mexico’s first PAN 
presidents. Unlike other PRI subnational autocrats who were less subject to 
co-optation and who in turn opted to confront Fox and Calderón, Morales 
and Marín’s more vulnerable positions vis-à-vis the central government 
prompted them to maintain a collegial and cooperative relationship with the 
federal government.15

13 The 2003 fiscal reform draft was so controversial that it split the PRI congressional delega-
tion into two opposing bands: one favoring Fox’s initiative, the other against it.

14 The same occurred with other undemocratic (non-patrimonial) PRI governors, like the gov-
ernors from Veracruz and Hidalgo, who also voted in favor of Fox’s draft.

15 Morales himself noted the detrimental consequences arising from a confrontation with 
the federal government: “It is not good to engage in a fight with the cook [referring to who has 
the power in the house], it is better to negotiate with her. That is why unlike other governors 
[referring to Governor Murat from Oaxaca], I preferred to avoid confrontations with the federal 
government. What was the purpose of filing a claim against Fox with the Supreme Court? You 
don’t win anything if you confront the president” (interview Morales).
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Presidential Action vis-à-vis Puebla’s SUR

In exchange for these political services, President Fox refrained from oppos-
ing and weakening Puebla’s SUR. For instance, as Rebolledo (2011) reports, 
during the 2004 gubernatorial election, President Fox and his party did not 
field a popular candidate, nor did he increase public spending to support the 
PAN candidate’s media campaign. According to Rebolledo’s (2011) figures, 
the spending by the federal government on media in the state of Puebla in 
2004 decreased by 46 percent compared with the national average increase 
of 22 percent.

In addition, and far from weakening Puebla’s SUR, President Fox 
rewarded the state with non-automatic funds that were essential to run 
the state’s economy. As shown in Chapter 5 and as displayed in Figure 7.3 
by the upper dotted rectangles, throughout the years of Fox’s presidency, 
the flow of federal funds to Puebla was smooth and constant. Additional 
evidence gathered from Mexico’s Treasury shows that Puebla, together 
with other undemocratic non-patrimonial states (such as Jalisco and 
Veracruz), was among the greatest beneficiaries of Mexico’s Aportaciones 
Program for the Enhancement of the Federal States (PAFEF) and Convenios 
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Figure 7.3. Puebla: participaciones, aportaciones, and other federal revenues as a share 
of total federal revenue
Notes: *Values are averaged values for the 1997–2009 period. Y-axis: Higher values indi-
cate higher levels of subnational democracy. Zero and near zero scores denote undemocratic 
regimes. X-axis: Lower values denote patrimonial state structures. Ags (Aguascalientes),  
BC (Baja California), BCS (Baja California Sur), Cam (Campeche), Ch (Chiapas), Chih 
(Chihuahua), Coa (Coahuila), Col (Colima), Dur (Durango), Edomex (Estado de México), Gua 
(Guanajuato), Gue (Guerrero), Hid (Hidalgo), Jal (Jalisco), Mich (Michoacán), Mor (Morelia), Nay 
(Nayarit), NL (Nuevo León), Oax (Oaxaca), P (Puebla), Qro (Querétaro), QR (Quintana Roo), SLP 
(San Luis Potosí), Sin (Sinaloa), Son (Sonora), Tab (Tabasco), Tam (Tamaulipas), Tx (Tlaxcala),  
V (Veracruz), Y (Yucatán), Z (Zacatecas).

Source: Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público [SHCP—UCEF].
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de Descentralización (social development treaties by which the federation 
distributes earmarked transfers in specific areas like education, agriculture, 
and rural development) (SHCP 2008). Funds were also sent to the state 
after each of Fox’s legislative initiatives earned the support of Puebla’s gov-
ernors. These included funds for the Puebla Children’s Hospital (Hospital 
del Niño Poblano), as well as funds for diverse state projects, such as the 
construction of interstate highways, public works, and assistance for social 
development (interviews Morales, Ibañez). The financial concessions made 
by Fox to sustain Puebla’s SUR led Morales to note that “Puebla had more 
financial problems with Zedillo than with Fox; Zedillo, who was from 
my own party, cut more funds and sent less money to Puebla than what 
Fox did” (interview Morales). A similar pattern of presidential rewards for 
the state was observed durthe first years of the Marín administration. As 
reported by Rebolledo (2011), between 2005 and 2008 the federal govern-
ment increased automatic transfers by 34 percent (Ramo 28) and 40 per-
cent (Ramo 33). 

Another important backing Puebla’s SUR and its autocrat occurred in 
November 2007 in the context of the Lydia Cacho scandal, when Mexico’s 
Supreme Court, allegedly influenced by President Calderón and the leader-
ship of his party, rejected a report by its own Commission that found that 
Marín and 29 of his officials had conspired to violate Cacho’s rights. The 
Court’s ten judges voted 6-4 that, although there was evidence of crimi-
nal acts, and some rights violations did take place, they did not meet the 
‘standards’ for the court to recommend action to be taken. The Supreme 
Court, however, noted that local courts and prosecutors were welcome to 
use the facts and evidence to seek justice. This decision helped the gover-
nor to settle the issue of his potential impeachment in Puebla. By so doing, 
he ruled out the possibility that he would be charged by the state courts 
and/or impeached by the state legislature, both of which were controlled 
by the governor and his allies.

In conclusion, the analysis of Puebla underscores the importance of effective 
presidential partisan power over subnational autocrats for obtaining their coop-
eration and sustaining a SUR from above. Due to their limited territorial power, 
which was constrained by the existence of a less patrimonial state structure 
and the expansion of the PAN in the state, Morales and Marín were disciplined 
(via presidential control from within). Effective presidential power over these 
autocrats propelled gubernatorial cooperation, and in turn increased Fox’s and 
Calderón’s incentives to reproduce Puebla’s undemocratic regime from above. 
Up to 2009, both presidents did so by channeling additional resources to the 
state, which contributed to the steadiness of the state’s economy, and provided 
political and legal support for Puebla’s autocrats. In so doing, both PAN Mexican 
presidents helped to enhance the political position of Governor Morales and 
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Marín and the political regime that kept them in power. As discussed in the 
conclusion, this political dynamic would change after 2009.

Oaxaca: A Case of SUR Self-Reproduction16

(a) The Political Regime

As shown in Chapter 3, Oaxaca, like Puebla, has historically ranked among 
the least democratic states of Mexico.17 However, a closer look at the state’s 
indicators of democracy found in Table 7.3 reveals that the Oaxacan regime 
had experienced political liberalization over the years. At the gubernatorial 
level, the vote share of the PRI declined from an average of 86 percent in 
the 1980s to 74.71 percent in 1992, 48.84 percent in 1998, and finally to 
49.42 percent in 2004. As shown in Table 7.3, this precipitous decline in the 
ruling party’s vote share shrank the PRI’s margin of victory while increas-
ing the effective number of parties (ENP) competing in gubernatorial races. 
Whereas in 1980 only 1.31 parties competed in gubernatorial elections, this 
number jumped to 2.56 in 1998 and, even though it declined a bit in 2004, 
it remained above 2 throughout the mid-2000s.

As occurred in Puebla, higher political competition in Oaxaca was accom-
panied by higher levels of fraud. Table 7.3 shows that the quality of elec-
tions during the 1990s gubernatorial races was low overall (Oaxaca scored 
1 on a scale of 0 to 3, where 3 is no fraud at all) and very low during the 
2004 elections (when the state got a score of 0). In that election, the PRI 
candidate Ulises Ruiz Ortiz won the governorship with slightly more than a 
3 percent margin over the Gabino Cué, a former PRI politician who headed 
the PAN-PRD-Coalition “Todos Somos Oaxaca” (We All Are Oaxaca) (Gibson 
2005; Martínez Vásquez 2006; Cué n.d.). The election, marred by charges of 
fraud and by large urban protests, none of which led to any official investiga-
tions, was a watershed in that it was the first truly competitive election in the 
state since the 1930s.

These signs of increasing competitiveness at the gubernatorial level were 
partially offset by the fact that the PRI continued to exercise tight control 
over the state’s legislature. As Table 7.3 shows, until 1989 the opposition only 
controlled 25 percent of the seats of the local legislature. Consistent with the 
political opening observed in the 1990s, opposition parties increased their 

16 The main focus of this section will be on the administration of PRI Governors José Murat 
(1998–2004) and Ulises Ruiz Ortiz (2004–10), whose administrations coincided with the presi-
dencies of Vicente Fox and Felipe Calderón.

17 Other authors have also regarded the state as one of the least democratic of Mexico. See, for 
instance, Fox 1994; Snyder 1999, 2001a; Gibson 2005; Sorroza 2006; Martínez Vásquez 2007; 
Lakin 2008; Benton 2012.
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share of seats to 40.47 percent, only to lose ground in 2004, when they con-
trolled 38.09 percent of the seats. This control over the legislature, as will be 
shown, was critical to ensuring the PRI control over other branches of power 
and lower levels of government, as well as to preserving the impunity of the 
state executive branch.

Systematic violations of human rights and both civic and civil liberties were 
common during the analyzed time period in Oaxaca. During the Murat admin-
istration, members of the business elite were systematically threatened and per-
secuted, eventually falling victim to state audits commissioned by the governor. 
As a strategy to monopolize media outlets, the governor harassed prominent 
members of the local media until they were found guilty and later incarcerated 
for crimes they probably had not committed (interview López Lena, Martínez 
Vásquez 2006). Similarly, in an attempt to silence dissident voices, the governor 
ordered the shut down or takeover of newspapers’ printing facilities (interview 
Gómez, see also Martínez Vásquez 2006, 2009). Persecutions, killings, and incar-
cerations of political opponents (such as PRI dissidents18), indigenous groups, 
and political activists (including the head of the public employees union) 
were commonplace during the years of the Murat administration (Martínez 
Vásquez 2006). National and international human rights organizations, such 
as the National Commission of Human Rights (CNDH), the International 
Commission of Human Rights (CIDH), Human Rights Watch, and Amnesty 
International, have documented some of the wide range of human and political 
rights violations perpetuated by state officials that took place in both the small 
towns of the interior and the major urban centers.

The human and political rights violations in Oaxaca reached unprece-
dented levels during the administration of Ruiz. Governor Murat had imple-
mented selective repression, but under Ruiz this was carried out on a massive 
scale. This  political repression started the day after Ruiz assumed office, when 
he issued a gubernatorial order for the takeover of the major local newspaper 
(Noticias), and one of its journalists was killed, allegedly perpetrated by state 
officials (Martínez Vásquez 2006). Like Murat, Ruiz fiercely persecuted local 
dissidents and opponents. Perhaps the most vivid example of the governor’s 
repression of the opposition was a December 2004 order to incarcerate one of 
Oaxaca’s most popular opposition leaders—Ruiz’s former opponent and the 
alleged winner of the 2004 gubernatorial race, Gabino Cué.19

18 Aquiles López Sosa, a prominent local PRI dissident, who splintered the party in the 2004 
gubernatorial election to from his own political organization and to compete against the PRI 
candidate, was killed in a strange car accident reportedly orchestrated by the governor and the 
local PRI (Martínez Vásquez).

19 The order of incarceration soon backfired, when massive popular mobilizations were organ-
ized to prevent Gabino Cué from being jailed (interview: Cué, see also Martínez Vázquez 2006, 
2007).
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Governor Ruiz also initiated a fierce confrontation with local organized 
groups, such as the Regional Confederation of Workers and Peasants (CROC), 
the Popular Indigenous Council (Consejo Indígena Popular), and the Popular 
Oaxacan Magonist Coordinator (Coordinadora Oaxaaqueña Magonista 
Popular), which ended in kidnappings, incarcerations, and persecutions of 
local grassroots leaders (Martínez Vásquez 2006, 2007; interviews Gómez, 
Díaz Pimentel). The massive and systematic repression of local organized 
groups and social movements reached its peak in 2006, when 700 state police 
officers brutally confronted the local teachers’ union, the so-called Section 22 
of the National Teachers Union, as they went on strike in support of annual 
negotiations on pay and conditions. During this police operation there were 
widespread reports of the use of excessive force and several arbitrary deten-
tions of union leaders. In response to the state-led repression, protests grew 
and a loose coalition of teachers, local social and political organizations, 
students, and others soon formed, calling themselves the Popular Assembly 
of the People of Oaxaca (APPO). The APPO conflict, which was active dur-
ing 2006 and 2007, unleashed one of the most violent episodes of state-led 
repression in Mexico’s post-democratic period.20

In sum, the opposition in Oaxaca was, for more than two consecutive terms, 
unable to defeat incumbents (and/or their parties) in gubernatorial and legisla-
tive elections. Despite the fact that opposition parties effectively competed in 
general and legislative elections, and at time obtained the support of their corre-
sponding national party branches, the PRI won systematically. Murat and Ruiz 
resorted to electoral fraud, incarcerations of opponents, persecutions of dissi-
dents, control over the media, and electoral commissions to prevent opponents 
from accessing the governorship. The use of these tactics as well as the sustained 
hegemony of the incumbent party transformed Oaxaca’s political regime into 
one of the least democratic and most electorally violent regimes in Mexico.

(b) The State Structure and Autocrats’ Exercise of Power

Chapter 3 presented evidence about the cross-provincial variation in Mexico’s 
state structures, and showed that Oaxaca was among the most patrimonial 
states of Mexico. Oaxaca’s indicators of patrimonialism not only ranked well 
above the other states’ means, but they were also the highest among Mexican 
states. A closer analysis of some of the indicators of patrimonialism21 explored in 

20 The conflict resulted in 23 persons being killed, hundreds being arrested and imprisoned, 
and in the filing of over 1,200 complaints with human rights commissions (see LASA 2007; 
Human Rights Watch 2007; Amnesty International 2007).

21 These include:  centralization of political authority, the appropriation of state resources 
for economic and political gain, and the generation of ties of loyalty and dependence among 
followers.
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Chapter 3 reveals that Oaxaca’s agencies of horizontal control, specifically the 
judiciary and the comptrollers’ office, were weak, the appropriation of funds 
directed to municipalities was high, and levels of patronage were also high.

Governors Murat and Ruiz maintained a highly adversarial relation-
ship with local agencies of control. As will be discussed in detail, both 
governors systematically rejected controls by state auditors, and made no 
attempts to endorse modern principles of fiscal control and administra-
tion. Unlike other SURs in Mexico, as of 2009, Murat and Ruiz had not 
implemented a modern law of fiscal administration, which would have 
presumably placed important checks on the discretional distribution of 
funds within the state.

As noted earlier, Mexican governors are obliged by law to distribute 20 per-
cent of the transfers they receive from the Law of Fiscal Coordination (LCF) 
to the municipalities. Unlike the case of Puebla, where incumbents upheld 
this rule, Governors Murat and Ruiz generally allocated an average of 14 per-
cent of the LCF to the municipalities. In 2001, 2005, and 2006, for instance, 
the percentages sent to the mayoralities never exceeded 8 percent, indicat-
ing that a sizeable amount of federal transfers sent to Oaxaca was illegally 
usurped by Oaxacan autocrats. In addition to the misappropriation of these 
funds, Governors Murat and Ruiz used a variety of state resources and pro-
grams to benefit those mayors who sided with them, and to penalize munici-
palities whose mayors refused to support them. As several opposition leaders 
and ex-mayors who denied political support to Murat and Ruiz reported, the 
governors would not give to opposition-ruled municipalities the participa-
ciones and aportaciones which, by law, should have directly reached munici-
pal coffers (interviews Esteva (a), Esteva (b), Altamirano, Cué).22 In contrast, 
these funds flowed readily to those municipalities where opposition mayors 
were willing to side with Murat and Ruiz, and most notably to those opposi-
tion mayors who were eager to defect from their parties and join the PRI’s 
ranks (Martínez Vásquez 2006). In sum, the particularistic allocation of state 
resources in Oaxaca was important to keeping mayors in check. Unlike the 
case of Puebla, where mayors were able to maintain a financially independ-
ent relationship with the state government, and thus enjoyed greater politi-
cal autonomy, mayors in Oaxaca were forced to show respect and loyalty to 
autocrats who disciplined them financially.

The analysis of another indicator of patrimonialism, rulers’ generation of 
ties of loyalty and dependence (measured as the number of inhabitants per 
1,000 working in the provincial public administration), indicates that patron-
age levels in Oaxaca were, on average, high throughout the period under 
study. The fact that a sizeable portion of the economically active Oaxacan 

22 See also Revista En Marcha, Nov. 2002; del Collado 2003; Martínez-Vásquez 2007; Lakin 2008.
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population worked in the state public administration conferred on gover-
nors an unusual ability to ensure their loyalty. Cué (n.d.), Martínez Vásquez 
(2006), and Díaz Montes (2009) present detailed accounts of the role played by 
Oaxacan top-ranked PRI officials working in the public sector. These officials 
harassed, threatened, and forced the rank and file (and their relatives) to par-
ticipate in PRI-organized political rallies and mobilizations. Cué (n.d.) reports 
abundant and detailed evidence about the strategies employed by these PRI 
officials in the 2004 gubernatorial elections, in which thousands of public 
employees were mobilized and forced to vote for Ulises Ruiz (see Cué n.d.).

In addition to centralizing political authority, generating ties of loyalty 
and dependence by relying on employment patronage, and appropriating 
earmarked funds, autocrats in Oaxaca turned to other patrimonial prac-
tices to further consolidate their territorial control over state bureaucracies, 
state resources, lower (municipal) levels of government and civil society. 
A common patrimonial practice used by Governors Murat and Ruiz was the 
appropriation of state funds and programs for the purpose of co-opting and 
controlling voters and brokers (i.e. mayors, leaders of grassroots organiza-
tions, and organized groups). The governors employed two major strategies 
to this end. The first was to remove opposition mayors from office; the second 
was to control and influence the dealings of federal delegates in Oaxaca.

Using a state-level constitutional prerogative, the desaparición de poderes 
(literally “power disappearance”), which allows governors to remove may-
ors from office under conditions of civil disorder and threats to local gov-
ernability, both autocrats managed to control municipalities and municipal 
coffers. Two different maneuvers were used to remove municipal executives 
from office. First, autocrats commissioned the state legislature to conduct 
state audits in those municipalities that did not comply with the governors’ 
orders. Regardless of party affiliation and irrespective of whether munici-
palities had engaged in state resource mismanagement or not, state audi-
tors would find evidence of state resource maladministration in opposition 
municipalities (interviews Esteva (a), Esteva (b), Altamirano). That evidence 
alone would suffice to remove mayors from office.23 The second maneuver 
to remove municipal executives was to create civil unrest, thus generat-
ing local regime instability. With their skillful control over organizaciones 
(i.e. local organized groups which maintained close links with the PRI),24 
Murat and Ruiz sent thugs to take over municipal buildings. The purpose 
of these takeovers was to create the appearance of civil disorder and lack of 

23 State audits were generally not conducted in municipalities ruled by mayors loyal to the 
governor (see Martínez-Vásquez 2007).

24 These include local branches of large confederations—such as the teacher’s confederation, 
as well as medium and small unions, social movements, street vendors, and all PRI corporatist 
organizations.
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governability needed to allow the Oaxaca Congress to declare the desapa-
rición de poderes (interviews Esteva (a), Esteva (b), Altamirano; see also Revista 
En Marcha 2002; Lakin 2008).

Once mayors were removed from office, the state government appointed 
loyal PRI administradores municipales25 (state administrators), who, after 
assuming office, diverted federal funds sent to the municipalities (i.e. aport-
aciones: funds originally destined for public works, education, and health 
programs) to the state government, thus helping to fill the Oaxacan gov-
ernment’s coffers with additional resources (del Collado 2003, interview 
Esteva (b)).26

The removal of mayors reached unprecedented levels during the Murat 
administration. Del Collado reports that, between 1998 and 2003, Murat 
removed 25  percent of mayors (140 out of Oaxaca’s 570 municipalities). 
According to del Collado (2003), after the 2001 local elections the PRD con-
trolled 36 municipalities and, due to Murat’s removals, that number dropped 
to 29 by mid-2003. Similarly, in 2001, the PAN controlled 29 mayoralities, 
and by mid-2003 all but 17 PAN mayors had been removed. Convergencia 
por la Democracia had won six municipalities in 2001, and by mid-2003 
only one municipality, Oaxaca City, was ruled by this newly created party 
(see also Martínez Vásquez 2007; Bautista 2007). In sum, of the 140 remov-
als, 48 were in opposition-controlled municipalities, while the remaining 
occurred in PRI-ruled mayoralities, suggesting that Murat not only attacked 
the opposition but also did not hesitate to punish PRI mayors.27

The second strategy used by Governors Murat and Ruiz to further appro-
priate state resources that should have reached municipalities was to control 
federal delegates. After taking office in 2000, President Fox appointed new 
federal delegates in the states. However, the president was prevented from 
recruiting delegates from his own party ranks by the lack of a strong Panista 
party organization in Oaxaca. As a result, Fox was unable to name his own 
delegates and was forced to negotiate the appointment of delegates with 
Murat.28 The negotiated nomination of delegates enabled Murat to appoint 

25 By law, municipal administrators should serve as provisional mayors until new, “extraordi-
nary” elections are called. In the case of Oaxaca, however, administrators stayed in office until 
the next electoral cycle came round (del Collado 2003).

26 The gubernatorial practice of appropriating earmarked funds for municipalities was also 
common in PRI-ruled municipalities, where many mayors gave up money from aportaciones, and 
handed it over to the governor and his allies (del Collado 2003, interview Esteva (b)).

27 Many interviewees reported that Murat exercised control over PRI mayors by way of 
threats and violence. Gabriel Esteva, a PAN federal delegate in the state of Oaxaca nicely 
illustrated how Murat disciplined his own copartisans: “before (the legislative) Election 
Day, Murat gathered PRI mayors and told them: ‘I “appointed” you, and I have the power to 
remove you from office if I want to do so. I assign you the task of winning this election; if you 
don’t win in your municipality, you are out’ ” (see also del Collado 2003).

28 Interviews Gómez Nucamendi, Martínez, Varela Laguna, Altamirano, Esteva (a), Esteva (b), 
Aldaz, interviews 14 and 19. See also Gibson 2005; Martínez Vásquez 2006.
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loyal officials in key agencies, such as the local branch of Sedesol or Segarpa. 
These nominations not only prevented the federal government from using 
delegates as brokers in Oaxaca, but also increased the governor’s control 
over the distribution of key social programs such as Oportunidades, one of 
Mexico’s flagship conditional cash transfer programs. The allocation of funds 
from Oportunidades—which was supervised by delegates in each state, and 
which in Oaxaca was overseen by two Muratista Sedesol delegates, Miguel 
Ángel Cuellar and Luis Martínez del Campo—would not necessarily follow 
formal eligibility standards. By contrast, during the first years of Fox’s admin-
istration the distribution of Oportunidades in Oaxaca was done accord-
ing to partisan criteria that benefitted the governor (interview Esteva (a)).  
In 2003 Fox managed to appoint Panista (who were allegedly loyal) del-
egates. However, Murat soon succeeded in undermining the delegates’ loy-
alty to the PAN by blackmailing, threatening (through thugs he sent to the 
delegaciones), libeling, and buying off the newly appointed delegates—most 
of whom, scared by the governor’s actions, ended up funneling federal pro-
gram funds and federal subsidies to the governor’s agencies, where they 
would be distributed in accordance to the governor’s criteria (interview 
Esteva (a)).

In summary, Oaxaca’s patrimonial state structure was central to facilitat-
ing Oaxacan autocrats’ control over state bureaucracies, state resources, lower 
(municipal) levels of government, and territory. The existence of such a state 
structure, as well as the ubiquity of a patrimonial exercise of state power, was 
also fundamental to the successful obstruction of the exercise of presidential 
partisan power over Oaxaca’s autocrats, and to thwarting Presidents Fox’s 
and Calderón’s capacity to discipline Murat and Ruiz.

Capacity of Presidents to Wield Power over  
Autocrats and Oaxaca’s SUR

The context of high patrimonialism under the Murat and Ruiz administra-
tions, which decreased the political and economic autonomy of opposition 
parties, opposition mayors, and dissidents, prevented the PAN from expand-
ing its electoral presence in the state. As Table 7.4 shows, during the 1997–
2009 period the PAN controlled an average of 9.12 percent of municipalities, 
never ruling in more than 14.67 percent of the municipal districts.

Presidents Fox and Calderón could not rely on such a negligible partisan 
structure at the municipal level to make inroads in Oaxaca. Murat’s and Ruiz’s 
capacity to co-opt and manipulate opposition mayors and federal delegates 
severely restricted President Fox’s and Calderón’s ability to work with the 
few Panista mayors and brokers who existed in the state and who could have 
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become key allies to help restrict autocrats from within. As the president of 
the Oaxacan PAN put it, “all Panista and PRD mayors and delegates play for 
Murat. All local politicians end up switching party labels or siding with the 
governor. He succeeds at co-opting mayors from all stripes” (interview Esteva 
(b)). Local party leaders of the opposition were not in a position to stop this 
defection. This was in part because they did not have either selective or mate-
rial incentives to sanction or induce copartisans’ defection (interviews Esteva 
(b), 12, 15).29

At the local legislative level, the presence of the PAN was also limited. 
During the 1997–2009 period, the PAN never managed to possess more than 
16.66 percent of the seats in the state legislature (CIDAC; Lujambio 2000).30 
This meager legislative presence in the state was an important obstacle to 
effective presidential power over Oaxaca’s autocrats. One practice commonly 
used by Mexican presidents to wield power over and discipline governors is 
commissioning audits to examine the administration of federally funded 
programs, subsidies, and transfers (interviews Carrasco, 23). Federal audits, 

29 A  vivid example showing opposition party leaders’ incapacity to avoid party defection 
occurred during a meeting of the local PAN leader, PAN mayors, and Governor Murat. As 
the president of the PAN in Oaxaca put it, “in that meeting, [the PAN] mayor of Loma Bonita 
(Gustavo Zanatta) came to me and told me, in front of all the other mayors and the governor, 
that he was leaving the PAN and would join the PRI. Immediately after informing that he was 
becoming one of Murat’s mayors, Zanatta stood up, shook Murat’s hands, and handed him over 
a box of cigars. Not only did he break ranks with the PAN shamelessly, but he did so in front 
of all of us. Later on, the mayor would admit that Murat had offered him money and perks in 
exchange for his loyalty” (interview Esteva (b)).

30 Neither did the PAN in alliance with other political parties obtain a simple majority.

Table 7.4. Percentage of municipalities under PAN, PRI, 
and PRD control

Year of 
election

PAN PRI PRD Other 
parties

1997 7.04 69.01 21.83 2.11
1998 5.92 73.68 19.74 0.66
2001 14.67 56.00 24.00 5.33
2004 13.33 49.33 31.33 6.00
2007 4.64 60.93 31.13 3.31

Percentages are calculated on the 152 municipalities (out of 570) where 
political parties do compete in local races. As noted in Ch. 2, since the 1990s, 
a system known in Spanish as usos y costumbres has allowed indigenous 
communities in Oaxaca to use customary laws in electoral processes. As 
Eisenstadt and Yelle (2012) note, customary law-observing communities use a 
mix of Western and traditional electoral means: citizens elect federal and state 
authorities according to standard liberal electoral processes of secret ballot 
and universal suffrage, and they elect municipal authorities via indigenous 
customs.

Source: Author’s calculations based on CIDAC database.
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which are conducted by the Federal Superior Audit (AFS), are in practice car-
ried out with the assistance of the state-level audit, an agency that is respon-
sible to the state’s legislature.31

Given Murat’s and Ruiz’s misuse of federal funds, the state of Oaxaca was 
audited in 2002, 2003, and 2004 as well as during the first three years of 
the Calderón administration. These audits, however, proved disastrous for 
the purpose of disciplining Oaxacan autocrats’ financial misdeeds, given the 
hegemony of the PRI in the state legislature. Both Murat and Ruiz were able 
to neutralize the potentially damaging effects of federal audits simply by 
instructing PRI legislators, who in turn controlled the state audit, to discredit 
any possible evidence about the autocrats’ financial misuses (interviews 
Colmenares, 23).

In addition, the recurrent use of patrimonial tactics to co-opt and control 
other groups in civil society, such as the organizaciones, diminished Fox’s 
and Calderón’s capacity to side with or take control over local organized 
groups and grassroots movements, as they were all easily manipulated and 
disciplined by Oaxacan autocrats. Federal partisan penetration in Oaxaca 
was also hard to attain because PAN presidents could not side with or win 
over other local opposition forces, such as the PRD, Oaxaca’s most powerful 
opposition party. The PAN and the PRD had long stood at opposite sides of 
the ideological spectrum (see Eisenstadt 2004, 2006; Díaz-Cayeros 2004a), 
and this ideological distance grew larger after the 2006 presidential elec-
tion, when the PRD presidential candidate lost to President Calderón in an 
allegedly fraudulent election. Local PRD and PAN alliances were only pos-
sible in 2004, when Gabino Cué’s campaign as the gubernatorial candidate 
of a multiparty alliance that included these two parties did not succeed. 
The existence of municipalities ruled by usos y costumbres—the system of 
indigenous customs—has historically helped maintain the PRI’s control over 
indigenous-ruled municipalities (Benton 2012). Their existence also accen-
tuated Fox’s and Calderón’s inability to side with or strike electoral alliances 
with non-PRI mayors, with whom they could have challenged the territorial 
power and control of Oaxacan autocrats.

The prevalence of a patrimonial administration, which seriously under-
mined the electoral clout of the PAN in Oaxaca, was an important factor in 
deterring Fox’s and Calderón’s attempts to breach provincial borders and 
to constrict recalcitrant rulers in Oaxaca from within. Until 2009, Oaxacan 
autocrats not only systematically denied political support for the central 
government, but more importantly, became strong challengers of Panista 
presidents.

31 The AFS works in tandem with state-audits because of the lack of AFS personnel in the states 
(interviews Martínez, De los Santos).
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Prospects for Obtaining Cooperation of Oaxaca’s Autocrats

The autonomy enjoyed by Governors Murat and Ruiz during the years of 
the Panista presidential administrations had important implications for the 
prospects of political cooperation between the national and subnational 
governments. Oaxacan autocrats not only managed to neutralize presiden-
tial power, but also stood in a powerful position to oppose presidents on 
various fronts. For instance, Governor Murat played a leading role in the 
2001 creation of the National Confederation of Governors (CONAGO), the 
organization that he sponsored with the then powerful PRD national leader, 
Andrés Manuel López Obrador. The CONAGO was created to counterbalance 
the power of the newly elected PAN president and to advance the collective 
interests of governors vis-à-vis the federal government. As Murat stated, “the 
CONAGO was created to limit Fox’s authority, which it did, but it also turned 
the relationship between Fox and myself into a difficult and confrontational 
one” (interview Murat).

In 2001, following one of the audits commissioned by the federal gov-
ernment, which sought to investigate the misuse of aportaciones during the 
Murat administration, Governor Murat filed claims with the Federal Supreme 
Court (the so-called controversias constitucionales) to obstruct federal audits in 
the state. Contradicting Mexico’s financial law, the LCF, Murat claimed that 
the aportaciones that had entered the state were not subject to federal over-
sight, arguing instead that “every peso that got into the state could be dis-
tributed according to state’s laws and not federal rules. The federal audits on 
aportaciones were then a clear violation of the state’s sovereignty” (interview 
Murat). The Supreme Court’s decision, issued in 2005, eventually denied 
Murat’s claim, but this did not serve the purpose of auditing Murat’s finan-
cial mismanagement, as the governor had left office in 2004.

Other examples of Oaxacan autocrats’ confrontational stances vis-à-vis the 
federal government include the violent episode reported in Chapter 1 (in 
which a group of Sedesol officials was kidnapped in the Oaxacan city of Mitla 
in August 2002), the 2001 sit-in in Mexico City’s Zócalo during which Murat 
and his people demanded the release of federal funds withheld by the min-
ister of Communications and Transport,32 the mobilizations of thousands 

32 In 2001, Murat was able to mobilize a considerable number of Oaxacans, including mem-
bers of his own cabinet, local deputies, mayors, and members of the opposition, to go to Mexico 
City. Once the protestors and Oaxacan politicians arrived in the country’s capital, they were 
joined by the governor himself in their sit-in in the Mexican Zócalo, where they (including 
Murat) spent four days and nights demanding the ministerial funds that had been withheld 
(interviews Salinas, Díaz Pimentel, Pérez Audelo, Moreno Tello; see also Sorroza 2006). As a 
result of this mobilization, the funds, which had already been included in the federal budget and 
were earmarked for the construction an interstate highway, were eventually released.
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of Oaxaqueños organized by Murat in Mexico City to protest against Fox’s 
policies, and the tense negotiations surrounding the appointment of federal 
delegates in Oaxaca already described.

Oaxacan autocrats also confronted Vicente Fox and Felipe Calderón 
in Congress. Contrary to what occurred with other undemocratic gover-
nors, who instructed their congressional delegations to back Panista bills, 
Oaxaca’s national deputies and senators—most of whom followed the gov-
ernors’ orders—opposed several of the presidents’ legislative initiatives, 
including the 2003 fiscal reform and the 2005 federal budget, evidencing, 
as Gibson (2005) reports, that Murat “had not turned out to be the ‘inter-
locutor’ among governors that Vicente Fox had hoped for” (2005:  119). 
Additional confrontational behaviors were apparent in federal elections. 
With their tight control over local actors, resources, and territory, Oaxacan 
governors could have become important mobilizing partners during elec-
tions. Yet, unlike autocrats in Puebla, who agreed not to engage in ballot 
stuffing and who guaranteed a lower turnout of PRI voters, Murat and Ruiz 
systematically instructed their party machine to vote against PAN presiden-
tial candidates. Not surprisingly, the electoral gains of the PAN in federal 
races were negligible.33

Presidential Action vis-à-vis Oaxaca’s SUR

The capacity of Murat and Ruiz to act as successful territorial gatekeepers 
and to thwart encroachments from the center not only deterred Presidents 
Fox and Calderón from strengthening Oaxaca’s SUR, but also led them to 
implement strategies designed to oppose and weaken the political regime. 
Contrary to their behavior toward other, more vulnerable SURs, such as 
Puebla, Veracruz, and Hidalgo, Panista presidents did not assign additional 
federal programs and funds to Oaxaca (interviews 1, Murat). As Figure 
7.4 shows, only a tiny part of Oaxaca’s revenue, i.e. “other federal funds,” 
came from the voluntarily and discretionary contribution of PAN presi-
dents.34 Also, whenever possible, Fox and Calderón “punished” Oaxacan 
rulers by discouraging the signing of Convenios de Descentralización 
(treaties of social development transfers that are distributed by the federa-
tion for earmarked projects in specific areas such as education, agriculture, 
and rural development) (interview Lepine; SHCP 2008).

33 Between 2000 and 2006, only 10.52% of Oaxaca’s deputies belonged to the PAN. This num-
ber shrank to 5.26% in 2006. Until 2009, no single federal PAN senator had ever been elected in 
Oaxaca. The PAN vote share in the 2000 presidential election was 26.46% and 16.77% in 2006.

34 For quantitative evidence, see Chapter 5.
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In addition, Panista presidents commissioned several federal audits to 
investigate the financial mismanagement of Oaxaca’s rulers and sought to 
limit the governors’ exercise of arbitrary power by filing several claims with 
the federal Supreme Court against the state of Oaxaca, accusing incum-
bents of making unconstitutional use of aportaciones. Other measures taken 
by Fox and Calderón to oppose and weaken Oaxaca’s SUR included the 
withholding of federal subsidies for a wide range of public works (mostly 
sewerage, housing, and roads) that Murat and Ruiz sought to implement in 
order to increase their popularity and the regime’s legitimacy.

Finally, perhaps the clearest example of Fox’s and Calderón’s determi-
nation to bring Oaxaca’s autocratic rule to an end occurred in the 2004 
gubernatorial election and in the 2009 electoral campaigns, when the 
national PAN backed the opposition candidate, Gabino Cué. As Gibson 
reports, “the PAN had a strong interest in seeing Murat’s candidate [Ulises 
Ruiz] defeated. Murat had become a major headache for the national 
PAN. . . . his rise as a major player in the PRI’s national presidential strate-
gies made him a target of the national leadership of the PAN” (2005: 119). 
Fox, Calderón, and their party saw great value in supporting Gabino 
Cué’s multiparty alliance, which, among other parties, included the PAN. 
Figures reported by Rebolledo (2011) show that Fox increased federal 
spending on media in the state of Oaxaca by 55 percent to support the 
candidacy of Gabino Cué.

Despite Fox’s and Calderón’s strategies to oppose and weaken Oaxaca’s 
SUR, up to 2009, Governors Murat and Ruiz managed to keep the regime 
alive. As already noted, in the 2004 gubernatorial election, Governor Murat 
followed dubious electoral procedures to ensure the election of the PRI 
candidate and thus the continuity of the electoral regime. Furthermore, 
he resorted to numerous undemocratic and patrimonial practices to crush 
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and repress opposition leaders and regime dissidents, and incurred severe 
human, civil, and political rights violations. Still, the governor skillfully 
employed different methods to entice new followers and maintain the sup-
port of advocates, and succeeded in insuring party elite unity. As theo-
rized in Chapter 2, mass support and, to a greater extent, party unity were 
critical to sustain Oaxaca’s SURs despite national strategies to weaken the 
regime.

José Murat was a pragmatic governor, who ruled the state with a non- ideological 
agenda, and with an ad hoc ruling style. This ruling pattern had the advantage of 
giving the governor maneuvering room to court, without conflict and tensions, 
different bases of support. For instance, he maintained a cordial relationship with 
the leaders of medium and small unions, social movements, and street vendors, 
and most PRI corporatist organizations, sectors of the business community,35 as 
well as with the leaders of the teachers’ confederation—one of Oaxaca’s most 
influential mobilizing social groups (interviews Gómez Nucamendi; Colmenares; 
Esteva (a); López Lena; see also Martínez Vásquez 2006, 2007; Sorroza 2006). To 
obtain their support, he deployed a wide variety of clientelistic strategies, such as 
the delivery of subsidies for housing, corrugated cardboard, food, medicines, and 
home appliances, as well as the provision of subsidies and perks. Still, as detailed 
in the preceding section, Murat also obtained political acquiescence by way of 
threatening, crushing, or even intimidating some of these organizations’ leaders 
(Martínez-Vásquez 2006, 2007; Sorroza 2006).

This support, however, vanished under the Ruiz administration. Unlike 
Murat, who confronted but also courted local groups, Ruiz did not have 
an interest in obtaining the backing of local organized groups (interviews 
Diaz Pimentel, Murat, Trejo, Salinas). Rather, he alienated and crushed both 
local business elites and organizaciones. For instance, upon Ruiz’s election as 
governor, he lost no time in ordering the takeover of the major local news-
paper (Noticias), owned by one of the members of the Grupo Oaxaca (inter-
view Gómez Nucamendi), and initiated a fierce confrontation with the local 
organizaciones, whose leaders and members were kidnapped, incarcerated, 
and persecuted (Martínez Vasquez 2006). Perhaps the most vivid example of 
the governor’s lack of interest in courting local popular groups occurred in 
2006 and 2007 during the teachers/APPO conflict, when leaders of the most 
prominent organizaciones and grassroots/indigenous groups were repressed, 
incarcerated, and even killed. Another example of Ruiz’s disdain for entic-
ing popular support was the relocation of several public and administra-
tive offices to the outskirts of Oaxaca City to discourage local groups from 

35 Local contractors, for instance, were among the most benefitted sectors. Members of this 
sector reportedly allowed the governor to divert public monies with shady deals that were made 
for the construction of public works (interviews Gómez Nucamendi, Aldaz, Cué).
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petitioning the government. With that goal, the governor moved the palacio 
de gobierno, i.e. the state’s administrative office and the governor’s residence, 
and the state legislature to the municipality of San Raymundo Jalpan, located 
several miles away from Oaxaca City.

Whereas mass support for Oaxaca’s SUR changed from the Murat to the 
Ruiz administration, and decreased over time, both governors managed 
to build the necessary party elite unity that would ultimately contribute 
to maintaining Oaxaca’s SUR in power despite national strategies of SUR 
weakening. Party elite unity in Oaxaca was possible due to a combination 
of local and national factors. At the state level, the unity of party elites 
during the years of the Murat and Ruiz administrations paradoxically 
resulted from Governor Murat’s politics of party elite splitting. As Gibson 
(2005, 2013)  notes, upon assuming office in 1998, Murat defied a long-
standing norm of respect for continuidad de equipo (administrative continu-
ity) by purging the state government of officers linked to his predecessor’s 
administration. Murat not only fired PRI Diodoristas36 who had served in 
the state executive branch but also replaced the leadership of the Oaxacan 
state congress with loyal Muratistas. Muratistas, who have high stakes in 
the continuation of Oaxaca’s SUR, were allowed to remain in key party and 
bureaucratic positions upon arrival of Ulises Ruiz to the governorship. As 
Díaz Montes (2009) reports, Governor Ruiz appointed several Muratistas as 
secretaries of state, to the local legislature, and to the local PRI to insure the 
allegiance and support of PRI local politicians who had an interest in the 
perpetuation of Oaxaca’s SUR.

Connections to key leaders of the national PRI also played an important 
role in ensuring party unity in Oaxaca. Murat and Ruiz were closely allied to 
the national PRI faction led by Roberto Madrazo, former governor of the state 
of Tabasco (1994–2000), president of the PRI (2002–6), PRI presidential candi-
date in 2006, and prominent and popular PRI politician.37 Murat had played 
a key role in the ascendance of Madrazo as a PRI national leader, and was 
considered to be “one of the unquestioned leaders of the cochinero [pig pen] 
that took Roberto Madrazo to the presidency of the PRI” (quoted in Gibson 
2005). Ulises Ruiz, for his part, had been one of Madrazo’s protégés, who 
later on became one of his most influential political advisors, and eventually 
served as Madrazo’s presidential campaign manager in the 2006 presidential 

36 Diódoro Carrasco, Murat’s predecessor, was closely associated with President Ernesto 
Zedillo. He and his collaborators were regarded as more democratic and less repressive than the 
Muratistas who were appointed upon Murat’s arrival.

37 Under the party presidency of Madrazo, the PRI managed to win several municipalities, 
state-legislatures, governorships, and even seats in the federal congress. These victories, which 
helped compensate for the PRI’s poor electoral performance in 2000, empowered Madrazo, as 
he was viewed as the main architect behind the PRI’s post-2000 victories (interviews 12, 18, 20).
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election.38 Tight connections to the national PRI were important to ensure 
party elite unity in Oaxaca’s PRI. The stakes for maintaining political loyalty 
and subservience to Murat and Ruiz were high, as career advancement in both 
the local and national PRI was highly contingent upon the influence of the 
Oaxacan autocrats (interviews Díaz Pimentel, Salinas, Trejo). Ambitious local 
PRI politicians who, by contrast, wanted to advance their political careers 
by opposing Murat and Ruiz had to do so by defecting to opposition parties. 
While some of them did so,39 most PRI local politicians preferred to side with 
the governors, and back a regime that would, logically, help them advance 
their careers (interview Carrasco). Until 2009, party elites (and party cadres) 
supported the regime rather than sought to conspire against it. This was pos-
sible because, in exchange, both elites (and cadres) had possibilities of being 
promoted into rent-paying or ruling positions within the local and national 
PRI structure. Party elite unity, which resulted from the cohesiveness of the 
Muratista and Ruiz faction, was central to the continuity of Oaxaca’s SUR, 
even in the presence of presidential strategies to weaken the regime. 

Conclusion

This chapter has offered concrete and detailed evidence about the modus oper-
andi of two of Mexico’s most established SURs, Puebla and Oaxaca. The analysis 
of these case also revealed how key differences across these regimes, such as the 
type of state structure they possess, shape the prospects of wielding effective 
presidential power over autocrats, and in turn the possibilities of obtaining 
subnational undemocratic rulers’ acquiescence. In so doing, the chapter under-
scored one of the central insights of this book, namely that, despite important 
regime similarities, SURs within countries can differ from each other, and so 
do the interactions they maintain with federal officials. These different SUR–
national dynamics are critical to set SURs into alternate pathways of subnational 
undemocratic regime continuity. The analysis of the two case studies, then, 
underscores the importance of moving beyond the widely held assumption of 
within-country unity homogeneity in studies of SUR continuity. In particular, 
it highlights the value of acknowledging that SURs within countries maintain 
different, and at times opposed, relations with the federal government.

38 Ruiz was deeply involved in the 2006 presidential campaign. As a matter of fact, during his 
first two years in office (2005–6) he spent very little time in the Oaxaca; instead, he was based in 
Mexico City, where he ran and coordinated Madrazo’s presidential campaign (interviews Díaz 
Pimentel, Esteva (a)). Ruiz delegated his power to his secretary of state, Jorge Franco “Chucky” 
Vargas (Martínez Vasquez 2006).

39 Prominent examples include former PRI Governor Diódoro Carrasco, and Gabino Cué, a 
former Diodorista politician.
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The analyses of Puebla and Oaxaca also confirm another core idea 
advanced in this book, namely that SUR/autocrats’ vulnerability vis-à-vis 
national incumbents and their cooperation with the central government 
figures prominently in presidents’ calculations regarding the reproduction 
of SURs. Presidents who can effectively control subnational autocrats have 
logical reasons to contribute to the reproduction of these regimes that ben-
efit their own political objectives. By contrast, the existence of autocrats over 
whom presidents cannot exercise effective power leads presidents to oppose, 
rather than support, existing SURs. In short, the study of Puebla and Oaxaca 
points to the importance of looking explicitly at presidents’ actions and 
incentives vis-à-vis SUR reproduction, as national incumbents’ aspirations 
to build winning electoral and legislative coalitions at the national level may 
act as important obstacles to advance subnational democratization.

Finally, the comparison of the two states demonstrates that the hypothe-
sized causal mechanisms leading to SUR reproduction from above and SUR 
self-reproduction were found in the cases of Puebla and Oaxaca, respectively. 
In the case of Puebla, partisan presidential power was effective and autocrats’ 
co-optation and inducement likely, making SUR strengthening and SUR repro-
duction from above possible. The case of Oaxaca exhibited the alternative path-
way of SUR continuity. The experience of the Oaxacan SUR demonstrated that 
a lack of effective presidential power prevented Presidents Fox and Calderón 
from obtaining Oaxacan autocrats’ cooperation, leading them in turn to imple-
ment strategies directed at opposing, and even weakening, the regime. SUR 
continuity through self-reproduction was possible, however, given the gover-
nors’ capacity to ensure the party cohesion that was needed to guarantee the 
regime’s present and future survival. As discussed in the conclusion, this situa-
tion, however, would change after 2009.
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Conclusion

The argument advanced in this book fundamentally challenges the assump-
tion that there is one single pathway to subnational undemocratic regime 
(SUR) continuity within countries. It shows instead the existence of multi-
ple (within-country) pathways that lead to the same political outcome (i.e. 
regime continuity). The study is premised on the notion that SURs within 
countries not only differ among each other but that they maintain differ-
ent relations with the federal government, which is why they are repro-
duced differently.

One of the main messages conveyed in this book is that alternative trajec-
tories of SUR continuity within democratic countries result first and fore-
most from the capacity (or lack thereof) of national incumbents to wield 
power over SURs and autocrats. If presidents have the resources to induce 
cooperation from subnational autocrats and can thus secure credible and 
routine political support, the former have strong incentives to invest in the 
continuity and stability of undemocratic provincial regimes and autocrats. 
Under these circumstances, SUR reproduction from above, the first path-
way of SUR continuity within a given country, takes place. Conversely, if 
presidents fail to exert effective power and are prevented from disciplin-
ing subnational undemocratic rulers via fiscal or partisan means, they will 
implement policies to oppose and weaken SURs and the autocrats who rule 
them. Presidential opposition to SURs and autocrats in general can occur as a 
result of presidents’ aversion to autocrats who could eventually pose a serious 
challenge to a president’s ambitions. This general opposition, however, does 
not necessarily lead to SUR breakdown. Local variables, such as subnational 
autocrats’ capacity to ensure party elite unity and/or mass political support, 
shape the ability of autocrats to counterbalance presidential attempts at 
destabilizing SURs, and also allow autocrats to maintain the status quo and 
keep their regimes alive. Where this occurs, SUR self-reproduction, a second 
pathway of SUR continuity, takes place.
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As the previous chapters reveal, presidential power figures prominently 
in this book. The possibility of exerting effective presidential power over 
subnational autocrats is not only important to turning autocrats—who due 
to their power can become real challengers—into allies, but is also critical to 
increasing the president’s capacity to extract real and credible inter-temporal 
political concessions and support from subnational autocrats. In the absence 
of effective presidential power, it is possible for some subnational undemo-
cratic incumbents to renege on their promises to provide political support.

Given the importance of presidential power for shaping pathways of SUR 
continuity, the book focuses extensively on the instruments through which 
presidents can exert leverage over subnational autocrats. The book also care-
fully analyzes the instruments through which autocrats can neutralize presi-
dential power. This analysis is important because, as described in Chapter 2, 
presidential power is not absolute but relative (Mann 1986). Therefore, in 
order to wield power over subnational undemocratic arenas/autocrats, the 
capacity of subnational rulers to resist this pressure needs to be low relative 
to the power of democratic presidents.

Drawing on the insights provided by the literature on political parties and 
fiscal federalism, the book argues that presidents can, and usually do, resort 
to their party organizations and/or federal funds that are allocated to subna-
tional jurisdictions to wield power over autocrats. Effective fiscal presidential 
power materializes when the main instrument available to presidents is fis-
cal (i.e. when they enjoy high levels of fiscal discretion), and when partisan 
power is low. In this scenario, effectively inducing the cooperation of subna-
tional autocrats is only possible when subnational rulers are fiscally depend-
ent on the central government. If such dependence does not exist, fiscally 
responsible and economically sound subnational incumbents are in a posi-
tion to neutralize presidential power, no matter how much fiscal discretion 
presidents have.

Conversely, effective partisan presidential power materializes when presi-
dents have low levels of fiscal discretion and, at the same time, (a) their party 
organizations, as well as the rules and procedures that regulate relations 
between the party leadership and lower-level branches, are highly routi-
nized, and (b) their party has an electoral foothold in all of subnational units. 
For this to happen, one of the following two subnational variables must be 
present: (a) undemocratic incumbents’ membership in the presidents’ party, 
which enables presidents to exert direct partisan control from above, or 
(b)  subnational autocrats’ membership in an opposition party, whereby a 
non-patrimonial state structure must be in place—as this type of institution 
facilitates the subsistence of local opposition forces and subnational opposi-
tion groups, with which the center can ally in order to pressure and challenge 
subnational autocrats’ authority from within.
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In sum, the prevalence of fiscal or partisan presidential power, which is 
critical to allow presidents to control autocrats and induce their cooperation, 
determines whether the former support or weaken the latter, and helps to 
elucidate different pathways of SUR continuity within democratic countries. 
This argument, sketched in length in Chapter 2, was tested using different 
methodologies in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. The first section of this chapter revis-
its the main findings of these empirical chapters. The second section ana-
lyzes the breakdown in 2010 of the two Mexican SURs, Puebla and Oaxaca, 
studied in this book. The purpose of this section is not only to account for 
the collapse of these two regimes, but also, and more importantly, to dem-
onstrate that, in spite of this collapse, the argument advanced in this book 
is also well suited to explain SUR breakdown (not just SUR continuity). The 
chapter concludes with a discussion of the lessons learned from the analysis 
of Argentina and Mexico, emphasizing the contributions of the book to the 
literature on subnational undemocratic regimes and intergovernmental rela-
tions in multi-level polities.

Summary of Findings

Drawing on the insights provided by scholarship on fiscal federalism and 
political parties, Chapter 4 argues that presidents usually employ two major 
resources to wield power and subjugate subnational autocrats: their party 
organizations and/or federal funds that are allocated to subnational jurisdic-
tions. The comparison between Argentina and Mexico reveals that, since 
the latest transition to democracy in each country, presidents in Argentina 
have enjoyed greater fiscal power than their Mexican counterparts.1 This 
holds true despite the fact that the bulk of intergovernmental fiscal transfers 
in both countries is regulated by a well-established revenue-sharing system 
that operates along the principle of automaticity. Chapter 3 shows in detail 
that presidential fiscal power has been greater in Argentina than in Mexico 
because the rules of the Argentine revenue-sharing system that determine 
distribution of shareable revenues have been unstable and frequently altered 
to benefit presidents over governors. Indeed, as demonstrated in Chapter 
3, with the exception of Alfonsín between 1988 and 1989, every Argentine 
president up to 2009 changed this fiscal arrangement. The suspension and 

1 Recall that presidential fiscal power was measured along three dimensions: (a) the existence 
of a revenue-sharing system that establishes the automatic allocation of transfers across levels 
of government, (b) the stability of the rules of the revenue-sharing system that determine the 
amount of and distribution of transfers that are sent to subnational jurisdictions, and (c) the 
percentage and distributional criteria of revenues that are not transferred to the provinces and 
which are administered by the federal level of government.
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modification of the Argentine revenue-sharing system, as well as its detri-
mental effects on provincial fiscal autonomy, contrast sharply with the pat-
tern observed in Mexico. After the transition to democracy in 2000, and up 
to 2009, presidents in Mexico did not engage in major legal alterations of 
the rules of the revenue-sharing system. When these alterations occurred, 
they curtailed, rather than expanded, presidential fiscal power. The greater 
share of non-transferable funds that were retained by Argentine presidents 
than their Mexican counterparts, as well as the absence of rules to decrease 
discretionary distribution, have been a second major cause of the greater 
fiscal power observed in Argentina. With the exception of the Argentine 
National Solidarity Fund instituted in 2009, which set clear criteria for distri-
bution of 30 percent of the proceeds of soy exports, there were no attempts 
to earmark revenues not subject to sharing (i.e. export/import duties). By 
contrast, Mexican presidents saw a significant curtailment of presidential fis-
cal power after 2003, when revenues that were not subject to sharing, such as 
the extraordinary revenues from oil, began to be earmarked and distributed 
among the states.

Chapter  4 also demonstrates that, whereas fiscal resources available to 
presidents became increasingly constrained in Mexico, partisan resources 
remained strong. The assessment of presidential partisan power conducted in 
Chapter 4 confirms that Mexico’s first two democratic presidents had greater 
capacity to induce the cooperation of subnational rulers via partisan resources 
than their Argentine counterparts. A comparison between presidential Party 
Nationalization Scores (PNS) in Argentina and Mexico shows that presidential 
partisan power was consistently stronger in Mexico. Unlike their Argentine 
counterparts, especially Fernando De la Rúa, Eduardo Duhalde, and the 
Kirchners, Mexican Presidents Fox and Calderón managed to extend their 
party organizations throughout the territory. By so doing, the latter obtained 
greater sway over both copartisan and opposition subnational incumbents. 
Conversely, Argentine presidents, who at the turn of the latest democrati-
zation period succeeded in exerting partisan power over most provinces, 
progressively lost the capacity to attract cooperation via partisan resources. 
Presidential partisan power was also greater in Mexico, thanks to the higher 
routinization of the National Action Party’s (PAN’s) rule and procedures. The 
comparison of the internal functioning of the Peronist party (PJ) in Argentina 
and the PAN in Mexico indicates that, due to the more centralized, hierarchi-
cal, and bureaucratized nature of the PAN, Mexican PAN presidents enjoyed 
greater presidential partisan power over copartisan governors than have their 
Peronist counterparts. Peronist presidents, in contrast, depended on decen-
tralized and delinked organizations, without subunits connected vertically 
into a central bureaucracy. In short, Chapter 4’s conclusion is that presidents 
in Argentina and Mexico resorted to different instruments to wield power 
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over subnational autocrats. Whereas the former obtained autocrats’ coopera-
tion via fiscal inducements, the latter constrained the political authority of 
subnational undemocratic rulers by resorting to partisan resources.

As argued throughout the book, the capacity to obtain the collabora-
tion of subnational autocrats decisively conditions presidents’ incentives to 
reproduce SURs. An undemocratic governor who is subject to presidential 
manipulation can in fact be very beneficial for a president in need of political 
support. With their tight control over voters and national legislative delega-
tions, subservient undemocratic governors can provide important benefits 
to national incumbents (Hagopian 1996; Snyder 1999; Moraski and Reisinger 
2003; Gibson 2005; Hunter and Power 2007; Reisinger and Moraski 2010; 
Tudor and Ziegfeld forthcoming). If presidents can successfully induce gover-
nors to cooperate with the center, the latter might find it very convenient to 
reproduce SURs from above. This assertion was quantitatively demonstrated 
in Chapter 5. The cross-sectional time series analyses performed reveal that 
neither Argentine presidents nor Mexican national incumbents rewarded 
all SURs during their respective administrations. Instead, they selectively 
provided economic benefits to those regimes and autocrats over whom they 
could wield effective fiscal or partisan power. Put differently, none of these 
presidents contributed to expanding the power of SURs over which they 
could not exercise political leverage. In fact, as shown by all regressions mod-
els, the SURs/autocrats that were not controllable were punished, in that they 
received a lower proportion of federally funded programs/transfers.

Chapters 6 and 7 shift the research focus from quantitative comparisons 
to a qualitative, in-depth examination of two within-country comparisons 
in each country. Using evidence gathered from over 150 in-depth interviews 
with Argentine and Mexican national and subnational top-ranked officials, 
journalists, and former politicians, as well as from archival documents, the 
case studies of La Rioja, San Luis, Puebla, and Oaxaca show that different 
pathways of SUR reproduction occurred along the paths indicated by the the-
oretical framework outlined in Chapter 2. Moreover, Chapters 6 and 7 dem-
onstrate that, despite differences in the way in which presidential power has 
been exerted in each country, the trajectories of SUR continuity in Argentina 
and Mexico have been identical. In cases where national incumbents have 
been able to wield effective power over autocrats, such as in La Rioja and 
Puebla, SUR reproduction from above has resulted in both countries. By con-
trast, when national incumbents were incapable of exercising authority over 
recalcitrant undemocratic governors, as occurred in San Luis and Oaxaca, 
they undertook actions of SUR weakening. In sum, the country analyses 
underscore that, in spite of dissimilar strategies of presidential encroachment 
upon subnational autocrats, the logic of the book’s argument holds across 
countries, thus validating the generalization of the explanation.
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The Argentine case studies conducted in Chapter 6 show that La Rioja’s 
financial dependence on the central government created the conditions nec-
essary for President Kirchner and President Fernández de Kirchner, who both 
had easy access to abundant fiscal resources, to wield power over Governors 
Maza and Beder Herrera. Interestingly, this power dynamic occurred despite 
the fact that La Rioja had a patrimonial state structure that would, in theory, 
have allowed Riojano governors to neutralize presidential control. Provincial 
fiscal dependency on Buenos Aires, and the central government’s enormous 
fiscal leverage not only gave the Kirchners power to induce and obtain 
Maza and Beder Herrera’s political cooperation, but also important reasons 
to reproduce La Rioja’s SUR from above. The case of San Luis, which illus-
trates the alternative pathway of SUR continuity, i.e. SUR self-reproduction, 
demonstrates that a lack of effective presidential fiscal power prevented 
the Kirchners from obtaining Governor Rodríguez Saá’s cooperation, and 
led in turn to SUR weakening. Indeed, contrary to the Kirchners’ behavior 
towards other, more malleable subnational autocrats and SURs, both presi-
dents opted to punish Rodríguez Saá and weaken his regime by refusing to 
assign additional federal programs and funds for the province. They took 
other measures as well to undermine the regime, including the withholding 
of federal approval for a wide range of programs and policies that the gover-
nor sought to implement in order to increase his popularity and the regime’s 
legitimacy. Yet SUR continuity through self-reproduction was possible given 
the autocrat’s capacity to rely on a sturdy and durable electoral coalition 
of core supporters that helped ensure the regime’s long-term survival. The 
capacity of Governor Rodríguez Saá to deliver effective and concrete benefits 
to core voters not only boosted his popularity among the electorate but also 
gave San Luis’s citizens a vested interest in the perpetuation of the regime. 
In spite of their undemocratic, hegemonic, and at times, illegal rule, citizens 
in San Luis endorsed Rodríguez Saá’s government because he was regarded 
as the only political figure who could deliver tangible benefits (Guiñazú 
2003; Behrend 2007). This mass support was central to self-reproduction of 
San Luis’s SUR, even in the presence of presidential strategies to weaken the 
regime.

The Mexican case studies conducted in Chapter 7, for their part, also 
confirm that the capacity of presidents to wield power over subnational 
autocrats and SURs was critical to unleashing alternate pathways of SUR 
continuity. The case of Puebla showed that the existence of a compara-
tively non-patrimonial state structure, which rendered state borders 
more penetrable, coupled with a territorially extended presence of the 
presidents’ party in Puebla, enabled Fox and Calderón to wield effective 
power (from within) over Puebla’s autocrats. As a result of this leverage, 
political cooperation with the federal government followed suit, and so 
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did the presidents’ disposition to reproduce Puebla’s SUR from above. 
By contrast, the existence of a patrimonial state structure, coupled with 
a low territorial PAN electoral presence in the state of Oaxaca, enabled 
autocrats Murat and Ruiz to neutralize presidential partisan power, and 
in turn gave both governors the authority they needed to confront and 
challenge presidential authority. Under these circumstances the federal 
government had few incentives to support Oaxaca’s SUR. Indeed, con-
trary to how Fox and Calderón behaved with other more collaborative 
(and controllable) SURs (such as Puebla, Veracruz, or Hidalgo), both presi-
dents took a series of measures to weaken the regime, among which were 
refusal to funnel additional programs and funds, the commissioning of 
several federal audits to investigate Oaxacan incumbents’ financial mis-
doings, and the filing of several claims with the federal Supreme Court 
against the state of Oaxaca. Despite Fox’s and Calderón’s efforts to desta-
bilize the regime, governors Murat and Ruiz managed to keep Oaxaca’s 
SUR in place. Mass support, which oscillated between the administra-
tions of Murat and Ruiz, never became a central pillar of the regime’s 
stability. Party cohesion, by contrast, was a critical factor to insuring the 
regime’s long-term survival.

Assessment of the Argument’s Validity in Cases  
of SUR Breakdown

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 provide strong quantitative and qualitative evidence 
about the validity and generalizability of this book’s argument. The results of 
the quantitative analyses conducted in Chapter 5, which are applicable to the 
universe of SURs in the post-transitional period in Argentina and Mexico, 
reveal that the main theoretical claims raised in Chapter 2 are generalized to 
all contemporary Argentine and Mexican SURs. Chapters 6 and 7, for their 
part, demonstrate qualitatively that the logic of the argument outlined in 
this book, as well as the hypothesized mechanisms that explain different 
within-country trajectories of SUR reproduction, operate almost identically 
in two different countries.

Yet, in order to further test the validity of this book’s argument, the condi-
tions hypothesized to be crucial for producing SUR continuity in the cases 
that have been analyzed must be absent, or not all present, in cases where 
SUR breakdown ensued. Hence, two conditions, ineffective presidential (fis-
cal or partisan) power in the first place, and the incapacity of autocrats to 
rely on party elite unity and/or mass support, in the second place, need to 
be present for SUR breakdown to take place. These two conditions, which 
were present in Oaxaca and Puebla after 2009, help to explain why these two 
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SURs experienced party alternation in 2010, ten years after Mexico’s national 
transition to democracy.2

Puebla

The analysis of the case of Puebla conducted in Chapter 7 highlights that 
signs of increased patrimonialism were observed during the first two years of 
the Marín administration (2004–10). As described in Chapter 7, during his 
first year in office, and before the Lydia Cacho scandal broke out February 
2006, Marín sought to centralize political authority, resuming the prac-
tices observed during the Bartlett administration (1992–8). For example, as 
Rebolledo (2011) reports, he used the local IRS to audit family members of 
anyone who was being vocal about their political opposition. The attorney 
general was used as a political arm, and both newspaper censorship and indi-
vidual censorship were attempted. The governor also attempted to increase 
patrimonial/patronizing relationships with federal delegates, especially the 
Sedesol delegate, who systematically refused to hand over Sedesol (federal) 
programs which the governor sought to use to favor the campaign of the 
2006 Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) presidential candidate Roberto 
Madrazo in Puebla (interview Mantilla). Similarly, during 2006 Marín made 
more discretional use of the aportaciones, with which he favored PRI may-
ors at the expense of PAN municipalities, and he kept a closer eye on the 
expenditure of PAN mayors, periodically threatening them with state audits 
(interview Contreras Coeto).

The patrimonial exercise of state power began to diminish in 2006 after the 
Lydia Cacho scandal broke and the governor’s unpopularity reached unprec-
edented levels both locally and nationally. With the intention of offsetting 
this disapproval, Marín began to act in accordance with formal rules, and 
in a less confrontational, discretionary, and patronizing manner. However, 
after the federal Supreme Court chose not to rule on the Marín case and 
handed it over to the local courts and local legislature, thus making it clear 
that the governor’s tenure would not end abruptly as a result of impeach-
ment, Governor Marín gradually but steadily resumed patrimonial practices. 
Like his counterpart in Oaxaca’s SUR, Marín implemented dubious tactics 
to control the opposition. As Rebolledo (2011) reports, when he was not able 
to buy opposition parties, Marín would finance dissident groups or factions 
within the opposition to obtain their allegiance.

2 In 2010, Rafael Moreno Valle, a former PRIísta and Minister of Finance during the admin-
istration of Melquíades Morales, ran as the gubernatorial candidate of the multiparty alliance 
PAN-PRD-Convergencia-Panal. He won Puebla’s governorship with 50.4% of the vote. That same 
year, Gabino Cué, also a former PRIísta, and candidate of a PAN-PRD-Convergencia alliance won 
the governorship of Oaxaca with 50.1% of the vote.
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Higher levels of patrimonialism not only decreased the political and eco-
nomic autonomy of minor opposition parties and regime dissidents, but also 
contributed to curtailing the PAN’s capacity to keep its electoral presence in 
the state. Indeed, in the 2007 municipal elections the PAN, which in previ-
ous municipal contests had managed to obtain a considerable number of 
districts, only came out victorious in 51 mayoralities (CIDAC Database). In 
contrast, the PRI won in 145 municipalities, including the most populated 
ones, such as Puebla City and Atlixco. Similarly, in the local legislative elec-
tions held that same year the PRI also won by large margins, obtaining 25 of 
the 26 districts in the state despite the fact that the PAN had started ahead in 
the polls. The PRI practically swept the 2007 elections, an outcome that was 
referred to as carro completo. This pattern of PRI victories was repeated in the 
2009 federal legislative elections, when the PRI won all districts in Puebla 
(15 out of 15), and almost completely reversed the composition of Puebla’s 
congressional delegation, which in the previous two rounds had been domi-
nated by the PAN.

In 2009 it became apparent that this decreasing PAN electoral presence in 
the state would be an important obstacle to effective presidential partisan 
power (interviews Moreno Valle, Ehlinger). The recurrent use of patrimo-
nial tactics to co-opt members of minor opposition parties, coupled with 
the PAN’s waning electoral clout, as several interviewees reported, clearly 
began to diminish Calderón’s capacity to use his party organization or other 
political allies as ways of penetrating the state in order to exert control from 
within over Governor Marín (interviews Moreno Valle, Ehlinger, Contreras 
Coeto, Velázquez). This limited presidential power, in turn, began to hin-
der the capacity of Calderón to obtain the political acquiescence and coop-
eration of Puebla’s autocrat. In line with the argument developed in this 
book, the fewer opportunities available to induce the collaboration of subna-
tional autocrats with the federal government gradually changed Calderón’s 
incentives to reproduce Puebla’s SUR. Whereas during the first two years of 
his administration he actively endorsed Mario Marín’s administration and 
regime, by mid-2009, particularly after the mid-term elections were held, 
Calderón began to act in a more reactionary manner vis-à-vis Puebla’s SUR. 
By early 2010, Mexico’s second democratic president actively employed strat-
egies to weaken the regime over which he could no longer exert power.

The key strategy to undermining Puebla’s SUR was to gain the coopera-
tion of the PRD and other opposition to build state-level multiparty coa-
litions that could offset the power of the then-rising PRI (Sorroza 2011b). 
Fortunately for the PAN, as Gibson (2013) notes, “the PRD’s national party 
leader, Jesús Ortega, shared its strategic vision. He broke with his party’s 
de facto leader, Andrés Manuel López Obrador, and negotiated anti-PRI 
coalitions with the PAN in five states” (2013:  145), including Puebla.  
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The PAN and the PRD, in conjunction with other opposition parties, includ-
ing Convergencia and Nueva Alianza (Panal), sponsored the candidacy 
of Rafael Moreno Valle, a former and disgruntled PRIísta who had left the 
PRI and joined the PAN ranks in 2006. Unlike previous PAN contenders for 
Puebla’s governorship, who during the Fox administration had not obtained 
real support from their party or from the central government, the young PAN 
senator3 received the full backing of President Calderón and the national 
PAN. As Rebolledo notes, “this time, the central government selected and 
supported a high-profile candidate . . . and made a massive effort to win the 
state” (2011: 33). Rebolledo (2011) also reports that the central government 
not only aided in getting the state election covered by the national media, 
where more objective information could be presented than in the co-opted 
local media, but it also sent emissaries and high-profile federal ministers to 
campaign for the PAN candidate, and instructed federal delegates to allo-
cate various federal social programs according to electoral considerations (see 
Quinta Columna, July 14, 2010).4 Despite exorbitant amounts of spending by 
the local PRI in 2010, and just one year after the PRI had swept the mid-term 
elections, the PAN won the governorship with 50.40 percent of the vote, 
obtaining more than a 10 percent vote differential over the PRI.

Throughout this book the cases have demonstrated that presidential 
maneuvers to weaken SURs do not necessarily translate into SUR destabi-
lization, and much less into regime breakdown. As argued at length in the 
theoretical chapter, and as demonstrated in the case studies of San Luis 
(Argentina) and Oaxaca (Mexico), presidential strategies to oppose SURs can 
be neutralized, and SURs and their autocrats can stay in power if subnational 
undemocratic incumbents rely on a sturdy coalition of support. In particu-
lar, two variables endogenous to SURs, party elite unity (which is assured if 
cohesive political parties exist) and mass support, are critical to maintaining 
a robust and durable ruling coalition, and thus important to ensuring the 
regime’s long-term survival. What accounts for Governor Marín’s incapacity 
to rely on a sturdy coalition of support? Why did he fail to neutralize presi-
dential strategies of SUR weakening?

Chapter 7 noted that Marín, like many other Mexican autocrats, resorted 
to various undemocratic practices to prevent dissident voices from gaining 
power. For instance, under his administration severe violations of human 
rights were committed—especially in the small towns of the interior—and a 
fierce battle against local independent media and journalists was launched 
not only to discourage independent investigative journalism, but also to 

3 Moreno Valle was elected federal PAN Senator in 2006.
4 <http://www.quintacolumna.com.mx/columnas/tiempos/2010/julio/colum-tiempos-  

140710.php>.
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prevent regime opponents from using media outlets to attract followers5 (inter-
views Mejía, Ehlinger, Mantilla, Aguilar, Ibañez). While the curtailment of 
civil and human rights decreased the governor’s popularity among the general 
population, it was not until the Lydia Cacho scandal broke that his base of sup-
port began to erode. After 2006, leaders of the main local business associations, 
who had supported autocrat Marín in the past, filed claims with the federal 
congress against Marín’s human rights violations (Centro de Documentación 
2006). Likewise, the private sector withdrew capital investments from the state, 
claiming that the lack of rule of law was not propitious for investment, and the 
middle class openly condemned the governor’s shady deals and human rights 
violations in street mobilizations in Puebla City (interviews Ibañez, Mejía). By 
the end of his administration in 2010, Marín was still regarded as an unpopular 
governor. The human and civil rights violations committed throughout his 
tenure, coupled with Marín’s incapacity to implement policies to improve the 
living conditions in one of Mexico’s poorest states in spite of the large amount 
of funds he received from the federal government, and his failure to create a 
business-friendly environment, had turned Marín into one of the most unpop-
ular autocrats of the last three sexenios.6

This lack of mass support could have been counterbalanced, and PRI con-
tinuity ensured, had the local PRI endorsed a popular, modern, technocratic, 
efficient gubernatorial candidate. In 2009, however, Governor Marín, resort-
ing to an anachronistic PRI tradition, unilaterally handpicked and sponsored 
one of his closest collaborators—Javier López Zavala, an out-of-state politi-
cian and Chiapas native who had served as Secretary of Social Development—
as the candidate for the governorship. This endorsement occurred despite 
public opinion polls indicating that Enrique Doger, Puebla City’s former PRI 
mayor, was the most popular PRI candidate (Rebolledo 2011). The selection 
of Zavala, a politician who was viewed as no different from autocrat Marín, 
not only exacerbated within-party rifts among the PRI’s local camarillas, but 
also failed to offset the PRI’s unpopularity (Aguilar Balderas 2011). Quite the 
contrary, and according to public opinion experts, this selection was a major 
factor leading to the PRI’s 2010 electoral debacle.7 Zavala never managed to 

5 An illustrative example is quoted in Rebolledo (2011: 31): “Enrique Cardenas, head of the 
research institute Espinosa Iglesias attempted to buy some space in the Milenio newspaper to 
publish a program comparison between the PRI and the PAN. Even though it was a paid adver-
tisement, the newspaper refused to accept the ad because it showed the PAN in a better light.”

6 Between 2004 and 2010, Puebla fell in several rankings, such as in those of transparency 
(Transparencia Mexicana), human development (UNDP), creation of new jobs, and foreign direct 
investment. Rueda provides a detailed analysis of these failures and a comparison between his 
and Bartlett’s and Morales’s administrations <http://www.quintacolumna.com.mx/columnas/
tiempos/2011/enero/colum-tiempos-270111.php>.

7 “La mala elección del candidato, el factor decisivo para que perdiera el PRI: demoscopis-
tas,” La Jornada de Oriente, July 21, 2010, <http://www.lajornadadeoriente.com.mx/2010/07/21/  
puebla/pol103.php>.
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attract urban and middle-class voters, who in July 2010 massively backed the 
multiparty coalition led by Moreno Valle.8

The analysis of Puebla’s SUR’s debacle indicates that ineffective presiden-
tial power altered Calderón’s incentives vis-à-vis SUR reproduction. Whereas 
in the past the existence of a non-patrimonial state structure had facilitated 
effective presidential power, and in turn, the cooperation of Puebla’s auto-
crats with the central government, Marín’s turn to patrimonialism drastically 
changed the payoffs to sustaining Puebla’s SUR in power. Faced with an auto-
crat who no longer delivered political benefits, in 2009 President Calderón 
and his party took steps to destabilize the regime. Marín’s inability to rely on 
a sturdy local coalition of support (of copartisans or the general population) 
is the second factor which explains why Calderón’s policies of SUR weaken-
ing ultimately led to party alternation and SUR breakdown in 2010.

Oaxaca

The analysis of the case of Oaxaca in Chapter 7 demonstrated that lack of 
effective presidential partisan power prevented Presidents Fox and Calderón 
from obtaining the cooperation of the Oaxaca autocrats, leading both presi-
dents in turn to implement strategies directed at opposing, and even weaken-
ing, the regime. Yet, until 2009, SUR continuity through self-reproduction 
was possible, given the capacity of Murat and Ruiz to ensure the party cohe-
sion that was needed to guarantee the regime’s long-term survival. In 2010, 
however, the opposition candidate Gabino Cué led a multiparty coalition 
and ousted the PRI from power. What accounts for the failure of Oaxaca’s 
autocratic rulers to prevent regime breakdown?

As noted in Chapter 7, Oaxaca’s SUR could stay in power not so much due to 
the ability of autocrats to obtain the acquiescence of the electorate, but rather 
to their capacity to ensure party elite unity. Murat’s and Ruiz’s control over 
the local PRI as well as their tight connections with the national PRI faction 
led by Roberto Madrazo, gave Oaxacan rulers considerable leverage over the 
career advancement of local PRI party elites (and PRI party cadres). As a result, 
local PRI politicians who wanted to be promoted in the local and national 
PRI structure not only had strong incentives to please both autocrats, but also 
important reasons to support the regime that kept Murat and Ruiz in power.

This structure of incentives, however, began to change in 2007–8, when 
it became clear that Ruiz’s connections to Madrazo and his faction, whose 
power within the PRI gradually waned after 2007, were not as decisive and 

8 The vote difference between Moreno Valle and Zavala was 200,000. Of those votes, around 
150,000 were obtained in the capital city (see <http://www.quintacolumna.com.mx/columnas/
tiempos/2010/julio/colum-tiempos-060710.php>).
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important as in the past for the career advancement of ambitious local PRI 
politicians in the national PRI. Yet, in spite of this loss of influence at the 
national level, Ruiz still controlled the strings of local PRI politics, and 
thus had leverage to manipulate the careers of local copartisans (Martínez 
Vásquez 2007; Gibson 2013). As noted in Chapter 7, this control, coupled 
with the violent and illegal tactics he employed to obtain the acquiescence 
of local PRIístas, enabled him to ensure the collaboration of PRI mayors, PRI 
brokers, and organizaciones connected to the PRI.

Ruiz’s capacity to prevent party defections, however, suffered an impor-
tant setback in 2007 when teachers’ unions, one of the PRI’s historic core bro-
kers and supporters, threw their support behind the PRD (Martínez Vásquez 
2007; Durazo Herrmann 2010). This party schism not only affected the 
unity of the PRI’s party elite but, more importantly, contributed to enhanc-
ing the PRD’s (Party of the Democratic Revolution) statewide organization 
(Gibson 2013). In 2009, in the context of the PAN-PRD nationally coordi-
nated strategy of subnational coalition-building, Gabino Cué announced his 
candidacy for governor as the head of a PRD-PAN-PT-Convergencia multi-
party alliance. Unlike 2004, this time the prospects for winning Oaxaca’s 
governorship were considerably higher. Not only had the PRD significantly 
expanded its electoral base, thus providing the opposition candidate with a 
larger number of followers and potential voters, but the PAN showed greater 
commitment to supporting Cué’s candidacy by increasing the spending and 
coverage of Oaxaca’s electoral race in the national media (Rebolledo 2011; 
Gibson 2013). In this new political scenario, local PRI elites, especially PRI 
mayors, saw greater guaranteed opportunities for political advancement in 
the opposition.9 In the 2010 gubernatorial elections, only 265 out of 570 
mayors, most of which belonged to the PRI, supported Eviel Pérez, the PRI 
candidate; by contrast, 305 mayors backed the opposition (Benton 2012).10 
Such party defection, as local observers noted, was a major cause for regime 
breakdown.11

The analysis of the Oaxacan SUR’s demise reveals that in the absence of 
party elite unity, SUR self-reproduction was no longer possible. Unlike 2004, 

9 “La gubernatura se juega en las elecciones municipales,” Revista En Marcha, June 1, 2010, 
<http://www.revistaenmarcha.com.mx/analisis/471-la-gubernatura-se-juega-en-las-eleccio  
nes-municipales.html>.

10 The number of PRI defectors in 2010 rose significantly when compared to previous guber-
natorial elections. In 1998 and 2004, when Oaxacan autocrats had greater capacity to prevent 
defections, the number of mayors who delivered PRI victories was 416 and 387, respectively 
(Benton 2012).

11 “La gubernatura se juega en las elecciones municipales,” Revista En Marcha, June 1, 2010, 
<http://www.revistaenmarcha.com.mx/analisis/471-la-gubernatura-se-juega-en-las-elec  
ciones-municipales.html>; “Municipios de Oaxaca, ínsulas para el amigo o el cliente,” 
Revista En Marcha, Dec. 29, 2010, <http://www.revistaenmarcha.com.mx/miscelanea/
libros/611-municipios-de-oaxaca-insulas-para-el-cliente-o-el-amigo.html>.
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when President Fox’s strategies of SUR weakening could be counterbalanced 
by ensuring the support of local PRI elites (and cadres), Calderón’s efforts at 
destabilizing and toppling Oaxaca’s SUR proved effective given the incapac-
ity of Ruiz to prevent party splits. Self-interested and ambitious PRI defectors, 
who eventually managed to advance their political careers by securing key 
positions in Gabino Cué’s government,12 contributed in large part to bring-
ing Oaxaca’s autocratic rule to an end.

The discussion of the events leading to the 2010 SUR breakdown in Puebla 
and Oaxaca confirms the validity of this book’s argument. It shows that, in 
the absence of the two conditions that are hypothesized to be causally rel-
evant—the capacity of presidents to wield effective (fiscal or partisan) power 
over SURs and autocrats, as well as subnational incumbents’ reliance on a 
sturdy coalition of support to prevent SUR breakdown despite presidential 
strategies to weaken SUR—SUR continuity is not possible.

Lessons from Argentina and Mexico

This book makes several theoretical, empirical, and conceptual contributions 
to the study of subnational political regimes in nationally democratic coun-
tries, as well as to the analysis of intergovernmental relations in multi-level 
polities.

Contributions to the Study of SURs

CONCEPTS AND MEASUREMENT
At the conceptual and empirical level, this study moves past current works 
on subnational political regimes by offering a detailed and comprehensive 
discussion of how to conceptualize, operationalize, and measure subnational 
democracy. With few exceptions,13 most works on subnational undemocratic 
regimes do not offer clear conceptual definitions of political regimes, much 
less a discussion of these regimes’ dimensions, subdimensions, indicators, 
and their aggregation. Moreover, these works rarely provide rules for cod-
ing democratic versus undemocratic subnational units, and only some of 
them measure the degree of democracy across all subnational units over time 
of a given country. Complicating things further, analysts of regime juxta-
position use a variety of conceptual forms, such as hybrid, authoritarian, 

12 “Oaxaca, gobierno de cuotas,” Revista En Marcha, Dec. 29, 2010, <http://www.revistaenmar 
cha.com.mx/reportaje/623-oaxaca-2010-gobierno-de-cuotas.html>.

13 See, for instance, Solt 2003; McMann 2006; Gervasoni 2010b, 2010a; Saikkonen 2011; 
Rebolledo 2011.
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neopatrimonial, or “closed-game” to refer to subnational political regimes 
that are not democratic. Each of these labels, in turn, is generally employed 
to denote a different set of empirical cases.

Some of the main contributions of this book are the careful conceptu-
alization and operationalization of subnational undemocratic regimes, as 
well as the systematic and rigorous measurement of the level of subnational 
democracy in Argentine and Mexican provinces across time and space. The 
book thus expands our empirical knowledge about SURs in Latin America 
by generating new longitudinal, cross-provincial, and cross-country com-
parable databases on subnational democracy in two of the region’s largest 
countries.14 As a result, the book not only overcomes the problems of existing 
works of SURs, but also helps to fill the gap observed in the current data on 
democracy, which has until very recently overlooked subnational levels of 
government.

VARIETIES OF SURS
Chapter 3 presents empirical evidence demonstrating that, contrary to 
conventional wisdom, a significant number of SURs are characterized by 
having non-patrimonial state structures that thwart subnational auto-
crats’ inclinations to exercise state power without necessarily abusing 
power. This finding, which has been generally overlooked in existing 
studies of SURs, suggests that states and provinces that have low levels of 
subnational democracy approximate two general types: patrimonial and 
non-patrimonial. Acknowledging the existence of different SUR types is 
critical for establishing well-defined and independent domains of cases 
within which analysts can identify causal (unit) homogeneity. This disag-
gregation, in turn, is essential for gaining a more thorough understand-
ing of specific causal mechanisms that underpin regime continuity within 
each SUR type. The qualitative analyses of Puebla and San Luis, two SURs 
that have relatively non-patrimonial state structures, help illustrate these 
contributions.

The analyses of Puebla and San Luis revealed that mechanisms theorized 
to explain continuity in patrimonial SURs are insufficient to account for 
the reproduction of non-patrimonial SURs. As shown in Chapters 6 and 7, 
boundary control (Gibson 2005, 2013), one mechanism of SUR reproduction, 

14 Existing databases on subnational democracy in Latin America are not comparable across 
countries. Solt (2003), Gervasoni (2010b, 2011), and Rebolledo (2011) limit their measurement 
to just one country. Whereas Solt and Rebolledo measure subnational democracy in Mexico, 
Gervasoni gauges levels of subnational democracy in Argentina. In addition, authors employ 
different measurement strategies thus their measures cannot be compared with each other. 
Gervasoni conducts a Survey of Experts on Provincial Politics that assesses experts’ subjective 
evaluations; Solt and Rebolledo employ objective indicators.
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can only explain regime stability in patrimonial subnational units. Yet, as 
the case studies of Puebla and San Luis illustrate, regime continuity is possi-
ble even when SUR incumbents are unable to close subnational borders. The 
cases further revealed that, despite the existence of windows of opportunity 
for penetrating bureaucratic SURs, as shown in the province of San Luis, not 
all presidents are in a position to take advantage of such openings. National 
incumbents who lack a strong and territorially extended party organization 
at the local level, and hence lack a critical resource to win over municipal 
governments and the local opposition, are unable to wield power and disci-
pline autocrats from within. Weak presidential disciplining power, in turn, 
enables subnational autocrats to maintain their regimes intact. In such cases, 
SUR self-reproduction is not the result of subnational rulers’ capacity to close 
provincial borders and thereby prevent outside infiltration; rather, it is the 
result of low presidential capacity to wield power over autocrats/SURs.

Aside from helping to clarify the mechanisms of SUR reproduction, the 
distinction between patrimonial and non-patrimonial SURs is important for 
understanding the origins of these regimes and the possibilities for change. 
The evidence presented in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) suggests that lev-
els of economic development and geographic location are good predictors 
of patrimonial state structures. These graphs demonstrate that provinces in 
Argentina with high levels of economic development, such as Mendoza, Santa 
Fe, Entre Ríos, and Buenos Aires, score high on the state structure axis—i.e. 
they are more bureaucratic. The same pattern can be observed in Mexico, 
where states with the highest levels of socioeconomic development, such 
as Jalisco, Nuevo León, and Morelos, obtain the highest scores on the state 
structure axis. In contrast, the provinces and states that present the highest 
levels of patrimonialism are those located in the least economically devel-
oped and poorest areas of Argentina and Mexico, such as the Argentine prov-
inces of La Rioja, Formosa, Corrientes, and Jujuy, and the Mexican states of 
Oaxaca, Chiapas, and Hidalgo. These findings suggest that Max Weber’s clas-
sic assertion about the “elective affinity” between capitalist development and 
non-patrimonial state structures applies to subnational levels of government. 
This correlation between SUR types and levels of economic development is a 
first step toward uncovering how each of these regimes came to exist in the 
first place.

Finally, as noted in Chapter  3, by taking SUR variation into account, 
researchers are also in a better position to assess the factors that explain 
regime change. Prominent scholarship on national political regimes has 
demonstrated that regime type—particularly whether a regime is patrimo-
nial or not—affects the probability and nature of regime change (Linz and 
Stepan 1996), as well as transition patterns (Snyder 1992; Bratton and van de 
Walle 1994; Hartlyn 1998; Geddes 1999). There are good reasons to believe 
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that different types of undemocratic regimes at the subnational level are also 
likely to follow distinct paths towards democratization.

In short, our understanding of SUR continuity, origins, and change can 
benefit enormously from the acknowledgment that SURs, while sharing cer-
tain attributes, are not of a single type. As a result, distinguishing among 
SUR types within countries has the potential to move the research agenda on 
subnational undemocratic regimes, and subnational political regimes more 
generally, in important and intriguing new directions.

Contributions to the Study of Intergovernmental Relations in 
Multi-Level Polities

More than a decade ago, Guillermo O’Donnell (1993) noted that the power of 
the central state was not homogeneous throughout the territory. He argued 
that in many countries of Latin America “blue areas” characterized by robust 
rule of law coexisted with “green areas” where the rule of law was partially 
attenuated, and “brown areas” where the rule of law was extremely attenu-
ated. This book presents strong evidence to support this theoretical insight, 
offering numerous examples that show that the power of the central state 
(wielded by presidents either through partisan or fiscal means) varies subna-
tionally, and is mediated by different characteristics of the peripheral units. 
However, contradicting conventional wisdom, this study reveals that the 
capacity of the central government to exert power homogeneously through-
out the territory is not necessarily curtailed by the fact that subnational units 
are undemocratic. Indeed, the cases of La Rioja and Puebla show that presi-
dents can wield power despite the absence of subnational democracy. Rather, 
the book underscores that what prevents the central government from exer-
cising power in some subnational areas is the undemocratic nature of the 
political regime in combination with the patrimonial nature of state structures 
and/or the fiscal autonomy of subnational units, as exemplified by the state 
of Oaxaca and the province of San Luis. This finding, which has been largely 
overlooked by most studies of intergovernmental relations in the developing 
world, is central to understanding how power relations operate across levels 
of government, and under what conditions national politicians can expect to 
exert successful and effective power over subnational arenas.

Another important finding uncovered in this book is that presidential fis-
cal power in multi-level polities can be exerted in various ways, i.e. via par-
tisan, fiscal, or partisan-fiscal means. By highlighting the multiple ways in 
which the central government seeks to dominate subnational actors/areas, 
this study further validates the fact that multi-level polities, and in particular 
federal systems, are not of one type, as the burgeoning literature on “varie-
ties of federalism” has underscored (see, for instance, Stepan 2004; Obinger 
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et al. 2005). This is an important finding because federal systems, frequently 
a key explanatory variable in studies of national democracy, welfare states, 
development, and political parties, are usually regarded as being of the same 
kind. In fact, countries are coded in a dichotomous way as being federal 
or non-federal. This oversimplification in the treatment of federal systems 
might come at the cost of overlooking key distinctive aspects of these coun-
tries that are central to elucidating the effects of multi-level structures on 
democratic, welfare, and developmental outcomes.

Finally, this book offers an important insight for scholars of multi-level 
government and intergovernmental relations. In general, the vast and grow-
ing literature on multi-level government and federalism has viewed inter-
governmental politics as taking place between presidents and lower-tier 
incumbents as a whole. In this view, authority and power across levels of 
government within a given country are assumed to be zero-sum, i.e. power or 
authority are either located at upper or lower tiers of government. Moreover, 
this view assumes that all subnational units within countries are equally 
powerful or equally weak vis-à-vis the central government, and that all units 
and actors (a) act in the same way vis-à-vis the federal government, (b) are 
all constrained by the same subnational political structures, and (c) behave 
according to the same rank of preferences. However, one of the central con-
tentions and findings of this book is that subnational units and subnational 
actors vary considerably from each other, and that these differences are 
consequential for shaping the central government’s power and authority 
vis-à-vis subnational jurisdictions and actors. The acknowledgment of these 
subnational variations offers a fertile terrain for future studies of intergov-
ernmental relations in multi-level polities.
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Appendix

I. Subnational Democracy

As Goertz (2006) notes, the careful specification of a given concept’s structure is cen-
tral to achieving concept—measure consistency, that is, the use of the appropriate 
mathematical formalization to validly operationalize the concept into a quantita-
tive measure.1 This section operationalizes and aggregates subnational democracy’s 
dimensions and indicators in a way that maximizes concept–measure consistency.

The definition of democracy adopted in this book utilizes one of the prototypical 
concept structures, i.e. the “necessary and sufficient condition” structure (Munck and 
Verkuilen 2002; Goertz 2006; Munck 2009). Accordingly, in order for a subnational 
political regime to be conceived of as democratic, a number of conditions must be pre-
sent (i.e. they are necessary), and these conditions, in turn, are jointly sufficient to clas-
sify a given polity as democratic. If any of these conditions is absent, the subnational 
polity cannot be considered democratic.

To translate a necessary and sufficient concept structure into mathematical terms 
without violating concept–measure consistency, this study follows Goertz’s (2006) 
suggested aggregation procedure of multiplying (rather than adding) individual con-
ditions (or democracy’s dimensions). Accordingly, as Figure A1 shows, contestation 
(for both executive and legislative posts), and clean elections (two of the necessary 
and sufficient conditions) are “connected” via the logical AND, a first cousin of mul-
tiplication (denoted with the * symbol) (for the addition operation regarding the 
turnover dimension see discussion later in this appendix).

Description and Aggregation of Indicators
As Figure A1 shows, democracy is made up of seven indicators: Head, Party, Effective 
Number of Parties (ENP), Margin of Victory, Effective Number of Parties in the 
Legislature (ENPL), Governor’s Seats, and Post-Electoral Conflict. At the indicator 
level, addition (rather than multiplication) is a desirable option because indicators 
are substitutable. Substitutability is normally associated with the logical OR, which 
in turn is closely connected with arithmetic addition (Goertz 2006). Since individual 
indicators that make up each of the secondary levels weigh the same, they are aver-
aged. For example, the dimension Contestation (Executive) is calculated as follows: 

1 For a discussion of the negative consequences that might arise when measurement strate-
gies/techniques do not capture the underlying concept that is sought to be measured, see Adcock 
and Collier 2001; Lieberman 2002; Goertz 2006; Soifer 2008.
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(ENP + Margin of Victory)/2.2 Each of these indicators, as well as their sources, is 
described in detail in Table A1.

Turnover and Clean Elections
As Mainwaring et al. note, considering turnover (or alternation) as one of the con-
stitutive elements of democracy might lead to the misclassification of cases (2007: 
130–1). An example of this potential misclassification is the case of countries/prov-
inces where citizens are satisfied with the party and governor who governs, and 
decide to reelect both. Two major reasons justify the inclusion of turnover as a con-
stitutive dimension of subnational democracy in the study of SURs in Argentina and 
Mexico. As Calvo and Micozzi (2005) show for the Argentine case, between 1983 and 
2003, provincial incumbents implemented 32 constitutional reforms and 34 elec-
toral reforms in order to reshape the subnational electoral map of Argentina. These 
reforms, as the authors convincingly demonstrate, aimed at both securing control of 
provincial incumbents over local legislatures, and at entrenching incumbents’ posi-
tion in power. The lack of turnover indicator captures the manipulation of electoral 
rules that enabled incumbents to make provincial electoral systems less competitive 
and more hegemonic. As Gibson (2013) notes, this hegemony is one of the defining 
traits of subnational undemocratic regimes.

For the Mexican case, the inclusion of turnover as one of the constitutive dimen-
sions of subnational democracy is of paramount importance given the country’s tra-
dition of partisan hegemony and lack of alternation. In a country where the same 
party (i.e. the Institutional Revolutionary Party, or PRI) has ruled for over 70 years 

Contestation (Exec) Contestation (Leg) Clean Elections

Democracy

*

Legend:

Basic level

Secondary
 level

ontological
conjunction of noncausal nec. conditions

* logical AND

*Turnover +

Figure A1. A necessary and sufficient concept structure of subnational democracy

2 The remainder indicators are calculated as follows: Contestation (Legislature) =  (ENPL + 
Governor’s Seats)/2; Turnover (Argentina) = (Governor in office for less than 3 consecutive terms +  
Party in office for less than 3 consecutive terms)/2; Turnover (Mexico) = (Governor in office for 
less than 12 consecutive years + Party in office for less than 12 consecutive years)/2.

 



Table A1. Indicators of subnational democracy

Indicator Description Calculation* Source

Argentina Mexico

HEAD Measures 
governor’s tenure

Governors who 
were in office 
for less than 3 
consecutive terms 
or 12 consecutive 
years. This rule 
follows Levitsky 
and Way (2010) 
criterion

Author's 
calculations based 
on Base de Datos 
Provinciales del
Centro de 
Investigaciones 
en Administración 
Pública (Base 
CIAP), Facultad de 
Ciencias
Económicas, UBA

Author's 
calculations 
based on Rulers 
Database

PARTY Measures the 
incumbent 
party’s tenure

Parties that 
were in office 
for less than 3 
consecutive terms 
or 12 consecutive 
years are coded 
as 1, and 0 if 
otherwise.
The rule of 3 
consecutive terms 
or 12 consecutive 
years. This rule
follows Levitsky 
and Way (2010) 
criterion

Author's 
calculations based 
on Base de Datos 
CIAP

Author's 
calculations 
based
on CIDAC's 
Electoral
Database

ENP Measures the 
effective number 
of parties 
competing in 
gubernatorial 
elections

Following 
Laakso and 
Taagepera Index 
(1979): 1/∑si2, 
with si 
representing 
the number of 
votes cast for 
party i during 
gubernatorial 
elections

Calvo and 
Escolar (2005) 
and author's 
calculations based 
on Andy Tow’s 
Atlas Electoral

Author's 
calculations 
based on 
CIDAC's Electoral 
Database

Competitiveness Measures the 
margin of victory 
between winner 
and
runner up in 
gubernatorial 
elections

Measured as 
vl − v2, where vl 
is the vote share 
of the winning 
gubernatorial 
candidate, and v2 
the vote share of 
the second-place 
candidate**†

Author's 
calculations based 
on Andy Tow’s 
Atlas Electoral

Author's 
calculations 
based on 
CIDAC's Electoral 
Database

ENPL Measures the 
effective number 
of parties 
competing 
in legislative 
elections

1/∑si2 with si 
representing the 
number of seats 
held by party i

Calvo and 
Escolar (2005) 
and author's 
calculations based 
on Andy Tow’s 
Atlas Electoral w

Author's 
calculations 
based on 
CIDAC's Electoral 
Database

(continued)
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(and in some states, over 80 years), and where the permanence of the same party in 
power has not been exclusively related to the satisfaction of the electorate with the 
ruling party’s performance (Magaloni 2006), it seems reasonable to take into account 
the incidence of the lack of turnover in state-level democracy.

These considerations justify the inclusion of turnover as a necessary albeit not suf-
ficient dimension of (subnational) democracy, and give reason for its aggregation 
through addition (instead of multiplication). Various other empirical tests were run in 
order to confirm that the inclusion of this dimension did not misclassify cases. When 
subnational democracy was measured with and without the turnover dimension, the 

Indicator Description Calculation* Source

Argentina Mexico

Strength of 
legislative 
opposition

Measures the % 
of legislative seats 
controlled by the 
opposition

100 − % of 
governor's 
party (or party 
coalition) 
legislative seats

Author's 
calculations based 
on Giraudy and 
Lodola (2008) 
Database; 2007–
2009: Andy Tow‘s 
Atlas Electoral and 
DINE, Ministerio 
del Interior

Lujambio (2000) 
and CIDAC's 
Electoral 
Database

Clean elections Index that 
measures the 
existence, 
durability, and 
intensity of 
post-electoral 
conflicts

Post-electoral 
conflict ranges 
from 0 to 3, where 
3 = absence of 
post-electoral 
conflict, 
2 = post-electoral 
conflict lasted 
less than a week 
(7 days), and there 
were no dead 
and/or human/
material casualties, 
1 = post-electoral 
conflict lasted 
more than one 
week (from 8 to 
30 days), and/or 
people were held 
in custody, and/or 
there were human/
material casualties, 
0 = post-electoral 
conflict lasted 
more than one 
month and/or 
there were deaths

N/A*** Author's 
calculation based 
on a review 
of major local 
(state-level) 
newspapers 
(1991–2009)

Table A1. Continued
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correlation between the two measures yielded a score of 0.83 in the case of Mexico, 
and 0.62 in the case of Argentina. The results thus indicate that the measure of subna-
tional democracy employed in this study is not significantly altered when turnover is 
included.

A final clarification on the “clean elections” measure is in order. The concept of “clean 
elections” is perhaps one of the most difficult to operationalize and measure at the sub-
national level, as it demands a retrospective review of every gubernatorial election held 
in 32 states and 24 provinces over a period of 25 years. This indicator is only measured 
in Mexico, where electoral fraud has been ubiquitous. In Argentina, in contrast, little 
fraud or manipulation of the vote-counting processes has occurred since 1983 (Levitsky 
and Murillo 2005; Gervasoni 2010b, 2011), which is why it was not measured.

A good way to grasp the cleanness of elections is to measure the occurrence and 
intensity of post-electoral conflicts. The presence of post-electoral conflicts and their 
intensity reflect the extent to which official electoral results fail to correspond to 
reality as perceived by opposition parties. Following one of the leading works on 
post-electoral conflicts in Mexico, this study assumes that post-electoral mobiliza-
tions were provoked by high perceptions of electoral fraud (Eisenstadt 2004: 135–
40). Thus, the occurrence of post-electoral conflicts is considered to be a proxy for 
electoral fraud, while the intensity (duration and severity) of post-electoral conflicts 
is considered a proxy for how “damaging and detrimental” the rigging was for the 
“defeated” party.

To code the existence and intensity of post-electoral conflicts in gubernato-
rial races, state-level newspapers were reviewed for a period of four consecutive 
weeks beginning the day after the election. Post-electoral conflicts are defined as 
instances of social mobilization following gubernatorial elections in which protes-
tors demand a vote recount. The intensity of post-electoral conflicts was coded as 
reported in Table A1.3 A list of the newspapers used to code clean elections is dis-
played in Table A2.

II. SURs’ Patrimonial State Structures

Underlying the definition of a patrimonial state structure is a family resemblance 
concept structure. Unlike the necessary and sufficient concept structure, the fam-
ily resemblance structure “is a rule about sufficiency with no necessary condition 
requirements” (Goertz 2006: 36). Concepts within the family resemblance structure 
can be assessed by identifying attributes that are present to varying degrees, rather 

3 It should be noted that many gubernatorial elections in Mexico are held concurrently with 
legislative and presidential elections. Concurrent elections are difficult to code because it is not 
always easy to determine whether post-electoral conflicts were driven by fraud in (either or both) 
state-level and/or national elections. In the cases where concurrent elections were held and there 
was evidence of post-electoral conflict, the coding rule was to make sure that the post-electoral 
conflict revolved around gubernatorial elections. To do so, more than one state-level newspaper 
and two major national newspapers (Reforma and El Universal) were reviewed. When it was not 
possible to discern whether post-electoral conflicts were driven by the occurrence of fraud in 
gubernatorial elections, the state was coded with 1.

 

 



Table A2. State newspapers used to code clean elections

State Newspaper

Aguascalientes Hidrocálido

Baja California Semanario Zeta
El Mexicano

Baja California Sur Sudcaliforniano

Campeche Novedades de Campeche

Coahuila El Sol del Norte
El Siglo de Torreón

Colima Diario de Colima
Chiapas Cuarto Poder
Chihuahua El Heraldo de Chihuahua
Distrito Federal La Jornada
Durango El Sol de Durango
Guanajuato El Heraldo de León

El Sol del Bajío
El Universal

Guerrero El Sol de Chilpancingo
El Sol de Acapulco

Hidalgo El Sol de Hidalgo
Jalisco El Occidente

Ocho Columnas
Estado de México El Demócrata

El Sol de Toluca
Michoacán El Sol de Morelia

El Diaro de Michoacán
El Sol de Michoacán

Morelos El Diario de Morelos
Nayarit Meridiano de Nayarit

El Heraldo de Nayarit
Nuevo León El Norte
Oaxaca El Imparcial
Puebla El Sol de Puebla

El Heraldo de Puebla
Novedades de Puebla

Querétaro Diario de Querétaro
Quintana Roo Novedades de Quintana Roo
San Luis Potosí El Sol de San Luis
Sinaloa El Sol de Sinaloa
Sonora Nuevo Día

El Independiente
El Imparcial

Tabasco Avance
Milenio Tabasco
El Heraldo

Tamaulipas El Sol de Tampico
Tlaxcala El Sol de Tlaxcala

ABC Noticias
Veracruz El Sol de Veracruz

El Liberal del Sur
Yucatán Diario de Yucatán

Diario del Sureste
El Mundo al Día

Zacatecas Novedades de Zacatecas
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than simply being present or absent (Collier and Mahon 1993). Moreover, the family 
resemblance concept structure allows the absence of any given characteristic to be 
compensated for by the presence of another characteristic. Accordingly, the second-
ary dimensions (see Figure A2) are “connected” via the logical OR, and aggregated 
through addition (rather than multiplication)4 (Goertz 2006: 39–44).

Description and Aggregation of Indicators
As Figure A2 shows, patrimonial state structures are measured using four indicators: 
independence of agencies of control, independence of the judiciary, number of pub-
lic employees working in the provincial state structure, and appropriation of funds 
directed to municipalities. With the exception of the number of public employees 
working in provincial state administrations, identical indicators are not used because 
each country has different rules to appoint justices or to distribute funds across sub-
national levels of government. In order to ensure measurement equivalence, system-
specific indicators were used to operationalize the two remaining secondary-level 
dimensions of patrimonial state structures. In Argentina, “appropriation of state 
resources for economic and political gain” is operationalized by assessing the cumula-
tive years of existence (or lack thereof) of a law that regulates the transfer of funds from 

4 This only applies to the indicators that measure the centralization of political authority, 
which only correspond to the Mexican states. Data to measure the independence of agencies of 
fiscal control for the Argentine provinces were extremely difficult to obtain.

+
Independence

of the
judiciary

Independence
of agencies of
�scal control*

Number of public
employees
working in

provincial state
administration

Appropriation of funds
directed to

municipalities

Indicator
level 

Centralization of
political authority

Generation of ties
of loyalty and
dependence

Appropriation of
state resources for

economic and
political gain

Secondary level

Patrimonial state structure
Basic level

+ +

Legend:
ontological

+              logical OR
substitutability

*    Measured in Mexico only

Figure A2. A family resemblance concept structure of patrimonial state structure

 



Table A3. Indicators of patrimonial state structure

Indicator Description Calculation* Source

Argentina Mexico Argentina Mexico

Independence 
of agencies of 
fiscal control

Measures state-level 
comptrollers offices'

N/A** 1997–2003: Agreement between the 
state government and the Auditoría 
Superior de la Federación (AFS) to 
supervise budgetary items 28 and 33 
(Ramos 28 and 33). Coded as 1 during 
the years in which the state led the AFS 
control of the allocation of R28 and 
R33, and 0 otherwise; 2004–8: Index 
of comptrollers office's independence

N/A** 1997–2003: Giraudy  
(2009); 2004–8:  
Figueroa Neri 
(2009)

Independence 
of the judiciary

Measures the autonomy 
of the judicial 
institutions vis-à-vis the 
provincial executive 
power

Yearly average tenure of 
provincial Supreme Court 
justices divided by the 
number of years of the 
political regime

Annual state-level judicial sp ending 
per capita

Base de Tribunales 
Superiores de 
Justicia Provinciales 
(Leiras et al. 2012)

Ingram (2009, 2014)

Number 
of public 
employees 
working in 
provincial state 
administration

Measures the number 
of public employees 
working in provincial 
state administration

Number of employees/1,000 
inhabitants working in 
public administration.† Scale 
reversion was done with the 
following formula: 1,000 – [# 
of public employees/1,000 
inhabitants]

Number of public sector 
employees/1,000 inhabitants of the 
economically active population. Public 
sector employees = administrative 
personnel (teachers and doctors are 
not included)

Base de Datos 
Provinciales 
del Centro de 
Investigaciones 
en Administración 
Pública (Base CLAP), 
Facultad de Ciencias 
Económicas, UBA

INEGI publication:  
Sistema de Cuentas 
Nacionales de 
México. Gobiernos 
Estatales. Cuentas 
Corrientes y  
de Acumulación,  
various editions

Appropriation 
of funds 
directed to 
municipalities

Measures the capacity of 
provincial incumbents to 
appropriate funds and 
transfers that should be 
sent to municipalities, as 
well as their capacity to 
distribute these resources 
in a discretionary manner

Cumulative years of 
existence of a municipal 
coparticipation law (i.e. 
the law regulating the 
allocation of fiscal resources 
between the provincial 
government and the 
municipalities)

% of Fondo General de Participaciones 
that governors did not transfer to the 
municipalities

Fundación CECE 
(1996, 1997), 
Ministerio de 
Economía, and 
various laws 
provincial

INEGI publication:  
Finanzas Públicas  
Estatales y 
Municipales  
de México, Anexo A,  
various years

* All individual indicators were standardized between 0 and 1 to make their scales comparable.

** No data available.
† Reversed scale.
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provincial to municipal levels of government. By contrast, in Mexico, this secondary-
level dimension is measured using an indicator that reflects the percentage of fiscal 
funds that governors did not transfer to the municipalities.5

To operationalize the centralization of political authority, an indicator that captures 
the level of judicial independence (from the executive) was selected. In the case of 
Argentina, the chosen indicator measures the stability of provincial Supreme Court 
justices, i.e. the tenure of each sitting justice. This indicator was appropriate because (a) 
a vast body of literature shows that more stable courts are said to ensure greater judici-
ary autonomy, thus increasing justices’ ability to limit rulers’ centralization of author-
ity (Iaryczower et al. 2002; Bill Chavez 2004; Helmke 2005), and (b) the selection, 
appointment, and number of provincial Supreme Court justices varies considerably 
across provinces.6 In Mexico, by contrast, the rules that regulate justices’ selection and 
appointments do not vary across states. Hence, an indicator that captures cross-state 
variance, such as the per capita judicial spending in each state, seemed more appropri-
ate to measure the independence of Mexican state-level courts, as “punitive cuts” in 
judicial budgets can result in serious “assaults on judicial independence” (Bermant and 
Wheeler 1995; Kaufman 1999; Douglas and Hartley 2003; Ingram 2014).

Table A3 presents a description of the indicators that make up each of the three 
secondary-level dimensions of patrimonial state structures.

5 By law, Mexican states are obliged to pass 20% of the transfers that they receive from the Law 
of Fiscal Coordination (LCF) to the municipalities.

6 There are some provincial constitutions that establish a fixed number of justices, thus limit-
ing to a great extent the capacity of rulers to engage in court packing. Other provincial consti-
tutions, by contrast, establish a fixed number of justices in the constitution but stipulate that 
the size of provincial Supreme Courts can be either augmented or diminished by statutory law. 
These laws, in turn, differ regarding the type of majority (i.e. 1/2 or a 2/3 majority) needed for 
passage. Finally, there are some other provinces where the number of justices is determined by 
statutory law (see Leiras et al. 2012).
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